




































































MINUTES OF EVIDENCE

TUESDAY 5 MARCH 2002

Members present:

Mr Martyn Jones, in the Chair
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Dr Hywel Francis Mr Roger Williams
Albert Owen Mrs Betty Williams
Chris Ruane

Memorandum submitted by NTL

Broadband Communications

NTLwelcomes the continued interest of the Committee in the communications sector and in particular the
list of issues being considered surrounding Broadband provisioning within Wales.

A diYcult year for the communications sector

It has recently been a very hard time for any company involved in telecoms, new media, or broadcasting,
largely as a result of factors outside of the control of theGovernment or any individual company. Themarkets
have corrected their own irrational exuberance of the “tech boom” by taking a now in many ways unduly
negative view of the sector. It will take some further time for equilibrium to be restored.

At this diYcult time there are calls for the Government to take steps to bale out particular companies or
even to fundamentally re-examine policy aims and objectives. In our view, this is a timewhen theGovernment
should remain above the competitive fray. Many of the short-term “fixes” or interventions being proposed
will not actually be of any practical assistance, and if adopted will harm the chances of a successful recovery
forUK-based companies when global market conditions change. Similarly, Government policy for the sector
remains basically sound, notwithstanding some of the criticismswe oVer below.At any rate, it would bemuch
worse to suddenly implement ill-judged changes of direction, which will scare oV potential future investors.

Broadband

In the relatively short time it has been available in the UK, Broadband has generated high expectations
amongst potential customers and policy-makers alike. Some argue that there has been overhype and under
delivery from the industry. We think it is fairer to say that Broadband has suVered from the “new best thing”
syndrome that aVects all technological developments. However, allied to high expectations is the danger that
many form the opinion that Broadband is some kind of failure. It would be a considerable pity if this view
took hold, particularly at a time when Britain’s take-up of Broadband is doing relatively well.

Right now what we need to inject is some perspective into the situation. Broadband is not getting a good
press in general at the moment and what is printed is usually a rather bleak picture and not entirely accurate.
However, if you compare figures for mobile phone and internet take up at a similar stage of its development
as a tool ofmass communication, then Broadband is certainly holding its head abovewater very comfortably.
As the leading provider of Broadband in Britain, NTL hit and exceeded its target for 2001 of over 100,000
customers and we anticipate the pace quickening considerably in 2002.

There is however significantly lower overall demand for higher bandwidth services inWales than in theUK
as a whole. This is primarily driven by the lower overall levels of economic activity in Wales and by the lower
usage by Welsh SME’s of ICT in general, when compared with their counterparts in the rest of the UK.
However, there are encouraging signs of an increase in ICT usage amongst Welsh businesses that we believe
will lead, in due course, to an upsurge in demand for higher bandwidth connectivity. In particular we note
the 21% rise in the DTI’s connectivity indicator between 1999 and 2000.

We fully expect the Government to maintain its high level of commitment to Broadband in 2002. The
Government’s Broadband statement in December was very welcome but it failed to consider, crucially in the
current investment climate, what role tax incentives for consumers can play in aiding take up. A compelling
case can be made to the Treasury and we contend that the cost of tax incentives to encourage early take up
would be repaid by the increase in economic activity from moving the UK faster up the Broadband
adoption curve.
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Addressing anti-competitive behaviour

In much of last year, we have seen powerful players in the sector describing each other’s behaviour as ‘anti-
competitive’. Separating the rough and tumble of normal commercial behaviour from genuine abuses of
market power is very diYcult, but it has to be done and the genuine abuses promptly curtailed.

The performance of all the regulators in this regard has been disappointing. The saga of BT’s unbundling
of its local loop seems to have ended with most competitors driven from the battlefield. BT has been given a
much-needed breathing space to sort out its financial priorities and decide that, after all, it does want to
deploy higher bandwidth services. NTL recognises that complex factors have aVected the regulation of this
process, which was never going to be either easy or quick. But it does highlight the need for OFTEL to have
the powers, resources and the political will to take rapid and resolute action against those abusing market
power. Unfortunately, OFTEL continues to devote a disproportionate amount of its time and resources to
consumer and social policymatters which ought to be handled either by theOFT or by theGovernment itself.

What this and other examples reveal is the urgent need for reform of the way that competition rules are
applied to the sector as a whole. Whether this requires the proposed communications legislation depends on
the extent to which it is considered that the problems identified flow from failures of management in the
regulatory bodies. NTL considers that the regulators can fairly claim to be working with inadequate
regulatory tools for a fast-moving sector, and that legislation is therefore required. Equally, a stronger and
more focused set of objectives set out in new legislationwould help. On the other hand, theGovernment could
already make clear its strategic priorities to the sector regulators if it chose, and this might indeed be a helpful
step. Sector regulators should be firmly guided by theGovernment to employ the tools they already havemore
eVectively and single-mindedly to the task of delivering eVective competition—if need be at the expense of
other areas of activity.

What are the benefits, particularly the economic benefits, of Broadband services?

— Improving business competitiveness within the global economy through increased use of new
information and communication technologies (ICTs) with eVective access to markets, information
and supply chains. EVective use of ICT enables both established and new businesses to generate
improved growth, thus providing jobs and income to the local economy.

— Encouraging businesses and public sector organisations alike to interact through electronic
commerce and electronic document interchange.

— Developing health care applications and encouraging the take up of successful projects, such as
Telemedicine.

— Continuing to make the best use of ICT for life—long education and training of all members of
society.

— Improving the ICT skills of the existing and potential workforce.

— Developing telecommuting and teleworking and encouraging wider take-up of the practices.

— Improving the quality and accessibility of public services through adoption of ICT applications, for
example Broadband in schools.

Does Wales stand to lose out if Broadband access is not readily available?

There has been major growth in certain industrial sectors, notably in manufacturing and assembly. Inward
investment into Wales has been a major success story, and has considerably enhanced Wales’ reputation at
a global level. Productivity is high, unit labour costs are low, we have an adaptable and flexible workforce,
and unemployment rates have reduced significantly. The National Assembly oVers potential for raising the
status of the country on the international arena, and will give Wales a real voice at the European level. In
addition, Wales has developed a reputation for being a good place to live and work—land prices and oYce
rents are among the most competitive in Europe, the natural environment is outstanding, there is a unique
national identity, strong cultural heritage, and excellent leisure and social facilities. The institutional
infrastructure in Wales is also very strong.

Yet there are major concerns, such as:

— There are still very low economic activity rates, and high unemployment rates, in certain sectors and
parts of Wales.

— We have a “low wage/low cost” reputation, with too great a reliance on low value-added sectors,
few managerial/professional positions and relatively low skill levels.

— Many people outside Wales still see it as a land of mining and heavy industry.

— GDP per capita is low (the lowest of any region of Great Britain) and has not improved compared
with the UK and European averages.
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— Education and health standards tend to be lower than the UK average.

— There is a need for improvement/investment in transport and telecommunications infrastructures.

— There is a high dependence on agriculture in some areas of Wales, where incomes have been
falling rapidly.

— We have too many poorly performing small companies.

Therefore, even though we have many advantages, we believe that a transformation of Wales’ economic
and social prosperity is necessary, and that this can be assisted greatly by the eVective exploitation of the new
information and communication technologies, which all require Broadband Services.

Transforming the Image of Wales

The “Pathway to Prosperity” document calls for an end to the “low cost” approach and a transformation of
the Welsh economy into a higher value-added, innovative regional economy, capable of delivering increased
prosperity to people in all parts of Wales. We already have a good reputation in the electronics, software,
aerospace and automotive industries, which—together with this strategy and the potential of additional
European funding from 2001—will put us in a strong position to realise our vision ofWales being a regarded
as a world-wide leader in the transition to an Information Society.

Health is a good example. For a variety of geographic and demographic reasons, Wales has pockets where
overall health standards are very low—much worse than the average for the UK as a whole. Although more
andmore resources are beingmade available for theHealth services, demand is continuing to outstrip supply.
In addition to being a major drain on scarce resources, and having its own adverse social implications, this
has a significant impact on overall economic activity rates, which in turn depresses economic prosperity as
demonstrated byGDPper capita.Whilst technology per se can never be a panacea, Telemedicine applications
can provide opportunities for tackling spiralling costs and for enhancing the quality of patient care and
treatment.

Remote diagnosis and consultation processes, e.g. via the use of video-conferencing, can not only reduce
travelling time and costs in rural areas, but also speed up the process of treatment. Better access to
information—patients’ records/family histories, latest research results, etc.—can be beneficial for both
patients and the medical profession. There are many key issues which have to be resolved in this field, of
course, not least of which are the important topics of confidentiality and liability, but there is growing
recognition that the potential of the new technologies must be exploited if we are to make real progress in
improving standards of health.

Lack of sustainability

Several innovative projects and initiatives, which impact on “quality of life”, e.g. in the fields of Health/
TeleMedicine, Transport, Teleworking, etc, have been launched in Wales. Indeed, Wales has been amongst
the leaders in these areas. The main problem faced by many of these initiatives, however, has been lack of
funding, which has prevented their development into widespread, sustainable applications. Therefore, one
way of convincing the people ofWales that the quality of their lives can be improved via the new technologies
is to roll-out best practices, and build sustainable initiatives, particularly in applications such as TeleMedicine
and Transport.

What action is needed locally?

The Wales Information Society (WIS) report “E-ssential for Business”, published in May 1998,
summarised the results of a survey of Welsh companies’ usage and uptake of ICTs, compared with similar
studies in five leading-edge countries: the UK, France, Germany, Japan and the USA. In many ways, the
results of the survey were most encouraging. For example, the survey showed that, overall, Welsh companies
have a very positive attitude towards the Information Society, and levels of usage and uptake of ICTs are
among the highest of any of the surveyed countries. However to match a positive attitude what is also
needed is:

1. An education campaign designed to inform SME’s and consumers more widely of the benefits of
Broadband. An important element is the practical application of Broadband.

2. Independent advice from centres of excellence to provide impartial advice and for SME’s to receive
relevant case studies to their businesses.
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How does the availability and cost of Broadband services in Wales diVer from that in other parts of the UK?

Within Wales, NTL’s operations focuses on the mainly industrial SouthWales and the key urban areas of
CardiV, Swansea andNewport.Within these areas the network passes some 300,000 homes, of which 142,000
are customers. TheNetwork was built to deliver Broadband services and is predominantly a fibre-optic based
network which allows for considerable amounts of data to travel at very high speeds.

The company provides three core services of internet, telephone and multi-channel television and of the
142,000 residential customers in Wales, 9,000 have Broadband services. Our Residential Broadband service
comprises two speeds—128k at £14.99 per month and 512k at £24.99 per month. Over 50,000 customers use
NTL as their Internet Service Provider (ISP).

Our Business Broadband service oVering comprises Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) for our
oV net customers which is provided via a BT line at £90 per month for the 512k and £125 per month for the
1020k bandwidth with an installation charge of £260. The customer pays BT for line rental, but call charges
are billed byNTL.On net customers are providedwith aCableModem service for 512k and 1020k bandwidth
for the same rental and an installation charge of £220 and are billed for both line rental (£12/mth) and call
charges. These are bundled services and for ADSL it is a condition that outward call are routed via ourselves,
whilst for Cable Modem it is a condition that the customer takes our telephone line as well. These prices are
common across the UK.

Alternatives to Broadband

We tend to use the term “Broadband” to describe a service capability that embraces an “always-on” very
high speed two-way access to the Internet. Our Broadband cable is one technology that can provide this
Broadband capability. But there are other technologies including ADSL, Satellite systems and wireless line-
of-sight technologies.

Wales is characterised by urban centres, small towns and villages and very sparsely populated rural areas.
Urban centres are attractive economically for all the technology options for Broadband. Most urban centres
are well served with connection to complementary cable modem services from NTL and Telewest and
competitiveADSL services fromBT.At a technology level both technologies are equally capable of delivering
an always-on high speed two-way connection to the Internet. Both free up the telephone line for normal
telephone usage. Any diVerence in the quality of service is down to how the service provider has implemented
the technology.

Whilst we consider CableModems and ADSL broadly comparable in what they can deliver today in terms
of high speed access to the Internet we view our Broadband cable as having a much more potential for the
future on a like for like investment. Our Broadband cable network is based on a modern hybrid fibre/coaxial
cable design. In the areas where we have our Network we have more fibre optic cable much closer to the
customer than exists with the BT copper wire telephone network built many decades ago.

Line of sight wireless technologies are another means of delivery of Broadband services. The particular
strength of a wireless based delivery system is the relatively low infrastructure investment. It bypasses the
burden of digging up the streets. One of the issues that has slowed up the growth of these wireless local loop
systems is the relatively high cost of the Broadband customer premises equipment. NTL has worked with a
small UKmanufacturer calledOgier Electronics to develop a low cost Broadbandwireless unit. This has been
achieved by using a common technology with cable modem systems. Thus we have been able to leverage the
huge world wide scale economies of cable modem technology and at the same time considerably simplify the
design of the wireless unit. We have termed the technology “WHAM” for Wireless High speed Access
Modem. The original technical trials were carried out inWales to prove the concept. Very reliable high speed
Broadband links were achieved over the entire period of the trial through one of the wettest of the recent
winters. This gave NTL the confidence to place an order with the UK manufacturer to take the technology
into a trial commercial deployment in London. This first commercial pilot is intended to economically plug
gaps in our cable network and is completely “plug and play” compatible with our cable modem network. In
the same way that there are gaps in our cable network (where we have not built for whatever reason) so a
wireless local loop system will have gaps where there is not a line of sight between the base station and the
customer premises.

All of the terrestrial based technologies (CableModems, ADSL andWireless local loop) can serve the semi
urban areas but become progressively more uneconomic as the demographics move towards the rural
situation. The reason is that a double eVect occurs. First the distances involved push up the cost of
implementation. Second there are less and less people to share that cost as a service area extends into more
rural areas.

In the rural areas, the most eVective technology to deliver Broadband is satellite technology. The great
strength of satellite technology is that it can cover large areas very easily. A geostationary satellite can view
a third of the globe. However there are two sides to this coin. Its very strength is also its weakness when it
comes to providing two-way communications to large numbers of customers (as opposed to pure
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broadcasting). Its large visibility precludes very intensive re-use of the frequency spectrum. In contrast a cable
modem technology re-uses its available frequency spectrum street-by-street and town-by-town. It can support
the huge numbers of customers that are likely to want Broadband services in large cities and towns. Similarly
forADSL technology. This is why the satellite and theCablemodem/ADSL technologies are complementary.
Where you have a very high density of people you have the two wireline based technologies that can
intensively re-use their frequency spectrum to support huge numbers of subscribers. Where they become
uneconomic, you have the satellite technology to scoop up the relatively fewer people who are widely
dispersed geographically.

Thus theNTL view is that a good basis forWales is a mix of technologies includingCableModems, ADSL,
wireless local loop and satellites. To the extent that a competitive choice can be provided for Welsh homes
and businesses so service providers will improve their Broadband oVerings not just on price but on quality
of service.

Ian JeVers
MD NTL: Home—Scotland, Wales & N.I.
February 2002

Examination of Witnesses

Mr Ian Jeffers, Managing Director for Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland, ntl:home; Mr Simon Tse,
Regional Director for Wales, Scotland and the North, ntl:business retail; and Mr Alex Blowers,
Director of Regulatory AVairs, NTL, examined.

compares favourably with BT’s wholesale and retailChairman
operations. We welcome competition from other

1. Good morning. Welcome before the players in the market, presuming it is not at
Committee, formally. We have met you twice before predatory pricing obviously, and we both believe in,
and had some useful information from you in the and have actively called for, measures further to
past. Just for the record, could you introduce stimulate demand. Finally, Wales is characterised by
yourselves and give a little bit of background as to urban centres, small towns, villages and very sparsely
your operations in the UK? populated rural areas, and forWales to have the best
(Mr JeVers) Thank you very much, and thanks for chance of achieving a high level of broadband

inviting us. I have with me Simon Tse, who is our availability wewould say a goodmix of technologies,
regional director for NTL business in Wales, and including cable modems, ADSL, wireless local loop
Alex Blowers, our director of regulatory aVairs. To and satellites are all required. Thus a really
augment our written submission, I would like to competitive choice through that can be provided to
make four points. Firstly a quick explanation: NTL theWelsh homes and businesses, so service providers
is eVectively the leadingUK cable company.We pass will improve in turn their broadband oVerings on
11 million homes with 3 million customers providing price and quality of service.
over 5 million products and services. Bringing that
closer to home, within Wales NTL’s operation 2. Can we just establish what broadband is for the
focuses mainly on industrial southWales and the key purposes of the Committee? You describe it in your
urban areas of CardiV, Swansea and Newport, and submission as “always on”, very high speed, two-way
within these areas the network passes some 300,000 access. Can you tell us what the diVerence is between
homes, of which 142,000 are customers— that idea and ADSL, which some other people tend
approximately 50 per cent.We do some operations in to also describe as broadband?
continental Europe but none in the US. We are, (Mr JeVers) They are two not dissimilar
however, a US listed company and in large part it has technologies in as much as you can justifiably call
been US investment that has enabled us to build or them both broadband services. Broadband is
buy our local loop infrastructure which is the only eVectively how fast you can communicate down a
meaningful alternative to that of the dominant piece of cable, whether it is fibre optic or copper, and
player, British Telecom. Secondly, we and many the fact that it is always on. So I would say that they
other companies who will give evidence to this are two complementary technologies and you can
Committee operate in a truly convergent sector rightly class them both as broadband.
where product development is measured in months

3. For what kind of applications would you needrather than in years, and there is no doubt in our
your type of broadband, if I might describe it likemind, therefore, that we need a convergent
that, rather than an asymmetric system?regulation—and, indeed, it needs to work at internet
(Mr JeVers) For the consumer environment thespeeds, preferably broadband speeds at that, sooner

classic uses of broadband are for high speed access torather then later. In addition we believe this should
the internet for things likeMP3music file downloadsbe about the future rather than the history of
and video downloads, and simply the “always on”communications, and that Ofcom in itself should be
capability, whether it is running at 128 K or 512 K,focused on competition and consumers rather than
is very useful for just simply receiving things like e-the interests of established broadcasters. Thirdly, as
mails, working from home and so on, and as thethe leading provider for broadband services in the
speed increases to 512K and above it very much goesUK, we are now sitting with over 120,000 broadband

customers in the UK on the retail side, and that into the realms of video conferencing, et cetera.
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(Mr Tse) For the business environment, concentrations where you have a lot of homes

broadband as we see it today is about using e-mail together but I think for many rural areas, satellite
and about the ability to have a web page on the and wireless will provide other alternatives. Our view
internet but it is a lot more than that. It is also how very much is, if we can stimulate the demand for
you integrate your whole business processes around broadband services where there is existing network,
the internet itself. For example, why would I need to that in turn will encourage companies including
have a pay roll department working for my ourselves and others really to explore those
organisation when I can outsource that using a big technologies which in turn will drive the price down
fat broadband pipe to access a particular company through the delivery, but the disadvantage of some of
that specialises in pay roll facilities. That is one the satellite and wireless technology is obviously that
example and there are others you could use. So it is at this stage it is cost sensitive.
how you re-engineer your business and use the

7. I am going to open a newbusiness club inBreconinternet and broadband specifically for that business.
in the heart of Wales. What type of technology

4. So it would be very useful for business, probably should they be using there? Satellite? Wireless? What
more useful, to have a broadband capability of the do you think will be their best facility?
kind you are describing rather than ADSL? (Mr JeVers) There is a number of things that I
(Mr Tse) From the technology perspective, as Ian would encourage businesses to look at. Because we

was saying, eVectively ADSL is using the copper would use the incumbent players’ network to deliver
wires that are already in the ground and combining some of our services as well and, if the demand is
together so that you can get more capacity out of there today for the service, that would be the most
them. EVectively, using ADSL or using a cable to obvious one to exploit—an ADSL/DSL style
deliver is delivering the capacity and enabling you to connection. Going forward it will be the other
use that with a regular cable or an ADSL. It is just technologies as well that will give competitive choice.giving you high speed access to the internet space. (Mr Tse) Yes, we would use the incumbent(Mr JeVers) I think the key thing to acknowledge supplier and that is a true statement in the sense thatin this is that it will take a mix of technologies to we would not only use our own infrastructure todeliver broadband to any area not just cable. That deliver broadband, whether it would be 128 K or 512will be ADSL, wireless or satellite, and it is wrong to K, but we would contract with the incumbentsay one is better than the other. They all have a part supplier to provide services even though we do notto play. Some have strengths—some have have our own services in that part of Wales, andweaknesses

allow the customer to have the benefit of our tariYng
regardless of where they sit, whether it be north
Wales, mid Wales or even in industrial south Wales.Mr Ruane
8. What are the real limitations to satellite and5. Are there any types of businesses that would

wireless technology?benefit more from broadband than, say, the run-of-
the-mill businesses? Technology businesses, (Mr JeVers) Predominantly the speed of access.
information businesses? The advantage to satellite is the fact that it has such

a wide footprint it can cover a huge area so it is ideal(MrTse) Certainly if you look at the early adopters
then it is the technology-led ones that are using for a rural community, but by its very nature it is
broadband services. EVectively, the gain is there for predominantly one-way. That is the restriction on it
all types of businesses. Now, it is debateable down to which you do not have with cable or DSL
what level that is and the benefits they will get from technology. Time will change that inevitably, and we
that, so if you talk about Wales having less than 19 will look at diVerent speeds.
companies, then if you take the public sector to one

9. What role do NTL see for wireless highspeedside, those that employ 1000 people, then if you look
access modem technology which you are supporting,at the bulk of the SME sector within Wales it is less
and will you use it to provide competitive services tothan 15 employees. When you get down to the micro
BT in rural areas or will you leave this to satellitelevel of 1, 2, 3 or 4 employees, then the advantages are
companies?there to be gained but not necessarily as big an
(Mr JeVers) That is a great question becauseadvantage as for an organisation that employs 250

WHAM has been a project we piloted in Wales, andpeople.
very close to here1 we use it to deliver service now,
and it is a technology that we think has great

Mr Williams opportunity to stretch our network so we can bring
the cable to the point that it is today, and using6. Most of your network in Wales is concentrated
wireless highspeed we can connect in some otherin the industrial and urban areas of southWales, and
outlying areas. It really is a question of looking at anyis provided by fibre optic cable. Is cable the best way
geography and seeing the best opportunities andof delivering broadband services in the most sparsely
mixing those technologies, but WHAM certainlypopulated and rural areas of Wales?
comes with all the advantages that cable would(Mr JeVers) Again, the simple economics of any
have—two-way communication at very highinfrastructure—whether it is cable, copper, fibre,
speeds—so it would be probably a better alternativeetc—is that obviously it has to be geared towards
to satellite but, again, it has to connect to the networkconcentration of employment. The further you go
at some point so there is still some restrictionout from those concentrations, the higher the cost to

deliver. In some instances, it would be worthwhile I
1 Dolphin Square, Westminster, SW1.think, where the economics work, for small
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attached to it. But it is a developmental technology throughout the country. Is it the case that the same

tariYng principles are applied throughout theand it is one we are committed to rolling out as we
can get the economics to start working. country?

(Mr JeVers) What I can say on the consumer side
is that our price is the same regardless of where you
are in the UK. A broadband customer in Wales willDr Francis
be paying £14.99 for our 128K service and £24.99 for

10. Is the government right to adopt a technology- our half Mega bit service4, and that is a universal
neutral approach to the delivery of broadband? price throughout the UK.
(Mr JeVers) I think it is very fair to adopt a (Mr Tse) Certainly, from the business side, there

technology-neutral approach. I think it would be are two products on broadband. There are leased line
wrong to try and say “The solution is X”, because I circuits we provide as well as point-to-point access
think it would stifle some potential developments in mechanisms through to the internet, but if you are
there. We have a very high speed broadband cable talking about broadband specifically, regardless of
network. Others deliver it on copper and on satellite whether we use the BT ADSL product under re-sell
and if we can encourage the delivery of broadband agreements or the cable modem that is delivered via
regardless of platform that is going to be the best our own network, we charge £90 a month for 512 K
approach to ensure coverage. and £125 amonth for our 1Mbit services. That is the
(Mr Tse) We live in a technology environment common practice regardless of whether you are in

market that changes at an unbelievable rate. Three Wales, Scotland, England or Northern Ireland.
months in our environment is like 12 months or two

13. As I understand it, BT have got the franchiseyears in an external environment. It would be wise to
for the whole of the country and they set their pricestay away from a specific form of technology,
the same throughout the whole of the country andtherefore, and just say it is about delivering
they are not allowed to vary it wherever they are, sobroadband however that may be done using the

diVerent technologies that exist. it is like a safety net. But in other areas like theWirral
and North Wales there are five providers and in11. Is the government doing enough to encourage Slough there are many providers, so they areit generally?
undercutting each other so BT eVectively cannot(MrTse) Certainly, if you look at thework that has operate in those environments because it is notbeen done inWales already with theWelsh Assembly allowed to vary its price, but NTL and others canand the WDA and the various projects that have
undercut and provide a better service. Is that thebeen put together. If you look at CymruAr Lein2, for
essence of it?example, as one of the projects, let alone Pathway to
(Mr Blowers) I think the situation is that BT isProsperity3 and so on, it asks how do we maximise

faced by a requirement to average its pricesthe advantages that are to be got through the delivery
throughout the UK. There are some exceptions toof broadband services? So there are a number of
that so, for instance, connection fees can vary. If theprojects that are well under way.
actual cost to BT is above a certain threshhold they(Mr Blowers) On that point it is fair to say that the
can charge the actual amount, and that can be veryGovernment could always do more. In a sense it is
significant if you are sitting on top of a mountain inour job to push the Government as far as we can in
mid-Wales. I think what you are alluding to is that,the direction of supporting and stimulating the role
in parts of the country where there is competition, itof broadband. We have been working very closely
is driving the price down below, as it were, the bookwith the broadband stakeholders’ group, and one of
price that BT is charging, so the standard price hasthe conclusions of that group is that Government
been discounted heavily by competitors and that ispolicy is broadly correct. There is no need to tear up
great and is very good for the people in that area. Thethe existing framework and start again, but that is
challenge clearly is not just to have a universal accessnot to say that there are not a number of specific and
infrastructure everywhere but benefits indetailed measures that the Government could take
competition. There are two ways of doing that. Youwhich would improve the environment in which we
can encourage service provision over the BT networkfind ourselves. If it is of interest to the Committee, we
sowherever there is BT network service providers arecan certainly talk about some of the specific
able to compete on a level playing field with BT andproposals that we have made to the Government in
then you get the benefits of that competition, becausethe context of that broadband stakeholders work.
although there is a fixed price for the access
infrastructure, people can compete on the other
elements of the package and force prices down.Mr Ruane
14. So it is like the gas system where you have the12. We have been told in our inquiry that access to

supply in, and then you get the diVerent suppliersand usage of broadband is much more expensive in
undercutting each other?rural areas. The example we were given is that, if a
(Mr Blowers) Precisely. Talking about diVerentcompany operating in Slough were to relocate to

products, one of the complicating factors is that thereBangor, its bill would triple, which puts areas like
are diVerent degrees of competitiveness of diVerentBangor in rural Wales at an economic disadvantage.
products. For instance, there is very littleBT says it is required to use the same pricing regime
competition in local loop unbundling. That process
of actually taking the raw copper from BT and2 www.cymruarlein.wales.gov.uk.

3 Pathway to Prosperity—aNew Economic Agenda forWales.
4 A 512 K service.Wales Information Society (www.wisorg.uk).
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providing your own services over that essentially has inside Wales it was Cable Tel originally—they

focused, by their very nature, on large centres ofbeen stillborn, and I think there are a variety of
reasons why that has been the case. On the other population. The markets have changed quite

dramatically which makes the economics of thehand, there are existing rules which we benefit from
whichmeans that, if you want to take a leased circuit, businesses totally diVerent; we do see that

concentration. That is not to say that we as ana private circuit, which you provide end-to-end to the
customer, you can get those at wholesale rates from organisation would exclude looking at other areas,

but it really is a question of making sure there is anBT. So it is patchy and that is one of the problems.
There is no magic bullet solution but one of the economic return on things.
conclusions that comes out from that is you do need

18. What about Wrexham, just to please theeVective regulation to make sure that service
Chairman? Has that got a suYcient population baseproviders, whatever the product they are interested in
to attract you?selling, can get a fair price from the infrastructure

and deliver those competitive benefits that you get (Mr JeVers) There is potential and there is some
when you have competition and not just a single interesting work happening with a small cable
monopoly provider. company in Scotland looking at places like Ayr, for

example, that they have just started to build, so there
15. So unless we get competition in the rural areas are other economicmodels coming about that should

of Wales we will be at an economic disadvantage, an not be excluded. In time, theymay be appropriate for
economic backwater? places like Wrexham as well.
(Mr Blowers) The other way of achieving the same

result is that you force BT not just to have a single
book price that it oVers everywhere but basically to
oVer the best price available anywhere to all
customers. That is not what happens at the moment.

Mr CatonSo there are two ways of achieving the same aim.We
would argue very strongly that the best thing is to get

19. Continuing on the question of price, BT hasthe regulatory framework right so you can get the
recently announced reduction in its tariV forbenefits of competition everywhere, because it is
broadband services. Do you see this having analways better to have more than one provider out
impact on both the supply of and demand forthere competing for your business.
broadband?

16. Finally, are there centres of technology based (Mr JeVers) Without a doubt. It is fantastic news.
and information based companies being developed Anything to stimulate the broadband market. It is
around theUKnow aswe speak, or over the past two about time they did so, to be quite candid. It is a
years, based around this cheaper access? In other wholesale price reduction and what we need to see is
words, as time goes on, isWales being left further and that transferred into the retail market. We need the
further behind as these centres develop, the AOLs and the Yahoos to come and bundle that at a
infrastructure around them develops, companies retail price. Time will tell what the retail price would
become settled in those communities and there is less be and it looks as though it is going to be, for that half
likelihood of them moving to Wales at a future date? Mega service, somewhere around the £25/30 mark
(Mr JeVers) Personally I do not think so. I speak which is where we have been since we launched the

from experience from running our business service. We have an entry level broadband at £15
previously in Cambridge, where it was seen as a very which is at 128 K, then you are around £24.99, so a
entrepreneurial centre, and the reason people product around that sort of price is going to
congregated there and established predominantly stimulate demand. Today we have just announced at
high tec businesses was the brain power that was a Financial Times conference that we will launch a 1there, the people as opposed to the technology, and M bit service as of 11 March, and that will bethe network, and running the cable business there we available in Wales in mid-April, and that is to thewere under huge pressure to provide the consumer at a cost of £ 49.99, so that will become theinfrastructure to support the people rather than the fastest internet service available to the consumerother way round. The people came first, and that is after Easter. So we see the demand of BT andone of the opportunities. It puts good pressure on ourselves constantly pushing this market and that iscompanies such as ourselves and the incumbent to stimulating the consumer to get on board.provide the services to the people that are there. I
have yet to see examples of where companies have

20. A peripheral question: it has recently beenmoved to get the access: they may exist—I do not
predicted that NTLmay well merge with Telewest. Ifdispute that in any way—but I would almost say at
that happens, do you see that having an impact onthis point in time that it is about the brain power
running out of broadband?being there.
(Mr JeVers) I cannot comment on the prediction.

17. Why did you not come to North Wales? You Since time immemorial we have been merging with
are based around CardiV and the south Wales everybody—that is the nature of the cable business.
valleys. Whatever happens, it will not change the dynamics.

We have built a first class network and have built that(Mr JeVers) It is predominantly an economic
argument at this point. Our network is focused on over a relatively short space of time with the latest

technologies. That is in the ground, it is in Walesareas of concentration and, if you look at the historic
development of the cable industry, whenever there today, and we can exploit that network. It does not

really come down to the structure of ownership.were many small cable businesses started—and
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but the actual level of detail involved in local loopMr Ruane
unbundling is that kind, and unless you write out the21. Briefly, I know you are NTL and not BT, but rules up front you are not get going to get anywhere.what has prompted BT’s reduction of prices? Secondly, we are involved in the third calendar year(MrJeVers) NTL! I genuinely think bothNTL and of investigation into BSkyB under the auspices of theTelewest have very much been working towards a oYce of fair trading. That is not an issue for thisjoint message of building broadband Britain. It has Committee but it is worth alerting people to the factbeen cemented by the good work of people like that simply relying on competition law is not enough,yourself to promote even the term “broadband” and because if it takes three years to get to the bottom ofwhat it is, and at last we are getting broadband on to an alleged abusewhich took place over a period of sixthe retail or the residential agenda and that has months, frankly it is of historic interest to the peopleencouraged people like BT to catch on and start participating in the industry and no more. As weproviding competitive pricing. reform competition law and communications
legislation, it seems to us that we need to have that
combination of clear ex ante rules where necessary,

Albert Owen and a very clear set of guidelines about how the
competition rules are going to be applied in the22.Mr JeVers, you said youwelcomed competition
sector, so we do not end up with a three-yearand embraced that a bit now. On competition rules,
investigation at the end of which nothing hasyou say in your submission there is an urgent need for
happened. There is a lot more one could say aboutreform of the way competition rules apply to the
that but in outline that is really the nature of ourwhole telecom sector as a whole. Can you please
concerns.explain that?

(MrBlowers) I will try and give you a succinct view 23. Going to your submission, you say Oftel
ofmy concerns. There are two points here. Firstly, we concentrates too much on consumer and social
are operating under a legislative framework for policy and that should be handed over to the
telecommunications which goes back to 1984. Government. Do you think that would be healthy?
Certainly a great deal has happened in my life since (Mr Blowers) Yes. There are diVerent models one
1984 and I am sure the same is true for members of can adopt and, if you look at what has happened in
the Committee, and in the industry, frankly, the the energy sector and the Utilities Act, there is a
world is completely unrecognisable. In 1984 we were clearer separation of powers between those aspects of
very much focused on privatisation, on ensuring that policy where it is right that Government should take
BT rolled out voice telephonic services; now we are a view. At the end of the day the Government is
in theworld of broadband internet, the challenges are elected; it has the will of the people, and it is right that
quite diVerent. We need a new legislative framework. the Government should take certain decisions which
The Government has been promising to reform are eVectively social policy decisions. I do not think
communications legislation for some time— it is appropriate to say, “Let us ask our unelected
hopefully we will see legislation this year. It is my job regulators to make social policy for us on the hoof”.
to keep pushing at every opportunity and to say, That seems to be quite inappropriate. That
frankly, “the sooner the better”. The other entanglement of diVerent objectives is something we
observation Iwouldmake is that as they do that there detect, particularly in the work of Oftel over the last
are one or two interesting challenges that they should couple of years. Oftel feels it does not have a clear
have in mind. The first is that we find ourselves in an enough mandate to focus on what I regard as its
interesting position where we have the competition principle task which is the economic regulation of
authorities who do not have detailed knowledge of the sector.
the sector and then we have sector regulators who do

24. Finally, my concern is that you will come backnot have the expertise in applying competition law.
and say the Government is interfering too much inAll of this was supposed to be addressed by giving
consumer issues. How do you see a separation?Oftel concurrent powers under the Competition Act
(MrBlowers) It is our job to push back at where weback in 1998. There are two points which I think it is

regard intervention as being inappropriate. It is theworth focusing on: firstly, the failure of the local loop
Government’s right, and indeed obligation, to rollunbundling process which certainly at an early stage
out its own objectives and commitments. As far as Iwe as a company were very interested in, and it is
am concerned, provided the form of the interventionclear to us that the reason that process has failed is
is clear and transparent—fair enough. What I have athat Oftel does not have the ability to set detailed
problem with is where that becomes entangled inbehavioural rules on BT which act ex ante, so BT
decision-making for other purposes, so you thinkdoes not face a set of obligationswhich are absolutely
you are getting a decision from the regulator which isclear. The problem here is that competition law is
about economic regulation, but it has severalvery much geared towards picking up oVences after
substrata attached which are about social policy orthe fact and then punishing them, but what we need
about something else which has been in the newshere is to have very detailed rules applied right from
recently that might be in the minds of politicians.the get-go, which stop BT from saying, “Ah, when

you said to us you wanted access to our local
exchange, we did not realise that what youmeant was

Mr Catonthat you actually wanted a man with a key to open
the door for you. You are now going to have to go 25. You just said that you saw the solution to the

problem of local loop unbundling as betterback to the start process and get a specific obligation
which says ‘The man at the key will turn up at 9 am regulation, eVectively. We understand that Cable &

Wireless have called for what they call the naturaland unlock the front door’.” That is slightly facetious
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monopoly in the local loop to be separated from the so if you can knock £5 oV the retail price we would

see a lot more people adopt broadband a lot sooner.rest of BT’s activities. Is that an alternative approach
to dealing with the same problem? So that is one way we are encouraging the

Government, which understandably is reticent about(MrBlowers)We worked with Cable &Wireless in
adopting any fiscal incentives in this area, to lookthe early stages of them putting together the research
actively at that particular proposal. The other areathat underpins that view.Whenwe started on that we
where we would like to see more work and, if youwere looking at a situation where BT was said to be
like, a greater clarity is in the area of how the publicconsidering a voluntary divestment of its activities so
sector itself uses its purchasing capability. The publicBT itself, essentially for reasons of the shareholder
sector has got potentially a pivotal role in stimulatingoverhang and its debt problems, might have gone
the supply of broadband and also in creating a widerdown the path of voluntarily divesting itself. If that
network eVect which would encourage smallerwere the case, then we would be very interested in
businesses and eventually residential users to adoptmaking sure that the nature of that divestment was
broadband. If you had some benefit from usingthe one that was optimally designed to produce
broadband in that you could go to a particularcompetitive conditions in the market place.
Government website, perhaps the car licensingHowever, if BT are not going to do that, then our
authority or somebody like that, and download allcompany for pragmatic reasons is less convinced that
the documents you needed from there, then you startforcing them to go down that route is a solution. The
to create network eVects. I think there are barriers atreason is howmany years would it take, starting from
the moment to the public sector’s procurement ofhere, to force BT down the track of that kind of
broadband; we are not seeing the full benefits yetstructural separation? Frankly, by the time any
because we do not yet have enough clarity of the waybenefits from that feed through into the market
the public sector’s broadband activities function. Soplace, the world will have moved on. So I think there
that is something central Government is looking at.are some interesting economic arguments for going
So we are very interested, not least from ourdown that route. For practical and pragmatic
experience on the ground. Were the public sector toreasons, were BT to do it, we would be interested in
really use its muscle to buy broadband in a verymaking sure it happened in the right way. If not,
coherent way, that could potentially be veryfrankly we need to get on with the regulatory tools
powerful from our point of view as service providers.we have.

27. Facts and figures show us that the amount for
broadband has so far been low. For example, you tell
us that, of 142,000 residential customers in Wales,Mrs Williams
only 6 per cent have broadband. Why do you think

26. In what way does the current regulatory this is so?
framework encourage or discourage the provision of (Mr JeVers) It is like any new product: we have to
broadband access in remote areas? understand that broadband is a relatively new
(Mr Blowers) The positive aspects of the current product that has been out there. If you take any high

regulatory framework are that, by and large, to build tech product—mobile phones, PCs and so on—you
out these infrastructures we require very large sums see a curve that eVectively starts with the early
of money to be invested. The UK still seems to be an adopters, the people who have an interest in
investment friendly environment sowhen it comes to, technology. That is where the market is today. We
if you like, international capital deciding where it is see it shifting, and we have seen the demand for
going to go, if the choice is between Hungary or broadband this year increase quite dramatically as
Vietnam or wherever, they look at the UK and they people say, “There is an interest here, I have to get
see a market where the framework is transparent and into this. I have to find out about it”. So those figures
the basic incentives for investment are in place. So will go forward quite dramatically, without any
that is good because it means we can attract the question.
inward investment we need as a society to build these
networks. My view is that broadband will be rolled
out whatever happens. The question at the moment Albert Owenwhich is puzzling people is whether we can accelerate

28. In your submission there is an overview of yourthe rate at which it is rolled out? Can we move
concerns about Wales. You talk about very lowourselves up the adoption curve faster thanwe would
economic activity rates, for example. The problem Iotherwise get there purely on market mechanisms? If
have with many small businesses that I speak to isyou believe that is a good thing, and as a companywe
that the reason they are unable to expand at the ratedo, then you have to look at ways and means of
they wish to is that they do not have broadbandstimulating both supply of and demand for
access. How are you going to break this mould? Thebroadband in a way that does not already exist. So
demand I say is there because I speak to business andtwo of the ideas we have been focusing on specifically
the Federation of Small Businesses themselves. I amare whether it would be appropriate, if we want
talking about small units now that cannot expandcustomers, particularly residential customers, to
because they cannot access the market.adopt broadband quicker than otherwise, to look at

some kind of positive incentive for customers (Mr JeVers) Really the question is about educating
and stimulating the market. You are right, there is athrough perhaps a tax regime to encourage people to

adopt broadband faster. We know from our own stimulus there. Broadband I would say is a
misunderstood phrase at times—“Everybody has it,experience, and we have been talking about the BT

price announcement, that customers are very therefore we have to have it”. What we have to do is
make sure we can work with everybody, whether it issensitive to the price at which this service is oVered,
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the SME sector or the consumer sector, so we can all (Mr JeVers) There needs to be a shared

responsibility in this. Clearly we would say we play aunderstand the benefits and make sure eVectively it
fits for the demand that is there. I would argue that, role in that through our advertising and sales

messages—we have done that with ourselves andin most cases, if the incumbent supplier is already
there, they can access some form of high speed Telewest—and similarly the activity of both the

Assembly and other organisations could be moretechnology. What broadband in its broad sense is
doing is reducing its price so it is more akin, and at eVective, without a doubt. There is an opportunity

potentially for a wider working group to take on thethe moment that is focused on concentrations of
employment and people, but as time moves on and educationmessage to stimulate it. I referred earlier to

how we now see a stimulus in the demand for thethe other technologies kick in that will be a spread.
product. Why? I would say it is because people are(Mr Tse) I accept fully that there are some SME
largely talking about it in the media; organisationsorganisations that want to embrace broadband
such as yourselves are talking about it; and we areservices and they cannot access those services,
promoting it. If you combine those forces we start toparticularly in north Wales and mid and west Wales,
get something that is there, so I think at the momentfor example, but there are by the same token an
we have a lot of people talking about it, but perhapsenormous amount of SMEs that do not understand
slightly fragmented. Perhaps there is an opportunitywhat broadband is and how they can utilise it within
at the more local level to come together and promotetheir business, so we see the need for an education
the broadband message, as long as all our objectivesprocess. “Yes, youwant broadband but what are you
are realistic and as long as we all have a sharedgoing to use it for? What are those business
common goal—which I think we do. We want to seeprocesses? How are you going to re-engineer your
broadband out there as widely as possible.business?”. That is the part that is sadly lacking at the

moment, not just within Wales but in large parts of
the UK.

Dr Francis
29. You are working with the WDA and the

31. This is the same question put in a diVerent way,National Assembly on this very issue. When is this
in the context I suppose of corporate socialmould going to be broken because there is this
responsibility. Towhat extent is the role of the servicefrustration in the small business sector? Finally, on
provider to stimulate that demand, for example, byeducation, you say that education tends to be lower
providing high band broadband width content,than in the rest of the UK. That is not the case. If you
devising new applications, or by more active selling?look at ‘A’ level routes, many of the entrepreneurs
(Mr JeVers) I think there is a mixture of answers toare trying to set up in the locality and it is lack of

that. Clearly we have a product we would like to sell;access to broadband that is one of the factors.
therefore we promote it. It has been interesting—(Mr Tse) There are a number of projects we are
classical of any high tech product—that people whoworking on with the Agency and the Assembly now.
buy it initially have been those who understood it, theOne example would be the Technium Centre5, which
computer literate folk, the people who have anI am not sure if you are familiar with, but it is
interest in gaming, the SME market that have acertainly something that the Secretary of State and
technology base, but we see that shifting to a morethe First Minister have latched on to which says how
general use and we have a role in that, and localdowe build these centres of excellence where an SME
Government does, and the education system. That isthat could not aVord broadband access on their own
where we could probably, by a combination ofcan actually go to a facility such as an incubation unit
powers, get a stronger message out there.where they can have access to technology not just to

broadband and not just 128 or half a Mega bit 32. So do you think there ought to be a greater
capacity but 155 Mega bit type services, and share eVort to build these private/public partnerships in
that service as part of the infrastructure as the those areas such as rural and valley areas where there
heating and the electricity and the other services of is a need for a greater take-up?
that building, for example?Nowwe are workingwith (Mr JeVers) Yes, I think there is. If we exist to
theAgency on those ideas and theAgency says, “OK, educate and stimulate the broadband market, it
we have put one in Swansea but how do we put one would be far better two or three players doing that
in Port Talbot, Neath, mid or west Wales”. than one.
Competition says it is not just about us doing it but
it is about other suppliers doing it as well.

Mr Wiggins

33. You said that the cost of tax incentives to
encourage early take-up of broadband would beMrs Williams
repaid by the increase in economic activity from

30.Who in your opinion should take the lead then, “moving the UK faster up the broadband adoption
following on Mr Owen’s question? You talk about curve”. Would you like to say a little bit more about
the WDA and the National Assembly, but who that? To whommight the tax incentives be available?
should take the lead to inform people in Wales? Domestic or business users?

(MrBlowers) It is a propositionwhich, as I am sure
5 Technium Centre is an Innovation Centre at Singleton Park, you will appreciate, is hellishly diYcult to prove
Swansea. These are Incubation Units for “growing’ and because you are only going to be able to prove it atsmall businesses. It gives them access to the technology such

the far end of the process. What the Government isas broadband, for which they are billed as they would be for
saying is that instinctively, intellectually, it acceptsrent, rates, electricity etc. The second one is planned for

Baglan near Port Talbot. that broadband delivers all sorts of externalities and
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benefits and those can be diYcult to measure. there associated with the timing of those events but

the underlying logic is very strong. What we need toHowever, if you believe they exist, then it stands to
do, firstly, is to getmassmarket broadband out there;reason that you are making an assumption that, in 3-
that will reduce prices across the board, it will reduce4 years’ time, having broadband now will have led to
the price of the infrastructure and the price of thean increase in economic activity. Actually proving
consumer equipment. That thenmakes amuch largerthat to the satisfaction of Her Majesty’s Treasury is
part of the country potentially economic fora diVerent issue. There is a level of detail and
broadband rollout.granularity which one needs to go into. We along

with a number of other providers are currently trying
to provide that detail and granularity.We accept that

36. That takes me nicely to NTL’s membership ofthe Government is not going to go down this route
the Government’s broadband stakeholders’ group. Iwithout there being good evidence that it makes
have a question: what is your general view of theirsound fiscal sense to do so, sowe are working on that.
first report?As to how and to whom, we believe that essentially

one might target the small business community: we (Mr Blowers) I have to say NTL helped to write
would like to see residential consumers targeted as quite large parts of it so we think it is a fine piece of
well. I was trying to describe the network eVects and work, particularly the bits thatwewrote! I should say
externalities and was not doing it very well but, if you the stakeholders’ group is intended to be broad
have two broadband users at each end of the pipe, church and inclusive of all of those people who are,
then it is a great deal more powerful than if it is to a greater or lesser extent, responsible for the
simply a means of businesses and Government delivery of broadband—not just ourselves, BT and
institutions talking to each other. We would like to Telewest but also the major equipment suppliers, the
see, therefore, a mechanism either around the VAT service providers, consumer groups, development

authorities, et cetera. The report probably reflectsrules or potentially in the form of some kind of
that in that there are some things in there which I am,targeted tax break, and it would be a tax break for the
if you like, indiVerent to but they represent the viewsconsumer not for the suppliers. We are not arguing
of particular groups. The overall message that comesfor a large slug of money to be directed into our back
out of the reports is very clear and one to which wepockets—though it would be very nice—but for the
commend the Government’s attention, and that isconsumer to use as they will, and that would allow
there is no magic bullet solution to broadband; therethem to take our services or BT services or anybody
are, however, a series of robust practical stepselse’s. It would be a technology neutral approach;
which could be taken which, if they were adopted,you would be giving the customer themoney; and the
would help us in that process that I was describing ofcondition attached to the money would simply be
moving us higher up the adoption curve muchthat they used it for purchasing broadband services.
faster.

34. Is this being done anywhere else?
(Mr Blowers) Not as far as I am aware. We are

37. That is really what I was going to ask about inlooking at this at the moment. The focus in other
response to the report because it has been successfulcountries really has been to stimulate the supply side,
and the Government is undertaking research into theif you like, to give money to providers in the form of
pump-priming of the market to extend services totax breaks or concessions on infrastructure and
rural areas. Do you think that such a programmeinvestment. Now, that is not an inherently bad idea:
could be successful? Obviously you do but, if so, howit is one that in this country we tend to be somewhat
will it work in practice?wary of in comparison perhaps with continental

European countries where there has been more of a (Mr Blowers) I think that is the 64,000 dollar
tradition in recent years of intervention from the question. The challenge is it is possible to get a quick
centre in that way. The idea of focusing on the and dirty approach out of the door very quickly
consumer rather than the supplier is verymuch to get which seems to produce immediate benefits but
around the idea that this is simply a means of which has some long term disbenefits. There needs to
providing handouts to impoverished or improvident be some care taken. It is important not to foreclose
service providers. That is not why we are arguing for competition for contracts and for delivery of services,

and one of the ways in which you can do that is bythis.We are arguing for something that will stimulate
making either the geographical area or the spread ofthe consumer side which we think is a more
the services covered by procurement activities in thepolitically acceptable approach.
public sector too broad. If you do, potentially what

35. To some extent there is a danger that tax happens is there is only ever one supplier that can
incentives would subsidise those for whom step up to the plate and that is BT, and we would
boardband was ready available without making any argue that that is not in their long term interests. If
impact on areas where it is not or where access is BT are the only people who are ever capable of
diYcult, such as remote areas? fulfilling a contract, that does not really do it for us
(Mr Blowers) This is the challenge but the because we know from previous experience that

broadband stakeholders’ group came to the when BT is good it is very good: when it is subject to
no competitive pressures it can be pretty appalling.conclusion that in many ways you needed to
So it is very important to keep this contestable in thepumpprime the mass market application of
way that the frameworks for procurement and forbroadband before you create the conditions to roll it
local initiatives allow the purchaser a range ofout into the areas whichmay be, on current numbers,
suppliers to fulfil the contract.uneconomic anyway. There is a political challenge
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40. Do you see the re-organisation of health trusts
as an opportunity perhaps to work with them and to38. On November 1 last year the Assembly
improve this facility? Primary care trusts are beingannounced the programme for a broadband lifelong
reorganised at this very moment.learning network in Wales. What are the possible
(Mr Blowers) Let us hope so.benefits of such a programme, and are you going to

be involved? 41. Have you had any discussions with health
authorities?(MrTse) There are significant benefits to be gained
(Mr Blowers) I think we are in constant discussionby connecting comprehensive schools and primary

with individual health authorities as and whenschools to a network that delivers broadband
invitations to tender come up. This question of how,facilities. The truth is that as an organisation the time
at the strategic level, procurement is managed withinconstraints were against us completely on that
particular sectors is an issue which the Governmentparticular tender scenario. We received the
has now said it will look at, and indeed has asked thepaperwork on the 12th December and the time
oYce of Government commerce to look at thatconstraints that were set as regards (a) the return of
question and to come up with some templates forthat tender and (b) the implementation of it—I think
how procurement may work most eVectively, andit needed to be completed by the end of May—were
that is something we very much welcome.totally against us as an organisation considering the
(Mr Tse) I think the extension to that is that whatgeographical spread of those secondary schools

theAssembly is looking at now is aggregated demandand primary schools. So we were limited by our
from the public sector to stimulate the competition.response.
We were talking about the economics of Wales as

(Mr JeVers) That said, however, the initiative has such and looking at the number of commercial
to be applauded. One of the core points on the organisations that are there, and if you take that to
education side has to be to involve the oYcial the next logical step, it says if you look at the public
education system; it has to be broadband sector and the amount of money it then spends on
connectivity into schools and tertiary locations and communications and the whole plethora of
so forth, because that is going to be one of the key communications, then certainly aggregated demand
drivers of demand, so the overall initiative must be is one way of looking at stimulating that particular
applauded for that. market and competition for that market place.

39. Are you involved in any projects to exploit Mr Ruane
broadband in health?

42. So if there was an uptake on health and
(Mr JeVers) A number of them. Interestingly, a lot regional general hospitals in north Wales, in

of the projects we get involved with are almost Wrexham andClwyd inmy consistency, and Bangor,
restricted to the lab environment, and what we want and the infrastructure and pipes were laid, would
to try and do is look at the mass projects that are that mean that the areas surrounding those hospitals
possible out there. We can all talk about connecting would be able to get cheaper access?
the doctor’s surgery to the hospital to look at things (Mr JeVers) There is always that potential. It is
and so forth. There the service has been available and worth stating that when you build a network for the
what we need to do is look at how we could extend business community it is diVerent to that of the
that further and take it into a much more wholesale residential community in a small number of aspects.
use of the broadband service. We would have network that would deliver services

to a university or hospital but what it does not have(Mr Tse) EVectively, it is how we use that
is breakout points or street cabinets with electronicsbroadband infrastructure for things like telemedicine
in it and so forth, but obviously one of the dearesttype projects where, at the moment, we are providing
parts of laying any network is the physicalthe physical connections as opposed to the
infrastructure so it is very valid to say that, if theequipment that sits at the end, but there are lots of
business can pull a supplier into an area, then itadvantages to be gained by using it in the health
becomes a lotmore competitive to open that networksector.
out to the homes properly surrounding that. So there
is huge potential, without doubt.(Mr Blowers) If I might just make one observation

on this, my colleagues tell me that having already
said that there is a problem with being too generic in

Chairmanthe way that public sector procurement is done. If it
is too broadbrush then potentially you lose some of 43. Is there any real possibility that video
the capacity benefits. In other areas, we find that conferencing and advanced services of that kind can
purchasing is too fragmented, and that is a criticism reduce traYc congestion in the short term?
that has been levelled by a number of suppliers. In the (Mr JeVers) Video conferencing has been one of
health area, we have particular problems with those pipedreams for many of us. It was something
purchasing decisions being fragmented across a that was potentially looked at and it has been talked
number of diVerent layers of management, and that about as the advantages of technology. Anybody
makes it very diYcult to provide the kinds of who has used it to any degree in the last couple of
economies of scale which would bring real benefits in years has probably found it a most frustrating
terms of reduced cost. experience. I know, as we start to see the band width
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increase as we move from 512 K to 1 M bit and 2 M (Mr Blowers) I think we think that there is a

restriction on using Objective 1 funds for buildingbits and realistic pricing it will encourage more
people to use it because the technology will be infrastructure. I am not the expert on this but, if that

is the case, then it would highlight one of thesomething that you can watch. It will be near
broadcast quality. Today it will do nothing for traYc problems here: that at the moment the bottleneck is

getting the infrastructure out there. The structuralcongestion because you would be totally frustrated
to use it, but again that is where the industry has a funds are not geared up to supporting that

particular activity.great role to play because it is a fantastic example of
using band width and broadband at a realistic speed. 47. My understanding is that in the past the
At half aMega bit, and better still at 1Mega bit if you physical infrastructure—roads and railways—were
are using Mega bit, you have a very realistic video used for Objective 1 funding, and then the EU
conferencing service, so if you can cut down even 5 or thought that that should not be a top priority, so they
10 per cent it would be well worth it. I for one would have lowered that as a priority.
swap an occasional plane journey for a video (Mr Blowers) I have some good news and some
conference. bad. The good is that the Government—and, indeed,
44. One of the problems in Wales is the north/ the European Commission and the Spanish

south link. If we could get that kind of quality that Presidency—are very keen to put broadband high up
would help in that way but would the systems be on the list of priorities for the Barcelona Summit.
realistic to north and south Wales? We have touched That means, I think, that there will be a ringing
on the problems of rural areas but is the hardware in clarion call to member states to stimulate and
place for north/south? promote broadband infrastructure roll-out, which is

all to the good. In terms of the detail of what will then(Mr JeVers) The band width you could say is there
today. It goes back to the point Simon made earlier: follow from that it seems to me that one of the

practical implications is, do we need to look at theif we could even build three or four video
conferencing suites but do them at very realistic structural funds and rules in order to say, actually

this is a priority, it should be moved back up the list,prices so many people could use them at a realistic
price, then you would be able to aVord the band in just the same way as we spent a large amount of

money in the late 1980s and early 1990s in buildingwidth that already exists in there, and as more and
more of those applications come about, then we will highways and motorways in parts of Spain, perhaps

now is the time to focus on broadband infrastructure.see that demand take oV. To a degree, however, at the
moment, if you look at the video conferencing The opportunity exists. The bad news is I have no

real clarity on what will be said. I know there will beapplications that are out there, for an SME they are
not competitive. It is quicker to jump in the car and a strong statement of vision but what we would like

is to get into the detail of what lies behind that, let ushave the meeting face-to-face, and certainly more
cost eVective. see some detailed proposals from theCommission on

how it is going to take that forward.
Chris Ruane: This Committee has also a parallel

Mr Ruane inquiry into Objective 1. Perhaps we can discuss that
as one of our recommendations, Chairman.45. There are a number of objectives, including the
Chairman: I am sure we will be asking the WDApriorities to increase the number of SMEs and

direct questions about what possibilities there are intechnology and IT, and raising skill levels. Do you
that area. There are no other questions. Thank youknow of any examples of Objective 1 money being
very much, indeed, for coming today.used to enhance Wales’ broadband infrastructure?

(Mr JeVers) No, I do not.
(Mr Tse) No, not from the point of view of

advancing its infrastructure.

46. Do you know of examples—perhaps not in
Wales but in the rest of UK or Europe—where
Objective 1 funding is being used to spread the word?
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Memorandum submitted by Gaia Technologies plc

Introduction

Established in January 1992, Gaia Technologies plc has become one of the leading IT solutions Companies
in Wales and recently has become one of the best-known wireless networking companies in the UK,
specializing in the design, implementation and maintenance Wireless of LANs, and WANs.

Our vast experience in network integration and expertise in designing and implementing multi-service
wireless networks, means that our highly qualified personnel have the ability to deliver some of the best high
speed wireless networks available.

Traditional WAN connections to multiple remote sites always present technical as well as economic
challenges to any company. As a specialized CISCO Wireless Premier partner Gaia’s will provide “Best of
Breed” solutions. Our specific expertise in large scale, high-speed wireless networking solutions, oVers the
peace of mind and added value that makes the traditional approach a thing of the past.

The Government has stated: “Our strategy to stimulate rural broadband supply is threefold:

— encourage infrastructure-sharing by telecommunications companies to reduce the cost of roll-out;

— cut red tape whichmay be holding back deployment of satellite broadband services (potentially a major
contributor to rural broadband access); and

— aggregate broadband procurement by the public sector in order to provide guaranteed levels of demand
in rural areas”.

Points for consideration:—

1. The above statement does not include suYcient adequately informed consideration for Broadband
wireless alternatives in Wales.

2. Rural Wales suVers from a lack of competitive and viable Broadband options from existing
Telecommunications providers. 40% of the population does not have access to broadband of any kind.
Amongst some of the inhibiting factors are:

— High cost of existing Telco services

— Low number of alternative Telco Providers—Lack of competition

— Inadequate “last mile” infrastructure coverage

— The Geography—too challenging for wire/fibre

— The low density of businesses that can justify traditional investment

3. The use of License Exempt 802.11 wireless technologies are a realistic alternative Broadband delivery
mechanism for Welsh rural Communities.

Wireless Technology oVers the following benefits:

— last mile alternative to ADSL/Fibre in rural areas

— Fast and easy deployment

— Economical, low revenue low overhead

— Has already been used for NW Education Network

— Has already been tested for NW Local Communities

— The technology has a proven track record.

— Continued global Industry Investment in 802.11 Technology products
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The use of this Technology is growing at a huge rate throughout theUS andEurope. TheUS boast over 600
“Wireless Communities” with several well established in Europe, includingCardiV, NorthWales, Stockholm,
Kent, Bath, Bristol & Manchester in the UK.

4. The threat: Proposed licensing/part licensing of the 802.11 technology.

— This will inhibit the existing deployment of “aVordable” Broadband alternatives in Wales and the
rest of the UK.

— Will potentially create yet another “Monopoly” Service if ring fenced for Telco’s

— Create further apathy within the industry and the public through unnecessary bureaucracy/delays.

Recommendations:

— Accelerated deregulation of the 5.7GHz ISM Band to further open up access and bandwidth

— Continued License exemption of 2.4GHz (no part licensing)

— Support for existing Companies who are already delivering this service

— Greater Local Authority/Agency involvement in project aimed at widening Community
deployment opportunities.

— Continue focus on “wireless” wired-up communities

— Create closer links with lifelong learning partners and wireless service providers

Alan Sailsbury
Development and Operations Manager
4 March 2001

Examination of Witnesses

Mr Anas Mawla, Managing Director, Dr Ayad Mawla, Technical Director, Mr Alan Salisbury,
Development and Operations Manager and Mr Tom Last, Senior Technology Consultant, Gaia
Technologies plc, examined.

eYcient and viable manner; the fact we have goodChairman
roads, good trains but it can also go to broadband

48. Thank you very much for coming, welcome to services.
this formal session of the Committee. We have, of
course, met you before and we look forward to
finding out in a more formal way the kind of things
we were discussing last time. Perhaps you would Mr Wiggin
begin by introducing yourselves and describing Gaia
Technologies. 50. Good morning. Telecommunications
(Mr Last) My name is Tom Last, I am the Senior competition has now been in force for over 20 years

Technology Consultant with Gaia Technologies. in Britain. What in your view has been the overall
eVect as far as Wales is concerned? Has it been(Dr Mawla) I am Dr Mawla. I am Technical
generally desirable or generally undesirable?Director for Gaia Technologies.
(Mr Salisbury) I think the simple answer is that(Mr Salisbury) My name is Alan Salisbury and I

competition is desirable. The fact of the matter is theam the Business Development Manager for Gaia
consumer does need to have choice, and competitionTechnologies.
invariably drives pricing and accessibility towards(Mr Mawla) I am Anas Mawla and I am the
making those services more widely available to theManaging Director.
consumer. In terms of the impact of lack of

49. One of the issues we are examining is whether broadband services at this stage, some of the points
the lack of broadband facilities will act as a which concern us are the fact that it appears to be
disincentive for high tech businesses obviously from damaging the rural economy and the economy as a
the point of view of locating and remaining inWales. whole. It is increasing social deprivation and
Why did Gaia Technologies establish themselves in execution due to the fact that it is still not as freely
this part of the country and what would keep you available as it should be. Subsequently, that is
here? inhibiting some of the learning opportunities and it
(DrMawla) Establishing ourselves in NorthWales is reducing the quality of the content of the learning

had to do more with the University than a selection materials due to the nature of accessibility to that
issue, also the nature of the area, we quite liked the material. Ultimately, we feel it is having a
area and we have adopted it as our new home, if you detrimental impact on the competitiveness of Welsh
like. What would keep us here is obviously the businesses in this area. Obviously to add on to that,
availability of technically-aware staV that we can it is damaging to the environment in that a lot of
develop ourselves, and the availability of means and businesses are having to travel outsideWales in order

to compete UK-wide and internationally.ways we can reach the outside world in a simple,
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(Dr Mawla) When we are talking today we are 55. Sowe are not going to be jumping up and down

here in rural Wales?trying to give you a feeling of the 2,500 customers we
have as an IT company because we see this with a (Dr Mawla) No, not very soon, I do not think.
number of companies. Companies which can go out
of the area because of this, do. Then there is the
example of Portmeirion, which is in a really nice Mr Williams
location, they have been our customers for the past

56. As far as we understand it, the pricing by BT isten years and, as you appreciate, tourism is about
the wholesale price and then there is discountingshowing things, giving experiences to attract people,
which takes place in the actual delivery to theand the hotel attracts a lot of visitors from the US
customer. We understand there is bigger discountingbringing hard currency intoWales, and after somany
in places which have greater economic activity thanyears of trying to get broadband we know the
North Wales for instance, so it is doublyamount of suVering they have gone through let alone
disadvantaged.getting broadband but also getting ISDN services. It
(Mr Mawla) When BT announces a pricetook a good £40, £50,000 of expenditure to get ISDN

reduction for ISPs on ADSL, what basically they areinto the village, and we see this time and time again
doing is they are saying, “We will oVer ADSL quitewith our customers.
cheap for you to oVer your customers”, but that does
not answer contention ratios. If companies, ISPs, are
having to oVer ADSL quite cheaply, then the

Mrs Williams contention ratio will jump from 1:50 to 1:200. Okay,
you have a great pipe but there is very little water in51. BT applies national tariYng principles in
it. There are many issues really. I feel it is just acharging for broadband. It has been suggested that
gimmick, just trying to soften opinion.this disadvantages areas such as rural Wales, where
(DrMawla) Youwould have a company like Forcedistances are greater, as we know. Do you agree and,

9, which is a reseller for BT, starting to oVer £22 for aif you do agree, what might be done about it?
month’s service for ADSL in London, but the ADSL(MrMawla) If I understood the question, you are
which is oVered from BT is 1:50 on a 512K scenario,saying the price reduction BT announced—
so you are sharing 512K with 50 others. In the Force

52. I was going to come to that, that there have 9 scenario, if they are going to go by the example of
been recent developments. previous ISDN oVerings they had a couple of years
(Mr Mawla) National pricing is a fixed price ago, they have a contention of 1:250, which is 128K

wherever you go. It has its benefits, however BT or divided by 250, which gives you about °K.
telecommunications companies feel there is no (Mr Mawla) The rest have to be asleep for you to
economic case in rural Wales and thus they will not have a decent service!
oVer the services, so it does not matter if the price is (Mr Salisbury) It is basically the case that what is
£10 if you cannot get it. Yes, it is very damaging, the available is just being spread more thinly in an
idea of publishing a price which is fixed all over the attempt to pacify 40 per cent of the population which
place, yet if you do not have a service or are unable are not receiving broadband services. It is being sold
to receive that service it is unacceptable. in the guise of broadband but in reality what the

customer gets is very similar and sometimes less than
what they are currently getting with the existing
services.Chairman

53. It does notmatter how cheap it is, if you cannot
get it.

Mrs Williams(Dr Mawla) If you cannot get the service or you
cannot get all of the service, what diVerence will the 57. We have not covered the point in my first
national pricing make. question really. What might be done about it?
(Mr Mawla) It is the same as the price reduction. (Mr Salisbury) We have a very simple, succinct

Yesterday they announced price reductions for statement which leads into a number of possible
satellite services and they are saying, “We admit there solutions, but it is basically the utilisation of
is 30 per cent of the UK which does not have access complementary broadband technologies to do
to ADSL, that is why we are bringing satellite collaborative working to bring about the maximum
services to help and we are reducing it from £70 to benefits to the Welsh community as a whole whilst
£60”, but it does not make any diVerence, it really giving the best value formoney. That is a very general
does not help. statement. The fact of the matter is that we believe

that telecoms can look at reasonable pricing in some
shape or form, maybe by bringing those services
wholesale to major towns and cities within Wales atMrs Williams
a reduced rate, but then to work with other local

54. So the recent announcement, in your view, companies to be able to deliver broadband out into
does not matter as far as rural Wales is concerned? the rural areas using complementary technologies.

We have a vested interest in wireless but there are(Mr Mawla) It is good for people in London. It is
funny we mention London, because yesterday we obviously other mechanisms to do that. Our feeling

is that at this stage there is not a panacea solutionhad a telecommunications analyst visiting us from
London and he lives outside London and he does not here and it does require looking at what is available

and finding ways of maybe supporting that bothhaveADSL.Hewishes he did but he does not have it.
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politically and financially to bring those services, the however they are stifled, they are limited. There are
right kind of services, to meet the needs in the individual cases we have come across which have
localities which are required. shownmassive turn rounds in their business by being

able to connect and do business globally. If that is
only 1 per cent or even 2 per cent of the businesses in
Wales which are currently on line, if you multiplyMr Caton
that by all of the businesses in Wales, it could have58. Shifting the focus from supply to demand for a dramatic impact on GDP by making those servicesa moment, what do you consider should be done to available.stimulate demand in Wales from small business and
(Dr Mawla) Take another example, if there is nodomestic customers, for example, by devising new

train station in Llandudno and you ask, “What is thehigh bandwidth services, by devising attractive new
demand for people to go to Chester to do shopping”,applications or by active selling?
then the demand would be fixed to those people who(Dr Mawla) We were sitting and thinking hard
can aVord economically to ride a horse or have a carabout this and trying to come to an economic figure
to travel to Chester. Then we put a train station infor demand. It is very vague.Nomatter what number
Llandudno and we make trains freely available to goyou come upwith, it can have a lot of holes which can
to Chester. What would the demand be? Do yoube attacked. If you take a parallel—by taking a
think it would be the same demand? It is not going toparallel you might get to some indicative answer—
be the same demand, hence no actual number can bewhat is the demand for TV in the UK? Who can say
put to the demand. It depends on availability and itthat you can get TV but I cannot get TV? TV was
also depends on pricing.introduced in the UK so many years ago and some

channels were available across the board and other
channels were not available across the board. The
content is a worldwide eVort which is taking place, so

Chairmanyou cannot really control that. You can contribute to
it but you cannot control it. The demand itself is 60. Are you familiar with the UK Government’s
obviously economically based on price, so put that Broadband Stakeholder Group? If so, what do you
on one side, fair enough, but given that price is out of think about it?
the issue, it becomes an issue of availability and how (Mr Salisbury) The honest and truthful answer is
much you would pay for this. So if the price is that we have only recently become aware that the
consistent with what the people can spend then the Stakeholder Group has been active. In criticism, that
demand will be there because everybody has a TV means a company like ourselves who have a vested
whether they use it or not, whether they switch it on interest have not been made fully aware of its
for the news, for a comedy or a drama, whatever, it existence and its activities. To comment any further
is making it available and then people will switch it on that I think would be unfair.
on. So again the answer to your question is nobody Chairman: Okay.
can put a figure on it. This is the demand for it and
because you are poor or you are not on the same level
as the national average earnings, you are not allowed
to watch TV, go to radio. That is your level. That is Mr Williams
the parallel we make.

61. Can I turn to the complementary technologies59. I take your point but you seem to be suggesting,
that you have talked about and in particular tojust concentrate on supply and the demand will
wireless broadband, which I think you brought tocome, but might it not be true that if we can increase
our attention although some of us were aware of itthe demand, particularly in the small business sector,
before. Is the Government right to use a “technologythen that supply—
neutral” approach to the development of(Mr Salisbury) There is evidence to indicate that.
broadband?We looked at internet usage, some statistics which
(Mr Salisbury) Very much so. As we stated earlier,have been gathered by KPMG and others, probably

I firmly believe that the use of complementarygoing back 2° years now, and they looked at the
technologies across the board will greatly assist theinternet up-take figures and usage throughout
roll-out, eYciency, speed and availability.Europe, and Wales was ranked bottom in terms of
(Dr Mawla) The internet itself is an innovativeup-take within those figures. However, when you

product of thinking, and to stick to old methods oflooked at the figures of actual usage, Wales ranked
delivery just goes against the grain; you have to besecond at that stage throughout Europe. So for those
innovative in the delivery. Some techniques like fibrepeople who actually were connected to the internet,
make sense in cities, because it is cheap and viable,they were amongst the highest users. We can draw a
but you need to look at other methods, indeed thenumber of conclusions from that. The fact of the
telecom companies themselves are looking for othermatter is that those people who were able to access
methods of delivery.Wireless is the same. If you needthat service made the maximum use of it. We are not
a basic understanding of wireless just think about thesaying if you give this service to everybody,
TV aerial, that is wireless, you are sending data,everybody will maximise the usage, but the
which is basically what it is, and it is a good way toindications are that due to the rural isolation, the
reach very quickly.nature of the businesses in the area, the way the
(Mr Mawla) Imagine TV only was available oninternet lends itself to promoting selling and doing

cable. Many of us would not be watching. It wouldbusiness, there is a huge opportunity for
entrepreneurs in Wales to take advantage of that, have to be wireless.
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62. You suggest the use of “Licence Exempt 802.11 (Mr Mawla) When you apply existing technology

to wired-up communities, it goes a step further. Youwireless technologies” is a realistic alternative to
broadband in rural Welsh communities. Can you are at home, you do not need to switch it on, the

internet is always on, the intra-net is always inexplain in simple terms what these technologies are?
connectivity to the local community. It delivers more(Mr Last) The 802.11b you mention is called the than broadband, it delivers e-government, it deliversISM band, and it has been used widely in countries many things, distance learning, there are a multitudelike the US for setting up wireless wired-up of things, it is limited by imagination, nothing else.community-type networks for the provision of You can do somany things because you are sitting onbroadband internet services to many local a local network extended outwards to thecommunities similar in nature to the communities community. So it delivers many things. Again onfound in ruralWales certainly. It has got a number of demand, you will see in wired-up communities thatadvantages: it is very quick to deploy; it has a the FE is supported by a community like Eastrelatively high bandwidth compared to competitor Manchester or Ulster (?), they are going to give it totechnologies although obviously if you have fibre everybody, regardless of whether these people areavailable, use fibre, because fibre has a much, much going tomake use of it or not, theywill bemonitored,greater bandwidth available. We have successfully they will be assessed, to see how much they make useimplemented 802.11b technology in mountainous of it. But I think it is very good and I think manyareas, in low-lying areas, in this part of the world and people will have diVerent uses. Some people will usein other rural communities, and the availability of the internet, some people will use the intra-net, somebroadband services over that medium has been quite people will use it for learning, the possibilities areamazing to see actually. It is amazing how good it is endless. It is not about broadband, it delivers muchin areas where people would not consider that more.wireless, especially wireless at this sort of frequency,
63. We have been told by some people we shouldwould be usable.

not be enquiring into technology, only the uses the
(Mr Salisbury) To underline that, going back to technology can provide, but if people in rural Wales

the demand issue, the networkswe have implemented do not have something like wireless technology they
have got monitoring systems in place to study the probably do not have any service at all, so I think it
usage trends and the figureswhich are produced from is important to us.
that of standards in terms of the amount of traYc and (Dr Mawla) We strongly believe that.the amount of material which is being transmitted

64. Can I ask one or two questions about how youdown-loaded and up-loaded across this network.
can deliver. Would you be able to use theWhen we first implemented the North Wales
infrastructure of mobile phone masts to deliver thisnetwork, we did not really anticipate that kind of
service? Can you get agreements from the owners ofusage, so there is factual evidence there to support
those masts to add to them?the fact that once the infrastructure is made
(Mr Salisbury) There are some issues. In the workavailable, the users of that infrastructure do

we have done to date, we have worked with the twomaximise the benefits.
major mast site companies, and even though in some

(Dr Mawla) Just to put it in perspective for you, if cases we have been working on behalf of or alongside
they were using pre-the-network we implemented ten local authorities they have been somewhat reluctant
times, they have used it 10,000 times, and we have to accommodate equipment on that at reasonable
factual evidence to show that. charges. Therefore if we were to look at this in a

broader scale for the whole of Wales, there would be(Mr Last) It goes back to Mr Caton’s point about
somemileage in speaking to these companies to see ifmaking demand. When the schools required
special arrangements could be made with companiesbroadband connectivity, they were explicit about the
to be able to co-host the equipment. Obviously wedemand they had, but I do not think they even
are very keen to protect the environment and theconsidered the demand they had is actually what we
erection of additional masts is yet another issue.are showing they use. To give you an example, in a

standard school week for the four schools in this 65. Exactly.
area, they are down-loading somewhere in the region (Mr Mawla) This only applies on the long haul
of 3 to 5Gigabits of data per day, and that is between rounds really, linking these towns together, but
9.30 and 3 o’clock. within a town like Bangor you do not need masts,

you are using a school to put on a small antenna, you(Dr Mawla) That is a lot of books in a lot of
are using a church, you are using local governmentlibraries.
buildings, and the number of cells is quite discrete

(Mr Last) If you look at the sites they are using, and very, very eVective, no need for masts, no need
there has been a tremendous increase in the use of on- for planning. It is very, very simple antennae. I wish
line teaching sites which they could have used we had brought some with us, you will not be able to
previously had the ISDN service been maybe on spot them on a building.
every three or four machines, but they have 300
machines trying to use ISDN, and you could not use
on-line teaching. So not only has the type of general Chairmanweb traYc increased tremendously, the method of

66. Which were the two companies you referred tousing the internet has changed entirely the way they
about the masts?teach. They are now doing on-line teaching, whereas

previously because they did not have broadband they (Mr Salisbury) Crown Castle andNTL are the two
major companies.could not do it.
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67. We may need to ask them about that. will tell you that the fibre optic line delivering 155

Megs of capacity, which comes all the way from(Dr Mawla) We really do want to go back and
Wrexham to Bangor, passes along the A55. Yes, it isemphasise this: masts are used by the telecoms

companies to deliver GSM or mobile phone great, because it delivers the infrastructure, but, no,
networks on the main roads, and you see where these it is not the solution. There are 14 times the world
masts connect with each other. How we are over of cable, as BT has suggested. In order to
implementing the technology is about creating connect every town and village in Wales, it probably
individual cells. One school would have this aerial, will take you about 200 times the world over, and
which does look anything like an aerial, and would how much is that going to cost? It is not a viable way
be able to deliver within a mile around it, maybe up of doing business, even if it is going to be subsidised
to two, three miles around it, and you do not need a by the Government, which is something which is
mast or anything of that nature. good, it is something which really needs the

Government to put some money towards, and we
definitely agree with this, but that expenditure in
terms of subsidy needs to have value for money, andMr Williams
connecting every single house or every single village

68. But you have to get it to that school though. and town in the rural areas using fibre is going to cost
(DrMawla) What you do is you deliver internet to a lot of money regardless of the technology you

that school as it is currently being delivered, through utilise.
BT, so you have that wired connection to the school,
and you share that wired connection out. That is why 71. I thought Llwyber Pathways were using
we are saying it is complementary technology. It is wireless technology.
not just wireless, wireless comes in addition to the (MrMawla) In that project they created a wirelesswired connectivity to the school. Now you have the

triangle and at the nodes of this triangle you havefeed, then you share it out.
access but between the nodes you have nothing.

69. Are you aware of the Llwyber Pathways Around the nodes you have nothing because it is not
project? transmitting outwards, it is just linking those three
(Dr Mawla) Yes. points together. So it is creating a backbone. It

requires two things, a backbone and a local delivery.70. Do you think it has been a successful project?
The backbone needs masts and it needs to co-locateHave you had any involvement with it?
with mast holders but inside the towns for the local(Mr Salisbury) We have not had any direct
delivery it does not require it.involvement, although we are aware of the project.
Mr Williams: I see what you mean.We are also looking at a similar project in the North

Wales area in which we have an interest. We believe
it has been successful, it has been able to deliver
services to a region which would have struggled to
receive broadband services. The cost of that service
may have been high, whether that cost is yet to be Mrs Williams
justified is still to be seen, but it was also done at a
stage where maybe the technology that was being 72. Is there a danger that using wireless broadband
used was not as aVordable as it is now; the cost of the would further inhibit the establishment of cable-
equipment has dropped dramatically. So we believe based services? If you believe that, does it really
that project itself has at least gone in the right matter?
direction and started moving towards delivering (Dr Mawla) We are all after competition, are we
broadband, using complementary technologies in not?rural communities, but we do believe it can be better

(Mr Mawla) It is not just that, we need to look atand be more aVordable in the future.
the value for money. If a cable is costing you 10 and(DrMawla) I will pass this (indicating document) to
a wireless costs you 1, what is the obvious choice?you. This is the fibre optic network which has been
Plus that wireless delivery delivers more than tenlaid by BT through the Llwyber Pathway project.
times what a cable delivers. So if we talk about BTThis is the section relating to North Wales. We do
and say we want a 2 Meg lease line, that costs youbelieve it is a great thing. It is a cable passing through
over £24,000, but you could do it with wireless for atowns and villages. Sometimes it stops, sometimes it
few thousand and have 11 Meg. So it is not just fivedoes not stop, so the fact it passes through something
times the performance, it is as well a tenth of the cost.does not mean it delivers services to it. Because of the
How does it compare?nature of it being narrow, ie 5 cm wide, it does not
(Mr Last) I think the other thing which is worthcover around it, so yes, it is great because it delivers

saying, when we go back to the demand issue, wethe infrastructure to connect the north or the south
have shown that by implementing a broadbandwith the middle and creates connections into the
network, demand has been stimulated. If thatmain towns and cities. Take the example of the
demand is evident to the people who lay the fibre,school, delivered to the school, the issue has always
they will come along and lay the fibre, I would say.been the last one or two miles within towns and cities
They will actually see the demand is there and say,away from the point of termination, but the issue in
“There is a wireless network there now, we can bringrural Wales is beyond that. The issue in rural Wales
along far more bandwidth than a wireless networkis that the line passes through Llandudno but not
can provide at the moment and there is a demandnecessarily in the Conway Valley, so it is there but it

is not really there. I am sure Phil from the University there”, so it may help on the demand side as well.
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Cisco that we are going to try to persuade them toMr Wiggin
implement wireless, and we have been successful.

73. I think everybody agrees that the potential for Recently we implemented a compass network in
the development of a wide variety of new Bryn-y-Neauadd Hospital, linking six villas back to
applications is tremendous. Can you tell us about the the central hospital, and we have done basically an
potential in areas which are important from the external network and an internal network. Instead of
social policy point of view, like education and spending so much on fibre to do this for a couple of
health care? PCs in a villa, the wireless solution brings choice, we
(Mr Mawla) Are you talking in the context of have overcome the security issues, and it is cheaper,

wireless or broadband in general? scaleable, removeable, if they left that site or there is
an idea of them removing from that site they could74. Broadband generally, I think.
just collect the equipment and implement it(Mr Mawla) Five years ago we helped schools
elsewhere. That is our experience.locally to implement the National Grid for Learning

and we brought ISDNs into these schools and we set 75. Just going back to the schools, the second
up servers and we set up connectivity for the internet choice was £14,000, what did the wireless one work
and it has been good. But then the schools had 20 out at?
PCs, 25 PCs, now they have 300, 200-plus, so during (Mr Mawla) About £7,000.
the last five years we added one more ISDN, a third

76. About half.ISDN, and the teachers have been constantly
(Mr Mawla) It is £2,500 for the primaries. Wecomplaining because they cannot get through more

chose to put the cost of the infrastructure towards thethan three screens in a lesson. So this question needed
secondary schools, while the primary schools onlysorting andwe looked at it two years ago andwewere
come to £2,500. We thought this ratio was anhelping the local education consortia in assessing and
acceptable ratio and this figure has been agreed withfinding an alternative solution, and we looked at
them. Just to give you an indication of what they arelease lines, and we thought a school could not aVord
paying, a primary school at the moment pays £790an internet lease line of 24K so we ignored that. Then
for a BT line, which is an ISDN, they do not have anywe looked and considered Metro-VPN and basically
extra bills, it is all paid as long as they use it betweenthis is a £7,500 line, £2,500 installation, 10K in the
8 am and 6 pm, and they pay £500 for ISP, so we arefirst year, and that links you to a central place. So you
looking at £1,300. They need a looter for £400, theysay, “Here is a county, let’s link all the schools back
need installation and set up, soon you are comingto the county”, and every school links back to its
close to that £2,000mark and there is no comparison.closest exchange andBT links you back to the central
When you have 128 compared to 11 Megs, there isplace and you have the internet line in that central
simply no comparison.place. We looked at the cost and the cost came to
(Dr Mawla) More on the social thing, think aboutabout £14,000 a year, and we said, “Hold on, there is

the ability. Leave the internet on one side and theanother solution, there is a third way.” We
broadband ability of you being able to have a bigimplemented the wireless. Theywere very sceptical to
motorway from, say, a secondary school and thestart with and said, “We trust you with IT, with trust
primary schools which surround it, think about theyou with our network internally but this is not your
benefit where you have teachers in the secondaryfield, this is communications. BTwe trust.We cannot
school passing courses to some of the more ablebelieve that this can be done.” So we suggested we
students in the primary school; think about theimplement a pilot at our own cost and we did that
ability of administrative work that is done at theand they used it for four months. After that, they
moment in the primary school which can be done insigned up to it. Teachers at the moment are saying to
the secondary school. That interaction is not part ofus, “Look, the internet is no longer a question, no
the demand for the internet, that actually comes inlonger a worry for us in education, what else can we
because there is something like that there. Beforehave? Can we have now video conferencing, can we
Tom joined us he was in the NHS and when theyhave distance learning?” We said, “Yes, you can do
implemented the donor network it was about thethat.” We are now discussing with the local county,
ability to connect with the internet, and Tom always“Can we start adding this to primary schools, the
swears to us that there was more use of thefeeders to the secondary schools? Can we create the
interconnection between the hospitals than thelink or tighten that link between the schools?” So that
actual use of the internet. It is that ability tois in terms of education. Many schools, you are
interconnect and talk to each other and developaware of, like Aberconwy, John Bright, they are now
which is important more than the fact that I can goimplementing on-line curriculum, and they could not
to the BBC and check the latest news, it is not justhave done that without broadband. Even if they had
about that, it is more than that.gone for a 2 Meg, it just would not have run. At the

moment they have 11 and that is why it is a (Mr Salisbury) To underline that point further, as
far as education is concerned, already we havepossibility, they are going with it and they will be

quite successful implementing it. That is in identified where not only there are cost savings, cost
benefits, but there are instances where there areeducation. I can talkmore about it. In theNHS,what

we have been told by the NHS, what we have been certain subjects being carried in a school but
insuYcient students to justify carrying that lesson.told by manufacturers like Cisco is that they do not

think the NHS will ever sign up to wireless, it is a Now because there are so many schools
interconnected, there may be three students doingsecurity risk, they will not do that. They have

broadband of some sort, they have a donor network, that same topic in a neighbouring school, another
three in another school, another three in anotherbut it is a very, very slow network. They are trying to

revamp it with Metro-VPN from BT. We have told school, and it is now possible to have one teacher
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[Mr Wiggin Cont]
located in one school video-broadcasting that lesson possibilities. At the moment we are in talks with the

chemistry department at the University which wantsto suYcient students to justify the cost of running
that lesson. At the moment our concerns have been to link to this network. They have been running year

after year a chemistry competition from the localthere may be only three or four students in a school
here, three or four students in a school there, who schools, inviting students to do experiments, and

they would like to have more links with educationwish to take that topic but are being excluded from
doing it. That interconnectivity aVords them that because they are the feeders to theUniversity. So you

are creating that linkage.opportunity so they are no longer excluded.
Mr Wiggin: Thank you.77. What is the quality of the video conferencing

like? Is it like watching a film at the moment or is it
a little bit slow? Chairman
(Mr Mawla) You need to see it to believe it.

80. Fantastic. We finished exactly on time.
78. It is real life, real time, top quality? (Mr Mawla) Sorry, we talk a lot.
(Mr Mawla) Calling it video conferencing is Chairman: It is all worth listening to. Thank youinsulting it really. It is really good. very much, gentlemen.
79. It is like filming it properly.
(Mr Mawla) It is, plus links to the universities, to

higher education where they could possibly send
lectures, broadcast lectures. All these are

Memorandum submitted by Phil Brady, University of Wales, Bangor

Introduction

I welcome this opportunity to address the Welsh AVairs Committee and am honoured to present this
customer view of broadband in Wales. I write as one who has had been responsible for establishing a high
speed broadband network in North Wales.

I shall start like most of your witnesses by giving a personal view of what constitutes broadband, then give
a case study of installing such a network in North Wales. I shall finish oV by discussing some concerns which
I feel need resolving if broadband is to thrive in rural areas such as Wales.

What is Broadband?

Broadband is simply a generic term for a fast internet connection, but the speed which that translates to
depends on your aims and, particularly, the size of the community being served, whether it be a family or a
University. In the following, Kbit/sec is data rate of 1000 bits/second; Mbit/sec is a million bits/second and
Gbit/sec 1000 million bits/second. In broad terms, eight bits (% one byte) are needed to transmit a single
character or details of a single spot of a picture on a screen.

I first met the term “broadband” in 1995 in the context of the higher education community in SouthWales
whenwewere procuring a network to carrymultiple services including Internet traYc, qualitymoving images
and possibly telephony for the community. Speeds of 155 Mbit/sec were clearly in this category. Since that
time, Internet has escaped into the home, and the term has been adopted to mean adequate support for a
single workstation where burst speeds of 512 Kbit/sec to 2 Mbit/sec, usually with high contention ratios and
asymmetric transmission, are the norm. Many Internet services and our whole way of working now require
delivery of large amounts of data which in turn assumes high speed delivery for acceptability. I note that there
is a 128 Kbit/sec funding limit on Objective one proposals which seems quite inappropriate in 2002.

It might help the committee if I put these speeds in perspective. A conventional telephone traditionally
soaked up 64 Kbit/sec of bandwidth, but with compression that can be squeezed down to about 8 Kbit/sec.
A company telephone exchange will typically connect with the local BT exchange or a satellite building with
a 30 lines capability taking up 2 Mbit/sec. Home internet will vary from about 40 Kbit/sec up to 2Mbit/s. A
video conference over ISDN (six simultaneous telephone calls) will give a satisfactory “committee meeting”
environment at 384 Kbit/sec by utilising sophisticated compression techniques, though is acknowledged to
be unsatisfactory for some applications such as language teaching and medical applications.

The community guideline for connecting a Further Education College is a dedicated 2 Mbit/sec link but
this is inadequate for larger colleges. Here in Wales the colleges have been connected for longer than in
England via the FENET 96 project so have embedded Internet more solidly into the curriculum.
Furthermore, the HE and FE community have ambitious plans for running video traYc over the core
networks, so a minimum of 8 Mbit/sec is being specified for the latest procurements. Connections for Higher
Educational establishments are in the 155Mbit/s to 2.4 Gbit/sec region. The Lifelong Learning Network in
Wales is being specified with a core ring of at least 622 Mbit/sec and local authority feeds of 100 Mbit/sec
which are then distributed down to the schools and libraries.
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Summary:

64 Kbit/sec Telephone, dial-up Internet to home
128 Kbit/sec Jerky Video conference
384 Kbit/sec ISDN/6 Video Conference—committee meeting
512Kbit/sec—2Mbit/sec Burst “Broadband” to home (ADSL, satellite, etc)
2 Mbit/sec FE college IP link guideline
2 Mbit/sec 30 channel phone trunk
8 Mbit/sec FE College link, Wales minimum
10 Mbit/sec License exempt radio links
100 Mbit/sec Feeds to local authorities in lifelong learning network
155 Mbit/sec Accepted norm for HE connection
622 Mbit/sec Lifelong Learning network main ring
2.4 Gbit/sec Large University link, Connection for South Wales education,

SuperJANET spine

What Technologies are Available?

Fibre optic cable will carry traYc at up to 2.4Gbit/s but multiples of this are possible by utilising diVerent
infra red frequencies (“colours”). 10Gbit/sec interfaces are expected to be in use within two years.Microwave
transmission will carry data at speeds of up to 1 Gbit/sec.

Of great interest in the community is the use of an international standard, 802.11, for radio equipment
which is widely available, cheap and reliable and which gives a throughput of 10Mbit/sec using the 2.4 GHhz
licence exempt band which is also used by devices such as baby alarms, door bells and car remote controls.
It is eVective within buildings and with appropriate antennae for distances of several miles. This gives a real
opportunity for institutions and companies to transmit data inexpensively, though the recent consultation by
the radiocommunications agency over releasing the spectrum to operators for public services is seen by the
educational community as a great threat.

Plain copper cabling will run at up to 64 Kbit/sec but up to 2 Mbit/sec in one direction with ADSL
techniques over short distances. Satellite and digital TV both exploit shared bandwidths of the order of 500
Kbit/sec. Infra red line of sight devices will run up to 100 Mbit/sec over short distances.

The North Wales Metropolitan Area Network for HE and FE—a Case Study

Over the last two years the HE and FE institutions in North Wales have been procuring a new network to
provide Internet access to the 2 HE institutions and 9 FE. The funding councils have a parallel project to
install and encourage use of video conferencing for both administration and teaching and it is expected that
the video traYc will migrate from ISDN dial-up to being carried over the new network. This requires
techniques to expedite video traYc to prevent “jitter” on this time critical application.

The network was specified to connect the 9 FE colleges at speeds of at least 8Mbit/sec and the two HE
institutions at 155 Mbit/sec.

After our initial findings we learned that BT had a significant infrastructure in the region. Metrocable had
the franchise for cable TV but only ever planned to cover Cheshire and have subsequently relinquished the
franchise. In many areas the railways have trackside cable, but enquiries drew a blank and a chat with
maintenance staV confirmed that the only connections were copper for telephony.We notedmanymasts with
arrays of microwave dishes on the hills and learned almost by accident that there was fibre alongside themain
A55 trunk road for traYc monitoring and management purposes.

We were concerned that there appeared to be insuYcient infrastructure for a competitive situation. The
sparse mainly rural economy discourages investment. The mountains and tidal waters both make use of
microwave diYcult, as do the environmental concerns. Much though I want the opportunities given by lots
of microwave towers across the region, even I don’t want to see them littering the mountains!

We therefore approached both the managing agent for the A55 and NAfW to see whether we could use
some of the fibre, and were delighted at the very positive and helpful response from both oYcers and elected
members of NAfW. The possibility of use of this fibre was therefore written into the invitation to tender for
the network.

It was thought that this procurement would be suYciently large and have the critical mass to attract
competition, and that was indeed the case. After a full EUprocurement theNorthWales consortium accepted
the hybrid proposal from Cable and Wireless for a main spine solution based on microwave hops over the
hills fromWrexham to Halkyn on the A55, use of A55 fibre to the outskirts of Bangor, and a short fibre dig
to the University. The nine FE colleges were to be connected by a variety of technologies—one by fibre using
community owned ducting, one infra red, three by microwave and four by leased BT lines.
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Unfortunately, after acceptance of the proposal BT had a policy change which removed 8Mbit/sec circuits
from their price book. The suggestion by them that 34Mbit/sec would be “better value for money” at double
the rental cost was unhelpful. The project was already very oversubscribed by the BT recurrent costs of
£141,000 pa and had already required special pleading, albeit with very sympathetic staV, to the funding
councils. The Cable and Wireless response was to suggest microwave solutions which required rescheduling
the payment profile but which would then fit better with our funding streams. I do acknowledge the funding
challenges that this project has imposed on the funding councils and their very positive responses to them.

The policy by BT of introducing this large gap in provision between 2 Mbit/sec and 34 Mbit/sec will, I
believe, severely inhibit the growth of enterprises once they have started using e-commerce techniques and is
a serious issue for Wales.

The academic project is now well advanced and the 155 Mbit/sec backbone and connections to four FE
colleges due for delivery at the end ofMarch 2002, with the remaining five colleges over the next threemonths.
However, Cable and Wireless would be the first to admit that finding routes for microwave links in Wales is
not an easy task.

I am frequently asked whether I have any concerns over the solution adopted, especially as we need to
guarantee strict performance and serviceability criteria as a condition of our contract with UKERNA, the
managing body for the academic network.

The topology of North Wales and the lack of competition in the market place has forced us to take a very
unconventional, maybe even bizarre, solution which does not necessarily reflect optimal practice in the
community. The number of components on our main spine, some in fairly inaccessible places, will necessarily
reflect in the serviceability of the link and we have to pay careful attention to how we will monitor, diagnose
and remotely control the equipment there. Some have expressed concern over the fact that the A55 fibre is
simply buried rather than ducted in some sections but I personally think those concerns are unfounded.
Buried fibre is less likely to suVer attack by rodents, and human disturbance is unlikely in view of the tight
controls on roadside work by the A55 agency. Microwave is not yet fully established and trusted by some
parts of the HE sector, even though we may have been using it for main bearer circuits for years. Reliability
is often questioned but my biggest concern in this area would be the inaccessibility of remote equipment for
repair work due to prolonged adverse weather or another outbreak of animal disease. The legal status of our
network is a further concern pending the outcome of the review of the 1984 telecommunications act.

The WDA Ubiquitous Broadband Study

NAfW and WDA both have a good understand of broadband needs and are working positively towards
resolving them.

In 2000/2001 NAfW conducted a consultation on provision of broadband under the name Cymru Ar-lein
which recognised the major issues.

In July 2001 the WDA published a study in broadband provision in Wales which members will have seen.
It made many recommendations including the need to focus on the businesses and public sector rather than
the domestic market, the need to stimulate demand as well as supply, and recommended that aggregation
of public sector networking would “Leverage benefits for SMEs from public investment”. Altogether a well
researched report.

These studies have resulted in the investment by NAfW in the Lifelong Learning Network which will
connect 22 Local authorities at 100Mbit/sec in 2002. This will be followed by investment to distribute the feed
to classroom and library.
WDA have ambitious plans to invest in broadband and may well use the Lifelong Learning Network as a
springboard.

We are fortunate that Wales is small enough and politically coherent enough for this coordination to take
place, and we are looked on with envy by those in areas such as the South West.

The Telecommunication Act 1984

Many of the barriers to broadband rollout will be within the remit of the new OFCOM. The formation of
this new body is a forward looking step and I hope that it will result in policies which will unlock aVordable
broadband for the community.

The Telecommunications Act 1984 is the legislation which underpins all such services. It was written in
1984 when the concerns were primarily those of the telephony monopoly. Internet did not exist except in a
few organisations and the traYc was carried by modulating it for transmission over voice circuits. Modern
techniques and technologies are not recognised in it and interpretation of essentially data needs in a telephony
framework is diYcult. DTI andOFTEL recognised that the normal practice of manyUniversities which have
installed their own fibre throughout a town or city and which require connection of scores of buildings on
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the data network are outside the act. The creation of educational regional networks only exacerbates the
situation, the connection of schools and libraries pushes it further, and full cooperation of the public and
private sectors seems legislatively very diYcult. Some University networks were covered by special licenses
but it is our understanding that these have been revoked pending new legislation. Very constructive dialogue
did take place with DTI and OFTEL over the act and they were sympathetic to the ambitions of the
educational sector. The discussions resulted in a draft of a new educational license but most if not all of the
networking specialists in the community found it very diYcult to understand. Thework seems to have stalled,
possibly with the impending formation of OFCOM.

We do need a legislative framework which is technology independent, removes artificial barriers and which
does not prohibit cooperation between the private and public sectors.

Radio Licensing

There is great concern in the community that use of the license exempt bands which have allowed many
to open up communications might be denied them as a result of the present Radiocommunications Agency
consultation exercise which debates the use of this band by telecommunication operators for “public
services”. There are real concerns that news of the consultation did not reach anyone in the academic
community, despite the very active information sharing mechanisms which exist, and that the consultation
documentation is diYcult to locate on the RA web site even when you do know that it must be there
somewhere. In a way it is perhaps understandable that consultation has been diYcult given that use is not
recorded centrally but there are university consortia with licenses in other bands who might be inferred to
have an interest and we note that even BT has complained about the short timescales and the fact that they
had not been alerted to the consultation. The experience in universities of using these technologies suggests
that congestion is a very real concern in urban areas and that the BT proposal to prohibit directional antennae
(which do help keep the frequency band free of congestion) would only consolidate a leased circuit monopoly.

It is hoped that members of the Welsh AVairs Committee will vigorously explore these issues when they
meet OFCOM. The community needs actions which liberate and actively encourage broadband rather than
those which pull the rug from under the feet of implementers.

The lack of a taker for the 28GHz band inWales is no surprise given the high costs and the low population,
but I know that Mike Tedd will be in a better position to brief you than I. I just think we need ask whether
encouragement and development of the regional economy should take higher priority than raising income
for the exchequer.

The committeewill not be surprised that the concerns are shared in other rural areas such asCumbria, Kent
and the South West.

Conclusions

Whilst I am upbeat about the future for broadband in Wales, there are a number of initiatives which need
encouragement and some legislative issues to resolve.

The coordination of expenditure across the lifelong learning sector in Wales is clearly an important step
which needs support and extension of this to other public sectors will have spin-oV benefits for the business
community.

Revision of the 1984 Telecommunications Act resulting in legitimisation of common modern practice and
removal of ambiguity in an Internet environment is necessary to support self-provision and sharing of
facilities and equipment.

Unbundling of the local loop needs unlocking and extension of the principle to sharing of other
infrastructure such as ducts, masts and buildings needs encouragement.

I hear of delays to some projects in the planning process which seem unnecessary, and again encouragement
needs to be applied.

It is essential that the freedom given to individuals, companies and institutions by use of the license exempt
radio bands must be preserved and that swamping by public service operators must not destroy their
usefulness. We need more flexibility, not less.

Lastly, I would ask the committee to encourage OFTEL to widen its consultation processes. The lack of
information within the academic community over the recent consultation concerning the licence exempt
bands and the lack of regional representation are both of concern.

15 March 2002
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Examination of Witness

Mr Phil Brady, Director of Information Services, University of Wales, Bangor, examined.

84. We are very grateful and pleased to hear whatChairman
you do, which I think prompted the Committee to

81. Good morning, Mr Brady, welcome before the look at this. We do feel it is very important for the
Committee once again. We had a useful informal economy of Wales.
session with you but we need now to get it down on (MrBrady) I should say at the start that I feel I will
the record. I understand you would like to make a be able to provide, if you like, a customer view, not a
short opening statement. supplier view.

Chairman: That is what we would like to hear.(Mr Brady) First of all, I would like to welcome
you all to the University. As a senior oYcer of the
University, the University is very pleased to welcome

Mr Wigginyou here. It might help if I give you a brief run-down
of who I am and what I am. 85. You will have heard already that we discussed

the BT situation where it applies national tariYng
82. Please do. principles, which may or may not disadvantage
(Mr Brady) My post here at the University is customers in Wales because distances are generally

Director of Information Services with greater. Surely, overall, the country stands to gain
responsibilities for computing, networking, IT rather than lose from this national tariYng principle.
teaching, the eight libraries of the University across What view do you take of this?
North Wales, from Wrexham to Menai Bridge, a (Mr Brady) I think it is a very complex issue. The
printing and binding service and an archive. So I look national tariVs certainly are very unattractive in
after both the oldest bits of the University and the areas where there is competition, like in themiddle of
newest. I graduated in Nottingham many years ago Manchester or London; they really are unattractive.
with a maths and physics degree. I am a Member of Where there is a captive market, as inWales perhaps,
the British Computing Society and a chartered I suppose the national tariVs do apply some
engineer. My first job was with International restraints but there is still the economic argument of
Computers, designing mainframe computer systems, whether a service can actually be sensibly supplied
and I have a patent in my name which is still used in even by BT, as we have seen with the roll-out of

ADSL, for example. I think the real issue is the lackmany computer systems today. My first brush with
of competition and the fact that with the Northeducation as a career was with Swansea University
WalesMAN there is not a single component fromBTwhere, towards the latter years of that career in
anywhere in it, which suggests what we feel aboutSwansea, I led the team which piloted networking to
national tariVs.the further education sector in Wales, which led to

the roll-out of networking and network support to all
28 colleges in Wales in 1996, and that activity set the

Mrs Williamspace for connection to further education colleges
throughout England, Wales, Scotland and Northern 86. There are frequently complaints that BT fail to
Ireland. The same model has been adopted provide broadband infrastructure in Wales on a
elsewhere. I chaired the Technical Committee of the suYcient scale, especially outside the main
South Wales Metropolitan Area Network and have conurbations. Is this true, do you think? If so, what
been involved in networking three universities in in your opinion is the reason for this?
Bulgaria and providing advice under an EU project. (MrBrady) BT will claim they have plenty of fibre,

and I have no evidence, one way or the other, toI am a former member of the Joint Information
suggest whether that is true or not. I have heard noSystems Committee and the sub-committee, JCN,
real suggestions to the contrary. The limitation ofthe JISC committee on networking, which is the
ADSL equipment is often raised as a concern, thatadvisory body for the SuperJANET network on its
only a limited number of exchanges have been souse and exploitation and is an advisory body to the
equipped, but I think the very sad part of it is thatfunding councils. I was a member of the National
these exchanges in general are in the centres of townsAssembly Cymru Ar-lein Committee. I lead the
where the modern industries are not growing up.development of the North Wales MAN. I am on the
Here in North Wales, all the modern industries areprocurement panel for the Lifelong Learning
growing up along the A55 corridor, which skirtsNetwork in Wales. I chair the University of Wales
around the towns and the business parks where weVideo Steering Committee and I am chair of the
really have to get broadband going. The businessJISCmail Advisory Group, which is the group which
parks are outside the ADSL range in general. Theadvises on mail distribution through the
withdrawal of the 8 Mbit circuits and lease lines lastSuperJANET network. I welcome this inquiry. I
year caused great embarrassment for us, and causedhave a passionate belief that broadband is the key to
me many sleepless nights until we found alternativethe prosperity and well-being of our country. We solutions. I think that is going to be a problem.have to promote it and we have to remove any
87. Could you develop that problem?barriers. Thank you.
(Mr Brady) In order to develop our network we

83. I am surprised you found time to come here this had a requirement for 8Mbit/second to colleges such
morning, Mr Brady! as Harlech. The price book from BT used to contain

2 Mbit, 8 Mbit and 34 Mbit, and they decided about(Mr Brady) I do have a day job.
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this time last year to withdraw the 8 Mbit circuits unfortunate that there were many businesses around

the world which set up “no real product dot.coms”from their price book, and that caused us a great
embarrassment. The alternativewas 34Mbit circuits, with no vision of what they were going to sell, what

their product was, and the investors invested in thesethe story from BT of course was, “You are getting 34
Mbit, which is four times the bandwidth” but it was thinking, “It is a dot.com, it must be right.” That

bubble burst and unfortunately it has had an impactdouble the price and, I am sorry, but we did not have
another £141,000 p.a. to invest in it. In the twomajor on those who are providing sensible solutions. It has

even hit Cisco, who are the major supplier ofprocurements I have been concerned with over the
last two or three years, in one BTwas not even short- equipment in the world. Their shares dropped as a

result of that bubble bursting. I think that islisted, in the other in the final scoring they came out
best on the supply of the central infrastructure but unfortunate. In competitive areas, stimulating

demand in businesses will stimulate extra provisionworse on every other factor.
because there will be those who can aVord the lower88. Is this a question of the population density not cost of providing innovative services. In the reallybeing suYciently great to justify the capital rural areas, I think we have to rely on BTinvestment? unfortunately, and it might well swell their coVers(Mr Brady) That is certainly a factor. unless we can bring the Gaia’s of the world into the
picture, but we have to have the infrastructure and89. If that is the case, is there any solution which

would not distort the market? the co-operation which allows that sort of venture. I
would dearly love to open up the Metropolitan Area(MrBrady) I would endorse what our colleagues in
Network to some of the businesses along the A55,Gaia were saying about wireless technologies.
but there are practical diYculties in doing this,90.Youwill realise that whenwe ask you questions legislative, organisational and so on.we may have covered some of the points with the

previous witnesses but we need to explore the
avenues with you.
(Mr Brady) Yes. I think collaboration between

customers must be made possible, it must be
encouraged. We have to aggregate demand, we have
to build up demand collaboratively and start
building our own services if BT will not provide Mr Williams
them. Certainly I will look at any technology you like
to deliver this service. As far as the internet is

92. You may have covered this before and youconcerned, as far as the customer is concerned, the
have said you are answering really from theend-user, it does not matter whether you are using
perspective of small businesses—microwave, fibre, copper, infra-red, whatever it is at
(Mr Brady) The customer.the bottom and does not matter. The traYc just flows

across the top, and you can have a hybrid solution.
We have to have hybrid solutions. 93. Yes. What is your reaction to the recent BT

announcement that it is to reduce tariVs for91. You are very much aware of the development
broadband to small business and residentialhere on the doorstep in Parc Menai. Is stimulating
customers?demand in Wales from small business and domestic

customers a promising way of increasing the supply (MrBrady) This news had not hit me until a day or
of broadband services? If you believe that, howmight so ago. Although I knew the information was there,
this be achieved, for example, by devising new high I found it very diYcult to find on the web. I am still
bandwidth services, by devising attractive new concerned that ADSL just is not available except
applications or by active selling? very close to some exchanges. It will not be available

in ParcMenai, for example, it will not be available to(Mr Brady) My experience of the FE sector is that
once they start on this road, whoosh, it absolutely St Asaph Business Park and so on, which is where we

really have to get these services going. I am consciousmushrooms. Principals of FE colleges were saying to
us at the start of the project, “Why do we want the also that this is not an act of generosity, that

contention ratios will be higher, and you will get lessinternet? We do not want the internet at all, what we
really want is video conferencing studios”, but when for that lower price. But, yes, I do welcome the plug-

and-go scenario, where you pick up a bit of kit fromthey were told, “This initiative will provide you with
the internet, if you do not want it, fine”, they the local BT store, go home and plug it in. I think that

is the way wemust go. It still does not hit the businessaccepted it and then, within months, demand had
grown so much and they had embedded it in their parks. Nor does it really provide a solution for those

businesses who started, like our FE colleges, two orcurriculum so much they were asking for increases in
their bandwidth. Within two years, we had gone up three years ago and their business has grown and they

nowwant to exceed 2Mbit/second. It is very diYcult.from 128 Kbit/second to ° Mbit/second, and all are
up to 2 Mbit/second now within four years; so we It also does not fit the companies who have large

volumes of data to export. I am thinking here ofhave gone from 128 Kbit/second initially to 2 Mbit/
second in four years and already we are planning 8 Robertson Research, for example, which have vast

data bases they want to export. ADSL does not allowMbit/second and more. I am sure the businesses will
be the same. Once we start the ball rolling with them, data to go easily out of your company, the

bandwidths are very low in that direction, and theyit will really accelerate and pick up. I am aware that
all the communication businesses, or practically all would need a bi-directional feed, as indeed does our

sector.of them, are in financial trouble at the moment. It is
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finance, exam results, alumni, and so on. RemoteMr Caton
learning I have already mentioned but it does not

94. This is another question, Mr Brady, you will exactly suit all subjects. I took Welsh lessons a while
have heard a fewminutes ago about the potential for ago and I do not think that would have worked very
development in a variety of new applications. We are well over video conferencing because you do not
particularly interested from the social policy point of have the same immediacy, the same pressure to
view. What potential do you see in areas like deliver. As for modelling, we have seen examples of
education and health care? midwives who see models on a computer screen of a
(Mr Brady) Access to material is the real benefit. body with the baby inside and being delivered and

For example, in the health trusts there is standard they can see how a breech birth works and so on.
information available to nurses on how to treat a Chemists, engineers, all use modelling and have for a
variety of ailments, like bedsores, treatment for while. In the health field, although I am not in that
diabetics and so on. If we can get that to our trainee field myself I can venture some opinions, remote
nurses, that will be superb. It really will assist them diagnosis might be possible, you could send a video
with their learning and understanding. I was picture of a condition of a patient to a specialist, you
absolutely startled when one of the FE colleges we can get x-ray pictures transmitted, you can e-mail the
connected on-line within one month was telling us doctor for non-urgent things. Again, the medical
they had already started down-loading pages from profession needs access to research journals, papers,
French newspapers on-line each day and giving it to drug data and so on, and all that is available on-line.
their students that day so they could discuss the news Video conferencing saves travel. Appointment
in French which was live that day. So they were bookings, sharing patient records between GPs,
seeing the same news that people in Paris were. hospitals, opticians, and so on, but really you ought
Research data like data from Hubble, like satellite to ask health professionals their view about the
imaging, climatic research and so on are all available scenarios.
via this. On holiday a year or so ago I found a little
tower thing which had fallen over near Redpike. I
jotted down the phone number and the e-mail

Mr Wigginaddress of the person to contact, I contacted them
and said, “Your station, whatever it is, has fallen 95. You referred to the practical diYculties with
over.” It was a rainfall measuring and temperature the procurement of your Metropolitan Area
measuring device on-line to the network with Network. Do you consider that either the legislative
Imperial College, and it turned out that somebody or the regulatory framework for telecommunications
from this university was also benefiting from that contributed to your diYculties?
data, so my actions that day helped both Imperial (Mr Brady) The status of this University alone is
College and my home university. So access to unclear under the terms of the 1984
materials, access to data is what it is about. Telecommunications Act and the North Wales
Communication allows international collaboration, MAN certainly is. It has not caused problems
things like e-mail lists, allows discussion of because we are largely ignoring it and fortunately so
everything from the price of coVee to the Data are DTI and OFTEL. Basically we are regulated by
Protection Act to the state of broadband in Wales. It the 1984 Act, which was framed at a time when the
allows contact with lecturers for people who are going concern was the break-up of the BTmonopoly
away from their university, like student nurses on a and the introduction of alternative competition.
placement, student teachers on a placement, students Everything was concerned with telephony because
of languages on their year abroad. It allows video while internet did not really exist at the time,
conferencing, remote classes for specialist subjects. anybodywhowas transmitting datawas transmitting
When I was at school in the sixth form, I was at a it by modulating it, by making squeaks and whistles
school which was unfortunately a boys’ school but similar to the voice, sending it over the network and
there was a girls’ school a mile away, and there was then converting it at the other end.My concerns with
one poor lad who had to travel each day to the girls’ the Act are that it is impenetrable and totally unclear
school for his English lessons, and a couple of girls and fuzzy. Self-provision, where you yourself
came to us for their maths and physics lessons. The provide the energy which goes down the bit of
social contacts were fantastic but that travelling medium, whether it be glass fibre, microwave or
could have been avoided with video. I know counties whatever, or your own fibre, or fibre you borrowed
in North Wales are keen to do that sort of thing with from somebody else needs a special licence and you
the change in curriculum, that there is some increased do as well if you have more than 20 sites, 20
need now to get teaching delivered remotely. It curtilages, on your network. ThisUniversity has 100-
allows them to specialise in one school and deliver it odd properties around Bangor, a couple in Menai
to others. Video conferencing is also used in Bridge, one in St Asaph and one in Wrexham, so
administration. Many of the meetings I have with clearly we are over the 20 sites limit, and we are
colleagues in South Wales we carry out over video. providing services to all of them. The use of the A55
There has been a huge experiment in Norway where fibre—as you know, we are using the A55 fibre—we
very remote schools have had their teaching delivered have had very helpful advice and great support from
via video. We use it a lot for things like library both the elected members and the oYcers in the
automation, we do inter-library loans via it, get on- National Assembly to use this fibre, but essentially
line journals, get materials back over the network, we are driving light down that fibre ourselves. It is
reading lists with links to library catalogues, book dark fibre in the terms of the Act and perhaps we
loans; you can renew your books over the network. need a telecoms licence. There is a strange exception

to driving it yourself with BT’s EPS 8 and EPS 9It is used in administration, student admissions,
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circuits, where they just provide you with a piece of with 802.11. The suggestion in the BT response is that

directional aerials should be prohibited and I thinkcopper between this building and that building, and
you drive the electrons yourself. That somehow that is very bizarre. If I explain, this University uses

that technology within a number of buildings, all ourescapes. At a meeting a year ago when DTI and
OFTEL were present, one was saying, “Yes, that is nurses have been given laptops as part of a National

Assembly initiative, and they have radio cards inan exception, yes, it is an anomaly” and the other was
saying, “No, it is not.” them and when they walk into libraries they are

automatically connected to the network, so we flood96. So no clarity at all? the libraries with radio waves and these things just(Mr Brady) There is no clarity. If we were to get a connect up. We also use them for some links. Therelicence, it is my understanding that we would need to is a link across the Menai Straits for example, thereprovide 999 services and directory enquiry services. is one in Wrexham. Those two links use directionalFor a data network, that is totally irrelevant. aerials because that keeps the airwaves nice and cleanBroadcasting is forbidden across it, for example. and it guarantees no interference. The only reason IWell, who is broadcasting? We carry voice from a can suggest BT do not want these used is that it mightstudio on the main campus to a students residence mean we have to go to them for leased circuits and itwhere there is a transmitter transmitting a service would mean it would be less useful. That might bearound Bangor. That transmitter is properly licensed one explanation but I do not know. I can see nowith the radio authorities, there are no concerns over motive for that. But the lack of consultation or thethat, we are conforming on coverage rules and so on, fact we somehow missed out on the consultation, Ibut the fact we are transmitting that signal across our think it very surprising.With something like 150, 180data network is perhaps ambiguous. If we had institutions across the UK, the fact none of us heardstudents who listened to French radio via the about it is strange.internet, for example, it would be desirable, it would
improve their French skills, it would not be easily
possible for us to prohibit that but maybe we are in

Mrs Williamsbreach of the Act. So technically the University is in
breach of this Act and the MANwill be too. It needs 98. You have already touched on this thisreframing. OFTEL and DTI do agree it needs morning. In your memorandum you refer to the usereframing. They did send a draft first stab at it to the of your Metropolitan Area Network for video-MAN community—there is a group of the 19MANs conferencing. What view do you take of the future ofaround the UKwho meet together three times a year video-conferencing—and I hear what you said earlierto cover common issues and this was a burning issue this morning about that—and also video-phone asa year or so ago—but with the formation of the new public facilities in Wales generally?body things have gone quiet.

(Mr Brady) I will talk about the technical issues
97. That could be to do with OFCOM. first. I know you do not want to talk technology but

just to give you some flavour of the challenges we(Mr Brady) Yes, with the formation of OFCOM it
has gone quiet. Even then their thinking was it have to get this working. I first met video-

conferencing some 12 years ago when we installedneeded a special licence to help higher education, and
then we said, “No, further education is in the field as video-conferencing equipment joining five of the

institutions of the University of Wales, usingwell”, and theNational Assembly want us to connect
schools. The next bit we will want to connect is proprietary equipment. There were no international

standards. I think we were pioneers in using that,council business, the corporate business of the
councils, and we are sure the councils will want to certainly in the higher education sector, and wemade

great use of that to minimise the impact of theconnect any business parks they have, and then
suddenly, whoosh, it is no longer education, it is distances we have around Wales. Typically, a group

wouldmeet four times a year, for example, andmighteverything. We somehow have to unblock that. I
think there is another legislative issue as well, and have two meetings via video and two face-to-face at

natural events, like an annual conference in June andthat relates to the licence exempt band which Gaia
were mentioning a while ago, the 802.11. There was an event at Aberystwyth where we all had a nice

Christmas lunch as well. Since then, of course, ISDNa recent consultation by the Radio Licensing
Authority which was seeking consultation on services have become available. They are

internationally agreed but really our aim is to get itwhether the bands ought to be opened up for public
services so that companies like BT could oVer their running over ourMetropolitanAreaNetwork. There

is an international standard now, H323 which allowsservices. I have three concerns. First of all, nobody in
the university sector heard about this at all. When I that. It has eYcient compression techniques so that

you can get a video picture which generally has vastlearnt about it a couple of weeks ago, I sent an e-mail
to all directors of computing via one of these amounts of information in it, compressed down to a

very small image to go over the lines, and it isdistribution lists, and did not get anybody saying,
“Yes, we knew about this”, it was all shock, horror. available in lots of kit. But the traYc from this needs

to be delivered promptly if you are going to avoidThere is great concern in the community that if this
is opened up for such applications that the jitter on the screen and, what is more disturbing,

break-up of speech. There are three ways of doingwavebands will be absolutely swamped. The BT
response tries to be very reassuring about this. You either have dedicated circuits, which are

not eYcient, or you provide so much bandwidth thatoverloading of these bandwidths and congestion, but
the experience of members in other universities has it does not become an issue, but that is too costly, or

you have special facilities on the network to pass thebeen that some technologies interfere and absolutely
destroy others. Bluetooth, for example, interferes data quickly, like a sort of bus lane. In the
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SuperJANET spine and in our MAN we have 100. In what ways could consultation by OFTEL/

OFCOM and others with the academic communityspecified the sort of tools we want in the tool kit to
allow this, but it is now approaching a pilot stage be improved?
where we have to agree methods of working, which (Mr Brady) There are three bodies we could give
tools we use andwhich handwe hold them in tomake contacts for. One is the Joint Information Systems
this work, and we have to remove some of the blocks. Committee. UCISA is another, that is the
For instance, a lot of us will have put in fire walls to Universities and Colleges Information Systems
prevent the hacking of our systems and they may Association, which is a forum for directors of
inhibit video-conferencing, a bit like low bridges, we computing in universities. The third is the Vice
have to sort that out and get round them or under Chancellors’ forum, Universities UK. Those are the
them or something. We have to identify this traYc three bodies. If they were to receive letters of any
and prioritise it so that we keep the buses running but consultations, the news would spread like wild fire,
do not let the cars use the bus lanes. We would not and there would be opportunities for consultation.
want every student to pick up this special priority Those are the three bodies we would have to hit.
mechanism for just sending an e-mail, for example.
In summary, yes, we believe it is possible, yes, we
have invested in it, it is still a bit of a research area,

Mr Catonwe have the foundations in the network, we have all
the tools ready, we just need agreement between the

101. Mr Brady, you have probably largely dealtlocal sites, the MANs, SuperJANET and the
with this because I am going back to theinternational networks over how we set the tools,
Telecommunications Act 1984, and you have told ushowwe treat them, howwe configure themand so on.
about the various weaknesses you see in it and theThere is a working party working on that and
way you overcome it by, basically, ignoring it for partrunning pilots and we will have answers to that in six
of the time. You say in your written memorandum,months. As for whether it will be possible to run that
“Modern techniques and technologies are notover some of the ISP networks, for example, if you
recognised in the Telecommunications Act 1984”—are connected via anADSL line, where there is strong
(Mr Brady) Like the internet, for example.contention for the upstream links, first of all the

picture will not go from you into the network very 102. Is there anything you want to add to what you
satisfactorily at the low speeds available and, have already said on that? As a total layman looking
secondly, you will get break-up because of the at the Act, the definition seems to be very broad. It
contention over the network. You really have to says it includes electrical and electronic systems for
design this into your network at stage one. I do not conveying any sounds, visual images and “any
think these services can sensibly be planned on public matter otherwise than in the form of sounds or visual
networks other than using ISDN. images”. On the face of it, that seems to cover

everything, does it not?99. You say that “many of the barriers to
(Mr Brady) That is right, yes it does. It does coverbroadband roll-out will be within the remit of the

us unfortunately.new OFCOM”. What are these barriers and why
should the creation of OFCOM unlock them? 103. That is the real problem. It is not that it does
(Mr Brady) The 1984 Act, which I have talked not allow for it, it has not allowed for the advances

about, is clearly an issue. I have mentioned radio in technology?
licensing. I really do not want the 802.11 bands, the (Mr Brady) It has not allowed for the advances in
2.4 Gig and 5Gig bands, absolutely swamped by BT. technology but then I do not think anybody could
It would not be in the interests of this University, of have predicted the advances in technology way back
theMAN or those people who are trying valiantly to in 1984. You all use the web, for example, you are
provide some alternative supply for the market, like familiar with what the web interface is, yet we seem
the Gaia’s of this world. If OFCOM can do to forget now that it really escaped from a research
something about encouraging infrastructure sharing, laboratory, CERN, only in 1995, and in six years,
if we can get the local loop problems sorted out— whoosh, everybody is using it.
there have been attempts for many years to allow use

104. Is there any pressure from people like you,of the copper between your home and the local
and other people in the community you are in, onexchange to be connected to a bit of kit other thanBT
Government to get this legislation revised?kit, that seems to be stalled, there was a lot of talk

about it for a while but I have not seen any practical (Mr Brady) Yes. The UK MANs group, which is
the managers of the MANs around the UK, chargedexamples of it working yet but I am not in the

industry and I do not know why, I just share the me two years ago with writing to DTI and OFTEL
expressing our concern about this problem. As I say,frustration that it is not working—if we could

somehow get sharing of ducts, sharing of that local we had discussions with them, we all submitted
papers describing the sort of networks we wereloop, sharing of masts eased and get fast-track

planning consent for putting up aerials and so on that running, the sort of concerns we had, the sort of
aspirations we had, and how we would like thewould help. I would dearly love, for example, for the

framework to be there to allow us to connect legislation to be formed really to cover our backs.
This University was running under the terms of thebusinesses along the A55 without having to worry

about whether we would be challenged legally under so-called special licence. Theywrote to usmany years
ago saying, “Yes, we recognise what you are doing,the terms of this Act. It is so anachronistic, it is like

blacksmiths not being allowed to have light shining that is fine, we will give you a special licence”, but
then there was a story that all special licences wereon the street. It is ridiculous.
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revoked and then a little while later, we weren’t sure country say to me, “Phil, you are being very brave

doing that.” Not only are we the first Metropolitanwhether they were or not, but nobody actually wrote
to us revoking it. It needs resolving. Area Network to have a very high proportion of

further education colleges on our board—in fact105. What is the feed-back you have had or the
there are nine further education colleges and twoMANs group has had from them?
higher—all the other MANs are only higher(Mr Brady) Very constructive. They recognised
education. So here is a new community we arethere was a problem, that many of the activities we
bringing on board but this network is strange, it doeswere doing were perfectly reasonable and legitimate
not fit the funding models. We have to argue, “Thisand perfectly within the expectations of Government
bit of kit, it is router, it is maintenance, but really Ion higher and further education for example, and
want to count it as part of the link budget”. There isthat something had to be redrafted. This was during
also a suspicion of microwave in some parts of thethe last session of Parliament. They were saying they
community. Those who have used microwave find ithoped to get legislation through this session of
very good and very reliable once set up, others find itParliament but it ground to a halt. I think there was
is not. Others who do not use it, are sceptical of it. Ita problem that we did not understand their
is a bizarre solution.terminology and they perhaps did not understand

our technology, there is a sort of gap there
somewhere. I can understand that. From their point Mr Williams
of view it must be very diYcult to understand what

110. Can you clarify that because I think that iswe are talking about. On the other hand, we cannot
important? You are saying that it is the people whounderstand what they are talking about.
have not used microwave who are the ones who are
sceptical of it, not the ones who have used it?
(Mr Brady) We are providing a service to twoMrs Williams

higher education institutions and nine further106. What is your understanding of which education and two research institutions via thisGovernment departments are involved with this? I network. We are providing that under a contractam exploring this to try and find out whether that is with a body called UKERNA, the United Kingdomthe problem, that there are two, maybe three, Education and Research Networking Association,Government departments involved in the whole and their style of working is that you lease lines orpicture. Maybe that is the problem. you lease circuits from anybodywhowill be prepared(Mr Brady) When we were discussing it, we had to supply it on a three year cycle. This idea of buyinground-the-table meetings with DTI and OFTEL and kit, putting it up on mountains and having awe were getting diVerent views from each. One body maintenance contract to run it, is not in their mindwas saying, “This copper circuit, EPS 8 or EPS 9 set. I am not saying they are right or wrong, it is justcircuit, you rent from BT, that is like a dark fibre in not their traditional way of working. We do havethat you are providing the energy to drive it”, and the agreement now on how it will be funded but it wasother was saying, “No, it is not.” We thought, only yesterday that I got final confirmation, yes, this“Okay, if OFTEL and DTI are disagreeing over this funding model is okay.legislation, thank goodness somebody else other
than us is seeing this problem.” I think it lies with
OFTEL. Chairman

111. One last question on local loop unbundling.
You say in your submission that unbundling of theChairman
local loop needs unblocking and that the principle of107. Good question. It is one we will be asking. unbundling should be extended to other

(Mr Brady) OFTEL was certainly the body then infrastructure. Can you elaborate on that for us?
but OFCOM now. (Mr Brady) There was great excitement in the
108. OFCOM is the regulator of course. industry two or three years ago when it was
(Mr Brady) I think the real issue about broadband announced the local loop would be unbundled, that

in NorthWales is the bizarre solution we have had to alternative suppliers could place equipment in or
adopt to get a network. The original proposal was for adjacent to BT exchanges, they could pick up the
microwave links over the hills from Wrexham to copper ends to provide services to your home or your
Halkyn, persuading the National Assembly to let us business, but that does not seem to have happened. It
use their fibre. It was a unique opportunity whichwas could be that OFTEL were not strict enough with
there. We have had super co-operation but it is a BT, it could be there are loopholes in the agreement,
bizarre solution really, is it not? I just do not know. All I am saying is that from a

customer point of view it has been heralded as109. The A55?
something that is going to happen. I agree it will help(Mr Brady) Yes. We dug a bit of fibre ourselves.
but it has not happened.We have had some ducts that we have put in in the
112. So do you agree with the Cable and Wirelesspast which new fibres are being blown in. There is an

proposal that the BT local loop should be separatedinfra-red linking it and there were Megabit BT links,
from the rest of their activities?but there was frustration last spring when BT

suddenly removed the 8Mbit links and we are having (Mr Brady) That would certainly help. I have not
seen the Cable and Wireless proposal but BT doesto find new routes down to mid-Wales now. It really

is a bizarre arrangement. It is not an example of what have a clear monopoly certainly here in Wales and if
we are going to introduce competition we have to tiltyou might call best practice. Colleagues around the
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the balance somewhat. It was a great shame to me Chairman: Thank you very much once again, Mr

Brady. It has been very useful.that in our procurements, which have to beEuropean
procurements, we could not put in a clause which
said, “Points would be given for creating additional
competition to BT”, we just could not say that, but
that is in my heart.

Memorandum submitted by Robertson Research

1.0 Background on Robertson Research

1.1 Economic background on Robertson Research International Limited

Robertson Research International Limited is a knowledge-based company based in Llanrhos operating on
a global basis. Robertson is a commercially successful company employing a total of around 500 staV with
350 of these being employed inWales. The annual turnover of the company is approximately £28 million p.a.
with a profit of £6.2 million being generated from this turnover. Robertson’s business is derived from a global
client base consisting of oil and gas exploration and production companies, national oil companies,
governments and aid agencies. UK-originated business account for less than 30 per cent of annual turnover
and business from Wales for less than 1 per cent of turnover. Given this customer profile Robertson has an
inherent interest in reaching its present and future global customer base to deliver its products and services,
promote its services, and capture new business opportunities to its customers. ICT form a pre-requisite part
of Robertson’s business and it is a crucial part of Robertson’s day-to-day business.

1.2 Robertson’s market place

Robertson operates mainly in the Oil and Gas industry in a highly innovative and competitive market
place. Robertson’s major competitors are of aNorthAmerican or European basedmulti-national nature, out
of operating centres such as Houston with their United Kingdom operations located in and around London.
Robertson is a unique mid sized company, dominant in its own niches, and has built on a heritage of
continuous product and service innovation throughout its 40-year history to diVerentiate itself in its own
market place.

The continual evolution of transport links through the 1980’s and 1990’s, both with the A55 and
Manchester airport, has provided significant and measurable benefits to Robertson and its ability to interact
with its clients. The internet has proved to be an invaluable new operating environment both in the delivery
of Robertson’s existing products and services and also in the delivery of new products and services to a wide
range of global clients. As an illustration of the importance of this media, Robertson’s site attracted some
2,800 hits per day in February 2002—an increase from 1,600 hits per day in February 2001.

1.3 Robertson Interest in Broadband

Operating in a truly global economy has meant that Robertson has had to:

— Innovate and compete with other global players

— So extending the shape and nature of the services oVered

— Reduce the cycle times of product and service delivery and

— Modify or totally change working practies

Themagnitude of the changes within theOil andGas sector served byRobertson are best understoodwhen
the nature and type of deliverable products produced by Robertson are considered. Ten years ago a typical
deliverable from Robertson was the trademark “big red book” of which tens of thousands were delivered
across the world to nearly every internationally-focused oil and gas company.

With the evolution of working practice these red books were gradually supplemented with digital data
delivered on disc or CD-ROM. Over the last two to three years these have been supplemented by or replaced
with the entire service or product produced consisting of a secure on-line delivery through web-based data
portals.

With this rapid increase in the volumes of Robertson’s products and services delivered on line, and new
opportunities arising to become a data hosting centre for the Oil and Gas industry, Robertson has become
acutely aware of the following interlinked issues:
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Costs

These are significantly higher than for metropolitan-based businesses, as illustrated from recent
competitive quotes for a Robertson business based in London.
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Choice and Innovation

Limited opportunitites to obtain significantly competitive alternative services beyond those provided by
the inherent universal service provider, manifested not only on the grounds of cost but also on the level and
type of assistance available. If a competing network cannot make a suYcient return on its basic investment
it will not provide associated services and these may include innovative elements not provided by a single
provider.

Security of Supply

Robertson’s present Point of Presence is based in Warrington with all of the risks associated over a longer
routing. The lack of competitive services hinders Robertson’s ability to ensure that it has more than one
communication route to its marketplace.

1.4 Information sources and Robertson involvement in Welsh Broadband debate

Much background information has been published on the subject, with the most recent comprehensive
work being the WDA report on Ubiquitous Broadband Infrastructure in Wales published in July 2001.
Information from and comment on this report is made in this written evidence. This report is cited as it forms
a firm factual background to the present situation.

The report also recommends the creation of an action plan for Wales. Robertson Research has taken part
in the workshops defining the follow-up action plan as a private sector participant, and comment is made
here on proposals arising from this—as yet unpublished—plan as these are considered of great relevance to
the future shape and direction of Broadband provision and the associated economic development in Wales.

Not only has Robertson participated in this series of workshops but has also contributed to the North
Wales sub-regional ICT group under the NorthWales Economic Forum, the Conwy County Advisory Panel
on business competitiveness, and toWIDAB. The evidence presented herein has therefore drawnon first hand
exposure to a wide range of views and observations from varying private sector individuals and bodies.
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1.5 What is broadband and why is it important to Robertson?

Broadband refers to telecommunication in which a wide band of frequencies is available to transmit
information. Information, be it technical, commercial or educational, can be sent concurrently on many
diVerent frequencies or channels within the band, allowing more information to be transmittted in a given
amount of time. Broadband is distinct from Narrowband—a term used to define transitional modes of
transmission such as an analogue telephone line.

Definitions of Broadband have varied but in general it is commonly looked at as having a mimimum data
rate. The manner in which Broadband is accessed vary, but can be summarised as providing access through
a varying physical infrastructure that connects home and businesses to a service provider network, and
onward to the Internet.

The provision of Broadband services to a local population depends on the availability of incumbent
infrastructure reaching out to houses, hospitals, schools and oYces, and that the incumbent infrastructure
can support the future needs of the community, industry or publc sector. One of Robertson’s contentions is
that without competitive forces at work Wales will be denuded of the benefits of Broadband and far from
broadband addressing the economic development issues in Wales, it may contribute to a further decline in
GDP.

Commentators state that the government needs to give stronger powers to its regulator, Oftel, in order to
push BT further in the direction of open competition. Central government has two major, well-publicised
Internet-related objectives—to get the government online and tomakeBritain the leadingEuropean economy
based on a Learning Society. The Welsh Assembly in turn appears to be grasping the nettle as illustrated by
Cymru Ar-Lein. Nevertheless, published evidence suggests that issues associated with, and actions to get
British businesses on line are belatedly receiving attention in comparison to the progress in the rest of Europe.
Robertson’s needs, likemost of the private sector’s, are also strongly influenced by the demands of our clients,
which are increasing in an incremental fashion as illustrated by the usage of the Robertson website.

In this context, in developing its business Robertson becomes more and more dependent on its Broadband
service provider for commercial success, but also is looking to partner to provide extended services and
compete successfully to expand the nature and scope of services provided. This partnership is more diYcult
where there is only one inherent supplier.

2.0 Ubiquitous Broadband in Wales and Economic Development

The WDA report is very important in identifying a number of key factors and associated areas from the
analysis of the available data and in the conclusions the report reaches.

Robertson makes the following observations in examining the content and conclusion of this report.
Robertson believes that Broadband provision has massive significance in the potential educational and
economic development of Wales.

It is noticeable that the WDA report and the subsequent action plan had as its most significant body of
opinion the indigenous public sector together with a narrowly-focussed (6) industrial (media-based) private
sector and suppliers (3) for consultation. This is probably illustrative as much of the basic fundamentals in
the low current ICT use and provision of broadband in the Welsh economy. Robertson believes that if the
inherent advantages of the development of knowledge-based industries are to be realised in the overall context
of the Welsh economy, the provision of broadband services in a competitive environment is a prerequisite.

The report amply demonstrates that, in the UK context, Wales has fallen further behind the rest of the UK
in the last two years, a timeframe which coincides with the timeframe of when Robertson became vocal on
this issue. Perhaps it will only be whenWales (Fig 1) starts to exceed other areas of not only the UK but also
Europe, that progress will be being made in a globally competitive environment which characterises ICT
industries? Wales may have run faster than last year in ICT take-up but is now in the bottom position as
opposed to second to last the previous year. This is suggestive that more of the same, or the status quo, will
not deliver the promised returns to Wales.

2.1 ICT development in the UK and Wales

By way of economic background the take-up of ICT by SME’s is lower in Wales (Fig 3) than the UK
average, and Northern Ireland take up has exceeded that in Wales from a lower base starting point over a
one-year period. The prime question here must be whether changes in this area are primarily supply or
demand led. The commercial suppliers will always invest in the most lucrative markets, and if Wales solely
relies on the provision of services through demand-led initiative it is deemed likely that Wales will continue
to fall behind the rest of the UK (see attached article about Unilever).
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The publicly-available information on the distribution of businesses in Wales, and the make-up of these
businesses by industry, shows that is there a greater concentration of manufacturing industry and a higher
proportion of public service employment, education and social work, and health services, agricultural,
forestry and fisheries, and less than average in the categories of financial services, transport, storage and,most
notably, communications.With this indigenous user base it is likely that the higher end ICT usage companies
are under-represented in the Welsh economy, a factor seen directly by Robertson in both recruiting staV or
looking for technology partners (Fig 2).

This leads to the conclusion that a more fundamental series of change elements are required to develop
knowledge-based industries, rather than the straight roll-out to the existing indigenous industrial base.

This being the case, it is apparent that Wales is sinking ever deeper into the digital divide—a situation
illustrated below as a modern day “catch 22”.

Lack of Consumer Demand 

Lower GDP Per                                                                                          Lack of  
      Head                                                                                                      Investment in 

                                                    Service Provision 

   Migration of High Tech Lower Economic                       
             Workers     Growth 
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2.2 Present provision of services

The present supply base is dominated by BT with its inherent historic background and its universal service
provision, a situation that will be commented on later.

The following maps together with Fig 4, demonstrate that in essence the provision of high bandwidth or
broadband services are limited in their coverage to communities in North East and South East Wales. Where
DSL services have been rolled out they in general do not serve the major employment areas.

In summary, however, it is clear that Wales is unlikely to be serviced by a competitive industry with true
levels of choice unless distinct measures are implemented to change the current situation.

2.3 ADSL

The roll-out of ADSL provides an example of the question of supply versus demand led economic policy
and the disparity of expectations between suppliers and consumer, be they domesic or industrial. Clearly the
Llwybr Pathway project delivered the accelerated provision of ADSL to ten rural towns. The take-up of these
services was poorer than hoped for.

A clue as to why this may be gleaned by looking at the North Wales exchanges used as prime site. Taking
Llandudno as an example it is important to consider the context of local employment sites against this service
provision. In this context Robertson as an employer cannot access ADSL as it is outside of the Llandudno
exchange area. This situation is not limited to Llandudno alone (eg Bangor exchange does not cover Parc
Menai).

2.4 POP’s—the reach and price diVerential within Wales—cost of 8mbit service

Broadband connection via “leased line” is primarily priced on your distance from the local Internet Point
of Presence (PoP). As you can see below, the resulting price diVerential is directly related to the lack of any
Internet Pop in the North Wales area.
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2.5 Lessons seen elsewhere by Robertson

There is good evidence in the public domain that supply-led governmental and private sector approaches
have proved very important and successful in certain countries, such as the oft-quoted Irish example. This is
an area that, on present evidence, is not being fully developed by either Welsh or Central government
initiatives, despite the apparent success of these in places as diverse as rural Canada, Sweden, Singapore,
Korea or Australia. Indeed in at least two current business ventures that Robertson is involved in (Ireland
and the USA), partner companies based in these localities are leveraging innovative low-cost ICT services to
work with Robertson in a virtual environment.

2.6 The next steps in Wales for Robertson

In participating in the WDAworkshops there are some clear and very positive steps that are in themselves
not without risk. In particular, because of the high usage of bradband services across Wales by the public
sector, the aggregation of this demand (PSDA) has been seen as a central plank to the delivery of broadband
to Wales as a whole, with secondary benefits to compaines such as Robertson.

These measures are not without problems, and a key concern that Robertson has is how the linkage of
public and private sector bodies can be achieved. At present these bodies represent the only significant bulk
broadband users on a scale similar to that of Robertson’s. Discussion always centres on the possibility that
the public sector is unwittingly providing either indirect support to the private sector or unfair competition.
In a region short on competitive options these concerns only serve as a barrier to competitive partnerships
in a fast moving commercial environment.

In addition it is clear that the new push towards e-learning initiative and other eductional changes are
creating a new generation of school and university leavers who are used to working in a broadband
environment. Where businesses of whatever size cannot support this need because of a lack of basic service
provision this generation will most likely migrate to areas where such services are available, and likewise so
will business and other interests. This again will only serve to support the vicious digital divide already being
created and built upon.

2.6 WDA premises

In general, governmental policies have dismissed the concept of building broadband capacity and using
this to generate economic development. There is passing recognition that new strategic employment sites will
require broadband capacity. Robertson, having leased a 2000 WDA built employment site, were surprised
that not only are there no specific guidelines with regard to broadband provision to that site but also none
in the overall development of all employment sites. Furthermore it was also a surprise that, in return for
taking over the maintenance of the telecommunications ducting of the entire business park all rights to this
ducting were vested in BT.

Given the importance of a small number of specific employment sites for economic development, the
provision of bandwidth as part of the infrastructure development plans should be considered to be as
fundamental as electricity, gas or water. There are also a limited number of clusters of information-based
businesses in Wales, and these should provide a suitable critical mass to generate knowledge-based
economic growth.

The WDA has not previously looked at the provision of high bandwidth services to these business parks,
nor used them to attract commercially competitive services. It has been a surprise to Robertson that
broadband has had no central agenda in the WDA and was not a central feature in the policy thinking.

As the prime development agency for Wales it is clear in our minds that the WDA should be tasked with
addressing the provision of broadband services in the sameway as they are taskedwith the development other
infrastructure to provide employment opportunities.

2.7 Is there a way to attract knowledge-based industries into Wales?

The opportunity exists to foster a whole new breed of knowledge-based industries into Wales, not only at
the SME level but also through inward investment. At present Robertson occupies, hopefully a short-term,
lonely position, in being one of the few large knowledge-based industries in North Wales. There is an
acknowledgement that knowledge-based industries require good conductivity, but the plans to extend this
beyond the extreme of the English/Welsh border seem at present either nebulous or founded on the provision
of services to the public sector. All larger scale connectivity plans are aimed at South East and North East
Wales.

These intangible possibilities will only be delivered within a central guided and funded substantive
programme of action.
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2.8 Data Centres an example of an opportunity

The basic requirements for a data centre includes the need for extensive power generation facilities and
for the highest levels of connectivity about anything currently available in Wales. To realise these potential
opportunities it is necessary to achieve joined thinking where the issue of power supply and connectivity can
be brought together at sites such as Dolgarrog or Rhos Goch. Whether building a new power plant is more
diYcult than supplying the needed level of connectivity is an interesting question, but the abundance of
renewable energy in North Wales, and the existence of fossil fuel resources in the oVshore may represent a
unique strength for Wales as a whole and North Wales in particular.

The WDA has built call centres on a speculative basis, but why not a data centre in NWWales supported
by, say, the renewable energy resources of wind or water power? There are burgeoning examples of co-
development of broadband and energy services in the USA and this may represent a new economic
opportunity.

The severe commercial pressures that all telecom players face at present means that these linked industrial
developments outside of the mainmetropolitan areas will have to lead the waywith government intervention.
There is a widespread recognition on a small scale of the cost diVerential by locality of, say, a business located
in London area or Llandudno, and these costs are going to be magnified to inhibit investment when say a
155mBit link might be required as a minimum for a satellite data centre.
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3.0 Overall conclusions

Given the importance of these issues to all of Wales and the potential of technology and knowledge-based
industries to change the employment mix of Wales, the issue of broadband provision is crucial to Wales. In
particular, the rural populace face either a future of opportunity or the roadblock of the digital divide.

It is pleasing to see not only the proposed interest by the Welsh Assembly but also by central government,
which in its own way illustrates that the issues and problems are being identified and discussed. Any action
to extend world-class backbone connectivity into the rural areas of Wales will be important for the future
economic development of the Welsh economy.

In Robertson’s opinion there needs to be a recognition of the fundamental geographic nature of Wales,
looking at the significantly diVerent opportunities and challenges posed by the varying topographic,
economic and business climates of the current Welsh landscape. In doing this, measures may be enacted to
address the natural market-led forces which will concentrate the most far reaching bandwidth developments
in the richer, more populous, economically more developed areas and will only serve to entrench the current
manufacturing-led boom into the new ICT-led industries, so further depriving the rural parts of Wales.
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Examination of Witnesses

Mr Simon Kendall, Director, Data Solutions and Mr Tony Rimmer, IT Manager, Robertsons Research
International Ltd, examined.

pursuing this further was to a large extent stimulatedChairman
by the lack of any choice and realising that if there

113. Thank you very much for coming. We are was no choice out there, that meant we had the
looking forward to looking at your facility later. suspicionwe could not be the only people.We started
Perhaps you could introduce yourselves and tell us in a little enclave looking at this sort of thing from
what diYculties you have had with broadband access Llandudno and we thought there must be others out
because it was your diYculties which you expressed there, there must be a forum, a way, we can find out
to one or twoMembers of Parliament inNorthWales about these things, and in the late 1999–2000 time
which prompted us looking at broadband in the first frame we found it very diYcult to get information,
place. So it is thanks to you we are here. very diYcult to find others which might have
(MrKendall) That is a curse to carry around for the alternative solutions, it was very diYcult to get a

rest of one’s life!My name is SimonKendall, I am the meaningful dialogue until we started to cast our net
Data Solutions Director of Robertsons and Tony wider and take more of an interest in what was
Rimmer is our IT Manager. By way of background, happening in this particular field. That is how our
it would be fair to say that we had a traditional interest in this probably grew up, if I can put it that
business which delivered the outputs of its way.
deliberations to our client base in a traditional paper-

114. I understand you have various operationsbased manner over a, let us say, 35 year period from
around the world—Jakarta, Perth, Milan andthe founding of the company in 1961 through to Houston.probably around the mid-90s. As the mid-90s came
(Mr Kendall) We have oYces in other parts of thearound we had to change the method of delivery and

world. Perth and Milan are two good examples. Wethat tended to be sending data, which is the main are also now part of Fugro, which is a globaloutputs we have and interpretations around those organisation, with something like 200 oYces arounddata, to our client base on a CD or tape or whatever, the world in 50 geographical locations, countries.and therefore we used Royal Mail or DHL or
115. Do you have any experience in your companywhatever to deliver those data results to our clients.

of broadband access in those areas and how theyThat, however, has changed since I guess the late
compare?1990s when the on-line delivery of the information
(Mr Kendall) We have some. Most of these are inhas become, and is still becoming, the dominant or

major conurbations.We also have a lot of experienceonly mechanism by which we deliver the outputs to
with our clients in terms of what we have to provideour client base, and therefore broadband became an
to them in varying localities, and probably that is ofessential part of the business in how we did our
more relevance. I suppose the largest statement ofbusiness and how we got our information out to our
relevance I can say is that if we describe the sorts ofclients. What we have also seen is that the nature of
problems wemight face, or we talk to them about thethe business has changed for us. Within the oil and
choice of service or anything else—and some of thesegas sector out-sourcing has become a significant part
are in major metropolitan areas and that is whereof the way people carry out their business, there are
most of our customers are located and by the verythings which are non-core, things which we do which
definition of metropolitan that is not unsurprising—are core to our business, maybe non-core to some of
particularly in the North American, Canadian or USour clients, and they came to us and said, “You have
context, if we were talking with our clients anddone this traditionally, can you do this for us now,
describing the sorts of issues which exist, they wouldcan you deliver this on-line to us”, and therefore we
think we had dropped from another planet. Thesestarted to put various tenders and eVorts together to
things just do not feature in their day-to-dayexpand our business from our traditional business
questions. There is a competitive environment, thereinto some newer areas. The telecoms cost was a
is a choice, the pricing is such that you get the samesignificant part of individual tenders or individual
amount of bandwidth, it is a bit like buying a PC, “Iparts of the service we provided so we started to take
will take my £1,000 and buy a PC or will I do it in sixan interest in what else was out there and we took a
months’ time when I get more for my money” andnatural position—or what we thought was a natural
they have that as de facto sitting in the background,position—that in the same way we tendered on a
they never regard these things as issues, and likewisefairly regular basis for voice traYc, we ought to be
in places like Perth or Milan the broadbandable to do the same with broadband services, that
communications are just there.there ought to be other interested parties, and in

addition to competition there should be choice, and
choice tends to produce a number of things which are

Mr WiggindiVerent service oVerings whichmight marry some of
the things we do more succinctly. There were telcos 116. You have touched on some of the answers to
which were particularly interested in the oil and gas this, but you state that the cost of broadband is

significantly higher for you than for metropolitansector, so working with them seemed to be the
based customers. Why is this?natural way to develop our business, and overall this

was becoming more important to our business rather (Mr Kendall) I guess I am going to touch on some
than, shall we say, a general utility side which was other things we heard earlier as well, but you have

also asked about the national pricing policy. The firstreally where we started from. I guess our interest in
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thing we would say is that we are linked through to put my business?” “If this does not exist, will I go

there, yes or no?” Not, “I will work it out when I getWarrington, as you probably know from our written
statement, and wherever we are looking at telco there” or that sort of thing. Therefore you get into the

circular argument of, “If I cannot attract morecompetition, our linkages are through to a north
western English city. So for a particular piece of businesses in and I do not have the volume of

business, I cannot get the competition in, and if I dobusiness we were going out the week before last for
some quotes, wherever we went included BT and if not get the competition in, I will not get the economic

development undertaken.” So in much the same waywe wanted to get a connection with BT the point of
presence would be Manchester, if we went with that people talk about the rural divide in terms of

providing to the business or the residential side of theanother service provider, our current service
provider happens to be inWarrington, and therefore market place, we see from the economic development

side there is a further inhibitor which means we dothere is a distance issue attached to this. If there is one
significant message we wish to get across today from not get the provision of the services on business

parks, we do not attract new players in. Youour understanding, and we are coming as interested
amateurs or something like that in all of this, it would probably, I guess, in the course of these deliberations

will hear from us as your largest private sectorbe the points of presence have a very significant
impact in terms of the pricing policies, and we do not participant, we have 20 IT professionals supporting

405 people in North Wales, or 550 worldwide, doingsee points of presence anywhere within the North
Wales coastal strip and, I suspect, outside of Swansea this sort of thing, and that 5 per cent of our business

is supporting 95 per cent of our business, so we areand CardiV. There is some terminology one has to
come to terms with here.Whenwe first started taking not a true IT technology player in this. I just do not

see how those sorts of companies will be looking atan interest in this, people were talking about
metropolitan areas or rural areas and I had some locating in Wales and therefore I can see there is a

circularity in this which says, “Because they do notdiYculty in conversations because the telcos would
talk about rural areas and I was thinking of places locate, you do not introduce competition, you do not

introduce local employers.” I think there is a needlike Bethesda or Capel Curig, and they were talking
somewhere in this to break this cycle.about places like Llandudno, Rhyl, Abergele and

Wrexham as rural areas. So from that you can see (Mr Rimmer) The pricing structure we have
outlined there, we were after a lease line, just a two-that what would make a viable point of presence just
way dedicated line, and the price we got was 60 perdoes not reach into anywhere in Wales, you are
cent higher in NorthWales. The current tariV of a setalways looking for connections out into a north
price per kilometre really does not benefit Northwestern area which links into the major
Wales at all, in fact it is a huge hindrance because ourinfrastructure. As one of our little diagrams shows,
final price is dependent on how far we are away fromthe sort of figure of eight which occurs through the
that nearest POP. A lack of any point of presence, amainland—England and Scotland—is one of the
POP, in the North Wales area adds to our prices.inhibitors which keeps that distance as a significant
That is really what defines the price, the distancefactor.
from the POP and that is what you pay for.

117. What should the principles of charging for
broadband circuits for business be in distant areas
like yours?

Mr Caton(Mr Kendall) This is a diYcult question. It is a
complex question to answer. As Phil said, I have no 118. I would like to come on to the question of the
doubt the national charging keeps a ceiling on what point of presence but before that, thinking about this
one will be charged and that taking that away would cost question, and thinking of the company which is
be a severe danger in that the further away and more thinking about where to locate, surely they are going
rural you got, you would be priced totally out of the to look at all their costs, the cost of the building, the
market. I think I would answer the question slightly labour cost, everything else. I would have thought to
diVerently in that we are aware there is a lot of work, be based in Llandudno as compared to Swindon or
a lot of procurement, going on within the public London would involve some cheaper costs, I think
sector, and if Wales has something going for it at the most of us would agree with that, but are you saying
present time then the public sector demand nevertheless the extra cost of broadband facilities so
aggregation and the way the public sector is outweighs the other factors that it is a major
developing seems to be providing the opportunity to disincentive?
produce some competitive forces which may have (Mr Kendall) It is not just the cost issue, there are
some real and measurable benefits. The problem we alternative suppliers, there is resilience in there, there
see is how would we take advantage of that as a are a number of interlinking issues in this. Our
private sector company, in a way piggy-backing oV understanding in conversations we have had with
what might be a public sector procurement when all third parties, and even in our own internal dealings
the competition issues then become raised. Our piece with our clients whenwe start talking about resilience
of that business is probably aminute part of the total, and what the communications might look like, the
but as a set of costs to our business it is significant. one supplier and the one set of networks raises issues
From other committees and forums we have sat on, that are inherent to the area and are not issues which
we believe that this is significant enough that if you would exist elsewhere. Without two separate
were an outside investor looking at where to locate a suppliers, two separate mechanisms of getting out
business, then the non-availability of choice or the from a particular locality, for a data centre where the
competition issues which just do not exist elsewhere operations are an absolute 24/7, must occur, can’t

have any failure, I think it makes it extremely diYcultwould be a yes/no question. “Where am I going to
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to justify locating inNorthWales. That is the area we enabled to use ICT technology overall. I can do my
can talk about, it is the one we have the best bit onWord and I can put somePower Point together
geographic knowledge of. If you are then starting to and run some spread sheets and I type in a fairly
talk about justifying the location in a business sense, ineYcient manner, I know if I look at my nieces and
you are actually saying it is a yes/no decision, not a, nephews they are coming out with the ability to do all
“We will look at these things and then we will add sorts of things and have ways of working which are
this in and come to a decision.” It will be one of these foreign to me because I was not educated in that
tick lists of mandatory requirements. You look manner. When that generation comes out, there are
around and you say, “Where else might we put some probably a number of scenarios but one of the more
of our operations?” Being part of a bigger fearful ones I would have is that the basic
organisation there are some fairly good technical and infrastructure is not there at a cost eVective level that
economic reasons to say, “You probably should be they are used to using within that public sector
looking at relocating this part of what you are doing environment, if one can regard education as being
to this area where the actual natural terrain is in a predominantly a public sector environment, and they
competitive environment with multiple suppliers in a then will migrate to where the infrastructure is when
cost base which would be equal with a North Wales theywant to become entrepreneurs or theywant their
one.” So I think in these things you have to be talking first jobs because that is what their expectation is as
in a European context. You cannot just look in an a way of working. Likewise, I can see that they will
intra-UK context. stimulate demand hugely. If I look again at people I

know, and perhaps it is an unfair measure, I look at119. To summarise that, the distance you are from
a lot of people I know who have bought PCs becauseWarrington, from your POP, is a problem in cost
their kids have come to them and said, “I’m doingterms but just as important is this security of supply
this at school and I really need a PC at home to doquestion?
this on, and I want to get on the internet.” So there(Mr Kendall) Security is very, very important to
is a generation which is really going to stimulate theour clients. Most people who saw what we actually
demand side of the cycle. It is probably mystore would probably not make head nor tail of it,
generation which needs a lot more education to dothey probably would not, without some specialist

knowledge, understand what these things were and that.
what they represented, but for our client base the

121. I take that all on board, but coming back tosecurity tends to be the first set of questions we have
now and the threat to business, if you like, from notto get through before we start talking about the cost
having a point of presence in, say, Bangor which youor the service provision or whatever. The first hurdle
can access, you quite rightly do not know whether itis, “Can you convince us about your security, both in
is commercially feasible for BT or another providerterms of systems and also in terms of
to do that, but if it is not commercially feasible, dotelecommunications?”
you think we should be looking for public subsidy

120. Is this location of the point of presence either from the National Assembly or from other
realistically something which BT or any other public agencies?
telcoms operator is in a position to remedy? (Mr Kendall) I think in some ways, yes. If you
(Mr Kendall) We would have to admit to being a asked, “Which agency”—and I have been asked this

bit confused. We thought there was a point of question before—I would say, and I might be wrong
presence in Bangor, so when we came to this new in this, this is an economic development argument at
opportunity we were looking at we were fully least in the private sector and therefore my logic train
expecting to see someone suggesting a point of says if the WDA is prepared to build empty factory
presence in Bangor. Certainly historically I had seen units as a stimulus, if it is prepared to move in that
that. Is it realistic? Is it technically feasible? I would sort of way, this should be as central an issue to thehave thought the answer was almost certainly yes. Is WDA as acquiring sites and building factory units.it commercially possible? I do not know, I am not a You will see in our written evidence that we occupytelco, I do not look at those sort of cost issues, I do the site which is a 2000 build. I have personally takennot understand where they want to put their part in discussions on theHotpoint site at Llandudnoinvestments. I think the problem is that whenever

Junction, sitting in a diVerent role on a public privateyou look at these issues, however youmeasureWales,
partnership, and to me it was stunning when wethe volumes of traYc are always going to be less than
asked simple questions, “What are you going to do ata metropolitan area, and therefore you have to do
Hotpoint? It is going to have a head oYce building,something to stimulate people to provide services in
it is going to have this and that, what are the plans forthese regions. In partaking in a lot of the things we
any communications or broadband or using this as ahave tried to contribute, I can see the public sector is
hub for that type of industry?” the initial reactionswedoing an awful lot to address some of these problems.
got were, “I do not really know. That is not part ofI am not sure how you get from the public sector
theWDA remit as far as we understand.” That to meacross into benefiting the private sector no matter
was a break-down of central government saying,what size the business is. The competition issues,
“We want this to be the best place to go and do e-which immediately come to the forefront themoment
business and e-commerce”. The actual serviceyou start a conversation with anybody in the public
provision on the ground will have one fairlysector about what could be done, seem to overwhelm
depressed at the end of the day, and you think are youthe benefits. In addition, I can see a number of
living in a diVerent world when these things are suchscenarios. I can see through the public sector and
an anathema to those who are going to build thesethrough education we are going to produce a

generation of children who are substantially more things that there is a gap there which certainly will
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take a long time to be closed. There is a lot of time- necessarily our argument is at loggerheads in what

we are saying here. There are certain things where wedependency in this. I do not think you can look at this
in isolation from what is happening elsewhere in the can see specific action, there are others where we

think there is action which needs to come in to bringworld, because in these issues other parts of the world
continue to march forward. competition into an area.
(Mr Rimmer) The problem as well is that

broadband itself is such a broad term. There is a lot
Mr Williamsof technology in there and you have to marry the

technology with what you are trying to achieve. 124. You have suggested that price is not the only
ISDN, video conferencing, ADSL, it is good for the influence on broadband customers, but that the level
home users, the small businesses, who want to down- and type of assistance available is also important.
load a lot of information, your NPP panels et cetera, Perhaps you could give us some examples of what
but serious businesses want to have two-way you mean by that.
communications, they want to run their own web (Mr Kendall) We will be working with a series of
services, they do not want to farm them out to an customers who will have their own telco, they will
internet hotel and pay for the privilege, they want to provide them with a set of services, they may have a
run their own business from their own site, and that lot more interest in our business line than the
requires lease lines at today’s technology—2, 4, 34 inherent supplier. It is that sort of ability to work
Megs for whatever you require—but the cost of those with those telcos, where they will have diVerent
circuits is very, very high and they are distant- services, where they may have diVerent options, that
dependent to that POP, and if you cannot get a POP competition would bring some choice in. I can get
in the North Wales area we will always be at a very specific on that but I do not think that would be
disadvantage. very helpful and maybe later on we can show you the

sort of oil and gas type data that we are talking
about, but there are people who understand that a lot

Mrs Williams more and they concentrate on it. For them the main
part of our business is servicing the oil and gas sector,122. In your memorandum at 1.5 under the
there are other telcos which say a core part of ourheading, “What is broadband and why is it
business is servicing the banks, so if I was a bank Iimportant to Robertson”, you say that OFTEL
would want to be associated with that telco whichneeds stronger powers to push BT in the direction of
would bring more customers to me and I couldopen competition. But your memorandum also
provide them with specialist knowledge back.shows that competition in infrastructure—and

therefore broadband circuit provision for business—
has reached only a few densely populated areas of

Mrs WilliamsWales. Is it realistic, do you think, to expect it to have
any greater impact in the future? 125. You state that “published evidence suggests
(MrKendall) It is an interesting scenario as to how that . . . actions to get British business on-line are

you can develop competition in this sort of area. I can belatedly receiving attention” compared with the rest
only look at the bits of industry I have seen and seen of Europe. I am looking for examples, can you
where action has been taken by Government. I think expand on that?
we have seen good examples of the linkage of, shall (Mr Kendall) That was taken from the WDA
we say,metropolitan areas to rural areas where telcos Report onUbiquitous Broadband inWaleswhichwe
are told, “If you want to take this piece of have relied on heavily in this because it provided a
metropolitan and you want a licence over that, you fundamental piece of published information. As I
are going to have to take this piece of less . . .”— said right at the beginning, one of the problems we

have had all the way along in this has been getting123. Less favoured area, using agricultural terms.
definitive information so you can, not base an(Mr Kendall) Yes. There was some hope when the
opinion on, measure where your thought process iscable franchises were first put out that there was
to actuality. So a lot of that has come out of thegoing to be a North Wales/Cheshire cable franchise
Ubiquitous Broadband Report and there are veryand therefore it would not, as it ended up being, leave
specific examples in relation to countries such asNorth Wales out of that particular piece of
Italy, Sweden, even places like the Netherlands, andinfrastructure. In terms of action, I can see the
Ireland of course comes up every time as everyone’slinkage here, linking something that people really
pet example where they took some fairly courageouswant with something they much less want is one way
decisions and drove a lot of things forward around aof achieving competition. The other sorts of things
telecommunications-based strategy.where we talk about this is the example of the 8 Meg

circuit which was just withdrawn.You say in essence,
“Okay, I go up to this level and then I go from here

Mr Wigginup to here” and when you produce gaps in the service
provision which are of that sort of magnitude some 126. I think you have touched on this before but

you say that if Wales relies solely “on the provisionimmediate action is needed to provide these stages of
service so there is a natural growth pattern for of services through demand-led initiative it is deemed

likely that Wales will continue to fall behind the restbusinesses, that you just do not cut them oV at a level
and say, “Now you have grown to need this much, of the UK”. You make the point that innovative

measures involving broadband are needed to attractyou have to move this big, big, big step forward.” It
is that type of thing where perhaps the influence of more companies who are intensive users of IT and

communications, like financial services andOFTEL could have an eVect. I do not think
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communications firms. Are you advocating be acceptable, and the other component in there

might be the broadband supply. So I think what weprovision of broadband facilities in advance of need
in business parks in rural Wales? If so, who do you were trying to suggest in this was that there are all

these facets which come together which wouldthink should pay for them? I think you said theWDA
at one stage. support such a concept of a data centre which we

have seen developed elsewhere in the world.Whether(Mr Kendall) I think I would say to you, yes. We
the ability to bring all these facets together and lookhave participated in a lot of these workshops. We see
at this in an integrated fashion is there or the politicalthe supply-led argument is cut oV before it is even
will to do that is there, I do not know. When we havedeveloped. Whatever reasoning that may be, I am
talked about this sort of thing in open forums, peoplenot entirely sure, but whenever we have seen this, the
say, “Yes, but it is not just broadband, you wouldsupply-led argument has just been axed and then
need to get some sort of energy policy into this asdismissed and then nothing further is developed on it.
well”, so you then get, “That is not the remit of thisSo in terms of stimulating demand, you see a lot of
group”, and so you think, “Is there a biggerproviding plug-and-play services, try-before-you-
opportunity out there in terms of economicstart, education, IT buses, you name it, you see it out
development which is not being developed, eitherthere. We are not certain that with a very low
conceptually or in actuality, because it is crossingindigenous IT base set of industries, that in itself is
diVerent government areas and diVerent policies?” Igoing to be enough to stimulate the demand and
think that is really what we wanted to bring forwardtherefore develop this set of industries. We come
in this, the conceptual idea that this might be anfrom a natural resources base and if there is a natural
opportunity where North Wales in particular has aresource out there and it is sitting there and someone
number of natural attributes which could be builtmakes it available to the world, someone somewhere
from this and not forgetting, of course, thewill find a way of using it and will make money from
University here where there is a lot of the key skillsit, it does not matter whether it is a little oil and gas
to support such a set-up.field somewhere or a nickel deposit. In some way we

would see an analogy here with broadband services
in exactly the sameway as theWDAbuilds its factory
units. It does not define what is going to go into that, Mr Williams
so why does it not build a factory unit with a 128. You say that one of your key concerns is howbroadband supply attached to it at a set of costs and the linkage of public and private sector bodies can besay to the world, “Here is a building which would do achieved. What do you see as the problems in all thisthis type of thing”. What will actually go into it is and how it may be solved?hard to predict, in exactly the same way that you do (Mr Kendall) I think as I outlined earlier, the factnot know what is going to fill those factory units we can see the public sector demand aggregationanyway. I think the WDA was my logical answer. could drive both the prices much lower for the publicWhether it is the right answer is diVerent. sector, but how can the private sector take advantageChairman: Perhaps it ought to be the right answer. of that, how could the private sector in any way work

with the MAN, if that was an appropriate
mechanism, with what is happening in education or

Mr Caton health or whatever, because there is not a dominant
body in the private sector which could aggregate our127. In your written submission you propose the demand together to be a meaningful contract forcreation of a “data centre” in North West Wales, someone. So the only other meaningful contractswhich I assume would combine broadband would be with the public sector, and the moment onecommunications facilities and large scale computing starts talking about that, you start talkingpower. Could you tell us a little more about what you competition, unfair competition, and you say, “Ihave in mind for this data centre and what exactly it hear this but what are the alternatives you have towould do and who would fund it crucially? provide that competitive environment?” Our

(MrKendall) I suppose we saw it as the conceptual concerns are that even if we start to have those
opportunity. In looking at what opportunities might conversations with someone, all of those competition
be there, and one starts to look at what has happened issues just cut them oV dead and you are left pushed
in North Wales, there are some things which come away from that, if I can put it that way, so how does
together which seem to suggest data centres might be the public sector pull in the private sector so that
an opportunity which ought to be examined. The key both sides benefit?
facets to that were probably that they have a
relatively high energy demand, and if I look around
NorthWales, and I understand a little about the area Mrs WilliamsI live in, we can see industries which have been there

129. I asked Phil Brady a similar question. Whathistorically—Dolgarrog with aluminium, the same
do you consider should be done to stimulate demandsorts of things on Anglesey where the high energy
in Wales from small business and residencedemand is out there—and one can see the
customers, for example by devising new highdevelopment of renewable energies, oVshore wind
bandwidth services, by devising attractive newfarms, hydroelectric, there is also a natural set of gas
applications or by active selling?and oil deposits oVNorthWales, so there seems to be

a proliferation of energy supply within this area. If (Mr Kendall) I actually believe a lot is going to be
done anyway as the outcome of what I have seenyou are looking at what sort of industries would be

acceptable or attractive to North Wales, one can see within a lot of the present initiatives. I think the
educational side will stimulate a lot of this in anythat clean IT or knowledge-based industries ought to
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case. Younger people are much more accepting of the customer interacts and does a commercial

transaction. Just seeing a nice picture of the hotel ischange and will take up new technologies and will
drive those things forward, so it is perhaps a question all well and good, but can you order a room? So it is

the educational part of transforming the business.of the time that takes to occur rather than whether or
not it will occur. As generations come out of school, We transformed our business because we deal with

very large clients which were very demanding of us.they will drive a lot of that stuV, they will drive their
expectation of content, they will want to do things We had to be innovative or they were not going to be

our customers anymore. So we had some very strongwhich I cannot even conceive of doing. There is a
very large educational gulf in what broadband can drivers which made us go this route. At the same

business level and the customer base, the residentialdeliver to the small business and, certainly from my
very limited exposure, what smaller businesses are type customers, that concentrated focused demand is

not there. So seeing the benefits come through anddoing, and making it easier for them to start to bring
their businesses on-line seems to be the hardest part. saying, “What is going to be the benefit to my

business”, is something that is an educational processIt seems to be a scary business. What do I do? How
do I do this? What are the benefits? I have this and the pull-through on that is hard to achieve I

think for a lot of small business people.business and it makes things, how should I take it on-
line? I could give you a personal, recent experience 132. Next month we are having the WDA and BT
which was that I wanted to buy some trees so I in front of us. What would you like us to ask them?
thought I would go on the internet, I did not have to (Mr Kendall) A very good question. I suppose the
go down the road, I would look for trees, buy them biggest question which comes to my mind is how the
on-line, get them delivered to my house and then I WDA does see broadband in terms of its remit and
could plant them over Easter. In the end I got some particularly its role in economic development in
trees from somewhere in England although I actually Wales. That would be the one question I would ask.
set out to look for a Welsh business which might Do they regard themselves as that central point?
provide them but I could not find one on-line which

133. BT?had the on-line buying facility. No, I did not want to
(Mr Kendall) I have a lot of sympathy with BTphone them up when it came to 9 o’clock the next

because they are the indigenous commercial privatemorning, I wanted the ability to put my credit card
sector supplier, and I think that it is very easy to takedetails in, have that scary moment of “Will these
chunks out of them because they have to provide thisthings arrive” et cetera, et cetera.
thing right the way across. I guess it would be very130. Have they? interesting to see what their views are on the national

(Mr Kendall) Not yet. pricing policy and particularly whether they are
reactive or proactive to that in those commercial
challenges.Chairman
Chairman: No doubt we will ask them. Thank you

131. “Will they clone my credit card?” and all the other witnesses we have had this morning.
(Mr Kendall) Will they clone my credit card, will It has been a very useful session.

they take all mymoney and not deliver my trees? I do
not know. But I went that route and for a lot of
businesses it is getting their presence out there where
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Memorandum submitted by the Welsh Development Agency

1. Introduction

1.1 The WDA welcomes the opportunity to submit a memorandum to the Welsh AVairs Committee as
part of its inquiry into the provision of Broadband cabling in Wales, particularly in rural areas.

1.2 The Agency has played, and continues to play, a key role in promoting and supporting Wales’s
transformation to an inclusive Information Society. In particular, the Agency established the Wales
Information Society (WIS)1 initiative culminating in the WIS Strategy and Action Plan, of which two key
priorities are of special relevance:

— achieving a knowledge-based economy in Wales as a means of enhancing the economic and social
well being of our country; and

— the availability and aVordability of advanced broadband telecommunications services as a
prerequisite to a transition to such an economy.

1.3 Our response presents:

— a description of the benefits, particularly the economic and social benefits, of broadband services
along with the potential risks;

— an assessment of the current deployment and availability of broadband services in Wales;

— proposed actions to enable Wales to grasp the opportunities that ICTs can oVer;

— the Agency’s views on the policies of the UK Government, in particular on the regulatory
framework for telecommunications and whether such policies promote or hinder the development
of broadband infrastructure in Wales;

— the WDA’s role in the acceleration of broadband services throughout Wales.

2. Benefits of Broadband Services and Risks to Wales

2.1 The Information Society poses risks as well as oVering opportunities.

— The risk is primarily that of seeing ICT infrastructure and services continue being deployed
preferentially where the most profitable customer bases are located. This would exclude many
citizens and businesses, especially located in areas of the Valleys, north and rural Wales, from the
Information Society and the New Economy for a long time, and probably aggravate existing
economic diYculties.

— The opportunities, on the other hand, oVer added value since ICTs tends to diminish the constraints
linked to time and distance. A certain number of activities can now be located outside traditional
production centres and a wide range of public services can be eYciently delivered through ICT to
sparsely populated or remote areas.

2.2 The OECD’s report on ICT and Rural Development2 oVers a useful framework for assessing the risks
and opportunities confronting Wales which can be used to shape appropriate policy interventions:

1 TheWales Information Society initiative was established in 1996 as part of the EuropeanUnion’s Regional Information Society
Initiative (RISI), co-financed by the European Commission under Art.6 ERDF/Art.10 ESF, in which 22 regions sought to
develop regional strategies and action plans for information society development employing a common consultative bottom-
upmethodology andbymeans of working together to exchange expertise and experience. TheWISUnit remains a core function
within the WDA.

2 “ICT and Rural Development”, OECD, 2001.
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Economic development

ICTs can increase the eYciency of SMEs, develop their customer base and open new markets. Bringing
new activities toWales is just as important, to partially compensate the decline of certain traditional activities,
while spreading innovative and entrepreneurial practices. Synergies in ICT strategies can increase the
attractiveness of Wales, and in particular rural areas, for inhabitants and investors alike. Thus, businesses in
Wales need to be able to exploit ICT eVectively to be competitive in the digital economy, since it provides
them—and their competitors—with eYcient access to information and supply chains and the potential to
develop new products, processes and markets. EVective use of ICT enables established and new enterprises
to generate business growth providing jobs and income to local communities. However, if the adoption of
ICTs by businesses fails to keep pace with that of their counterparts, the sustainability of theWelsh economy
will be at greater risk.

Social Development

Societal issues are important since ICTdevelopmentmust be inclusive. Public access points, created to raise
awareness and oVer appropriate training, should be a focus for public policy. E-government and the on-line
delivery of public services are also of particular importance in rural areas—often at a disadvantage today in
this respect—since a growing proportion of the interaction between individuals, communities and
government now takes place via electronic media. ICTs are also an increasingly important resource in
education. Furthermore, ICT has an increasingly important role to play inmaking public sector servicesmore
accessible, more eYcient and less fragmented to end users3. Denied equality of access to such services, the
digital divide will widen and rural areas will become less attractive places to live and work.

3. Infrastructure Deployment in Wales

3.1 Whilst higher bandwidth services4 promise to oVer a range of benefits to individuals and businesses
alike, a key concern is that the competitive supply of such services has tended to concentrate in the densely
populated urban areas of the South East coastal strip leaving the disadvantaged areas of the Valleys, north
and rural Wales relatively underserved. This raises the prospect of a widening “digital divide”, with lack of
aVordable higher bandwidth services reinforcing economic decline (a vicious circle—see Exhibit 1).

Lack of broadband
infrastucture investment

Lower relative
economic prosperity

Businesses put at
competitive disadvantage

Exhibit 1:
Vicious circle of
higher bandwith
deprivation
[Source: analysys]

3 “Ubiquitous Broadband Infrastructure for Wales”, WDA, July 2001.
4 Advanced services require higher bandwidth channels. Bandwidth is a term used to describe the information-carrying capacity
of a communication channel. Standard telephone channels can be used in conjunction with a modem to transfer information
between end user equipment such as PCs. However, higher bandwidth oVers users faster access to information and a richer on-
line experience in a world in which there is increasing convergence in content and in technologies across broadcasting,
publishing and the Internet. As a result, higher bandwidth access dramatically increases the propensity of individuals and
businesses to use and oVer on-line services and processes; it enables new value-added services that would otherwise not be
feasible; and it is a pre-requisite for information-intensive knowledge economy businesses.
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3.2 There is, however, the potential for a virtuous circle in which increased awareness of higher bandwidth
services leads to increased demand for, and supply of, such services and this, in turn, leads to greater
appreciation of the benefits they bring. The Welsh Development Agency (WDA) has therefore been actively
engaged in initiatives to stimulate the supply of, and demand for, higher bandwidth access in the economically
disadvantaged regions of Wales. Projects such as the Llwybr Pathway Partnership and MARAN have
resulted in higher bandwidth access being available to a range of businesses and consumers in areas that
would not otherwise have been served by private telecommunications service providers.

3.3 Professor Mike Tedd has provided in his submission an adequate description of how the availability
and cost of broadband services in Wales diVers from that in other parts of the UK (the Annex provides the
relevant extract from Professor Tedd’s paper). However, it is worth emphasising the following:

3.4 The availability of ADSL in Wales is important. It provides, especially following BT’s recent
announcement to reduce its wholesale tariVs, an aVordable opportunity for businesses and citizens to exploit
the benefits of broadband. However, the committee should note that of BT’s 430! exchanges inWales, only
28 are ADSL enabled and 10 of these were upgraded as a result of the Llwybr Pathway, WDA/BT
partnership. This action has clearly demonstrated that where market failure existed (BT has publicly stated
that they will not invest in areas where they will not achieve a rate of return) public intervention has resulted
in the acceleration of broadband services in such areas. The action has also resulted in rural Wales having a
greater penetration of ADSL than in other rural areas of the United Kingdom. However, other parts of the
UK (eg Cornwall) are introducing programmes, with the support of Structural Funds, to accelerate the roll
out of ADSL in their rural areas.

3.5 Terrestrial Radio will become an increasingly important vehicle for delivering broadband services.
With the mountainous terrain and the wide distribution of conurbations across rural Wales, the deployment
of radio, for both local delivery and core backhaul, could be seen as the most cost eVective way of delivering
broadband services. Therefore the mechanisms by which licences for radio frequencies at 2.4, 3.4, 4, 5, 10,
28, and 40 Gigahertz (GHz) are awarded will need to be examined to ensure they take account of the
particular challenges inWales, including the terrain, as well as the economic and social challenges being faced
in the Valleys, rural and northern areas of Wales. Otherwise we could face the possibility of yet again seeing
no one bid for any of the licences.

3.6 The availability of Satellite technology oVers the potential of reaching citizens and businesses in the
most remote parts ofWales.However, the current technology is costly to deploy and as such can only bemade
available at a cost that would need to be subsidised if take up in the remote areas was to be encouraged.

3.7 BT has substantial fibre-based infrastructure throughout Wales, and the availability of BT’s higher
bandwidth services in rural Wales is in many ways superior to that in rural areas elsewhere in the UK, as a
result of the Llwybr Pathway/WDA project. The project supported the provision of Multiple Service
Platform (MSP) nodes in Bangor, Aberystwyth and Carmarthen thus resulting in BT’s higher bandwidth
services being accessible throughout rural Wales. However, having said that these services are available, they
are very expensive inWales when comparedwith similar services provided by alternative telecommunications
operators such as those providing services along the M4 corridor towards London.

4. Actions Required to Ensure that the Economy and Communities of Wales Can Benefit from

Information Age Developments

4.1 AVordable access both to advanced services and to end-user equipment is perhaps the most
fundamental issue facing rural areas, although similar issues are faced by the poorer valleys and northWales
communities.

By comparison with more wealthy densely-populated urban and suburban areas, more advanced
telecommunication provision in Wales remains limited and, where available, tends to be prohibitively
expensive. Commercial telecommunications operators, seeking the best returns on investment, are naturally
drawn to the larger towns and cities where the economies of scale of network development (relative to
distances covered) make them more profitable. Indeed, commercial operators thus far appear inclined to the
view that provision of advanced services in most areas of Wales will remain unprofitable for the foreseeable
future. Suchmarket failure will be overcome only through public intervention. If communities and enterprises
in Wales are to enjoy equal benefits in the Information Age, provision of higher bandwidth services is
essential. Without it, the digital divide will widen and the deficit deepen.

4.2 Therefore it is clear that some of the principal barriers and constraints to growth of ICT demand in
Wales are:

— The absence, or inadequate provision, of higher bandwidth services.

— The costs of network connection and on-line charges.

— Low ownership of end user equipment and perceived high entry costs.

4.3 Overcoming these obstacles will require some or all of the following actions:
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— Encouraging commercial operators to further develop the telecommunications infrastructure.

— Encouraging greater competition in telecommunications service provision (in many areas there is
a sole provider which has a de facto monopoly).

— Engagement (directly) in telecommunications service provision by the public authorities where
commercial providers cannot be persuaded to operate.

— Increasing provision of public access points allowing cheap and convenient access to end user
equipment and networks.

— A campaign to raise awareness of (a) the opportunities and risks of the Information Society and (b)
what is involved in using ICTs (eg equipment requirements, costs, forms and costs of network access
etc) and what it can achieve, making good use of demonstrators and exemplars.

— Improved access to ICT training, support and advice.

5. Policies and the Regulatory Environment

5.1 At the informal briefing which took place in St Asaph, we explained that the Agency is working very
closely with the Welsh Assembly Government to realise the policy objectives set out in the Welsh Assembly
Government’s Cymru Ar-Lein strategic framework and in the Ubiquitous Broadband Infrastructure for
Wales report. This close working relationship ensures a synergy of ambitions and policies between our
respective organisations.

5.2 However, if we are to realise these policy objectives, we need to be cognisant of National UK policies
being developed and their likely impact onWales. It is for this reasonwe outlined some relevant developments
taking place at the UK level that gives rise to issues that Wales needs to address. The issues we consider are
relevant for the Committee’s considered view are as follows:

5.3 Creation of OFCOM

The new Communications White Paper which is out for consultation, proposes the creation of a new
Regulatory Body, OFCOM, to address the new regulatory challenges posed by the converging
communications industries such as Broadcasting and Telecommunications. Early indications are that the
proposed OFCOM structures will not include representation from the diVerent UK regions. As you will be
aware, OFTEL has a network of Regional Advisory groups that identify and feed into the structures specific
regional issues. We need to ensure that any new OFCOM structure has a mechanism for the continued
identification and input of such specific regional issues. Such regional representation could be established
along the lines of the existing OFTEL advisory group model, or by the establishment of a formal Wales
regional OFCOM contained within a sub committee structure of OFCOM.

5.4 Radio Licensing

The current mechanism of auctioning broadband fixed wireless licences by the Radio Communications
Agency is not proving beneficial to Wales, eg for the 28GHz licence not one of the three licences available
has been taken up. It is accepted that RCA is about to go forward with a further auction but with a reserve
price of £1 million per licence, it is unlikely that there will be significant interest in the licences available in
Wales. Consideration, therefore, needs to be given to amore flexible licensing arrangement inWales, not only
with the 28GHz but also with the forthcoming auction of 3.4GHz, and the potential release of the currently
unlicensed 2.4GHz, thus providing opportunities for communities and towns to take advantage of these
frequencies. The current plans for regulation of the 5GHz frequencies suitable for the use of wireless LAN
need to be implemented as rapidly as possible.

5.5 Aggregation of Public Sector demand

The aggregation of public sector demand for advanced telecommunications services, at the national level,
is currently being taken forward by the Cabinet OYce. Wales needs to ensure that we benefit fully from
economies of scale which may result from this aggregation.

5.6 Cost of Partial Private Circuits

One of the major deterrents for any operator seeking to oVer broadband services in competition is the cost
of backhaul—that is the cost of taking communications traYc from the BT local exchange back to their own
network. At the moment, backhaul from BT is considered by many to be prohibitively expensive. In
December, OFTEL issued a draft determination relating to the cost of partial private circuits and the
connection between the local BT site and core network node. These draft directives state that the prices
charged for partial private circuits and backhaul should be cost-oriented which would result in reduced costs
to operators using BT’s network to backhaul to their own networks. The speedy implementation of these
determinations should be supported and the cost-oriented prices arrived at should be as aVordable as
possible.
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6. The WDA’s Role in the Acceleration of Broadband Services Throughout Wales

6.1 The WDA attaches great importance to achieving a knowledge based economy in Wales as a means
of transforming the economic and social well-being of our country. We see the availability and aVordability
of advanced broadband telecommunications services as a prerequisite to Wales’ transition to such an
economy. In order to look at this in detail we felt it was vital that a status review was undertaken on the
availability of advanced broadband telecommunications services in Wales. The main aim of the review was
to identify appropriate policies that would need to be taken forward if Wales is to take advantage of the
economic and social opportunities aVorded by the knowledge economy.

6.2 In addition to supporting initiatives such as the Llwybr Pathway project, the WDA is playing a key
role, together with the Welsh Assembly Government, in preparing policies, strategies and action plans to
address the telecommunications issues facing Wales. The Agency commissioned Analysys Consulting
Limited, a Cambridge based telecommunications consultancy to undertake the status review and to identify
appropriate policy recommendations for implementation. This resulted in the publication of the Ubiquitous
Broadband Infrastructure for Wales Status Review and Policy Recommendations report. The Committee
received a briefing on the report in St Asaph last October.

6.3 The Agency and the Welsh Assembly Government recognised the need for a comprehensive
implementation plan to develop the general recommendations of theUbiquitous Broadband Infrastructure for
Wales Status Review and Policy Recommendations report into a set of actions which could be specified and
costed in detail. The Agency in collaboration with theWelsh Assembly Government commissioned Analysys
to develop this plan. The plan was developed over the periodOctober to January 2002 and has been presented
to the Welsh Assembly Government for their consideration.

The Agency has noted the Committee’s request for an informal briefing on the action to take place on the
9 April. The Agency is seeking advice from the Welsh Assembly Government as to the proposed timing of
the briefing and as to whether there is likely to be a decision on the Action Plan in place at that point.

7. Summary

7.1 A range of ICT activities and projects are already underway in Wales and the Agency has played an
active role as partner in many of these. With a few exceptions (such as the Llwybr Pathways Partnership and
the MARAN II proposal), most have been small-scale pilot schemes. The Agency believes that for Wales to
prosper in the Information Age—becoming more competitive and increasingly sustainable, and avoiding
increasing marginalisation and exclusion—it will be necessary to:

— Adopt a strategic, long-term approach; expecting short-term results and impacts is unrealistic. It
will be necessary to change the infrastructure, the culture and the skills of Wales.

— Establish eVective mechanisms for collective action through partnership development and broad-
based collaborations.

— View the components of an ICT strategy (infrastructure and access, skills, supporting supply,
stimulating demand, and developing content) as parts of an integrated and co-ordinated whole.

7.2 Without appropriate development of infrastructure and access provision, and attention to related end
user costs, Wales will be considerably disadvantaged in the emerging Information Society. The ability to
grasp the benefits in terms of sustainability, attracting inward investment, creating new jobs and maintaining
existing employment, making Wales more attractive in terms of access to better services (such as health and
education), and to enhance social inclusion are vitally dependent on narrowing the gap in terms of ICT
infrastructure and access.

7.3 The tendencies of private telecommunications operators to concentrate development in more densely
populated areas (“cherry picking”) can bemitigated by a range of actions in which public authorities will need
to play a major role:

— Political pressure (especially onOFTEL) to ensure a level playing field for rural areas—for example,
through extension of the definition of the Universal Service Obligation to include higher bandwidth
services, or through modification of tariV regulations.

— Encouragement to commercial operators, where market failure can be demonstrated, to install or
enhance higher bandwidth services in rural areas through subsidies or other financial means.

— Using subsidies or other financial inducements to open up competition in telecommunications
provision in areas where monopoly conditions currently prevail.

— Engagement by public authorities as advanced telecommunications service providers in their own
right as a means of stimulating competition or, on social grounds, to ensure provision where none
is deemed commercially viable at present.
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— Aggregating fragmented, individual (and thus unviable) demand into collective viable demand and
organising concerted negotiations with providers on behalf of a wide range of (public and
private) users.

— To actively pursue the policy and regulatory issues.

— Press for fair regional representation within the new OFCOM structures.

— Ensure that the mechanisms adopted for the allocation of radio license spectrum are relevant for
Wales.

— To put in place measures that ensure we benefit fully from the economies of scale which may result
from public sector demand aggregation at the UK level.

— To press for speedy implementation of the determination relating to the cost of partial private
circuits.

— To give support to theWDA andWelsh Assembly Government’s telecommunications action plan.

Examination of Witnesses

Mr Graham Hawker, Chief Executive, Mr Patrick Sullivan, Director, Media Technology Programmes,
and Mr David Cleevely, Analysys Consulting Ltd., Welsh Development Agency, examined.

wanted to fill up some numbers on a presentationChairman
that he had been given to Post OYce

134.Welcome before the Committee. Althoughwe Telecommunications. I did my PhD on
know who you are, perhaps you could introduce telecommunications and economic development. I
yourselves individually and Mr Cleevely could started Analysys in 1985. Analysys, as has been
explain what Analysys Consulting Ltd. does. pointed out by the Chairman, is a consultancy. We
(Mr Hawker) My name is Graham Hawker, Chief specialise in telecommunications and that is what we

Executive of WDA. I have with me Patrick Sullivan, have done ever since 1985. We provide advice on
Director, Media Technology Programmes, and markets, policy, regulation, technological choices,
David Cleevely of Analysys Consulting, who have business plans and a lot of financial transactions. In
been heavily involved with us in our work on terms of the immediate issues before us today on
broadband. I know we discussed this in some depth regional development and broadband
at the informal briefing we had, and we certainly telecommunications, we have been quite active at a
found that useful. I ought to open, Chairman, by national level. We have done some work for the UK
saying that youwill recall theUbiquitous Broadband Cabinet OYce specifically on broadband
forWales report that the Agency commissioned with aggregation and at the moment we are on a rolling
the National Assembly, and which is now a public programme to monitor progress in the United
document. That certainly raised a number of issues Kingdom against other countries in the development
that needed to be thought about in terms of the move of broadband. Within the very recent past, we have
to a knowledge-based economy in Wales. Since then undertaken about six projects on broadband in
we have prepared, at the request of the National diVerent regions of the UK, including Scotland and
Assembly, a development plan, which sets out some some of the English regions. In Wales we have
of the options for things we might do to increase recently done two projects, the main one of which we
competition, where appropriate, and primarily to will be discussing today. In the last six months or so
look atwhere public sector interventionmight aid the we have been working in Ireland, Italy, Greece and
move towards the kind of economywhichwewant by Scandinavia on similar related issues.
engaging in some intervention in the marketplace.

135. In the memorandum that you gave us youThat now resides with the National Assembly who
have suggested that the availability and aVordabilityare considering it, and I assume will fairly soon
of advanced broad telecommunications is adecide what they want to do with it and what part the

WDA might play in that. So that is very much with prerequisite for making Wales into a knowledge-
based economy, whatever that is, but we have beenthemnow.At this point, I amquite happy to take any

points thatmight be raised. I would justmention that accessing this so-called knowledge-based economy
for ten years over ordinary phone lines. Is therean outline of the issues that are raised in the

development plan is in paragraph 7.3 of the summary perhaps a danger of over-stating the case for
broadband?of the submission that we made, which gives you a

feeling, I think, for the sorts of interventions that we (Mr Hawker)̀ I will ask David to comment on that
think might be appropriate, but obviously there is a in a moment because clearly he has been looking at
lack of detail there and that detail is being trawled this, certainly Europe-wide and world-wide, and at a
through, probably as we speak. We are quite happy number of economies and what has been happening
to discuss anything on that. Davidmight want to talk there in relation to broadband. Certainly it is clear to
about the role of Analysys and what the company me that in general, if we are to move the Welsh
does. economy forward, we need to take some big steps,

and I believe that this is one of them. An(Mr Cleevely) As a personal introduction, I have
been working in telecommunications ever since I was incrementalist approach to the economy is not going

to shift it in the way that we would all like. A little bit18 and whilst walking down the school corridor
happened to bump into the careers master who more of what we have always done will not do it. So
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we have to make some significant steps, and I regard Within the European Union, we are well behind

countries like Germany and certainly well behind thebroadband as one of those steps, which makes it
possible for the Welsh economy perhaps to get its United States or the world leader in this particular

field, which happens to be South Korea, for somerightful place in terms of wealth for the people of
Wales. David may want to talk about the general very particular reasons which I will not bore you

with. Nevertheless, it is a source of some concern inpoint.
that sense. In terms of overall broadband provision(Mr Cleevely) I could go on at great length, but I
the UK fares slightly better. If you look ahead, thewill try not to. I think it was Arthur CClark who said
prospects for growth in the UK in broadbandthat people tend to overestimate things in the short
provision are actually quite good, particularly withrun and underestimate things in the long run. I would
the recent announcements from BT. I think this yearagree with you if you are sceptical about broadband
we will see quite a change in the provision ofin the short run. There is an awful lot of interest in
broadband services. As far as Wales is concerned, asthe topic and, as with many of these things, a certain
youwould expect, given the relative ranking ofWalesamount of followers of fashion and hype, but if we
as a regionwithin theUnitedKingdom, it lags behindthink about this in the longer term, this is the kind of
the average. It has a number of disadvantages, whichview that this Committee I hope is taking on things.
we can talk about in terms of distribution ofBy the longer term I mean five, ten, fifteen, twenty
population and economic structure, and so on. If youyears. I think in 20 years’ time it will be inconceivable
wish, we can explore those things in more detail. Thefor any modern economy not to be equipped with a

significant broadband infrastructure. It would not be short answer to that is that theUK is generally a little
possible for a modern economy to compete on the bit behind and it seems to be on a trajectory that will
world stage without that. It would not be possible for take it forward. As far as some aspects of broadband
Wales, or any other region of the UK, to compete are concerned, for example optic fibre and
eVectively. I think that you have then to think about broadband for large businesses, it is not doing too
the timescales on which you are going to progress badly and it has benefited very significantly from a
towards that. The classic problem is that without the relatively competitive market. What do we learn
infrastructure and without the availability of this, from elsewhere? If I may follow that up, I think that
nobody can use it, of course, but unless you have the there are some important issues about competition,
demand, there is no point in putting in the for example. It is pretty clear, with one or two
infrastructure. It is a problem that is experienced by notable exceptions, that where you have significant
regions which are, in general, lagging behind competition, broadband and the provision of
whatever benchmark they wish to set themselves cheaper and more innovative telecommunication
against. Its GDP, per head is about 80 per cent of the services has tended to be world class, much better
UK average. Therefore, I think it falls into that kind than when you do not have competition. Secondly,
of category. Kick starting and getting this kind of there is a general awareness of the importance of
thing moving is very diYcult. Strategically, it is communications, and in particular where there has
absolutely right. In the short run—and in this case we been a lot of backing from government and where
are talking about five years—you have to think very government has been working quite a lot with
carefully about the specific actions that you want to industry. I would include the United States in that. If
take. The general point that broadband is absolutely you look particularly at the level of the individual
essential for the modern economy, I would defend states, there has been a great deal of activity there.
completely, and I would defend at length if you That has tended to promote and bring forward these
would allow me to do that. issues. The third point I wouldmake is about the way

in which the emphasis on the knowledge economy,
whatever that means – and we can talk about that
perhaps a bit later – and commitment tomodernisingChris Ruane
the economic structures has also had quite a

136. Coming back to the international beneficial eVect in promoting these things. Those
comparisons, you mentioned in your preamble that things, of course, are mutually self-reinforcing, so
you have done an analysis of international they tend to go together.
comparisons, andwherewould you locate theUK, or
perhaps particularly Wales, in that international
comparison as far as average is concerned, specific
sector developments, best use of broadband. Which Mrs Williams
areas would you say would be fruitful for this

137. What is your reaction to the new, three-yearCommittee to study?
strategy that BT announced at the beginning of(Mr Cleevely) There are two things: “where does
April? Is BT right to put broadband “at the heart” ofthe UK stand?” and then, “what should you take a
its business?look at?” Let us take “where does the UK stand?”
(Mr Hawker) Clearly BT as a private organisationThe UK unfortunately at the moment is not doing

can work out its own strategy but certainly we wereterribly well in the international leagues. It does
pleasedwith the decision to do that, yes, tomake thatdepend to some extent on what you are measuring.
a central plank of its business development. I thinkThe most popular thing to measure these days is the
when businesses do focus on a particular aspect ofprovision of ADSL and cable modems. That is the
their business, that part tends to thrive. If we are keenkind of lower end of broadband, the broadband
on seeing broadband develop in Wales, then BTconnectivity you would provide for ordinary
putting that at the heart of its strategymust be a goodhouseholds and perhaps small enterprises. On that

specific measure, the UK ranks very low indeed. move for us.
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138.Do you think that BT plans to place all its UK Mr Price

networks under a unified management will be 141. When you looking at major new investmentbeneficial to Wales? projects and you are advising potential investors on
their telecommunications servicing, do you look at a(Mr Hawker) That is diYcult for me to assess and
range of providers in that context or how does thatclearly BT will structure its organisation in the way
work in practice?that it can best deliver its commercial targets. I think
(Mr Hawker) Where there is competition, thenwe need to look for some reassurance thatWales gets

clearly we find the companies quite capable ofthe proper focus by its management. Certainly,
looking after themselves. We give them advice onhistorically that has been true. I have no reason to
what is available. I could not say that we have lostthink that BTwill do anything other than continue to
any significant inward investors through angive the proper focus to Wales.
inadequate broadband capability. That is not to say

(Mr Cleevely) BT’s focus on broadband is that there are not people we never hear of, if you like
absolutely right. It is slightly late. I think I would those who criticise Wales for some reason or other,
have preferred, like many other commentators, to but in terms of the major investors, we have found
have seen themmove on this a year or two earlier, but that we can cater for their needs. My bigger worry is
we are where we are. Going back to my earlier point, around the smaller companies.
I think that in twenty years’ time, it will be 142. Has BT seconded people into the agency atinconceivable for a modern country not to have a all?broadband network and for everybody—probably in

(Mr Hawker) Yes. In fact we have a secondmenttwenty years’ time absolutely not everybody but for
now within the International Division, which helpsa large proportion of the population—to be using
with this very point, and it has worked very well. Weand to be reliant on broadband telecommunications.
are keen that BT should continue doing it.In that sense, BT’s focus is correct. As for BT’s

management policies, I will bow out of that question. 143. Is there is not any criticism of that
secondment from any BT competitors, for instance?
(Mr Hawker) No, and it is properly and formally

structured as a secondment.While that person is with139. What is your reaction to the recent BT
us, that person is following WDA objective.announcement that it is to reduce tariVs for

broadband to small businesses and residential
customers?

Julie Morgan
(Mr Hawker) I vote for anything that reduces the 144. Some of the evidence we have received has

bills. Clearly BT aremaking a commercial decision in been critical of BT’s performance in delivering
terms of how they increase their trade and volumes broadband services. What view do you take of BT’s
by restructuring tariVs. I always find that it is very performance on broadband for Wales for the mass
successful when businesses focus their commercial market and for the larger businesses?
attention on something that is equally good for (Mr Hawker) David can probably comment onsociety. That ought to be a good thing. this better thanme but my immediate reaction is that

BTwill do that which is commercial. They will do the
thing which makes the appropriate rate of return, as

140. As theWDA, do you have any feedback from any business would, and that is why we have to look
potential customers in Wales? at the potential for public sector intervention. The

whole role, if you like, of the WDA is to deal with
(Mr Hawker) Certainly generally speaking I get market failure, and this is an area where there might

my ear bent regularly by small businesses in Wales. I be, in some parts of Wales, a market failure. That is
suppose that goes with the job. There is regular the whole purpose of looking at the Development
questioning about the availability and pricing of Plan. I am not a critic of BT in terms of their
broadband in Wales. It is an issue lots of businesses commercial obligations to make a rate of return for
raise. That relates to the study that we undertook their shareholders because that is why they are there.
because it seemed to me at the time that we needed (Mr Cleevely) I have already voiced a criticism of
to get that based in terms of where we really are on BT in the sense that I think they have been a little bit
broadband. There was a lot of noise around the slow in getting to grips with some of the issues on
consideration of the subject. I think that has given us broadband. That has changed significantly. The cut
a base line from which to move on and say, “OK, in ADSL prices, for example, is actually a very
where can the private sector make this work for us significant move. It has already made and will
and where does the public sector have to intervene, continue to make a very big diVerence to the
either on the supply or demand side?” stimulation of themarket. In a sense, to amplify some

of the issues of BT’s own commercial position, I(Mr Sullivan) In my view, cutting of the tariVs will
think it is important to understand that thisalso increase demand and lead to take up of services
broadband infrastructure and the broadbandand that is then going to put pressure on other
services represent quite a threat to an operator likeoperators to examine exchanges, new exchanges,
BT. BT gets a lot of its revenue through voice servicesbecause that will also stimulate demand where
or through other existing services that it is providing.services do not exist. If one can stimulate suYcient
The broadband network will replace, to a greatdemand, that ought to be suYcient to warrant the
extent, much of the revenue streams that BTinvestment by operators to invest in those exchanges.
presently enjoys through the provision of diVerent
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kinds of infrastructure and services. There is a the costs start to rise very rapidly indeed. As soon as

you get outside some of the dense urban areas innatural tendency for any organisation to pause quite
a long time before it embarks on that kind of Wales, the costs for doing this backhaul will rise very

sharply. The question you then have to ask yourselfrevolutionary step. The remit of government in this,
is not necessarily to be particularly sympathetic to is: which demand are you going to serve? Where will

the competitive markets be? If the demand and thethe individual short-term tactical issues facing a
commercial operator. We also have to think very competitive markets are only in the main urban

centres, then there is not too much of a problem. Ascarefully about the longer term and to understand
that there are particular incentives in themarketplace soon as you start to think about certainly the whole

of the population ofWales, then you start to run intothat will prevent an operator like BT reacting very
rapidly to something like broadband. We are now in the diYculties that I have just outlined.
a diVerent world. In the last two or threemonths with
BT’s changes of prices, with the changing emphasis
of broadband, I think we are entering a new era. We Chris Ruane
have turned the corner on it. It is an important point 146. Is there a critical mass, the number ofto recognise the commercial constraints on an residents per acre or whatever, so that BT or NTLoperator like BT. should be saying, “There is suYcient population

there for us to invest in infrastructure”? Is there a
specific number of people in, say, a town the size of

Mrs Williams Wrexham, of 120,000 population, that should have
been covered by now? Are there any black spots in145. The backhaul, the link between the BT Wales which you would expect to have been coveredexchange and another licensed operator’s network, is because it did have that critical mass?a new concept tome but you say in your evidence that (Mr Cleevely) In the work we have done for thethe OFTEL requirement is that BT charges for UK Cabinet OYce on aggregating broadbandbackhaul should be cost-orientated. Because BT’s demand, towns like Wrexham are on the borderlinecosts are distance-based and distances tend to be at a point where you would expect a town likegreater in Wales, could this not actually lead to a Wrexham to be included naturally in a financiallydisadvantage for Welsh service providers compared viable roll out of broadband, but if you were in thewith their competitors elsewhere? first wave, those are the kinds of things that would get(Mr Cleevely) There is an additional point that second place. The thing that tips somewhere likeneeds to be made here. It is very straightforward to Wrexham from being not connected to beingthink about telecommunications costs being connected is really the demonstration of localdependent on distance but I want to make another demand. Wrexham, as you say at 120,000, is apoint and then come back to your point. The reasonably sized market town and it is actually atelecommunications costs are also very dependent on good candidate for supply. It is a little bit subscale fordensity. The cost of connecting an extra person or an somebody like, for example, NTL as a cable TVextra building in a very dense urban area is actually provider but, if there were enough local enthusiasmquite low. The cost of connecting an extra building or and demonstration of demand, then you couldan extra person in a very sparsely populated rural encourage a supplier to go into a town like that, butarea is very high. Then there is the issue of traYc. If I think you would have to make a rather clearI have a pipe connecting a settlement and it is a very demonstration of demand to be able to do that.small settlement, then the cost per bit transmitted on
147.Whose job is it to create that local enthusiasm,that pipe is going to be quite high. If I have a big, fat

if it is not there?pipe going into somewhere like Swansea, the cost per
(Mr Hawker) I think it is a joint one. There is a lotbit is actually going to be very low.Whilst you might

of work the public sector could do in this area. Somebe concerned about distance—and wewill talk about
diYcult issues have been identified in the review thatthat in a second—as a Committee I think you should
I alluded to earlier. I think we can work closely withbe much more concerned about level of use, which is
BT to do that because it is in the interests of BT andabout economy of scale and population density
any other supplier to stimulate demand. In fact, inwhere Wales faces some very particular problems.
my discussions with BT just the other day, theyThose two things that I have just talked about have
thought we might actually stimulate demand ina very significant eVect on the cost structure of
Wrexham, believe it or not. You might get the sameproviding telecommunications services. This idea of
answer from BT. There is a valid role for everybody.backhaul, that if I want to provide service, I have got
That is why I mentioned earlier that we must dealsomehow to connect with my network, and if I want
with the supply side but we also have to deal with theto use somebody else’s infrastructure, I need to
demand side because take-up is still very low. Weconnect up, is going to be intimately linked with
have to create a situation where people believe it is andistance to some extent, but I would emphasise this
essential thing for them to do in terms of improvingidea of density and the amount of traYc that is
their business.already flowing on that network. In short, what that

actually means is that if you are going to be cost- (Mr Sullivan) I want to mention the point about
whether a place likeWrexhamwould be of interest toorientated, you really want somewhere where

somebody else has already got lots of customers, and NTL because when the North-Wales cable franchise
was advertised with SouthCheshire I had discussionsit is a dense urban area and preferably that dense

urban area is not too far away from your own with NTL about what it would take to actually get
NTL’s interest in applying for the cable franchise. Itnetwork. As soon as you get into an area that has low

demand, low density and quite a distance away, then is not just about the economies of one urban area.
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They mentioned that this was false economy in the the market too far, wemay actually be putting public

money into a situation where, had we waited,sense that if you have sparse urban areas that you
have to interconnect, then you have got to actually competitionmight have taken care of it. This is a very

delicate balance when we are starting to get into apay for that interconnection, which is normally on
top of the major conurbation. It is those economies complex market like telecoms. I have no doubt at all

that some intervention is necessary.of scale that actually for the North-Wales cable
franchise set and the NTL investment criteria set as

150. The paper that you submitted to us I foundto whether it would be economically viable. It is not
extremely helpful. Implicit in the paper are twojust being able to cable up one urban area. They then
issues. One is that there is a kind of an implicithave to interconnec that urban area into their
criticism of unbridled competition. I get a sense thatnetwork. It is that interconnection that took it out of
you are hinting at the fact that there is a wideningthe investment criteria.
digital divide. I also get a sense from the paper, and
I may have missed it, that what is missing from the
paper is part of the solution. Although you comeChairman
forward with a number of very useful suggestions,

148. How would the local authority in Wrexham you do not actuallymention anything at all about the
convince NTL, or any other provider, of the need, importance of social partnership. I think that is
given that if you have not got the demand, they do particularly so in terms of rural areas and the more
not go there? How do you prove the demand is there remote valley areas.
if nobody is using it already? It is a chicken and egg (Mr Hawker) Patrick will speak on this
situation, or catch-22. specifically. I guess what we are saying in the paper is
(Mr Sullivan) I think that is one of the dilemmas that if we do not act fairly soon in someway, then the

that we have certainly in the public sector in terms of digital divide will grow.
how to balance demand side measures that actually

151. Is it growing already, though, in places like—stimulate demand with the supply side. If we are
choosing them at random—New Tredegar,successful at stimulating demand but we cannot
Phillipstown or Glyncorrwg?satisfy that demand because there is a lead time in
(Mr Hawker) Logic will tell you that that is so butterms of the investment that would be needed by

even where it is available, the take-up is low, so it istelecoms operators, then we will raise expectations
not as thoughwe are seeing an appetite that is beyondthat cannot be fulfilled. We have seen this with
all bounds. Clearly, as people become aware of theADSL where there has been a lot of publicity about
potential for using broadband, then you are going toADSL. The take-up of ADSL is now increasing.
see that divide grow. There has to be some kind ofThat is now causing concerns to those individuals
intervention, particularly in a social way.who live and work in areas where you cannot get

ADSL. It has raised their expectations but these 152. You mention Llwybr Pathways and thecannot be fulfilled. That brings a problem. If you MARAN proposal among the projects that youthen turn to the supply equation and identify where would support, but you are not really saying therepublic intervention is needed to stimulate supply and what the impact has been. Has it helped towardyou cannot raise suYcient demand, you cannot fulfil narrowing the divide or are we falling behind?their expectations. If you invest with public funds to (Mr Sullivan) From a practical point of view, maystimulate supply where there is no demand, then you I turn the discussion away from the highways andcreate a white elephant. There is a fine balance. The explain what I see as an information society, whichaction plan we have presented to the Assembly is why broadband is a prerequisite of the knowledgebalances very well the demand and supply actions economy. I do not think stimulating demand by justthat would be required. raising awareness is enough. If we look at the
stakeholders that we have in Wales, we have the
private sector made up of large organisations thatDr Francis require specific broadband services which may be
greater than ADSL, but then we have small, medium149. Competition seems to play a very big part in

your approach. Telecommunication competition has sized andmicro organisations whereADSLwould be
very beneficial. These organisations interact with onenow been with us for over 20 years. What impact do

you think that has had on Wales? another in terms of the supply chain. We then have
2.9 million citizens in Wales who also play diVerent(MrHawker) I think not asmuch aswewould have
roles: they are employees and they are alsoliked. That is the answer because competition has
consumers, and they are also consumers of publictended inevitably to happen where there are big
services, they could be patients. They are alsocentres of population, with the consequent eVect on
employees within the public services and they couldprices. Not just regionally based competition but
be teachers. That is a very important stakeholderclearly competition across theUKonewould assume
group. Then we have the public sector itself, a veryhas forced prices down. People are benefiting from
important player, especially with regards to helpinglower prices and that would not have happened had
Wales with its transition to an information society.there been no competition. Clearly it is not helping us
The public sector can play a significant role by beingin the rural areas and in the deprived areas where the
itself a major user of information andeconomics simply do not promote competition. That
communication technologies to improve the deliveryis why I think there is going to be a role in supply and
of their services. Last but not least, as a stakeholderdemand for public sector intervention of some kind.
group, we do have communities; we haveI think we really need to address that. We have to be

very careful though because if we are in advance of communities of interest. In Wales we have some of
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the most deprived communities where we see ICT as (Mr Cleevely) I think the short answer to that is

“yes”. I would just like to make a case forbeing a significant enabler to engage with individuals
who are disenfranchised andwhere we can use ICT to competition and point out that we sit here in 2002

enjoying astonishingly low prices forhelp community regeneration. All these stakeholder
groups interact with one another. What we are telecommunications services. You could go back to

where competition began in the 1980s and thinktalking about in terms of an information society is
where ICT is an enabler to make that interaction about how much it cost to make a telephone call.

Then you could not even get hold of a mobile phone,more eYcient and more eVective. If we are talking
about learning, for example, or in schools, by using or perhaps you could as there were about 8,000 to

10,000 in the United Kingdom. They cost, I imagineICT we can bring learning materials closer to
individuals. With businesses, we can get consumers at today’s prices, several pounds aminute to use, well

out of the range of any ordinary person to enjoy. Ofprocuring on-line. Businesses can make on-line
course, some of that has been due to technologicalprocurement a possibility and that can open up their
change but I think we have to remember that we havemarkets. This interaction cannot actually happen
seen price falls in telecommunications of the order ofunless you have available broadband services,
about 60 per cent in real terms over that period. Someespecially when looking at the short tomedium term.
of that is due to regulation and some is due toWhen we talk about raising awareness and
technology but a lot has been due to competition. Istimulating demand, we really do have to introduce
would say that indirectly, if you were looking atprogrammes that actually get deep into communities
Wales specifically, Wales has enjoyed that generalwhere we are working on a one-to-one basis with
benefit of low prices andmore innovative and diversebusinesses and individuals from a training point of
services have resulted. The problem at the momentview, or whatever. It is no good just saying
with the telecommunications business is the“broadband is good for you” or “ICT is good for
astonishing over-exuberance and over-optimism ofyou”. You actually have to develop the mechanism
the last couple of years. The degree to which peopleby which you say, “Why is it good for me? Why
thought that the opening of the market (actuallyshould I use it?” The Agency has actually identified
driven primarily from the United States in the 1996through its (WIS) strategy various actions that could
Act) has baZed me and it has probably baZed anbe taken forward to stimulate this demand and to
awful lot of people. There was great enthusiasm therework with companies and individuals. The
which fuelled this boom of the internet, then theimportance, I feel also, is howwemaximise structural
seemingly boundless appetite for capacity and thenfunds because it is there to provide a mechanism for
putting an awful lot of money in to both the fixedstructural adjustment in Wales. Through work that
networks and of course the 3G networks, which thethe Agency undertook, the concept of the
UKGovernment and public benefits from, at least ininformation society has been adopted within the
the short term. Those things naturally lead to thesingle programme documents, certainly for objective
point where we have an oversupply ofone. It is one of three cross-fitting themes, along with
telecommunications in some areas and thereforeequal opportunities and environmental
prices are going to fall because people are going tosustainability. Our task is to ensure that that
find it is diYcult to get extra investment andinformation society as a cross-cutting theme within
investment sentiments turn againstthe structural funds programme is maximised to the
telecommunications. That is a short-run issue. It isfull so that we can actually introduce intervention,
something which, by the time you get to theboth at a training level through our work and
beginning of next year, will have started to disappear.through a programme. We are also encouraging the
If you go back over the past few years,development of what we would call e-communities
telecommunication spend has risen prettywhere ICT can be exploited in communities and then
inexorably. It has certainly risen if you take it as aour businesses can exploit ICT to improve their
percentage of GDP. I do not see any reason why thatcompetitiveness. If you like, it is a jigsaw puzzle of
is going to slow up significantly over the next five, teninitiatives but that is what is needed, rather than just
or fifteen years. The reason for that is that the e-an awareness-rating programme. The prerequisite to
economy continues to change its structure. Itactually getting businesses and individuals really
continues to become much more information andexploiting ICT is to have advanced broadband or
knowledge based, much more service based andbroadband communications available everywhere.
much more global in terms of its demand for
competition. You are no longer competing against
your next door neighbour geographically; you are
competing with other regions around the world. ToMr Price
do that you must have an information
communication infrastructure. That is fuelling long-153. We move on to telecoms, which is probably

something for David. I think telecoms has probably term demand. I think there have been some mistakes
made over the last couple of years, but if we lookbeen seen until relatively recently as one of the big

success stories of privatisation and liberalisation beyond that, there is long-run and hopefully steady
growth—I hope we do not get into the overheatingglobally in the UK. I think that has been beginning

to creep in in the last few years because of the crisis in again – and demand for telecommunications, which,
as far as the policies and issues that you arethe telecoms sector across companies and within the

UK, and of course NTL and BT for diVerent reasons considering, is very important. That ought to inform
you not to be blown oV course by any short-termmay have had significant problems. Do you think

that the crisis in the telecoms sector could impede the deviation but to think about the long-term economic
development of Wales.wider information society/ICT agenda?
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encourage competition. We need to be very careful.Albert Owen
You can get competition delivered to the most

154. You touched on this in your last answer. You remote inhabitant of Wales through service
stress that competition in infrastructure has so far competition—some of the things I have just been
reached only a few densely populated areas ofWales. talking about in rural areas in Wales, you will
Is it realistic to expect to have any greater impact in probably find it very diYcult to get that competition
the future, especially in the light of the current in infrastructure. With infrastructure we start to talk
financial diYculties in which the operators find about the need to think about exactly what is meant
themselves? by a competitive market.
(Mr Cleevely) To answer this question would take

155. Briefly, what you are saying is that, in light ofquite a long time.We have not got the time to answer
this question in the detail that it deserves. It is a very the current financial diYculties in the short term,
important question. This is a revolution. We are there will be a levelling out. Are you optimistic about
moving from one kind of economy that you might the future, once you have come out of the diYculties?
have seen in the Fifties, Sixties and Seventies to Can we move forward in less densely populated
another kind of economy that you will see in 2020 areas?
and 2030. You are going to leave some areas of the (Mr Cleevely) I am going to say something which
country and some citizens behind in that process. may be close to heresy at this point. As far as
Exactly how fast that transition occurs depends a lot infrastructure is concerned, I do not see any major
on some of the short andmedium term economics. In leaps through loops in new technology that change
urban areas it is a lot easier to justify investment in that problem of the fundamental economics of scale
telecommunications infrastructure; the demand is and density in the provision of telecommunications
more readily identifiable; you get a virtual second infrastructure. That is where there is a significant
helping; and you get a lot of people left behind. The issue. If you want to deliver high-capacity pipes at a
poorer people are left behind rather than the As and level of connectivity to sparsely populated areas, you
Bs who know about these things and can aVord to will have a problem. There is not a technology on the
experiment and invest some of their time and money horizon that is going to solve that and compete
in it. In terms of competition then, you need to look eVectively with that kind of capacity being provided
at where you think it is going to be viable to compete. to an urban resident.
The problem with telecommunications is that we use
the word “telecommunications” to cover a whole
range of things. There is infrastructure and that is
dominated by the economics that I was talking Mr Prisk
about. There is density, the amount of traYc flow

156. Mr Cleevely has been talking about pipes.you can put in, the number of people you are
Can I ask a question about satellites? Does that oVerconnecting up. Those kinds of economics aVect
a possible alternative, given there is already aninfrastructure deployment a great deal, particularly
established satellite supplier in the commercialdensity. So the ability to compete on infrastructure is
market for the public, namely digital television?somewhat limited unless you are going to embrace
Would there be a possible cross-over that might insome of the more innovative technologies such as
more rural areas, and therefore less denselyradio access, which enables you to reach a broad
populated areas, oVer a possible complementarypopulation, albeit at a slightly higher price. Radio
alternative?access cannot compete with providing cable
(Mr Cleevely) Digital television is not the onlysolutions—I do not mean cable in the sense of cable

form of satellite. There is a number of otherTV but wired or optical fibre solutions—in very
commercial satellite providers and you can get two-dense urban areas. That would need really first class
way broadband from satellite. When I was sayingradio systems but there are lots of other segments in
that there are no technologies that can compete or getthe telecommunications marketplace. For example,
to the same kind of price levels as the wired solution,there are services. If you open somebody’s
I still hold to that, but satellite and radio systems—infrastructure up to other competitors to use, then
and satellite is only a radio station stuck up in the skyyou could have a competitive market. You have
as opposed to on the ground—will actually deliverproblems, of course, with co-ordination. We all
broadband to you, but at an increased price. If youknow what problems of co-ordination are like with
then have a policy that you wish to pursue, forthe railway system. The problems of co-ordination
example if you want to make sure that some of theseare about exactly on what terms you get access, how
less dense andmore remote communities have access,much you pay somebody for a fair return on their
then perhaps you might consider some way ofinfrastructure and so on. As technology improves,
levelling the playing field for the satellite providers orthat is getting easier and easier. Then there is a whole
the radio providers in order to enable them to meetseries of other things that you can do. I am sorry to
that demand at uniform tariV1. I do not want anyget really technical about this but within the issue of
misapprehension: these things do cost more. To beinfrastructure and the basic services that run on it
honest, surprisingly they do not cost many multiplesthere are more sophisticated things you can do. For
more. They cost more but they do not cost a vastexample, there are a lot of people coming in to the
amount more. Therefore, they are potentially good,market oVering single billing. The utilities will oVer
economic solutions for people who, for example,not only your gas and electricity but also you

telephone bill. NTL will also oVer mobile services,
even though they do not operate a mobile network. 1 A tariV which is the same as or comparable to those for wire

or cable based infrastructure.All of those kinds of things are possible and
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have chosen or wish to live in remoter areas. You are 160. It has been suggested that the lack of

genuinely innovative and attractive high bandwidthquite right: you should not underestimate either
satellite or radio as a potential delivery mechanism. services and application is a factor in the poor take-

up of broadband in Wales. Would you accept that?
Do you think there is some validity in that?

Chairman (Mr Sullivan) I think it depends what you mean by
“poor take-up” because business take-up is very157. Is there a problem at present, Mr Cleevely,
much about electronic trading and using the internetwith the satellite system in that it is very good for one-
as a means of picking up new markets and businessway in terms of the amount of information it can
by encouraging business trading. I would agree withsend—and I cannot remember which way it is?
you from a domestic point of view and about(Mr Cleevely) It must be down; it is easier to go
domestic take-up and also from an educational pointdownwards.
of view there needs to be more eVort placed in the

158. But it is not so good the other way. Is that development of relative content so that, at the end of
right? the day, it is actually relevant content that is going to
(Mr Cleevely) That is true for various technical make individuals in particular use ICT and thereby

reasons. The amount of bandwidth that you can get utilise broadband.
generally down from satellite is more than you can

161. Does WDA have a role in stimulating thatget up. The main use of satellites historically,
development?certainly in terms of bits transmitted, has been in
(Mr Sullivan) We have actually participated in abroadcast mode, but it is perfectly economic to have

number of programmes, for example at the Nationala return path so that you can transmit a very
Library inAberystwyth of amajor programme calledsignificant amount of information back up through
“Gathering the Jewels”, which is about digitising thethe satellite and then back down to the ground
valuable archives located within Aberystwyth. Theagain2. That is another point which needs to bemade,
WDAplayed an instrumental role in stimulating thatthat that does introduce a delay. It does not seem like
project. In fact, we funded a pilot project which thenvery much but it is a reasonable delay and that does
led to the “Gathering the Jewels” project beingaVect the use of satellites for some kinds of
developed. We have played and we will continue toapplications. That is not usually the case but it is an
play a role in the development of relevant content.issue.
162. You say in your submission that the

availability of BT’s higher bandwidth services inMr Caton rural Wales in many ways is superior to that in rural
159. Moving on to promoting broadband, a areas elsewhere in theUK.Havewe seen any tangible

considerable amount of public money has already benefits from that comparative advantage, or are we
been spent on the promotion of broadband in Wales able to assess whether there are any comparative
and in other parts of the UK and more is planned. benefits?
What is there to show what has so far been spent in (Mr Sullivan) As a result of the “Strand 6” project,
terms of both infrastructure and the use that is being which is a project which the WDA stimulated and
made of it? pioneered in partnership with BT, ADSL was rolled
(Mr Sullivan) The DTI undertakes a study every out in ten rural exchanges. Without that project it is

year across the UK and is able to compare the UK’s fair to say that those ten rural towns would not have
take-up of ICT compared with other countries across ADSL today. The take-up of ADSL in those ten
the world. The WDA, as part of that study, rural towns has been slow, which is not unexpected.
commissioned the consultants to undertake an It was expected that there would be a slow take-up
additional survey in Wales so that we can actually but that is accelerating now very quickly. As a result
compare Wales’ take-up against other regions of the of putting ADSL into ten rural towns, BT has had to
UK. It is fair to say that currently there is a poorer upgrade three of the exchanges to provide what are
take-up of broadband in Wales but I do not think called multiple service platforms: in Bangor,
that is surprising considering the new technologies Aberystwyth and Carmarthen. As a result of having
and where you get the technocrats, they are the to upgrade those exchanges in order to carry the
pioneers in terms of the take-up. The recent studies platform for ADSL, BT’s advanced services then
have actually shown that the take-up in Wales now became available from those exchanges. At the time
of broadband, e-commerce and ICT in general is of the intervention of the WDA and BT project, the
accelerating at a faster pace than in other regions in advanced services that BT was oVering were
the UK. So whilst Wales is actually still lagging distance-related and the tariVs were distance-related.
behind, it is catching up with the other regions. On From memory, I think you had a standard tariV if
that basis, we are putting more eVort into working you were within 30 kilometres of an exchange that
with businesses to encourage their take-up of ICT had a multiple service platform. For every kilometre
and e-commerce. IndeedBT, as I am surewewill hear outside that 30 kilometres, you paid a distance-
later, are part of an innovative programme to get related tariV. Through the “Strand 6” project and BT
4,500 companies trading electronically. The message having to installMSP notes to those three exchanges,
is: yes, there has been a poor take-up but that is BT’s advanced services became available anywhere
accelerating at a quicker pace than in other regions in Wales at BT’s standard tariV. That eradicated the
of the UK. The gap is narrowing. distance-related tariYng of particular BT advanced

services. In that sense, the advanced services
available from BT became available in other rural2 Other return paths may be available, for example through the

telephony network. areas. In Scotland where those services may not be
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available or, if they were available, they would be examining what might work for them; and showing
disadvantaged because there would be a distance- them case studies of other firms that have done it.
related tariV attached to them. There is nothing quite like that, otherwise it is a bit

academic.

164. So when businesses say that broadband is
Chris Ruane probably the most economically important thing to

happen to Wales in the next ten years, it is not just163. Before I ask my formal question, can I ask a
about pipes in the ground, it is about an attitude ofslightly diVerent one? We have been talking about
mind towards business?promoting broadband in the abstract, without giving
(MrHawker) Yes, I think it is what David said, thespecific examples. Could I give you two scenarios and

way we are all doing business is changing, and wecould you tell me how whoever is responsible would
have to demonstrate to our businesses in Wales twogo about promoting broadband to these two
things: one is that if they do not do it they will get leftindividuals? How would you promote broadband to
behind economically and their businesses will suVer;a single parent with two or three children living in a
and, secondly, if they get ahead of the game they willbedsit in Rhyll or wherever? Take a horologist in
make more money and thrive. That is the way weDenbigh High Street: how would you go about
have to approach it.promoting broadband to that SME?
(Mr Sullivan) I think it is about changing mind-(Mr Sullivan) I will take the SME first, then come

sets. A lot of businesses, not just inWales, say, “Whatback to the parent. There has to be a commercial
is our requirement?” “We need financing. Have youreason why a business would wish to avail itself of
got a grant?” Another way of providing a businessbroadband. Broadband is in eVect a delivery
with finance is to say, “Well, if you manage yourmechanism of data. It is not the end in itself; it is a
stock more eVectively, and using ICT you canmeans to an end. For companies to use broadband,
manage your stock more eVectively, then that willI would say, there are three reasons primarily: one is
release cash back into your business”; which is theto encourage them to utilise the Internet, to increase
same as giving business a grant; but it is actually thetheir revenue; and that is either to get brand loyalty
business itself giving itself a grant by being morewith their customer base, or to get brand recognition
eYcient. Your question about the parents, I thinkwhich is opening up a new customer base and
encouraging parents to take up broadband is, again,expanding the market. One can actually use the
having the requirements for broadband. A parentInternet to enable that to take place. The other is to
with a young child where that child has access toreduce costs. We can use the Internet to integrate a
information in school on-line to do their projects, thecompany into a supply chain, and by making the

business processes much more simple. The third is to best incentive then for that to filter into the home is
improve quality of the product and services being actually through the child by saying, “I’ve got access
oVered by that company. One can also use the to the Internet in school to do my project work in
Internet and broadband as a means of actually school. It will now enable me to help with my
engaging with your customers to improve the quality homework etc at home”. Through the National
of the service that you deliver to that customer, Assembly Lifelong Learning Initiative, where there
whether it is the provision of information about will be broadband put into every school within
modifications to a product or whatever, but you can Wales, that in itself I think is going to act as a
improve the quality of service. If a business, having stimulus to encourage individuals, parents and
gone through the business evaluation, does not citizens to have broadband in the home. That
believe they can increase their revenue, reduce their requires also to have the relevant content. It is
costs or improve their quality of service, they should pointless having broadband in the home if you have
not actually introduce e-commerce within the not got the relevant content that one can actually get
business. But for those businesses where e-commerce from the Internet into the home.
is relevant then we actually encourage that business

165. You identify a risk that advancedto adopt and integrate e-commerce and e-business
infrastructure and services will be concentrated in theinto their business. A requirement then would be
areas oVering the most profit to operators. Couldaccessibility to broadband; the transmission of data

will increase the level of information of that business, you summarise what you would do to oVset this?
and the interaction that business will have with their (MrSullivan) I think the workwe have done on the
customers or suppliers will increase, and therefore broadband report in terms of following on from the
the requirement of broadband would be needed. StatusReview, asGrahammentioned, paragraph 7.3
Whenwe talk about promotion of broadband,we are gives you a flavour of what is in the Action Plan
talking about what business applications business primarily. What is in the Action Plan is that where
would require, which would then require broadband there is market failure then we see that there is a role
in order for that business to implement those new for the public sector to intervene in the supply side.
business processes. To some extent we need to (Mr Hawker) Many of the ideas we have talked
promote broadband, and we need to promote how about here are dealt with in that.
businesses can exploit ICT and then broadband will

166. Is there a danger, as other areas of the countrybecome a requirement of that.
have been developing over the past five years with(Mr Hawker) The best way to persuade businesses
broadband and you have had concentrations ofis to show them they can make more money by doing
information companies in that area, and like birds ofit—it is basically that—in those three areas Patrick
a feather they flock together, as the area grows it getshas talked of. That means sitting down with

businesses and the Enterprise Agency and so on and a reputation for it, that it will be more diYcult for
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Wales to develop similar areas in the future and will the business parks point, where the WDA might

actually engage in providing a facility on businessbe left behind, and the digital divide will become a
digital chasm? parks that we all know others might have. That is the

sort of thing we have in there. That is the sort of(Mr Hawker) My own view is that, yes, there is a
thinking we have in there, not that we become adanger of that happening but I do not think we are
provider of last resort.that far behind in attracting those kinds of business,

and we are punching our weight. I think the trap we 170. Do you envisage a commercial service in
may fall into is to say there are certain categories of any sense?
business for whom broadbandmatters. It matters for (Mr Sullivan) Commercial from the point of view.
all business. Taking the point of providing advanced services to

strategic business parks, what we are seeking to do167. Robertsons Research have suggested that
there is create a level playing field, not necessarily justperhaps we should be should have specific business
within Wales; but a level playing field where Wales isparks in Wales/North Wales, where state of the art
playing on a level field with the rest of the UK.Whattechnology and like-minded businesses can go
we are looking at doing is primarily putting in antogether; there will be synergy. We could have what
initiative that would actually create an environmenthas happened in some areas like Slough in North
where advanced telecom services on those businessWales. Would that be your area of responsibility?
parks are available at similar tariVs as in London.(Mr Hawker) It would be one of the issues that we
What we are going to be doing there is potentiallyare dealing with in the plan—the whole issue of
advanced purchasing broadband capacity and thenbusiness parks throughout Wales.
onward selling that capacity, not necessarily for

168. You say that the ability to locate “a certain commercial return but to recover costs.
number of activities outside traditional production

171. You are happy to absorb a risk in doing that?centres” and to deliver “a wide range of public
(Mr Sullivan) Yes, potentially.services eYciently” are key advantages of

broadband. Can you point to actual developments of 172. Therefore, clearly there is obviously
this kind on the ground as a result of the public potentially a danger of making a loss in doing that
projects? kind of thing. Presumably, therefore, as an Agency
(MrSullivan) I think the question refers to what we you are prepared to take that loss?

consider is needed, and that is outlined within the (Mr Hawker) I think we would need to develop
Action Plan in terms of what we need to do to eVective business plans to access the relevant risk. If
actually encourage the availability of advanced you take a risk you run the risk of losing. As I said at
broadband services in those areas. It comes as no the beginning of this presentation, it seems tome that
surprise that Simon Kennel(?) from Robertsons unless the public sector, unless Wales, starts to
Research mentioned the point you made, because engage in some big changes, we are not going to shift
Simon has been one of the stakeholders involved in the Welsh economy and that might mean taking
developing the Action Plan with us. We involved a risks. That might mean losing money and I will be
whole range of stakeholders to help us develop the here again, perhaps. I think we simply have to engage
Plan. What we are saying here is, through the public in some degree of risk. I think there is always a
sector’s procurement of broadband services, there problem when we talk about the public sector taking
could be ripple eVects that will be advantageous to a risk that people assume risk equals recklessness,
businesses. If we take, for example, the roll-out of the and that is not what we are suggesting. Proper,
Lifelong Learning Network with National Assembly measured risk is a reasonable thing for the public
funding, that is funding points of presence in each sector to do for economic good. You do not get a
unitary authority area. What we are seeking to do is return unless you take a risk.
to build on these points of presence to ensure the

173. You have obviously talked about theInternet points of presence are more accessible for
commercial services that you envisage possiblybusinesses and business parks within those localities.
providing on the basis of primarily being a facility; IIt is primarily piggy-backing on top of the networks
think that is the nature of what we have beenwhich are rolled-out for the public sector where spare
discussing. Do you envisage any wider set of servicescapacity can be used by the private sector.
you will be involved in, possibly in terms of content(Mr Hawker) It is being done for the benefit of the
or other?public sector. You are creating availability which
(Mr Hawker) I do not think that is the role of themight be used by others, by the private sector.

WDA. I think it is our job to encourage others to do
so; but I do not think that is our job.We need to steer
clear of that. We are in danger here of straying into

Mr Prisk the whole of the Plan we presented; but you will
gather there are a number of new ideas that have been169. In both your written papers and oral
put forward where we think might move the agendapresentation today you have suggested that there are
ahead working in partnership with the private sector.areas where, as a public authority, you could

participate, indeed I think the phrase is to “engage”
where commercial providers cannot be persuaded to

Mr Catonoperate.What kinds of services do you have in mind,
are they commercial or are they public services? 174. Carrying on with that theme, can and should

the infrastructure provided to meet public sector(Mr Hawker) It is certainly not for us to become a
provider in the sense of setting ourselves up as a needs be used to extend broadband to the private

sector in the same neighbourhood?telecoms company. There will be areas, for example
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(Mr Hawker) I think certainly it should be looked I think, was an undoubted success, with over 150

information technology access points being createdat. It is one of the areas we have said needs to be
looked at. The public sector needs to move in terms as a result of that. There were also a number of

innovative applications that were introducedof its own agenda in delivering services to its
customers, to the people. If, in doing so, they create through the public sector to make available public

information through those access points. I think ofcapacity for the private sector it seems to me it is not
beyond ourwit to find away of exploiting that for the schemes like JobsOnLine in, certainly, Powys, where

that proved a tremendous success where informationSMEs in some form or other,
about job vacancies was made available to the access
points, and those access points, in that sense,

Mrs Williams becoming job centres. Coming back to the
broadband—we referred to two projects, one was the175. Turning to wireless broadband, you suggest
Maran project and then the other was the Strand Sixthat the mechanisms by which licences are awarded
project. I think the Strand Six project, as we havefor radio frequencies from 2 to 40 GHz should be
explained, is now available in ten rural exchanges, orexamined to ensure they take account of the
ten rural towns. You may say they are urban towns,particular geographical, economic and social
but certainly within rural Wales. Those services nowchallenges in Wales. Do you consider that these
are available, and will continue to be available, andmechanisms should be consciously biassed in favour
made available by BT. Hopefully the take-up ofof Wales, for example by lowering the reserve price
those services will increase now that BT has reducedof licences?
their wholesale tariVs. On Maran 2, that was a fairly(MrCleevely) I do not think that is a bias in favour
innovative project in that it a) introduced a newof Wales. I think that is simply acknowledging the
telecommunications provider into the heart of ruralway in which the market operates. If you cannot let
Wales. This is an example where a number of locala licence set at too high a price, then I think it might
authorities actually got together to aggregate theirbe sensible to re-think what price you are oVering
demand andwent to themarket saying, “How canwethat licence at.
satisfy this aggregation of demand?” As a result of

176. You referred in your oral evidence, and also that, a new operator then rolled out their network
in your written submission, to the Llwybr Pathway which established diVerent points of presence across
project. Perhaps you could give us your view on how rural Wales. That network, and the network
successful that project was; what it left in terms of operators, is now operating within rural Wales, and
infrastructure; and what it wants in the future is now making available services in rural Wales. I
enabling broadband facilities to reach rural parts of think from that point of view it has accelerated the
Wales rather than Aberystwyth and Caernarfon, availability of broadband services into rural Wales.
which some of us think of as rather urban? From that perspective I would say that has been a
(Mr Sullivan) I think the Llwybr Pathway project great success.

was very successful in a number of ways. When Chairman: Thank you very much for coming and
Llwybr Pathway was first launched it set its start-up answering our questions so fully.
target of providing Internet access points across rural
Wales and in doing that through partnership. That,

Memorandum submitted by BT

BROADBAND FUTURE FORWALES

Summary

1. Access to broadband infrastructure is an increasingly important factor in commercial life and it has the
potential to have a major impact on a range of other issues from health to entertainment. The infrastructure
itself needs to be complemented by relevant and exciting content so that companies and individuals can see
value in using broadband services.

2. BT believes that Wales is well placed to take advantage of developments in this area. The key reasons
for this are that:

— there is an extensive existing fibre-based network infrastructure that has supported broadband
applications for business for some time;

— there are excellent partnership arrangementswith public sector bodies and others designed to extend
the benefits of broadband to rural areas thatmight otherwise not be reached on a purely commercial
basis; and

— there is a commitment from theAssembly, theWelshDevelopment Agency, and others to providing
innovative solutions for the benefit of Wales.
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Introduction

3. “Broadband” at its simplest is nothing more than a word to describe a high capacity communication
channel, as opposed to the more common “narrowband” available over normal telephone lines. Many large
companies and public sector institutions in Wales already use broadband high-speed data communications
either through the optical fibre network installed by BT throughoutWales (see Annex 1) or via point to point
microwave. The current broadband debate is about the dramatic increase in bandwidth and speed of data
transfer that is now potentially available to individual customers and SMEs over existing phone lines, through
the use of Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL) technology. Broadband can also be provided using
other technologies, themost common being cable-modems. These technologies transfer data at up to 10 times
the speed of normal telephone lines. There is a strong argument that broadband is a key enabler of a much
wider array of e-commerce and e-society applications, with the potential to have a dramatic eVect on people’s
lives, as suggested by Cymru ar-lein—the National Assembly’s e-Strategy.

4. BT’s recent announcements of major price reductions for the provision of Wholesale ADSL services
have created a newmood of optimism about theUK’s broadband future.WithWholesale prices for anADSL
line falling from £30 to £14.75 per month and retail prices now below £30 per month, the market should be
set for significant growth. These prices are similar to those in the USA and cheaper than those in Germany
or France. Furthermore they are fully consistent with UK regulatory and competition rules. The UK’s
“performance” on broadband is often compared unfavourably with that of other countries, but the fact is
that the UK has decided that the development of a competitive market as its priority, whereas others have
concentrated on high broadband growth in the short term. Germany, for example, has 2 million high-speed
installations, but there is virtually no competition, as Deutsche Telekom provides 98 per cent of the lines.

Issues Raised by the Committee

5. In this submission we deal with the four major issues raised by the Committee in its letter of 13
February 2002.

What are the benefits, particularly the economic benefits, of broadband services? Does Wales stand to lose out
if broadband access is not readily available?

6. Broadband infrastructure (the network) is needed before broadband services can be provided. The
essential characteristics of broadband are:

— always on (no need to dial-up each time);

— no call charges beyond the initial flat rate fee in normal circumstances;

— high speed access; and

— services that take advantage of these three attributes.

Broadband is not a single technology, since there are a number of diVerent ways of providing broadband
(eg ADSL, cable/fibre, satellite, radio); it is not a single high speed, since diVerent providers are oVering
diVerent speeds (the rate at which files can be uploaded or downloaded across the internet); and it is not a
single service where customers get the same experience no matter their own preferences, since once you have
accessed the internet you are free to take or leave the services oVered by your chosen supplier.

7. The benefits of mass-market broadband services reflect these characteristics. Communications costs
become predictable under flat rate fee schemes; usage becomes easier because there is no dial-up waiting time
beyond the initial connection; for businesses, remote management and diagnostics become possible with an
always-on service; and customers can access and use more eYciently those resources involving the transfer
of large files eg music or pictures, as well as being able to access much richer content.

8. In the business environment, those companies embracing new technologies are always likely to have an
advantage over others and this will be the case with broadband. A number of studies have demonstrated the
benefits to businesses of broadband technology, with increased productivity, cost savings and employee
satisfaction high on the list, as well as the enabling of new ways of working by, for example, beaming live
pictures down the line for things as diVerent as doctors treating patients remotely, to remote surveillance
work.

9. For individuals the possibilities are no less exciting, with access to the internet already being seen as the
window to endless information, entertainment and educational resources. Broadband brings all of those
things to people faster and in a more satisfying way.

10. For most SMEs, broadband remains a relatively new phenomenon. Despite recent advances in the use
of web sites and e-mail by Welsh SMEs, Wales remains one from bottom of the DTI’s Regional
“Connectivity” index. This means that Welsh SMEs are not using e-commerce as much as they might and
this is reflected also in the poor take up rates for Broadband where it is available. Whilst the benefits of e-
commerce are well known through the work of respected organisations such as CardiVUniversity’s electronic
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Commerce Innovation Centre (ecommerce.ac.uk), the practical benefits of Broadband are not so obvious to
SMEs. Indeed, Professor Tony Davies, head eCIC, has stated that SMEs do not necessarily need Broadband
at the moment to benefit greatly from eCommerce and its absence, therefore, is not yet necessarily an
indicator of disadvantage.

11. The practical benefits that broadband can bring are now becoming better understood:

“ADSL is much cheaper for us. We save between 50 per cent and 75 per cent on our Internet usage
and the staV are much happier because they get more rapid access to the web”

Simon Jones, Chief Executive of the Wales Co-operative Centre, CardiV.

“Our staV use the Internet increasingly, both as a powerful research tool and as a means to circulate
information . . . Flat rate ADSL is definitely helping us to keep our costs down, and the capacity of the
system is allowing us to be far more ambitious in the service we provide.”

Eoghan Mortell, Managing Director of Working Word Public Relations, CardiV.

12. BT is aware of potential problems for SMEs operating where broadband is not available and, for this
reason amongst others, has twice partnered theWelsh Development Agency and other public sector partners
in attempting to address this issue. A supply side initiative, the Strand 6 project, is dealt with below. The
significance of this project is that for over two yearsWales had the only partnership project in the UK to roll-
out broadband via ADSL in non-commercial rural locations. However, take up has generally been
disappointing, highlighting the diYculty facing telecomms operators in justifying such investment.

13. In addition to partnering public sector agencies in pioneering initiatives to extend ADSL roll-out, BT
has sought to tackle the demand side challenges that face the Welsh economy. BT Wales was a founder
partner inOpportunityWales, a three year project that aims to provide support for over 7,000 SMEs to adopt
the latest eCommerce applications to both improve GDP in the Objective 1 area and to increase the number
of people directly employed by the participating SMEs. Indeed BT Wales has been at the heart of several
economic regeneration programmes inWales including both theObjective 1 and 2 programmes and the South
East Wales Regeneration (Corus) Partnership. We have also been an active participant in the Ubiquitous
Broadband report from Analysys and in developing the implementation plan for the WDA’s future
Broadband Strategy.

14. BT is also exploring other means of providing broadband using satellite technologies and working in
partnership with others to bring broadband to rural areas with the assistance of EU funding. For example,
on 11 December 2001, a pioneering multi million pound project was announced by BT in Cornwall which
could provide a blueprint for the development of broadband services in rural Britain. ACT NOW, a
partnership between BT and key public sector organisations including the South West of England Regional
Development Agency, is a £12.5 million project to assist small and medium sized businesses in Cornwall. It
is expected to lead to the creation of up to 1,000 jobs in the county, primarily through the growth of
participating businesses, web design work, software development and SME support. The project will involve
the provision of intensive support and advice packages for 3,300 Cornish businesses and the rapid roll out of
ADSL broadband technology to a further 12 Cornish telephone exchanges.

How does the availability and cost of broadband services in Wales diVer from that in other parts of the country?

15. The provision of broadband capability is a competitive market with, for example, BT’s ADSL services
competing with the cable companies. Throughout the UK BT has now provided ADSL capability to 1,010
exchanges covering approximately 60 per cent of the population, including 70 per cent of Internet users. In
Wales the major conurbations, eg Swansea and CardiV enjoy availability rates for ADSL in excess of 70 per
centwith decreasing rates for less populous areas. BTwill expand this capabilitywhere clear demand indicates
commercial viability, or where we can work in partnership with others, even at the community level. Pro-
active community canvassing of local SMEs/residents as to the potential market for Broadband is one
example where a locality can promote the need for broadband provision. BT is aware of such groups active
in Wales and would encourage such activities, which will demonstrate demand for potential investors, but
there needs to be a very clear commitment from potential customers.

16. ADSL coverage in Wales includes the Strand 6 partnership between BT, the Welsh Development
Agency, Llwybr/Pathway and the European Regional Development Fund which provided for ADSL to be
extended to 10 rural towns that would otherwise not have met our normal commercial criteria. The towns
concerned were Newtown, Aberystwyth, Bangor, Caernarfon, Carmarthen, Denbigh, Haverfordwest,
Holyhead, Llandudno and Pembroke Dock. BT contributed £3 million to this £6 million project, which also
ensured that ISDN2 was made available at every Welsh exchange and that three high-bandwidth switches
were placed in Bangor, Aberystwyth and Carmarthen to ensure access to our highest bandwidth services for
all parts of Wales.
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17. Local Loop Unbundling is available at every Welsh exchange for operators wishing to provide their
own services over BT’s lines. The challenge for BT and any prospective operators of unbundled loops is how
to develop a commercial case for broadband-enabling smaller exchanges when the fixed costs have to be
spread across very much fewer actual and potential customers.

18. The level of demand for Higher Bandwidth services continues to be disappointing with less than 0.5
per cent of the available capacity being used, compared with the UK average of nearer 1 per cent. BT’s recent
price reductions are designed to bolster this market and encourage demand growth that may in turn make
further ADSL roll-out possible.

19. BT’s other broadband services, eg leased lines, are available ubiquitously but connection charges do
sometimes vary depending on the topography and distance between the terminating points. These leased
lines, which are of a more industrial and costly nature, form the fibre backbone of countless public sector and
corporate networks across Wales. Price comparisons are often raised for seemingly comparable services
oVered in urban and rural environments. In reality, comparisons suVer from the fact that the features of
alternative suppliers services diVer and there is no escaping the fact that optical fibre connections are cheaper
to provide in densely populated areas than in rural areas.

20. The prices for the majority of BT’smassmarket services are geographically averaged. Prices in London
for ADSL, for example, will be the same as anywhere in Wales. This type of pricing tends to benefit Wales
disproportionately. Prices are set to recover costs across the UK. In general the costs of providing these
services in the most densely populated and often lucrative markets are typically lower than those for areas of
lower population density. AlthoughBT cannot lawfully oVer services below the cost of provision, the product
revenues from areas of low cost and high deployment typically subsidise those of high costs and low
deployment, typically rural areas.

How do the policies of the UK Government, in particular the regulatory framework for telecommunications,
promote or hinder the development of broadband infrastructure in Wales?

21. BT has been fully involved with the work of the Broadband Stakeholder Group in the preparation of
its initial report to the Government last November and subsequently in the continuing work on the various
recommendations for action. This is a good example of a partnership between Government and industry,
where the views and expertise of practitioners are harnessed in support of policy objectives.

22. On the competition and regulatory front, the UK is unusual in Europe in having a truly competitive
broadband marketplace. BT Wholesale is required to sell wholesale ADSL products to any service provider
on equal terms, the UK has encouraged infrastructure competition, cable and ADSL are vying for business,
and with BT’s ADSL products being taken by nearly 200 service providers and corporates, there is no
shortage of competitors, the UKGovernment’s objective of having a competitive market in the UK has been
achieved. The contrast with Germany, for example, is stark, where Deutsche Telekom has 98 per cent of
broadband customers. Indeed the EU has initiated a competition investigation into the German situation,
which recently led Deutsche Telekom to raise its monthly broadband rentals by a reported 27 per cent, but
only after having been allowed to build a dominant market position.

23. The role of regulation in broadband—Over the last yearwe have been critical of theway that regulation
was inhibiting the achievement of the Government’s aim of wide-scale broadband take-up in the short term,
even if the pursuit of a fully competitive market was likely to be beneficial in the longer term. The key issue
has been the way inwhich the rules have been applied, rather than the regulatory framework itself.DiVerences
in interpretation and application of the rules between countries will inevitably flow through to diVerent end
results. Of course, we accept completely that we must work within the rules, including the Competition Act.
We are working hard with Oftel and the DTI to find a pragmatic way of achieving the right balance between
public policy, regulatory and commercial objectives.

24. Government investment—diVerent countries have diVerent priorities for expenditure and in some
places the stimulation of broadband penetration has been fuelled by Government funding. Generally, it is
those countries that are ahead of the rest in terms of numbers of customers. The leading country in
international comparison tables is the highly urbanised South Korea, where the Government has provided
funding of approximately £600 million in support of private sector spending, without even the problems of
rural access, given the concentration of 50 per cent of the population in the Seoul conurbation. Patricia
Hewitt, Secretary of State for Trade and Industry, whilst on a visit to Korea, is reported to have said:

“The SouthKorean government has invested very substantial amounts in broadband infrastructure
and that’s something were aware of in the UK but broadband has to take its place in a list of
competing priorities alongside things like health and transport.”1

25. Although the governmentmust set its priorities, BT believes that a public private partnership approach
is necessary to stimulate investment in non-ADSL enabled areas for example.

1 Source: Financial Times report 9 January 2002.
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26. The situation in Wales is in many ways in advance of the situation in England given the National
Assembly’s and WDA’s pro-active role in setting a strategy, backed up by the necessary funding, to roll-out
Broadband acrossWales. The £160 million that AndrewDavies AM, e-Minister forWales, has stated will be
available to implement the Broadband strategy set out in the report fromAnalysys, will introduce Broadband
to areas that would not be considered commercially viable. The National Assembly has realised that
broadbrush fiscal incentives are likely to stimulate demand in areas where at least a duopoly of Broadband
provision already exists. The targeted use of supplier subsidy, tendered through open and transparent means,
will ensure that a strategic approach is taken to deploying Broadband inWales. The strategy covers all forms
of broadband technology from Fibre to Satellite and will provide a huge boost towards establishing Wales
as the Broadband Nation.

Towhat extent are other technologies, such as ADSL, line-of-sight radio and satellite services, viable alternatives
to broadband cable?

27. Optical fibre tends to provide the most flexible and scalable method of delivering broadband. The cost
of provision, however, is substantial when compared with the mass market broadband products such as
ADSL. Fibre and, to an extent, point to point microwave/radio will always be required for substantial
bandwidths, but the type of connectivity aVorded by ADSL equivalents will meet the needs of the majority
of users in the short to medium term and at far more aVordable rates.

28. ADSL and broadband cable oVer similar reach and customer experiences, with current data transfer
speeds being comparable. Either could be used to oVer enhanced services at enhanced prices; this will be a
matter for commercial judgement. Because manyWelsh communities are small and distant from large urban
areas it is diYcult to see a commercial case for providing eitherADSL or cable services. However,Wales is not
unique in this respect and BT has been exploring alternative technologies as a means of extending broadband
capabilities. For example, we have been trialing satellite technology in Scotland, aimed at addressing those
customers beyond the technical reach of ADSL (currently approximately 5.5kms from the exchange in
question.) The fact remains that take up for this service is also low although BT recognises its importance as
a niche facilitator of broadband provision. We are considering mesh radio, a new technology that has the
potential to oVer high bandwidth for high quality video and data applications. We are also evaluating
alternative satellite options that would provide a one-way high speed connection for download, with the
return path being via a normal telephone line. While not true broadband, such a service would deliver high
speed Internet in areas beyond ADSL reach.

Conclusion

29. BT is committed to delivering first class infrastructure and services in Wales. It plays a significant role
in the Welsh economy, with over 8,000 people employed directly and indirectly on BT work, capital
investment of £143 million in 2000–2001 (excluding Wales’ share of investment by BT Wireless), and
expenditure with Welsh suppliers of over £65 million. We have a very active role in numerous charitable and
community activities.

30. BT is at the heart of Broadband in Wales. BT has:

— the most comprehensive fibre network;

— the most comprehensive geographic spread of broadband availability;

— pioneered public/private partnerships to deploy in non-commercial areas in advance of the rest of
the UK; and

— has identified, throughOpportunityWales, the crucial need to stimulate demand through ambitious
and intensive partnership working.

We believe that Wales is well positioned to take advantage of the opportunities that broadband will bring
and that the Assembly’s strategy will do much to overcome problems in the less prosperous and rural areas.

Sandy Walkington
Director of Public AVairs

15 March 2002

Supplementary memorandum submitted by BT

The Committee is currently considering a possible inquiry into the availability and cost of broadband cable
services in Wales, particularly in North Wales. No firm decision has yet been taken as to whether or not to
undertake such an inquiry, but interested parties are invited to make representations in writing to the Clerk
of the Committee by Wednesday 21 March.
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Introduction

This paper is intended to explain the essentials of BT’s broadband provision in North Wales. BT’s prices
are regulated by OFTEL although reference will be made to any advantages that the current framework
provides the people and businesses of North Wales. The paper will, given the low prosperity levels of much
of North Wales, focus on the business user although reference will be made to the use of broadband by the
residential customer or householder.

Executive Summary

BT is one of Wales largest employers and having invested over half a billion pounds in Welsh
communications network, is part of the fabric ofWelsh life.With over 550,000 kilometres of fibre laid to date,
much of which is dark or unused, BT is keen to promote the use of broadband services across Wales. The
vast majority of BT’s prices for broadband services are geographically averaged so that the prices paid in
North Wales for BT services are exactly the same as those paid in central London.

BT operates two significant core networks inWales, both designed to link the 440 local exchanges together
and then onto the world via a series of interconnecting networks. The two Welsh core networks, which run
in parallel, deal with voice telephony and data traYc respectively. Connected to this core network is the access
network, which connects the customer’s premises to the local exchange.

BT oVers several broadband services over the access network, the majority of which are available from
every local exchange. These range in bandwidth from two megabits of information per second, the minimum
according to the e-envoy’s definition of broadband, through to 622 mb/s. The only services not available
through every local exchange are those provided over Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL)
technology, although these will be available through exchanges in Wrexham, Bangor, Caernarfon,
Aberystwyth, Llandudno, Denbigh and Holyhead. The further rollout of this technology will depend very
much on the level of demand demonstrated for these types of services. Demand for such services is currently
very low, which is why it is only through the intervention of BT with the WDA and Llwybr Pathway
partnership that NorthWales has benefited frommore ADSL equipped exchanges than any other area in the
UK with similar population densities.

There has been much talk of creating competing networks as opposed to the present situation in North
Wales where a number of other licensed telecommunications operators buy wholesale services from BT and
oVer them direct to customers. The high cost of investment and the low level of demand has meant that only
BT has invested in the area’s network and that the cable franchise, awarded to Metro, remains inoperative.
This is why BT has invested time and resource into building the BetterbusinessWales project, launched by the
Deputy First Secretary on Tuesday 3 April, a £21 million project designed to stimulate the use of e-commerce
and information and communications technology for small businesses in the Objective 1 area. The key, as
highlighted by the recent Fraser Associates Report commissioned by theWales European FundingOYce and
the National Assembly, A review of private sector participation in European funded Programmes in Wales, is
demand creation and not further supply side intervention.

BT in Wales

BT in Wales is part of one of the world’s leading providers of communications services and one of the
largest private sector companies in Europe. BT’s key activities include local, long distance and international
telecommunications services, mobile communications, Internet services and IT solutions.

BT has invested in excess of £100 million over the last three years alone in theWelsh network and with over
550,000 kilometres of optical fibre in Wales, BT can rightly claim to have the only all-Wales digital network.
BT is the only communications company with the potential to provide service to 100 per cent of Welsh
customers although many other operators use BT’s infrastructure to provide end-user services to those
connected to BT’s network.

BT in Wales employs nearly 5,000 people, making it one of the biggest private sector employers in the
country with significant centres in Aberystwyth, Bangor and Colwyn Bay in North Wales alone. This highly
skilled workforce as a whole brings around £100 million a year of spending power into the Welsh economy.

Geographic Averaging of Prices

Themajority of BT’s prices are geographically averaged, that is they are the samewherever the user resides.
The geographic averaging of prices means that prices are set across the UK so that the areas of highest
competition, normally central London, set prices so that all other areas also benefit from these prices. The
Wales Advisory Council on Telecommunications recently stated the benefits of geographic averaging in their
response to the recent OFTEL Price Review Consultation:

— Dramatically diVerent prices would be unacceptable on fairness grounds.
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— Very importantly, there are real dangers in allowing the geographic averaging principle to be
breached; rural areas could easily end up with limited availability of advanced services and paying
even more for existing services such as basic telephony.

— Geographic averaging is a vital indirectmechanism to deliver the benefits of competition to all areas,
even those where no direct competition exists.

BT’s Network in North Wales

Any network can be divided in core and access provision. The core network is the “backbone” ormotorway
of the communications network, linking all of BT’s local exchanges together and linking the Welsh network
with the UK, Europe and the world. This network typically has very high bandwidth provision, and splits
the data traYc from voice traYc. BT now carries more data traYc over its network than voice and so it has
become imperative to build parallel networks to deal with the diVerent types of communications traYc. The
voice backbone typically supports 155Megabits of information per second (155,000,000 bits per second) and
BT’s new data network, Colossus, which operates at speeds of either 622Mb/s or 2.4Gigabits/s (2,400,000,000
bits per second). The core network is amixture of copper, fibre and radio transmissionmechanisms depending
on suitability.

When consumers connect to BT’s network, it is through the access network. This is the link between the
home or premises and the local exchange. Again, the access network is made up of copper, such as the link
between exchange and household (the local loop).

BT has invested heavily in laying a comprehensive fibre network inNorthWales as the bandwidth capacity
of this technology is greater than either radio or copper. Appendix A highlights the major fibre routes across
North Wales. It is worth noting, however, that this map does not provide details of extensive fibre, copper
and radio links deployed at local level from the local exchanges. The scope of this network easily rivals that
of trunk road provision in the area and demonstrates the strength of BT’s network. Indeed, the Chairman
of the Wales Advisory Council on Telecommunications recently stated in response to a query on the future
development of the Welsh network, that there is no current need for any more fibre in Wales.

Network Provision

Even though BT’s Universal Service Obligation extends only to telephony and analogue modem data, BT
seeks tomake use of its existing high bandwidth backbone network to oVer high speed data services to heavier
data users in all areas.

BT is obliged to provide data transfer capability of 2,600 bits of information per second for anyone supplied
with a telephony service. BT provides this on all telephone lines while the majority of lines oVer many times
this speed, typically over 40,000 bits of information per second. The typical speed of the type of service that
most users in Wales use is defined as Narrowband and supports the majority of residential computer
information and communications technology uses. Broadband, as defined by the e-Envoy’s UK Online:
Broadband Britain study, is suggested as meaning data transfer speeds of two million bits of information per
second and above.

BT oVers a range of broadband services to North Wales, the majority of which are available to all areas
although some may be subject to survey and ancillary installation charges where the cost of provisioning
unforeseen network build may be passed onto to the customer requiring the service.

These services generally fall into two categories—switched or fixed/non switched services. Switched services
are those that can travel from one point to diVerent points on a per call basis as would a residential telephone
call. Non-switched services are those that are designed to operate permanently between two fixed points, for
example linking two company premises. We will discuss switched and non-switched services before
concentrating on ADSL, a hybrid service with widespread appeal to consumers and small companies.

The most obvious business orientated switched broadband services oVered by BT are ISDN30, Cellstream
and BTNet products.

ISDN30 provides 2,000,000 bits per second symmetrically, ie both to and from the user. This service is used
predominantly by voice telecommunications users, for example to runmulti phone operations from an oYce.
The service is provided from the local exchange to the premises over multiple copper wire provision. The
pricing of ISDN30 is geographically averaged and set in consultation with OFTEL. So, a user inMachynlleth
will pay the same charge as a user in central London for ISDN30.

Cellstream oVers far higher bandwidths, from 2mb/s up to 622mb/s. This service is generally used by
financial institutions and large corporate data users, local authorities and universities. The charge for this
service does actually vary depending on the physical location of the nearest ATM switch, which is required
to provide this service. Until recently businesses using these higher bandwidth services in North Wales were
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disadvantaged when compared with urban users—with the only ATM switches inWales being in CardiV and
Swansea and with North Wales being served by Chester, costs were higher for users in the majority of North
Wales. This problem has now been addressed by the pioneering Strand 6 ERDF and WDA assisted project
where BT itself invested £3 million in deploying ATM switches in Aberystwyth and Bangor, as well as
Carmarthen in the South. In addition, BT lobbied for OFTEL to relax the pricing structure so that instead
of users having to be within 40 kilometres of the switch/node to qualify for the “local” charge rate, that
distance has now been set at 100 kilometres. These two factors nowmean that users of these services in North
Wales will all qualify for the lower rate, a significant achievement for North Wales high-level data users.
Cellstream is provided over fibre and once an order is placed, fibre will be provisioned as part of the service
to connect the customer premises to the local exchange for linking to the core network. The provision of fibre
is covered by a fixed installation charge so the price does not reflect the distance that the site is from the nearest
exchange. This is a significant factor in that it demonstrates a pricing structure that is naturally biased towards
subsidising those further from local exchanges, as is often the case in rural areas.

BTNET is BT’s other main oVering in this area and diVers from the previous services in that it supports
only internet traYc travelling over Internet Protocol (IP). This service can cater for bandwidths from less than
2mb/s up to 155mb/s. The connection charge and pricing tariV is not location dependent so customers in
North Wales will not be disadvantaged by their location as for Cellstream above.

Fixed/Non Switched Services

Fixed services, or point to point services, are designed to link sites carrying voice and data traYc. The two
main services oVered are Kilostream and Megastream. Both of these services are “always on” in that the
customer pays a connection and rental charge but no call charges. The main diVerence between the services
is that Kilostream runs from 64kb/s up to 2mb/s whereas Megastream oVers bandwidths from 2 to
155mb/s. These services are oVered from all exchanges although the nature of this bespoke service will
normally warrant additional lead times for provision. These services are also diVerent in that the charge for
service does depend on the distance between the two sites to be connected. The charge for a link between
CardiV and Llandudno would be higher than the charge for a link between Llandudno and Bangor. This
service would be provided over copper, fibre or selectively via radio links depending on the nature of the
order.

ADSL

The only service oVered by BT that is not available in all Welsh exchange areas is ADSL delivered high
speed internet access. This is the first of the digital subscriber line technologies to deployed on a wide scale
and can provide data transfer speeds of up to 2mb/s although the most popular connection tends to be at
around 500kb/s. The service is asymmetric as data travels to the household /business at the higher speed,
500kb/s and above, whilst data from the household/business travels at 256kb/s, still some six times quicker
than the normal telephone line. The service is delivered over the existing copper network, or local loop, and
can be provided by BT or others who wish to deploy the equipment in BT’s exchanges in North Wales under
the local loop unbundling provisions. The pricing model is that a standard payment is made per month with
no additional internet call charges although voice telephony on the same line will be charged as normal. This
provides certainty to the user and encourages use. One drawback to the service is that due to the technical
limitations of even the most advanced equipment, the service is limited to those whose line to the exchange
is less than 3.5 kilometres in distance from the exchange itself.

The provision of this equipment into local exchanges is costly and BT has used a model factoring in the
likely demand for services in establishing a rollout plan for its ADSL equipment. The rollout has, of necessity
been commercial, with the initial equipment being deployed where the highest number of potential users are
connected to the local exchanges. This is measured in a number of ways, including the number of actual
connections there are to each exchange and also the number of connections that make use of the internet, as
these are the people most likely to use these new services.

Statistics show there is a low number of data users in Wales as a whole and particularly in North West
Wales. Appendix B demonstrates the number of people using ISDN2 services—a service oVering bandwidth
between narrowband and what is now considered to be broadband. This service operates at 128kb/s, some
three times faster than the normal household connection. ISDN2 use is an accepted proxy for data use and
so its penetration is a useful guide as to the extent of data transfer across Wales and the demand for data
services. As themap clearly illustrates, the percentage of total lines that aremade up of ISDN2 inNorthWales
is low by Welsh standards and very low when compared to the UK average, which is around 8 per cent.
Despite BT’s significant investment in ensuring that ISDN2 is available from all Welsh exchanges, the
demand is very poor. Investment will, therefore, tend to be diverted to more prosperous areas by any profit-
making or commercial operator.
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BT realised this would impact on the rollout of ADSL in Wales and engaged with the public sector to
investigate the possibility of further rollout in non-commercial areas utilising the previous European funding
programme, Objective 5b. The current Objective 1 programme has been skewed away from such investment.
The result of collaboration with both the WDA and the Llwybr Pathway programme resulted in BT
deploying ADSL in 10 rural exchanges where there was little likelihood of them making BT’s medium-term
rollout plans. This pioneering project resulted in the following North Wales exchanges being able to oVer
ADSL services:

— Bangor

— Caernarfon

— Llandudno

— Denbigh

— Holyhead

The other exchanges upgraded were Carmarthen, Aberystwyth, Haverfordwest, Pembroke Dock and
Newtown. Wales actually enjoys better coverage than any other area of the UK of comparable population
densities. The take-up of services in the exchanges already completed and launched has been very
disappointing thus far despite the prices again being geographically averaged so that users in Denbigh pay
the same tariVs as those in urban centres.

The lack of demand, despite a relatively strong supply side network provision, stimulated BT to become
a founding partner of the BetterBusinessWales Objective 1 project, designed to stimulate the use of e-
commerce by small businesses across the Objective 1 area in collaboration with partners including Bangor
University, LlandrilloCollege and theNorthWales local authorities. The project was launched by theDeputy
First Minister on 3 April 2001.

Alternative Networks

There has been a belief in many of the North Wales Committees focusing on network issues that if a cable
company such asMetro cable, who own theNorthWales franchise but have yet to invest in the area, deployed
a new network into North Wales it would bring aVordable broadband to the area. BT believes that this is
unlikely to be the case, making the following points:

— Cable companies sell packages of broadcast television and telecommunication services to
consumers and telecommunication services to businesses. Commercially driven cable network
deployments focus initially on dense urban areas, where large numbers of homes can be reached
with least capital cost. High bandwidth services would be oVered to businesses atmarket rates. This
may well be the reason that Metro, quite correctly in purely commercial terms, has not invested in
rolling out infrastructure in North Wales.

— BT already sells high bandwidth telecommunication services in all areas of the UK, at
geographically averaged prices, ie BT’s tariVs are the same in NorthWest Wales as they would be
in Manchester. Provision of large volume high bandwidth services to an area such as North Wales
is very expensive, due to high costs in network build, maintenance and customer service. It is
improbable that a company deploying competing infrastructure could oVer end user services to all
areas at prices that are cheaper than those of an operator such as BT. The returns on investment
would simply not be suYcient to warrant the expenditure even if the deployment of the limited
European Funding available for this type of exercise is considered.

— The only service oVered by BT that is not available in all Welsh exchange areas is ADSL-delivered
high speed internet access. North Wales actually enjoys better ADSL coverage than any other area
in the UK of comparable population densities thanks to the BT/WDA/Llwybr Pathway project,
Strand 6, in which BT invested £3 million.

— Users can already purchase telecommunications services from any one of many hundreds of
telecommunications operators and re-sellers that are active in the UK. This is the most competitive
market in Europe. In areas such as North Wales where BT is the dominant provider of underlying
infrastructure, BT sells “wholesale capacity” to the other operators who are active in selling
competitive services to the end users over our networks, although BT remains very competitive. A
recent (Jan 2001) independent report by Deloitte & Touche reviewed telecommunications bills in
the UK and the cheapest options compared. The result was the finding that bills could be up to 24
per cent cheaper with BT than other operators. (See the “Residential Telecom Price Comparison”
on www.deloitte.co.uk/ or www.phonebills.org.uk/).
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Previous Studies into the Availability of Broadband in North Wales

TheWDA are currently conducting a study of network provision across Wales. BT has provided access to
information to the consultant employed. BT also committed resource to assisting the WDA’s study in 2000
into the future support of broadband communication in Wales although this report has yet to be released by
the Agency.

Owen Evans
Wales Policy Co-ordinator, BT

9 April 2001
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ISDN as % of all Welsh connections
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Examination of Witnesses

Mr John Davies, BT Director of Wales, Mr Paul Reynolds, Chief Executive, BT Wholesale, and
MrDavidBaxter, Director Strategic Relations, BTGroup, Technical & Engineering, British Telecom,
examined.

UK network across the piece, because we think thatChairman
gives us significant opportunities as we drive for

177. Gentlemen, thank you for coming; especially broadband to make sure we do that as cost-
Mr Davies whom I understand came back from eVectively and as customer-eVectively as possible.
France specially to see us.We are very impressed and Specifically now broadband and Wales—with the
grateful. Perhaps you could introduce yourselves and announcement of our very dramatically reduced
tell us what you do, for the benefit of the record. wholesale prices for broadband, we expect and are
(Mr Reynolds) Thank you, Chairman. Good already seeing a very significant rise in demand for

morning everybody. Thank you for the opportunity broadband services. In fact in Wales demand is
to be here. My name is Paul Reynolds. I am Chief currently rising at about 6 per cent a week, which is
Executive of BT Wholesale, which is essentially the slightly greater than the UK average. We expectnetwork infrastructure business in BT. Our job is to about a 25 per cent penetration of broadband byprovide network services and solutions to 200 2006; but ultimately having broadband at the centreInternet service providers and virtually every mobile of our strategy means that we believe all ouror fixed line operator in the UK, as well as the customers, consumers, public services and businessesinternal BT units of BT retail, BT Ignite, and BT will be using broadband in the future. Exactly whenOpenworld. We are a big organisation with 29,000 that will be I do not know, but absolutely our visionpeople and probably the biggest part of BT, and we of the telecommunications business is that it will beoperate at a commercial arm’s length from the other a broadband business in the future. It is my job toparts of BT, so we provide in an even-handed way

make sure that happens as rapidly as possible in theservices and solutions for the whole market in the
UK and Wales. We also announced last week anUK and in Wales. I am joined this morning by John
extension of the number of exchanges covered byDavies and David Baxter—and I will let them say
broadband—four of which immediately will be intheir own piece. Briefly, John is my Chief of
Wales. We are also actively looking at theOperations. He actually runs that network and has
commercials of a further 500 across theUK, of whichresponsibility for broadband roll-out but, by happy
about 55 are in Wales. We are actively looking at ifcoincidence too, he is also Director of Wales, our
and when broadband enables those exchanges.most senior person focussed on matters Welsh, both
Finally, the strategy says that we are extremelymaking sure that BT’s interests are represented into
conscious that, although we have to be commerciallyWales but that Welsh interests are represented into
driven in our decisions about when we invest andBT, which he has done with some energy. David
make major business decisions in infrastructure, it isBaxter, on my left, is our representative on the
clear (as we have already discussed thismorning) thatbroadband stakeholders’ group. He takes a broad
metropolitan areas tend to get these services first and,public aVairs responsibility for BT’s position in
therefore, rural areas are slower to achieve the latestrespect of broadband.
services. We have been exercising a lot of brainpower(Mr Baxter) I work in BT Group Centre and so I
as to howwe can accelerate the delivery of services tohandle strategic relationships, particularly around
rural areas. In fact, only yesterday, BT Wholesaletechnology issues that are in the public policy arena;
announced a trial satellite delivery service which willso broadband is a classic example of that. Therefore,
be available across the UK and across Wales; andI represent the company on the executive of the
which will oVer not true broadband but much fasterbroadband stakeholder group; and I chair the
Internet services, at much more reasonable satellitebroadband stakeholder working group on
pricing than available hitherto. Again, the wholesalepromoting broadband in the UK.
price is about £15 per month rental, very close to

178. Thank you very much. Last Monday BT £14.75 over fixed line services; but the connection
announced a three-year strategy. Could you fees are higher, probably under £400, but certainly
summarise what you think the main eVects of the higher. They are making sure we do not just focus on
strategy will be in Wales? the metropolitan areas. In summary, a huge increase
(Mr Reynolds) BT strategy had many points, and in broadband, and broadband is the number one

one was about driving up customer satisfaction; point of focus for my organisation to make sure we
another was about making broadband the centre of roll-out services to as many of our customers as we
our strategy; a third was about making sure that all can commercially, as fast as we possibly can.
our networks in the UK came under a unified

179. Let us pursue the point about satellite,management in BT Wholesale; a fourth was making
because that is something which we see or possiblysure about the new focus for BT Ignite(?); a fifth was
has been said will be a way of getting broadband intoabout steering our intention to oVer wider ranges of
the rural areas and it is an obvious thought, is it not?service into adjacent areas; and, finally, about
About £400 connection fee—does that involve anymaking sure we have a large and motivated
hardware?workforce. They were the key elements of the
(Mr Davies) The £400 covers the satellite dish, thestrategy that were announced. The key points, which

set top box and the installation of that hardware. Inare of relevance this morning, were about broadband
fact, it actually covers the setting up, and then thereand one network. We are delighted in BT Wholesale

to be taking responsibility for the evolution of BT’s is a wholesale outlay, a proposed monthly rental of
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£15 a month. That would be on a flat-rate basis for a be achievable in Wales. There may be particular
download service of 256Kbits/second,with an option reasons for it starting in Wales, but it should be a
on a pay per use basis for pulling down stuV at the UK-wiDe vehicle.
rate of 4megabits. If you were a professional in rural

184. When will the new BT “direct” product forWales and wanted to pull down a big fat file you
Internet access be available in Wales?could opt for the 4megabit and you would pay just
(Mr Reynolds) The direct services are essentiallythe extra money for the extra time on the satellite it

about stripping out all of the potential costs in thewould take to bring that down over and above the
delivery of broadband service and making sure thatflat-rate service. It would also deliver to you, if you
users can get services as inexpensively as possible andleave the installation on, e-mails. You do not have to
add service features on later if theywish to. It is aboutdo anything; it just gives them to you. Then, of
making sure that they can get access to basiccourse, you can have your return path on your
broadband Internet and choose their servicenormal telephone line. If you have got a modem on
providers for extra services as they wish. At theyour normal telephone line at 28,000 bits/second the
moment, the way the market is constructed in theaverage user probably only uploads at about

10,000bits/second. For many people in that situation UK, the users essentially sign up with a service
we believe that this will genuinely make available provider for a package of services and a broadband
access to advanced services in a way that otherwise access line. The direct service switches another way.
would not be the case. I have to say, one of the It makes the buying of broadband much more like
reasons gone down this road is because I was acutely buying telephony or data. You buy a broadband
aware of the needs of rural Welsh customers. access line which is connected to the Internet and that

might be all you want; however, if you wish to sign
180. Would that be capable of dealing with up for web pages, specialised content or e-mail, youbusiness traYc? then contract with a service provider to add those on
(MrDavies) Yes. If you, as a business, do not need top. The key thinking is to make broadband asto transmit beyond modem speed, you can happily aVordable as possible by oVering users the option ofuse the service. If you have got ISDN, which is basic connection to the Internet service; and foravailable across the whole of Wales, which is 128,000 many customers that seems a very attractivebits/second, you could have that and use that as your proposition at the moment.faster upwards link. After that you would be

encountering a need to go to an uplink on satellite, 185. Is that available throughout the UK?
and you would then have to think about the two-way (Mr Reynolds) It is available to all Internet service
service that BT also oVers; but that takes you into a providers, including BT, but everyone else too; it is,
diVerent price range. Based on the experience ofwhat therefore, available wherever broadband DSL
happened elsewhere in Europe, where this sort of exchanges are available.
service has been made available, we think that this
will be attractive. Interestingly, at the conference I
came from, I was talking to the South Koreans who
have got the highest penetration in the world, and a
very, very urban environment, and they have Mrs Williams
adopted exactly this one-way satellite approach for

186. Will there be any BT job cuts in Wales as areaching their rural communities. I think that is
result of the new BT group strategy?something customers will like at prices that will be
(Mr Reynolds) BT announced last week that weseen to be attractive.

expect the rate of eYciency improvement in the
181. Would they be able to get other services, such organisation to carry on as it has over the past few

as television? years; and we have been losing staV numbers,
(Mr Davies) No, I am not competing with Sky! through voluntary redundancy and normal

retirement and wastage, at the rate of about 5,000-182. That is the next question, is it not!
6,000 per annum. We expect that rate to continue(MrReynolds) The same services are available over
with 18,000 over the next three years. Wales ofa fixed line broadband service. At the moment they
course, will take its proportional share of that as theare predominantly Internet access, e-mail and those
organisation is more eYcient and shrinks a bit.sorts of services. Down the road, depending what

service providers want to do, whether we see a 187. I was not thinking of voluntary retirementmarket, we see progressively things moving into and so on. Will there be job cuts instituted bymore multi-media and perhaps television, who yourselves?knows, but probably in a diVerent form from what
(Mr Baxter) Only in terms of the general patternexists today.

across the whole of the UK. We have stated that we
are reducing our overall numbers of employees by183. Going back to the strategy again, one of your
about 18,000 over the next three years spread acrosstargets was establishing 5million broadband internet
the United Kingdom, and we will achieve thatconnections by 2006. Do you have a specific target

for Wales within that 5 million? through natural wastage, through individuals
leaving and retiring early, and then looking at some(Mr Davies) No, we do not, have a specific target
restructuring around that. There are no compulsoryforWales.We would hope that this will be our 25 per
redundancies; and we are not specifically targetingcent of households across the UK, and we would
any areas of the country in order to deliver thosehope that Wales has got its 25 per cent share. We do

not see any intrinsic reason why that goal should not eYciencies.
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(Mr Reynolds) There was a separate inWales. John spends 25 per cent of his time on these

issues specifically for Wales. I think that eVort andannouncement that we intend to rationalise our call
focus has provided some measurable benefit.centres in BT Retail to 30 sites across the UK—30
(Mr Davies) We have a straight commitment tobigger sites, if you like—and a number of those will

meet customer demand from whatever quarter; butbe in Wales.
in this respect I think it gives us a particular(Mr Davies) The programme we have announced
responsibility to get close to the customer, be they ameans with the next generation of call centres there
public sector customer or a private sector customer,will be three of these in Wales—one in Colwyn Bay,
an individual or part of the voluntary sector.We alsoNewport and CardiV. There will be an investment in
have a responsibility to help bring those partiesthose new call centres in excess of £8million, and they
together, perhaps in a way that coalesces demand sowill constitute about 10 per cent of the call centre
that there is a justification for doing things that justactivity.We are rationalising the rest of our activities
sitting back passively would not encourage us to do.on call centres on the grounds of eYciency and
That is what lay behind the Strand Six PathwayeVectiveness of costs. Bangor activity will be moved
approach. It is what lies behind our approach toto Colwyn Bay. Over a four-year period we will be
Opportunity Wales, of which we were the drivingclosing Aberystwyth; and in Swansea we are going to
force and still the lead partner. It was a bringingturn it into a centre that does non-call centre activity.
together of disparate parts of the Welsh economy,Those are the main bits of change. It is essentially a
with a view to making progress, in that case helpinggradual process. It will be on a voluntary basis, and
SMEs grow, and helping them grow with supportthe changes have been phased over a period of time, from ICT, including communications. Yes, we dorunning from six months up to four years in the case accept responsibility; and we work very, very closelyof Aberystwyth; and we will be seeking to redeploy, and pro-actively with WDA. You heard Graham

retrain and oVer other opportunities. We are in talk about seconding people into WDA; we have
discussion with other firms in Wales, and I was oVered and substantially made available people to
talking with a major player in the communications help make these linkages in a way that would
market in Wales, and they and other firms may well otherwise not be the case, because we are ubiquitous
be interested in picking up our people, if they choose across the whole of Wales. It is not the case that we
to leave because we are rationalising; and in some are a monopoly as such, because anyone can come in
cases they may choose to want to come into our if they wish, but in reality we are the sole provider in
centres and telephone exchanges and occupy that many cases and that gives us an extra responsibility
space and set up an operation inside that telephone for getting close to customers.
exchange. We will seek to find happy ways forward

191. This is a most recent move, to second peoplewith them if they wish to do that. We think we will be
to the WDA?able to manage these changes in a measured manner.
(Mr Davies) We have been doing it steadily for theWe think that, in fact, the impact will be perhaps not

last three and a half years since I have been Directorquite as great as some people thought it would be.
of Wales.

188. That decision has been taken?
192. Would you say that has been successful?(Mr Davies) The announcement on that was made
(MrDavies) I believe so. I believe that it has helpedtwo weeks ago.

inward investment in Wales; I know it has helped
inwards investment in Wales. We have been able to189. And centres have been named?
make available information and expertise to the(Mr Davies) Yes, the call centres.
WDA and the Assembly which otherwise they would

190. Could I go on now to your memorandum and not have had ready and instant access to. In some of
these inwards investment decisions, having instantrefer to paragraph 29. You say: “BT is committed to
access to a view about “is there an infrastructuredelivering first class infrastructure and services in
capability?” Can that communication capability beWales”. We know that limited competition means
made available by us, NTL or Cable and Wireless?;that BT has a de facto monopoly over most of the
then that has clearly helped Wales. I do know therecountry. Do you accept that you have a special
are both inward investments from beyond the UKresponsibility in those areas where there is no
and the rest of the UK into Wales that would notcompetition?
have happened without it.(Mr Reynolds) We absolutely accept that we have

a responsibility to make sure that modern 193. Is it realistic to expect competition to have any
communications are available to all our customers as greater impact in the future, especially in the light of
fast as possible. That is what I was trying to make the current financial diYculties of the other
clear about our strategy at the opening statement. operators?
What that means specifically is that, of course, we (Mr Reynolds) If I may answer that and step back
will introduce, for example, DSL or broadband a piece, because we tend to think of competition as
exchanges on a commercial basis; but it also means competition between vertically integrated
it will put an extraordinary eVort into understanding operators—what I mean by that is operators who
how we can make commercial availability of those both own infrastructure and oVer services. Of course,
services as quickly as possible where it does not fit that sort of competition is extremely healthy in
into the immediate economic criteria. That is what metropolitan areas like London, because the
has been behind the work on satellite; and it is also economics make it sensible; but vertically integrated
what has been behind the partnership of work we competition is much less successful, and in some

cases non-existent, in rural areas because of the costhave been doing, for example the Strand Six initiative
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of provision of infrastructure we were talking about doing is automating the delivery process of

broadband and making sure that the service is moreearlier in this session. However, competition through
provision of services over BT’s wholesale network is reliable so there are fewer faults, thus we have to send

fewer engineers out to fix faults, and we have beenextreme. For example, there are 200 Internet service
providers who oVer service nationally in the UK and relating our systems to the 200 service providers so

service providers can place orders on line or placeoVer a variety of services at a variety of prices
depending on how they see the market, how they see fault reports on line.All of these steps take significant

cost out of the system. The final significant step wasthe need for content and so on, and how they see
pricing. We have helped enable that by making our introducing self-install so we did not have to send an

engineer out every time a customer wantednetwork (whether it is available in a metropolitan
area or a rural area) available to service providers at broadband. They would get a modem through the

post, plug it into the telephone line and connect up.the same financial rate or economic rate that is
available to the other parts of BT. That has All of those things have taken the costs down to the

point where we could oVer the wholesale service atundoubtedly encouraged competition.
£14.75 and, yes, that has been a little later than most
countries in Europe. On the other hand, most
countries in Europe are lagging us significantly onChris Ruane the use of computers and the use of the internet and
the availability of always-on services. We have been194. There has been extensive criticism of BT’s
ahead in some issues and behind in otherspast performance in the provision of ADSL. How do

you respond to this criticism?
195. But the lessons of history show that when you(Mr Reynolds) I will ask David to come in in a had colour TV very few people could aVord it at firstminute. Let me say at the outset what this is about. and as soon as you opened it up to the mass marketAn earlier speaker said this is about access to an everybody had it. The same with mobile phones andinformation society and we absolutely believe that. It narrowband internet access. The lesson is the moreis absolutely about access to information and people it is made available to at the right price that isinformation at the moment is available on the when it blossoms and flowers. You have failed tointernet, so that is the primary driver of broadband grasp that until very late in the day.and other services. However, from a user’s
(Mr Reynolds) We grasp that totally. What weperspective and particularly from a consumer’s

have not been able to do is oVer the price of £14.75perspective, the first issue is how do I get access to the
when our costs were higher than that because thatweb and get away from the tyranny of a ticking
would be cross-subsidising across our services andwephone bill? Once I can do that how can I get a better
are unable to do that. What we have had to do is fixexperience, how can I go faster on the web? Then the
the problems up-front of cost and service delivery tothird stage is how do I getmore services over the web.
justify lower prices. We have a passion about gettingIf you take the first issue, we took first things first and
prices to that level so that we have asmany customersalmost uniquely in Europe we made sure that flat-
on broadband as swiftly as possible. I would haverate internet access for £14.99 a month was available
been delighted had it been a year ago but it was not.universally. The UK is the only country in Europe
However, we inWales and in rural areas in particularwhere that is true and that is why there are over four
in this country have the lead in the development of e-million flat-rate narrowband dial up internet users in
commerce and an e-economy because of thethe United Kingdom. That four million and rising is
universal availability of flat-rate, narrowbandmore than the rest of Europe put together,
internet access.narrowband plus broadband. What it means is that
(Mr Baxter) Perhaps I could add a word or two onanywhere in Wales, in North Wales, South Wales,

this. It is undoubtedly true that the United Kingdomhowever remote the community is, provided you
is later into broadband activity than some other keyhave a phone line, you can surf the web in an
markets in the world. There are some clear publicunlimited way for £14.99 a month. That is why there
policy reasons why that should have been so. In theare more internet users in the United Kingdom than
UK we took the view that narrowband, unmetered,anywhere else in Europe. We have a strong start in
flat-rate access to the internet was a top public policythe use of computers in the home and access to the
priority. That is a policy that our previous e-internet. The criticisms of slowness are that we have
Minister, Patricia Hewitt, grappled with veryfewer broadband users and that is true because we
strongly a couple of years ago. We drove veryfocused on fixing the first thing first. We have four
strongly down the route of ensuring that we hadmillion customers and the rest of our customer
ubiquitous, flat-rate, unmetered, narrowband accesspopulation and we aim to go to stage two, which is to
anywhere in the United Kingdom, and that we have.be surfing the web in an unlimited way but with a
There was also a public policy priority to ensure thatbetter experience, ie broadband. It is true that it is at
we had local loop unbundling provision in everyprices that we think are extremely competitive
exchange around the United Kingdom. We drove toworldwide and which are encouraging very
meet that public policy objective. When you look atsignificant take-up. We went to those very low price
some of the other markets within Europe you will seepoints later than some countries. The reason for that
that they are still a fair way behind in some of theis, one, we focused on getting the first thing fixed first
other objectives. In Germany, for example, there isand, two, wewere only going to oVer low prices when
still no hope of flat rate narrowband. So we haveour costs were commensurately low. Since BT
focused very strongly on some other aspects in theWholesale has focused on this programme since the
UK. We are now addressing very strongly thesummer of last year we have had a very, very intense

programme of cost reduction. What we have been broadband policy area. Althoughwe started later the
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trajectory of acceleration is faster. So although the the eVect of eating into the existing streams of

revenue. It was not really an allegation, it wasUK is later than some other markets in focusing on
broadband issues, we have focused on some other pointing out the realities and trying to explain BT’s

dilemma in rolling out new technologies.issues that are of benefit to the UK and which have
been published policy objectives, and I guess some of (MrReynolds) I think there is economic theory and
this applies to other technologies as well. There has reality. I understand the point he is making. All I can
to be a determination of what the UK’s desire and say to you is there is no-one in this industry, and
intent is. Do we want to be in a marathon on some of certainly not BT, who does not think and has not
these issues or do we want to be in a sprint? There has thought for a very long time that broadband was the
been something of a dichotomy in public policy future for our customer, and therefore the notion
objectives in this regard. Some other markets have that wewould not bother doing it is wrong. The point
decided on broadband that they want to be in a sprint is to do it at the right time and get first things first,
and they have abandoned some of the marathon and when the costs are right, to make it a commercial
objectives and the marathon objectives are healthy service, that is all.
competition. In the UK the Government has taken
the view they want to build a long-term, active,
sustainable market environment for broadband and

Chris Ruanea range of other issues and, therefore, BT was
required to ensure right from the start that 197. The overall coverage to the UK for ADSL is
broadband provision was a wholesale oVering and 60 per cent. How does Wales compare to that?
not just a retail oVering sold exclusively to BT (Mr Reynolds) The overall coverage to the UK
customers. I might pick up something David from the further 100 exchanges is nearer 70 per cent
Cleevely said in the last session when he talked about and certainly over 70 per cent of internet users and
BT perhaps being slow because they saw broadband the coverage in Wales in metropolitan areas is about
as a threat. We absolutely refute that kind of the same, businesses in CardiV are over 70 per cent.
allegation. We embrace new technologies and we see But the overall average in Wales is nearer to 35 per
new technologies as opportunities. That is why we cent, in common with Scotland and some other parts
invest so heavily and strongly in them. We are not of the UK.
standing Canute-like trying to hold back the tide of

198. Thank you. You say that ADSL is availabletechnology and innovation. But we do need to make
to 70 per cent of customers in themajor conurbationssure that when we develop the service and we roll it
in Wales with “decreasing rates for less populousout that it is on a sustainable business basis wherever
areas”. Could you give us a more detailed picture ofit applies. The UK is now moving faster than the
the availability of ADSL outside of the majorsame period of growth in other countries and we are
conurbations?think in another year or two’s time we will be seeing

a very diVerent market picture than has been the case (Mr Davies) We have about 400,000 customers
covered. The coverage obviously varies enormouslybefore. Some of you may remember when our

previous BT Chairman some years ago came and because ten of the exchanges—and we had 28
exchanagesin April going up to 32 with the newoVered to fibre every home and business in the

country. We would have delivered broadband a four—ten were put in under the Strand Six
programme. The number of lines on those exchangeswhile back, as long as we were allowed to oVer

entertainment services at the same time! That was not is roughly of the order of 80,000 and I can submit the
details to the Committee afterwards—on an averageseen as a good public policy objective at the time. So

it is not a lack of willingness on our part to embrace 8,000 potential customers per exchange and our take-
up has been 49 roughly. So on the ten rural exchangestechnology, it is focusing on the appropriate issues

for the UK. we have got 490 customers against a potential
exchange base of about 80,000. If you want the(Mr Reynolds) Broadband is a threat if we did not
detailed numbers I will submit them separately to thedo it and allowed others to do it instead. I totally
Committee.refute what David Cleevelysaid. Cable companies

and others have a great expertise in these matters and (Mr Baxter) In your constituency we have one
we have to act fast commercially. The point about enabled exchange and we have 33 customers out of a
getting the first thing right first and then the second potential of about 4,000. Rhyl is one of the next 100
thing is really important. In the UK in rural areas in that we have announced. So the level of take-up is
particular, our network can handle always-on access currently tiny. As was said earlier, it is accelerating
to the Internet. Most other countries in Europe from a tiny base. We hope that the price
cannot: In most if you live in a rural area you pay by announcements that we have made and marketing
the clock for narrowband internet, it is very activity and some of the other things we are doing in
expensive. We think that is a significant advantage partnership with the WDA and the Assembly will
for rural areas in the UK. help develop this much further. We have still got a

long way to go to get to real penetration in already
enabled exchange areas. We think there are enough
good things happening that will make that anAdam Price achievable objective in a fairly short timeframe.
(Mr Reynolds) It is true to say that although those196. If I could pursue that. I think Mr Cleevely’s

point was referring to a fairly well-established penetration figures are lower than we had hoped for,
we expect them now to rise with the lower prices thatphenomenon in telecommunications and that is the

concept of cannibalisation with technology coming service providers have announced on the back of our
wholesale price. So we see that developing.along where initially low levels of take-up can have
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(Mr Davies) We could go through each exchange round of cost reductions and the latest even more

but the Committee probably would not want me to. dramatic price reductions, and that final round of
price reductions has undoubtedly provided a big
stimulus to demand. We are running at eVectively
five times the rate now that we were running at lastMrs Williams
summer and we expect that to go even faster.199. Have you thought why the take-up has been
(Mr Reynolds) The issue behind your question isso low and, if you have, what conclusion have you

one of timing, did we grapple with the need for price?come to?
We have been very clear on the need for a lower price(Mr Reynolds) There are a number of issues. One
for a very long time. The issue is that we need to getis the success of the flat-rate narrowband product. At
the costs out to match that price, and that is what we£14.99 a month, just surfing the internet “all you can
have had to do because we cannot cross-subsidise.eat” on the ordinary phone line proved suYcient for
Taking the costs out involved a major re-engineeringmany customers as an initial introduction to the
of the way we deliver services. There are someinternet, especially when the broadband price was
contrasts there between howwe have done it and howconsiderably higher. Trading up from, let’s say, retail
some other countries have done it. Some otherlevels of £14.99 for a narrowband service to maybe
countries, where that denial of cross-subsidy is not an£40 for broadband is a tall order. With the new
issue, have gone for a lower price early and essentiallyreduced wholesale price of £14.99 retailers are
have been oVering services at a loss. They have thenretailing the service from £20 a month. That is
tried to grapple with taking the costs out.Many haveproving a much more attractive trade-up—often to
not been able to do so. We have seen price risespeople who have already got used to flat-rate internet
recently in the States. In Germany there was ause. The availability and the fantastic success of the
regulatory mandate on price increases of 27 per centflat-rate narrowband product and the price
whereas here in theUKwe have had a very consistentdiVerential between the two are the two key issues.
trend of bringing the price down to the currentThe third issue is the lack of applications that really
position which we think are the second or thirdneed broadband. We think that will increasingly
lowest in the world at the moment. We do make abecome an issue but in the first instance it is about
reasonable return on our business. We do not knowprice diVerential and the success of the flat-rate
of anyone who could very clearly look you in the eyeinternet.
and tell you that. That is what we have been doing,

200. How up to date is the figure of 400 that Mr getting the costs down so that we could oVer the
Davies gave? service to our customers.
(Mr Davies) They are about a month old.

201. So it is too early to say?
(Mr Davies) We already know that since the price

Adam Priceannouncement wasmade we have seen the up-take of
demand in those exchanges. 205. If I could be parochial speaking as one of the
202. Is that dramatic? twomembers of the Committee who currently do not

have ADSL-enabled exchanges. I know Mr Davies(Mr Davies) Yes, we are looking at two and a half
to three times that of UK-wide and we are looking at has a connection with Ammanford—
a faster rate of increase in the Welsh exchanges. The (Mr Davies) That is true.
take-up in Wales post the price reduction has been

206. Have you got any good news for the people offaster than the take-up elsewhere in the UK.
Ammanford, Llandeilo and Newcastle Evelyn?
(Mr Davies) The four new exchanges are Rhyl,

Cwmbran, Pontypridd and Abergavenny, I amChris Ruane
afraid, but as was indicated, we are looking at the

203. That was starting from a lower base. next 55 and it revolves around demand. It revolves
(Mr Davies) Starting from a much lower base, not just around what we think the potential demand

further down the curve, but the price has had a is from the private sector, firms and individuals, but
significant impact and bigger impact than other parts also from the public sector and us being able to bring
of the country. all that together. One of the things that we are going

to introduce in the next six to eight weeks is a
registration system which will allow the 200 service

Mrs Williams providers through whom we reach the end market to
log potential customers who want broadband204. The evidence we had this morning from the
services and we will make sure that we build a uniqueWDA and yourselves is that pricing was a major
record of the potential demand against particularfactor. Would you agree? It has taken you a while to
exchanges.Wewill use that as a livemeans of revisinghave this strategy, has it not?
our marketing judgements along with the analytical(MrDavies) If we go back to last summer when we
ones based on statistical analysis. We will obviouslywere able to bring together the various elements on
be responsive to any particular group of individualsbroadband, we have pursued a consistent policy, as
or firms or local authorities who come together andwas outlined, of attacking costs so that we could
log a significant level of demand. We are alreadybring the prices down. We had a series of cost
seeing people thinking practically about doing thatreductions and price reductions through the period
and if that comes together we will respond to it inof last summer and autumn through to December

culminating in self-install. Then we had this further expanding the footprint in the way that we have just
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done with the four additional Welsh exchanges. We 209. Almost by definition it is not necessarily going

to be commercially viable but it might stimulateare trying tomake it easy for people to bring together
demand.their potential demand as well as encouraging it.
(Mr Reynolds) We have done and we will continue

to look openly at a whole range, including medial
projects, provided there is a sharing of risk, if you

Mr Caton like, as to the final outcome. I will ask David to come
in here with some other examples. There have been

207. You have begun to answer my question in some very strong recent examples in Cornwall of
what you have just been saying, Mr Davies. You other models of co-operation with local businesses to
have said both today and in your memorandum that garner demand in remoter areas which have proved
BT would expand its ADSL coverage where clear successful.
demand indicates commercial viability or where you (Mr Baxter) The answer to your question is yes. I
can work in partnership with others, as you have just feel something of a passion that perhaps the biggest
been talking about, even at community level. How transformation we can see from broadband activity
easy is it to gauge demand in a given area in advance in the next couple of years in the UK is in the
of the service provision? provision of public services, if we focus on the patient
(Mr Davies) We can apply statistical techniques or end user type of experience and the carers who

based on the number of internet users, a mix of support them and not on buying bits of technology
business, the public sector and private individuals. to help the process work a bit better. Someone
There is a range of analytical criteria that we use in remarked to me recently that, on average, the
selecting the first 400 exchanges and the next 400 and milkman had better IT support than a community
so on.We looked at those criteria in the light of take- doctor or community nurse. I think there are ways of
up to see whether they did work as predictors. It has transforming that kind of experience and certainly
become clear to us now we are gaining experience, BT would be delighted to participate in the dialogue
and word of mouth is starting to function as a means and strategic discussion that would lead us to that
of stimulating demand, that we need to create this happy end. NHS Wales has been in the forefront of
open public channel through which we can get some telemedicine applications in the past, of course,
directly logged end user demand via our service such as dermatology consultation remotely using
providers into us, and also in doing that we canmake video conferencing. We need to move out from the
sure that it is the unique demand. At one stage there practitioners in their own environment to the
were people registering with half a dozen service patients and carers who support them and to see how
providers that gave a rather false view of some of the we can help transform that experience. What applies
demand.Whatwe are about to put in place now, with in the Health Service applies in education and other
the co-operation of the 200 service providers, will be public services too. There is a great prize there. We
a means of us uniquely logging it against particular are only going to discover the depth and extent of it
exchanges andmaking it clear to people who come to by some experimentation and model making and
us and say, “We would like to get together as a practising and trying. Certainly we were happy to
community to do something,” that we are in the participate in that kind of partnership activity.
market for that and we are providing a channel (Mr Davies) One supplementary point. We have a
through which they can do that. We will respond to track record now of not just words on this but deeds
that. We have no wish to not take advantage of the with both the Pathway and Opportunity Wales. We
demand for broadband if it is there. If there is a are working with the WDA on partnerships in this
demand that we can economically satisfy we will do area and we are also with the e-commerce
so because we have made a huge investment. There professorship at CardiV University that we sponsor
are common costs and expanding the footprint will undertaking case studies to enable individuals to
absorb some of those costs. If it is viable we will got relate practical experiences as ones that they can then
for it and we will try and remove barriers and make applications elsewhere. It is with the experience
encourage public-private partnerships or even of the application not just the technology and I
community-based partnerships. believe that will be applicable, based on our history,

in the Health Service and to case studies in that area
208. It occurs to me that if you picked the right as well as in business.

community projects to act as a partner in it would
demonstrate more concretely your commitment, but
also, more importantly, it would help to stimulate

Mrs Williamsdemand. Can I put one example to you that has come
out of some of the investigations we have made so 210. One of the applications for which ADSL was
far. Would BT be prepared, for instance, to originally developed in theUnited States was to carry
demonstrate its commitment at community level by cable TV downstream. Cable TV is now one of the
participating in a pilot project using broadband to main revenue sources for companies that provide
improve health care at grassroots level in GPs’ residential broadband. Does BT have any plans to
surgeries and patients’ homes? use ADSL for this purpose in Wales?
(Mr Reynolds) Absolutely, provided we worked (Mr Reynolds) Let me first say that the early

with public bodies who were garnering the level of demonstration of the ability to deliver television
demand and we were having an open discussion services, video on demand, over ADSL was
about howwewere going to finance BT’s role and the pioneered in theUK. I led the programme in the early
public bodies’ role in that , where we were convinced 1990s. That was the world’s first video on demand

trial in Ipswich with partnerships with Americanthere was a commercial service.
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companies and so on. We showed convincingly in long distance dependent priced access to any POP in

the UK, which is suitable for some customers. Inthose trials, although the technology at that time was
extraordinarily expensive, we were able to oVer TV- summary, I think a disproportionate and strong

availability of high band widths and private servicesquality pictures for video on- demand services down
the copper telephone line. However, for that type of within Wales are focused on the strategic sites and

that focus, delivered in consultation with WDA andservice it remains slightly less suitable than a cable
TV network and,moreover, we see the world ofmulti others, will grow. There has been commitment by BT

to make POPs available in Wales, which brings costsmedia changing, consumers faced with change. Even
if you look at, for example, people who subscribe to down. My assertion is that in the majority of cases if

one looks creatively at what the customers are tryingdigital satellite TV services, increasingly that is
becoming interactive, as allowable by technology. to achieve those sorts of services could be provided

economically within Wales.BTs strategy is to, one, having built the demand for
always-on Internet; two, deliver this phase of mass (MrDavies) I do not want to add to that but I think
take-up of broadband internet in Wales and in the at the top level there is always a choice between a
rest of the UK; and then, three, build the network to leased line and a switched service for high-speed data.
enable a richer range of multi media services, which In the case of Wales because of the Strand 6 project
might include entertainment services, but I doubt it switched high-speed data services were made
will be the same as the straight delivery of internet available without distance dependency which was
cable TV. We think there will be suYcient demand one of the big pluses because we were able to put a
for that third phase starting to kick in over the next local price across the whole of Wales. People then
couple of years. Right now we are at stage two of have to make decisions about leased lines. If you go
broadband with fast Internet access. to leased lines it is true that we provide them. If you

pick a switched service, it is also true that the cost211. You demonstrated in your written evidence rises on a distance basis and as a result a proportionthat leased line broadband services for larger of the charges rise accordingly. A proportion of thebusinesses are ubiquitously available, which means common costs do not rise but some do. It is true ineverywhere of course, but one of the reasons why we respect of if youwant to use your leased line for goingare doing this inquiry is there has been a criticism to a POP or for data or net distribution that BT linksover the lack of availability in some areas. How do with all Internet service providers and hence it hasyou meet that criticism? How do you respond? got links into all their POPs, so we have got an
(Mr Reynolds) I will ask John to come in in a underpinning layer, but it is your choice as to

moment but the first thing I would say, as we have whether you choose to go to BT or you choose to go
heard already, is that Wales has enjoyed a to another provider and youmake your choice about
disproportionately strong network investment the economics of that. It may be a choice about price,
profile over the past few years, whichmeans that high but the underlying infrastructure for carrying that
band width private circuit services over fibre or other traYc BT will carry over its network and in the case
media are extremely widely available including in all of North Wales we are carrying it over spare fibres
the major conurbations, the A55 corridor, and most into their site and there is capacity for expansion.We
of the business parks and so on. There has been quite are obviously not in a position to say to a customer,
an aggressive programme of making those services “You really should not go anywhere else other than
available. We are aware of the potential problems or BT.” There are three choices; it is choice between
alleged problems over the distance dependency of switched services, leased lines, a choice of POP
some of the tariYng of private services. We have provider and their location, and howyouwant tomix
taken steps to make sure that that is significantly less that with your business and the services that go with
of an issue by the inclusion of multi-media multi- that, but we do oVer a universal ubiquitous oVering
service POPs in Wales, the three new ones were across Wales.
described earlier, to make the availability of those
sorts of services that use those POPs as price
competitive inWales as they are anywhere else in the
UK. Looking deeper, sometimes problems arise Mrs Williams
where, for example, the customer might want to
connect to the service provider whose POP is not in 212. I do sense a little bit of complacency, I must

say, in some parts of your answers bearing in mindWales, and we know of one specific example raised
before the Committee where the issue was the cost of where we started the inquiry and the informal

meeting and so on, but that is beside the point. If Iproviding a private circuit from the customer’s
premises to a POP inWarrington. Undoubtedly, that can go on to advances in technology which have

reduced unit telecoms transmission costsis the more expensive way of doing business.
However, often if you look under the skin of the dramatically, as we have heard this morning. As a

result, it is recognised by some in the industry that itproblem there are other ways of solving it cost-
eVectively. In fact, in this particular customer’s case may soon no longer be appropriate to charge for

ordinary STD trunk telephone calls on a basis relatedthe issue was that their service provider did not
connect to a POP in Wales whereas dozens do. So if to distance. BT has also accepted the principle of

moving to flat-rate type tariVs to stimulate take-up ofthe customer chose a service provider which was in
one of the three POPs in Wales they would get modern services by changing to flat-rate for Internet

access for the mass market. Do similar argumentseconomic service provision. The second point is there
are often alternative technical means of providing apply to leased circuits? If so, will BT help Welsh

business by abolishing the distance term in theservices and technical service/BT network service
providers can provide cheap nationally priced, not charging equation for leased lines?
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(Mr Reynolds) First of all, your analogy that the there was no magic bullet for driving broadband, it

was seen that getting away from the chicken and eggavailability of flat-rate always-on internet has
increasingly moved into the voice market is true, and discussions there is a virtuous circle of activity of

demand stimulation through normal marketing andwe oVer a number of services where voice tariYng is
flat-rate at certain times of the day or whatever. the availability of the content, applications and

services which give compelling reasons for businessesThere is an increasing move towards that sort of
tariYng. It depends what you mean by private and others to want to buy in. I do think this year we

will see an acceleration of activity on all of thesecircuits or private services. To the extent of what we
think about mostly as private circuits (which are points and in the infrastructure providers we are

dealing with now we will see the service applicationsbespoke built networks for specific customers) it is
much less likely they would go to a national tariV. To taking a more prominent role through some of the

content providers and service providers.the extent that we can deliver a similar functionality
on shared networks where all our customers are
helping pay the costs and there is much less of a
bespoke delivery, the distance dependent charging Dr Francis
costs come out. We do that because it is competitive 215. Can I declare an interest. I have workedand we do that wherever we possibly can. If you look closely with BT in the past particularly in the Valleysat our tariV sheet, the number of services that are in addressing issues of social exclusion. I certainlyavailable with more of a standard national tariV is welcome the work you have done in the Upper Afanincreasing because it is really a question of customer Valley which is in my constituency. In that context,choice, do they want a bespoke network or do they do you share my enthusiasm for theWelsh Assemblywish to buy a similar service from a shared network? Government’s initiative to stimulate the creation of a
213. Could you explain a little bit more about the broadband lifelong learning network in Wales?

practical side of the shared facility? (Mr Reynolds) I will ask John to come in in a
(MrReynolds) What it means is we build networks moment but we absolutely share an interest with any

and networks go to most exchanges in an area. It public sector initiative to help drive up the use of
looks like a private circuit but instead of a circuit broadband services. We think that is an absolutely
being bolted up from, say, Aberystwyth to London, vital part of increasing demand and increasing usage,
it is bolted up from the customer to the exchange and as we already talked about earlier. I do not know if
then they go over a shared network and a proportion John has anything to add on the specific issue.
of the network is shared between them. When that (Mr Davies) I would support Paul. We think it is a
happens the distance dependency charge goes away good initiative. We will be providing a whole raft of
and it becomes a local tariV. support to the providers in putting the network

together and we will be making sure our
infrastructure underpins the success of the network.

Chris Ruane 216. There are a number of local and regional
214. Do you agree that more emphasis should be networks in existence in the community that support

given to innovative ways of using broadband, that. There is one begun by Swansea University,
including development of two-way communications “Connecting Communities Cymru” and gradually
services and applications? building up now through Objective 1 funding there is

the Neath Port Talbot New Learning Network. Do(Mr Reynolds) I think the whole issue of richer
content and richer services is absolutely what is going you agreewithme that it would be important to build

on these networks rather than to overlap or toto take us to 5 million customers across the UK and
beyond. Currently the Internet has quite wide usage compete with them and to learn from perhaps the

mistakes that they have made and certainly some ofbut it is focused on a very narrow range of
applications. Some leading edge users, for example, the advantages that they have identified?
are starting to see the advent of whatwe call the “peer (MrDavies) There are two strands.With respect to
to peer” networking where kids might exchange the technological underpinning, the important thing
music with each other or photographs, where the is for the purchaser to make sure that they are taking
need for the ability to transmit to you is just as strong advantage of the best value technological deal that is
as the need for me to be able to download from you. available. In some cases itmay be that the technology
That says that in the future there will an increasing has changed or moved on since the provisional
need for more symmetrical services where the output networks were layed down and thatmight change the
from the customer needs to be as strong as the future pattern and therefore they might choose to
download speed into the customer. At the moment involve their particular platform and they might link
those applications and those services are less it diVerently. They might do some of the things we
prevalent but they are increasing and we would like have talked about today, for example. There have
to participate in any models that help increase that been quite dramatic changes in both prices and
richer array of services. For example, the medical availability in Wales. There are always economies of
applications we were alluding to earlier are often scale in businesses. The other half of the equation is
about that ability in a symmetrical way to both not really about economics but it is very much driven
transmit and receive imagery and multi-media data. by what is the network delivering in terms of content,
We definitely see that as a trend and one that we application and in training support staV in terms of
would want to encourage. making it easier for the end user to take advantage of

the capabilities that are beingmade available. That is(Mr Baxter) The Broadband Stakeholders Group
looked at this kind of issue fairly strongly towards something that we recognise is a real problem for

people adapting to take advantage of capabilitiesthe end of last year and whilst we were all agreed that
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that are technology based, but we do not think that Cornwall it is starting right from the very beginning

and saying we need a complete surround for thisit is our job to comment on that in respect of those
networks. customers base. They are using Objective 1 funding

to help meet the costs of that experience of those
SMEs for the first 18 months or so. The whole
package to SMEs there carries with it a little bit ofChairman
financial help to assist them in getting into the e-217.MrReynolds, you talk in your evidence about commerce world of which broadband happens to bethe Opportunity Wales project, which sounded very an enabler.good. You are aiming to contact 7,000 firms. Do you
219. We have had a very comprehensive report onthink that is enough?

your experiences with Objective 1 within Wales. We(Mr Reynolds) I am sure that John will wish to
have an interest in Objective 1 in the Committee ascomment as he has been taking a lead on it.
well. It might be interesting if you have the time to see(Mr Davies) There are about 80,000 small firms in
how you compare with activity in Cornwall in theirWales. When the project was originally conceived by
Objective 1. If you have the opportunity, let us haveBT in conjunction with Tony Davies, who then he
a note, you do not have to tell us now.tried to construct a partnership, we went out and we
(Mr Baxter) Let me make a brief comment and bydid a lot of serious research amongst the small and

all means we can supply more detail about it. One ofmedium sized enterprises. On the basis of that and
the joys of dealing in Wales, or Scotland for thatapplying the lessons and analysis that we got from
matter, is that you have devolved administrationsTonyDavies, we took the view that 7,000 represented
with their hands on levers and acting at a greater levela reasonable target audience. We sought to work the
of unity and unison in some of these initiatives andnumbers back on the basis of research from 80,000 to
that helps facilitate activity. We have been fairlywhat was a credible target groupwhich we could help
pleased with the partnership that has been achievedmake a diVerence to, because the purpose of the
in Cornwall. We think it does have application inproject is to enable a target group of small and
other of the regions of England as well as perhaps inmedium enterprises to become more competitive and
some of the devolved administrations. I suspect it hasto expand their activities and to become more
been a little more tortuous in arriving at a conclusioncompetitive by gaining some benefit from some part
than has been the case with some of the activity inof information technology/communications
Wales just because of bringing people together in atechnology. That is not just telecommunications, not
partnership way that is not the previous experience.just computing, not just broadband, it might be as
We have tried to facilitate some of that. Again, Isimple as acquiring an e-mail address which it might
recently had discussions withWDAand theNationalimprove your business. We believe that is a well-
Assembly and I have been through the Analysisstructured, rigorously put together project and the
report and so on. There is already an atmosphere andevidence so far suggests that the components of it are
ethos of partnership that is more than just aworking.We have got 83 firms involved.We have not
marketing mechanism inWales and it would be greatactually formally and oYcially launched it but we
to see that replicated across the country in otherhave got pilots up and running. This is a case of do
Objective 1 areas.not overplay but put together your £21 million
Chairman: That is very good to hear from theObjective 1 project with partners on a rigorous basis

point of view of the inquiry into Objective 1.and then achieve that. If we can over-achieve I am
sure that everybodywould be delighted and I am sure
theAssemblywould be supportive of that. That is the

Mrs Williamsbasis of it. We took the total population and worked
back fromTonyDavies’ experience and looked at the 220. Do you consider that public authorities
size of firms and structured it accordingly. We should subsidise the provision of broadband facilities
structured it around Objective 1 as well so there was for business in advance of need? I am thinking of
a whole number of analytical factors that came into newly set up business parks.
play. We are not being unambitious but I do not (MrReynolds) If the clear commercial case is therethink we are being over-ambitious. for an operator to do so, then a constructive

partnership to try and get the funding in place to kick218. You also mention the ACT NOW project in
Cornwall. I presume that is also an Objective 1 start the availability of advanced services is always

welcome. It just has to be done openly and with someproject?
risk sharing if you get mutual benefit. We are very(Mr Baxter) Yes. It is in the part of Cornwall that
keen to work with wherever that opportunity ishas Objective 1 status. Again, it is a partnership
available.project between BT, local authorities, the Regional

Development Agency and some others. It is focused (Mr Davies) An individual firm that has got a
commercial demand or a collection of people whoon small and medium businesses. It is about the

provision not just of access to broadband but a whole have got together with a commercial demand and
they want the higher band width and they want to berange of support measures as well—IT equipment,

what kind of technical support do they have, what fibred and they could not be fibred otherwise, thenwe
will fibre them. If there is a business park to bemarkets are they accessing, whether there are

localised trading networks in the supply chain developed, then we will work hand in glove with the
WDA to do that. We identified with the WDA eightactivity they can help to stimulate. In the process of

doing that we are ADSL-enabling an additional 12 e-location centres which we will make available for
facilities. If you want to go beyond that then I thinkexchanges not on our original investment plan,

similar to the Strand 6 activity. In this instance in it is a case of risk sharing, as Paul has outlined, or it
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may well be that the agency chooses to do the risk unbundling, most of the operators who entered early

have subsequently gone bankrupt because it issharing as part of the strategy for land development
or oYce development which they could easily do. diYcult to make a business model at that level. In the

UK we have made the services available, we have221. There are already examples of that
constructed the business systems and orderhappening, Mr Davies.
management systems to sustain it. We recruited or(Mr Davies) The fibreing of business parks in
diverted nearly 1,000 engineers to build the ironworkresponse to the WDA who asked us to do that
in exchanges to make these unbundled servicesbecause they were going to develop it, yes. The e-
available, andwe have physically planned to have thelocation centres have come about as a result of a
rooms available and we have literally surveyeddialogue between BT and the WDA over particular
thousands of exchanges and had detailed planning inpatches where they want to cluster availability.
hundreds of exchanges and built many exchanges for
unbundling across the country. Sadly, all of that
activity in meeting those milestones coincided with aChris Ruane
lack of availability of investment for new operators

222. Where are these eight e-location centres? in telecommunications in the TFT crash, as it was
(Mr Davies) I have a list somewhere. called, about 18months ago.Whereas 18months ago
(Mr Baxter) Celtic Lakes, Newport; CardiV, we had apparently firm statements of intent from

CardiV Gate; CardiV Bay, Grosvenor Waterside— well over 100 operators to take part in unbundling in
exchanges across the UK, that demand evaporated223. So two in CardiV?
essentially as those operators found it well nigh(Mr Baxter) Yes. Pembroke Dock, Cleddau
impossible to raise capital for their business case.Bridge; Deeside, St Asaph.
There is a very big infrastructure out there ready to(Mr Davies) No Bangor is St Asaph.
support unbundling but because of financial

224. No it is not. What did you say about St diYculties in the industry, relatively few players have
Asaph? taken part. An unbundling player of note is easynet
(Mr Baxter) There is a transposition in our who are also in part a network services provider, they

printed list. have a network of their own. They have successfully
built a low-cost unbundling model and have, for
example, not far from here the successful BatterseaMrs Williams
exchange. They have about 60 (?) exchanges across

225. Pembroke Dock? theUKat themoment. They are themost prominent.
(Mr Baxter) St Asaph, Deesside. You will tell me Others are Bulldog Communications and Thus

the correct geography. I am fully aware of Scotland. Communications. I think I have said Thus are
I think in Bangor it is Parc Menai. unlikely to take part at the moment but Bulldog are

still interested and we are working very closely with
them. It has been a case of meeting the milestones,

Chris Ruane building the capability, hiring the people and
building the rooms and doing all the open226. Did you mention St Asaph?
management systems at precisely the wrong time. In(Mr Baxter) Yes.
that respect I do not think the UK is diVerent from
anywhere else. Others have gone on, others are
bankrupt and others have taken over. For us it hasMrs Williams
been quite a costly and, sadly, not at the end of the227. That is six. I thought you said eight.
day a successful venture.(MrDavies) I apologise and correctmyself; it is six.

Mrs Williams: Thank you.

Mr WilliamsChairman
229. You told us about the new BT Openworld228. You have had a lot of criticism about local

satellite service and I think you have indicated howloop unbundling which for lay people among us
business could use it in Wales. Could you tell us ameans giving up your lines to other people on an
little bit about its availability to business customersindividual basis. What is your answer to the
in Wales?criticism?
(Mr Reynolds) BT Openworld as an internet(MrReynolds) First of all, if you wind back to UK

service provider have, quite independently ofGovernment policy in terms of competition it was
ourselves, BT Wholesale, been running a satelliteemphatically infrastructure competition, until a
trial to Scotland. What we then suggested was thatcouple of years ago at which point we changed to
BT Wholesale provide across the UK, includingcome in line with EC policy and go for availability of
across Wales, the availability of a competitivelylocal loop unbundling. Following that, BTmet every
priced broadband-like—not quite broadband—single milestone that was required about the
service that will be available to anyone whowishes toavailability of unbundling and was in virtually every
use it. We oVered it to the 200 service providers andcase ahead of anywhere else in Europe. But it is true
we expect many of them in turn to pick up this servicethat there are relatively few unbundlers because the
to fill in where ADSL is not available and oVerlocal loop unbundling business model is a diYcult
satellite-based broadband-like services to businessesone. If we look, for example, to the States, where

there was an early adoption of local loop and individual users. It can be used for anyone.
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230. Picking up on what you said about the capability) for higher download of bits. So we could

get the download speed for a time-specific windowupbroadband-like services, your press notice describes
the new satellite service as not being true broadband. to as much as four megabits/second, which for bursts

of high-speed data would be quite useful in specificWhat are the limitations of the service in comparison
with the other? niche applications for some businesses. It is not quite

broadband and not very symmetrical but it does(Mr Reynolds) Typically a consumer or small
have, in some instances, a high capability.business broadband is 500 kilobits/second into the

home and inmost cases 256 kilobits/second out of the
home. This new service is 256 download as standard

Chairmanfrom the satellite, the return path being carried out
by the normal telephone line, which is essentially 256 231. Thank you all very much indeed for a very
down and 56 K back. In many countries that would long session.
be classified as broadband but we have a more (Mr Reynolds) Thank you for letting us have the
stringent definition here so it is not quite broadband. opportunity to come; we appreciate it.
It gets more broadband if customers (and we would
expect some businesses to take advantage of its

Supplementary memorandum from BT

1. Confirmation of where the Six e-Location Centres are Sited

Celtic Lakes (Newport)

CardiV Gate (CardiV)

Grosvenor Waterside (CardiV Bay)

Cleddau Bridge (Pembroke Dock)

St Asaph (Deeside)

Parc Menai (Bangor)

2. How Our Objective 1 Activity in Wales Compared to the ACT Now Initiative in Cornwall

I attached separate descriptions of the Opportunity Wales and ACT NOW projects.

ACT NOW is:

— Soley focused on the take up of Broadband (ADSL). The Welsh initiative is an awareness
programme for the benefits of internet/e-commerce using any copper access technology.

— ACT NOW is a demand led shared risk investment programme. The investment would not have
happened unless there was a credible partnership in place capable of delivering the demand
requirements to satisfy both the commercial criteria and the local market capability. Wales is a
partnership model designed to raise awareness and stimulate demand at any entry level where
infrastructure already exists.

— ACT NOW focuses on creating a BB market using the organisations that already exist at a local
community level.

3. A List of Take Up in Each of the 28 Enabled Exchanges in Wales

Exchange ADSL users

Aberystwyth 72

Bangor 53

Bridgend 144

Caernarfon 32

Caerphilly 140

CardiV Central 232

Carmarthen 69

Denbigh 33

Gorseinon 38
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Haverfordwest 61

Holyhead 20

Kenfig Hill 31

LlandaV 58

Llandudno 78

Llanelli 87

Llanishen 163

Morriston 52

Neath 30

Newport 42

Newtown 58

Pembroke 51

Port Talbot 22

Porthcawl 60

Roath 160

Sketty 43

Swansea Main 95

Whitchurch (SW) 98

Wrexham Grosvenor 133

Total 2,155

4. Clarification of theDifference Between BTWholesale’s andBTopenworld’s Satellite Products

They are two complementary products. The two-way broadband service is BTopenworld’s retail product
aimed at medium to large rural businesses that require upload speeds greater than PSTN/ISDN rates and fast
download. The BT Wholesale satellite service is a wholesale product aimed at SMEs and residential high
internet users, who consider fast download adequate. It is specifically good for enterprises that do not need
to be permanently connected for the purposes of sending “uploading” information, but do appreciate the
benefit of a constant stream of incoming e-mails and other pre-requested information. This is particularly
useful for business users who have routine requirements for updated information.

Wholesale product

A sixmonth trial is planned of the BTWholesale satellite service—it is not yet commercially available. This
is a commercial trial rather than technical trial as we will be using real customers who will be paying BT
Wholesale for the service. The target start date for the trial is late May. The service:

— provides a high speed “always on” download capability service;

— may also oVer “Bandwidth on demand” which would allow end-users to opt for higher download
speeds when they require it for additional charge;

— will be provided across the UK;

— will cost £400 connection and £15 a month for basic 256Kbit/s and always on e-mail functions; and

— is targeted at residential customers and smaller SMEs.

BTopenworld product

On 25 March, BTopenworld announced that its high-speed two way satellite service would be available
across the whole of the UK. To promote take up of the service, BTopenworld cut the monthly rental charge
by up to 20 per cent from its initial price.

The cost reduction was made to make the service more accessible to smaller businesses. This service uses
muchmore complex technology and has high installation costs—that is why we make it clear that this service
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is a business product. What BTopenworld is oVering is amongst the cheapest monthly rentals for Satellite
Broadband in the UK. The monthly rental is comparable to business ADSL oVerings.

The service consists of two products—one allows a user to connect a single PC to the service (Business
Satellite 500/1), while the other allows up to four PCs to be connected (Business Satellite 500/4). The monthly
rental for the multi-user product has been cut from £139.99 to £109.99 and the single user monthly rental cut
from £69.99 to £59.99. The one oV connection charges are £1,299 and £899 respectively (for equipment plus
installation, inc VAT).

Tim O’Sullivan
Head of Parliamentary AVairs
Group Communications

29 April 2002

Supplementary questions to BT

You asked for answers to a few questions on leased lines which the Committee did not get round to asking
when BT gave evidence.

Answers are provided below.

1. Does BT have a target for the percentage of orders for broadband leased lines in Wales which are met by the
date agreed with the customer? If so, what is it?*

We aim to provide all leased lines in the UK by the date agreed with customer. Circuits where we fail to
meet this target attract a reduction of up to 40 per cent of the connection charge, depending on when the
circuit is provided.

2. What is the proportion of cases in which this target is currently not met, (a) in urban areas; and (b) in rural
areas in Wales?*

We do not have a breakdown of targets between urban and rural areas. The following table shows the
number of occasions when we have failed to meet targets in Wales alongside a national figure (UK wide) for
comparison in 2001–02. On average over the year, the percentage of orders met on target in Wales (94.14 per
cent) is higher than the figure nationally (92.18 per cent).

PROVISION

Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

No provides 398 382 620 393 348 370 372 313 606 270 297 601
Fail 62 19 29 29 19 22 19 23 7 19 16 27
Per cent target
met in Wales 84.42 95.03 95.32 92.62 94.54 94.05 94.89 92.65 98.84 92.96 94.61 95.51

No provides 9,275 8,262 10,253 8,199 7,656 10,232 9,691 10,422 7,048 6,868 9,445 11,597
Fail 1,075 783 1,002 738 624 957 839 862 304 421 457 454
Per cent target
met nationally 88.41 90.52 90.23 91.00 91.85 90.65 91.34 91.73 95.69 93.87 95.16 96.09

3. What is (a) the mean and (b) the median time taken to meet orders for broadband leased lines in (i) urban
areas and (ii) rural areas in Wales?*

We aim to deliver MegaStream 2 circuits, our 2Mbit high-speed permanently connected point to point
private circuit service, in six weeks for a first circuit and two weeks for subsequent circuits to the same site.
DiVerent times apply to other circuits, but all orders are met to an agreed customer date, following a site
survey. Our figures for performance are based on numbers of circuits which are provided by the date agreed
with the customer. We do not have figures for the time taken to meet orders.
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The following gives a breakdown of percentages of circuits installed by the date agreed with the customer.

Median Mean

*MX Delivery Wales 94.34 92.96
*WB Delivery Wales 86.32 86.97
*MX National 87.84 87.11
*WB National 85.91 86.74
*MX Nat Excl Wales 87.78 86.73
*WB Nat Excl Wales 85.96 86.73

*WB % private circuits bandwidth 512k upward.
*MX % MegaStream circuits (various bandwidths between 1 and 622 Mbs/sec).

4. Has BT ever refused or been unable to meet any orders of this kind and if so, for what reasons?

BT oVers a full range of of leased lines across the UK. Some of these are not available for technical reasons
in some areas to some customers. Service is subject to survey to assess if service can be provided and what
the price will be before a contract is oVered to the customer. We are happy to answer any individual cases
where it has not been possible to provide service if details are provided.

Also attached is some additional information on issues following the oral evidence session. Please let me
know if you or the committee need anything else.

A hard copy of our corrected transcript of the oral evidence will be with you today.

Tim O’Sullivan
Head of Parliamentary AVairs
Group Communications

29 April 2002
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Memorandum submitted by OFTEL

Note by Oftel

1. This note provides some background material for the Committee.

2. In broadband markets our primary focus has been on promoting competition at all levels from
infrastructure to service provision. This is the best way of ensuring that consumers’ needs are met.
Competition enables industry to respond to what their customers want, giving both residential and business
consumers a greater choice of how they receive broadband services, what they receive and the price they pay
for them.

3. However, the market will not necessarily deliver everything which society needs at the required speed.
The particular challenges posed by broadband rollout in rural areas across the UK, including rural Wales,
is a key issue for Oftel and was identified as such in Oftel’s broadband strategy published in December of last
year. Oftel has been working with a wide group of stakeholders on their plans to help facilitate rollout of
broadband technologies to rural areas.

Oftel Approach to Regulation

4. Oftel’s approach focuses on a range of measures to help promote competition at all levels of the supply
chain including infrastructure (network) competition networks as well as competition in wholesale and retail
services. The key principles that Oftel has adopted are:

— the focus should be on the services received by the consumer, not the method of delivery;

— appropriate regulation is based on defined markets and an assessment of market power; and

— the objective is to achieve sustainable and eVective competition that delivers benefits to consumers.

5. Aligned to these objectives is the important aim of encouraging investment and innovation in the
provision of networks and services thereby increasing competition and the choice of products and services
available to consumers.

6. By pursuing this strategy, Oftel is providing the framework for one of the most competitive
marketplaces in Europe for broadband services, with competition at both the infrastructure level between a
variety of suppliers including the cable companies and with numerous service providers competing with BT
to provide retail ADSL services to customers. To enhance this competitive environment operators have the
choice of local loop unbundling, shared access, wholesale services and (if our current proposal is confirmed)
xDSL interconnection services with which to deliver broadband over BT’s network. At the same timewe have
been careful to ensure that incentives to invest in alternative infrastructures are not undermined. As a result
we already have one of the widest range of choices for consumers in Europe.

The UK Picture

7. In most of the UK competition is beginning to deliver broadband access at lower prices:

— broadband is available to around 60 per cent of households. Many of those households have a
choice of access through cable networks or BT’s DSL network;

— Oftel benchmarking shows that the price of broadband services over cable modems is amongst the
lowest in the world;

— prices for DSL services are falling following BT’s decision to reduce its wholesale price;

— take-up of broadband in the UK is still low, but is growing substantially with an increase of over
500 per cent of users over the last year and will be aided by recent price cuts;
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— take-up of digital TV, which can provide access to a range of interactive services to those who do
not have a PC, is the highest in Europe.

8. It is early days yet for broadband internet access and other high-speed data services, both in the small
and medium enterprise sector and in the residential sector. Penetration of such services in those sectors is still
low, but this is not just a UK phenomenon. Consumer demand growth will be particularly key and it is a
common perception that there is currently no killer application which would drive speedier demand growth.

9. Oftel’s research suggests that for most households a broadband connection is unlikely to be a “must
have” service within the next year or two, at least at prices which reflect the cost of providing the service. One
factor that may impact on the demand for broadband services is the availability of unmetered internet access
at attractive prices. The UK is unique in this respect in Europe. Elsewhere to receive “always on” access an
internet user has to migrate to a broadband service as there is no availability of an always on narrowband
service. This means that the UK’s very success in having always on aVordable narrowband delays the growth
in demand for broadband services.

10. Our consumer research and comparisons with the take-up of other technologies such as Internet and
mobile phones, suggests that there will be increasing demand and that the level of broadband take-up will
continue to grow. However it is likely to be a gradual aVair, reflecting the perceived needs of consumers,
rather than a mass migration.

The Welsh Picture

11. In Wales the continuing development of broadband services is also apparent:

— BT has enabled 18 ADSL exchanges as part of its commercial programme of upgrading exchanges;

— in addition a further 10 exchanges have been enabled as part of the Llwybr Pathway project;

— the BT ADSL wholesale product is available to service providers of which there are a large number
of retail providers through ISPs (around 200);

— leased lines oVering very high speed services are available throughout Wales, even in rural areas;

— broadband cable modems are available in NTL franchise areas; and

— satellite services giving speeds similar to ADSL are being made available through Wales by BT

These are discussed in greater detail later in this note.

Oftel Survey Results, November 2002

12. It would be helpful for the committee to have a snapshot of the Oftel research on internet use as a
comparison forWales alongside other parts of theUK. Some caution should be applied to these as they apply
to Wales as the base for Wales is just over 100 so the Welsh results are subject to error margin of about !/-
6 to 10 per cent. However, Oftel’s research finds that apart from Internet penetration which is lower than the
UK average and has been so historically, none of the other Welsh results shown below diVer significantly
from theUKaverage. Figures for broadband are currently too low tomakemeaningful comparisons between
diVerent parts of the UK.
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Home Internet Penetration

UK average—45 per cent, Wales—34 per cent

per cent adult population with PC and Internet at home
Base: UK adults, November 2001 (Total base: 2159)

UK adults

London

South East/West

Midlands/East

North East/West

Scotland

Wales

Northern Ireland
48%

42%

50%
34%

41%
30%

52%
46%

54%
44%

57%
51%

51%
47%

52%
45%

% with Internet % with PC

% Adult Population with PC and Internet at Home
Base: UK Adults, Nov ;’01 ( Total base:2159)

per cent adults using Internet from any location (home, educational establishment, library, café

etc)

UK average—51 per cent, Wales—49 per cent

Average weekly household time spent online

UK average—eight hours, Wales—eight hours

Satisfaction with home Internet

UK average—89 per cent, Wales—94 per cent

13. The percentage of use from any location as opposed to from the home is not significantly out of step
with the rest of the UK and the figure for satisfaction with home Internet services is somewhat higher.

14. These results are for Wales as a whole rather than for rural areas, but against this background, there
are challenges surrounding broadband provision in rural areas generally.

Broadband in Rural Areas

15. Although the Committee are discussing broadband access in relation to Wales, the problems are not
specific to Wales. The letter inviting evidence describes this as an inquiry into “broadband cabling in rural
areas”. The best approach to ensure the delivery of broadband services to all consumbers wherever they may
be is to consider all of the available technologies as they potentiallymay provide better solutions to consumers
in diVerent circumstances with a variety of needs.
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ADSL

16. When “broadband” is discussed, the concentration is often on ADSL. This technology is capable of
providing broadband access to homes and businesses by using the existing copper telephone lines. Given the
ubiquity of BT’s telephone lines (also referred to as local loops) are available throughout the entire UK it
is often concluded that ADSL could be used to provide broadband access throughout the entire UK. This
conclusion, however, is unrealistic as it does not take into account the technical limitations of ADSL, the
architecture of the telephone access network and the cost of delivering services by this method.

17. Clearly ADSL is capable of much higher data speeds than a normal dial-up telephone service.
However, this additional speed is achieved, in part, by a reduction in the range (length of line) over which the
service can be provided. As an example BT claims a maximum line length of 3.5km and 5.5km for its oYce
and homeADSL products respectively, whereas a normal telephone service will operate on lines that are over
10km long.

18. It may be helpful to picture the telephone access network in theUK as a number of adjacent cells. Each
cell will contain a local telephone exchange and the consumers within the cell will be connected to this
exchange by a telephone line. There is a total of about 5600 of these cells in the UK and their size (area) and
number of consumers served is extremely variable.

19. Because of the population density within a city centre it is possible to connect tens of thousands of
consumers to an exchange whilst maintaining relatively short line lengths. These exchanges are economically
very attractive for ADSL as the total number of consumers is very high (tens of thousands) and the average
line length is relatively short. This means that potential ADSL customer base is high.

20. In rural areas, where the population density is low, the area of a cell can be quite large whereas at the
same time there may be only a few hundred consumers connected to the exchange. For ADSL this is
economically diYcult as the total number of consumers is low to start with and in addition the average line
length may be relatively long. This means that the potential ADSL customer base is usually low.

21. This urban/rural distinction tends to be exacerbated by the fact that it is usually cheaper to ADSL-
enable a city centre exchange, due to proximity to an existing broadband trunk network. So, in summary, it
is typically cheaper to ADSL-enable a city centre exchange compared to a rural exchange. In addition a city
centre exchange will have access to more consumers and the average line length will be relatively short. These
features make ADSL rollout in city centres commercially more attractive but for the same reasons ADSL
rollout in rural areas is significantly less commercially viable.

BT’s Rollout to Date

22. BT has rollout ADSL to 1010 of its local exchanges and this allows 60 per cent of UK consumers to
obtain ADSL access. In practice BT has rolled out ADSL to the larger exchanges which naturally tend to be
in city centres and in fact 1010 exchanges covers about 66 per cent of the population.

23. The remaining 34 per cent of the population are served by the remaining—(approximately 4500)
exchanges. However, if these 4500 exchanges were ADSL-enabled, only about 70 per cent of the consumers
served by those exchanges would be able to receive ADSL, due to line lengths being above average. To enable
these 4500 exchanges, BT’s costs are 450 per cent higher.

24. This is why at present BT has indicated that it has decided not to upgrade further exchanges to provide
ADSL services unless it receives financial assistance or the basic economics improve.

25. A number of rural areas throughout the UK are now exploring the possibility of using public funds to
DSL-enable the local exchanges in their area. Wales took an innovative lead in this area. The Committee will
be aware of the Pathway project in Wales as an example of such a rural initiative. In this Powys County
Council, together with the Welsh Development Agency (WDA) initiated a project called Llwybr Pathway.
This project has led to 10 exchanges in rural Wales being upgraded to provide ADSL services. Projects like
this should provide important empirical information as to the demand for broadband in rural areas.

Other Broadband Options for Future Development

26. There is potential in other technologies as alternatives for the provision of broadband services. There
have been trials of asymmetric broadband satellite services in Northern Ireland and Wales by BT and the
availability of broadband satellite could provide an answer for sure is in the process of being extended to the
whole of the UK. This service could provide an answer for some rural areas.

27. Businesses of a reasonable size should have less of a problem in accessing broadband links as even in
rural areas businesses can obtain broadband services via a leased line (which does not use ADSL technology
and does not require exchanges to be upgraded to providedADSL services). Oftel has taken a number of steps
and continues to take action to facilitate competition in this market and to reduce the price of leased line
services to make them viable for a greater range of businesses.
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28. Moreover, unbundled local loops are not a purelymetropolitan technology. Take-up of this is a capital
intensive approach. It is currently concentrated in the areas of high density of small businesses and can only
gradually be expected to appear in lower-density areas. However, whereas the economic case for ADSL-
enablement to serve primarily residential consumers depends on volume of population, this is much less so
for provision of services to businesses via unbundled loops. This can be profitable for an operator, which has
only a few tens of business customers per exchange. Therefore, the business case may develop at exchanges
based around small or medium-sized towns.

29. Over the last few years Oftel has also worked with the industry encouraging them to provide
broadband services for a defined set of public institutions at special tariVs. Schools and libraries in virtually
all rural areas have been able to obtain the twoMbit/s broadbandLearning Stream services, which is available
to them at a price significantly less than a leased line. This service uses HDSL technology which does not
require an exchange to have been upgraded to provide ADSL services.

30. Oftel is also actively engaged in discussions with a variety of stakeholders including the devolved
administrations and regional development authorities in relation to a number of innovative projects where
various technologies are being trialled and will hopefully lead to the commercial provision of services in
rural areas.

Conclusion

31. At a time of diYcult financial conditions for the telecoms operators, they are understandably
concentrating their early roll out of services on urban areas with higher density of demand. However, there
is reason to believe that as demand grows and when market conditions alter, broadband services should
become more widely available. Recent price cuts may help to stimulate demand which is the key to greater
take up across the UK. Moreover, the existence of a range of technologies capable of delivering broadband
services means that there should be a solution even in the more remote rural areas.

Oftel

15 March 2002

Memorandum submitted by Professor Mike Tedd, Chairman, Welsh Advisory Committee
on Telecommunications (WACT)

1. Introduction

The word “broadband” is now widely misused to cover all “always-on” data services faster than those
available over an ordinary dial-up analogue telephone line. This is an enormous range of services, from those
available using DSL technology over analogue lines, to extremely fast services which can only reasonably be
delivered over fibre-optic cables.

The lower end of this range, covering bandwidths up to 2Megabits per second, is important for very many
people and businesses in Wales. Most of my submission concentrates on this lower end, and for convenience
I will use the term “broadband” to refer to this end of the range—services such as ADSL, cable modems,
point-to-multipoint radio, and shared satellite services.

Very high bandwidths are needed inWales, but only by the largest and very demanding organisations, and
alsowhenever one is building the backbones of networks to servemany users at lower speeds.High bandwidth
services present very diVerent problems, which I cover briefly in section 4 below.

2. The Benefits of Broadband Services

Of course not every individual or every business will benefit from broadband, but many can, and often they
are not yet aware of the potential.

Broadband services are always-on, with no call charges, but just a subscription. Being always-on eliminates
the time and hassle of connecting and disconnecting, and makes it natural to communicate more frequently
and quickly.

BT’s recent wholesale price cuts mean that ADSL subscriptions are now as little as £22.50 a month. Cable
modem costs are similar, indeedmuch lower if taken as part of a package with other services. This means that
broadband costs no more than dial-up access on a line installed for the purpose.

Applications for broadband have been extensively described elsewhere, so I will say only a little about
them. Most come down to improved communication and to ready access to information.
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Communication through email and form-filling of Web pages is rapidly taking over the roles of post and
fax. The abilities to send documents, place and receive orders, operate bank accounts and so on, within
seconds, all transformmany of the functions of small businesses or of individuals working from home. These
functions become cheaper to perform and more reliable as well as much quicker. With the growing tendency
to send quite large documents by email, broadband is needed to avoid irritating delays.

Access to information can be vital for many small businesses. A good example is someone who repairs
electrical and electronic equipment and needs access to service manuals. These are available on the Internet,
but can take as much as an hour to download on a dial-up (narrowband) line; on broadband this reduces to
a very fewminutes. Accessing things like catalogues with detailed pictures is uncomfortable without the speed
advantages of broadband, and anything that involves moving pictures is too painful to use on narrowband.

Working from home, as I frequently do, has been transformed by having broadband. I can access
essentially all the information I need with little hassle. I develop large documents, exchanging drafts with
colleagues without delays. Email is now definitely my preferred method of communication.

3. Availability and Costs in Wales

Two broadband technologies, ADSLand cablemodems, are already deployed in significant parts ofWales.
Two others, terrestrial and satellite radio, are also important.

3.1 ADSL

Only BTWholesale currently oVers ADSL technology in Wales, as far as I am aware. Customers buy the
retail service from any one of about 200 Internet Service Providers (ISPs), such as Freeserve and Pipex as well
as BT Openworld, all of whom buy the whosesale product on the same basis from BT Wholesale.

BT has installed ADSL capability as part of its normal commercial roll-out in the following exchanges:
Wrexham, Bridgend, Caerphilly, Kenfig Hill, Porthcawl, CardiV Central, LlandaV, Llanishen, Roath,
Whitchurch, Gorseinon, Morriston, Neath, Port Talbot, Sketty, Swansea Main, Newport (Gwent) and
Llanelli.

As part of the Llwybr(Pathway project, BT has also installed ADSL capability in ten towns in ruralWales.
These are the exchanges at Denbigh, Carmarthen, Haverfordwest, Pembroke, Aberystwyth, Bangor,
Caernarfon, Holyhead, Llandudno and Newtown. Public funds (WDA and ERDF) provided a 50per cent
subsidy for this extra roll-out.

ADSL works over the ordinary copper wires from the exchange to the customer premises, without
interfering with normal telephony. It has a maximum range of about 5.5 km, less if the line is of poor quality.
So not all customers can enjoy ADSL even within the enabled exchange areas; BT quote 90per cent as a guide
to the proportion of customers on a typical enabled exchange who can be served, but it could well be that
larger exchange areas and older lines mean that the proportion is less in Wales.

For the basic ADSL service1, Freeserve and BT Openworld each now charge £29.99 (inc VAT) a month;
Pipex charge £23.44 (inc VAT) a month. (The ISPs pay BT Wholesale £14.75 (ex VAT) per line per month.)
The one-oV costs of installation and customer equipment are £100 to £150. Higher speed lines are available
at higher prices.

3.2 Cable Modems

NTL oVer broadband, over cable modems, in most places reached by their telephone and cable television
services. In Wales this includes Barry, CardiV, Neath, Newport, Penarth, Port Talbot, Sketty, Swansea and
Whitchurch.

For a service of similar speed to basic ADSL, NTL charge £24.99 per month, with a one-oV installation
charge of £75.

1This service gives 512 kbps peak to the customer premises and up to 256 kbps per second from the customer premises. Contention
on shared circuits and other constraints mean that the average performance is less, but this speed is suYcient to support 1 to
4 computers in a home or a small business.
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3.3 Terrestrial Radio

Various systems are available for delivering broadband data services using radio; their characteristics vary
with the radio frequencies being used. Frequencies that are or could be used for this purpose include areas
at 2.4, 3.4, 4, 10, 28 and 40 Gigahertz (GHz).

In general, the higher frequencies have shorter range and so can only serve a smaller area, but there is more
aggregate capacity available. For example, at 3.4 GHz, 800 broadband customers might be served at speeds
like basic ADSL up to 25 km from the mast, while at 28 GHz 5000 customers might be served each at
significantly greater speeds but only over a radius of 5 km from the mast. Note, however, that transmission
is essentially line-of-sight, so the Welsh terrain is unhelpful.

Overall I believe that lower frequencies, like 3.4 GHz, are most appropriate for rural areas, and could form
an important part of the broadband scene in Wales. Note though that studies conducted for the
Radiocommunications Agency are very pessimistic about the business case for radio services in rural areas
without subsidy.

Spectrum at 28 GHz was auctioned in 1999. It was no surprise to me when no one bid for any of the three
licences for Wales. Soon there will be auctions or other allocation processes for spectrum at 3.4 GHz and 10
GHz; The nature of these processes will be very important for Wales, especially the rural areas.

One example of an existing service provider is Tele 2, which oVers a service with performance similar to
ADSL using 4 GHz radio in parts of England, including Bristol and Bath. They charge a monthly fee of
£39.99, with a one-oV installation fee of £149.

3.4 Satellites

Broadband can be delivered from satellites using a dish on the customer premises. The up-link return path
can be from the dish, or through the ordinary telephone network to a ground station; either way this is
relatively slow. The time taken for radio signals tomake the round trip is significant and degrades interaction.

Although quite a lot of spectrum is available, this is shared by all users of a satellite; satellites are costly
and there are limits to how many satellites can be deployed. This means that satellite services cannot be both
fast and cheap.

For a performance similar to ADSL, prices of £100 per month and £1,000 for installation and equipment
have been mentioned.

Satellites thus oVer a potentially very important way for broadband to reach the most inaccessible users,
but at a cost that would need to be subsidised before most such users are to be able to aVord it.

4. Very High Speed Services

Very high bandwidths are needed inWales, but only by the largest and very demanding organisations, and
also whenever one is building the backbones of networks to serve many users at lower speeds. These services
operate at speeds like 34 Mbps, 155 Mbps and above. They are delivered over fibre-optic cables and point-
to-point microwave links.

Very high speed services are expensive; the tariVs typically involve charges for each end plus a distance
related charge for the link between. As an example, the BT retail charge for a 155MbpsMetro VPN link from
Aberystwyth to Swansea has an installation charge of £42,000 and an annual rental of £89,000 on a three year
contract.

BT oVers a full range of high speed services anywhere inWales. It is frequently noted that BT’s retail prices
are substantially greater than one might pay for service in an area like the Thames Valley where many other
operators are competing. Distances in Wales are often greater, of course, and the well-publicised troubles of
alternative operators may lead to less fierce competition in the future.

The services are often suYciently lucrative for operators to justify investment in new plant (eg new fibre
runs, and microwave over longer distances). In addition, BT Wholesale is required by OFTEL to make
wholesale services available to other licensed operators, usually at cost-oriented prices which are much less
than BT’s retail prices. These two factors mean that other operators can compete with BT’s retail oVerings
by a combination of new plant and leasing capacity from BT Wholesale2.

2 This is a growing proportion of BT Wholesale’s turnover. In the year to March 2001, 30 per cent came from other operators
and 70 per cent from BT Retail. In the year to March 2000, only 20 per cent came from other operators.
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5. The Policy Environment

5.1 Geographic averaging

This is the concept whereby BT is constrained by OFTEL to charge a standard tariV for its services in most
places in the UK. This means that BT cannot charge more in areas of higher cost, like parts of Wales, and
also that the eVects of competition in urban areas are felt in rural areas, which is very important for Wales.
WACT thus feels strongly that geographic averaging should be retained wherever possible.

It is sometimes natural to argue for discounted tariVs—for example where a public subsidy has gone into
infrastructure provision, or where the social or economic need is great. One has to resist such temptations,
because if the principle of geographic averaging is abandoned, Wales has much to lose.

5.2 Wholesale and retail separation of BT

In much of Wales, the size of the market will not justify investment in full-scale competing
telecommunications infrastructure. BT will retain a very dominant position in network provision for the
foreseeable future.

We will see real competition in retail services. Telecommunications services should not be confused with
the networks they run over. This is true even with ordinary telephony, although it is much clearer with
broadband services.

The way in which BT have introduced ADSL could be a model for more aspects of future services. The
local equipment and the network connection to the ISP are provided by BT Wholesale on an equal basis to
many other ISPs as well as to BT Openworld. The ISPs can then compete vigorously in the retail market for
Internet access and related services.

OFTEL and the DTI should insist on BT Wholesale being clearly separated from BT’s retail operations,
preferably as a separate company, but certainly for operational and accounting purposes.

Such separation is in BT’s own interests. Retail regulation can then be eased, but the regulation of BT
Wholesale will need to be a careful balance, to prevent abuse of the dominant position, while ensuring that
there are incentives to invest.

5.3 Universal Service Fund

BT has carried the Universal Service Obligation (USO) in most of the UK, to supply telephony to poorer,
more remote, and other disadvantaged customers. Until now OFTEL has argued that the benefits to BT, in
improved image from being seen to undertake this responsibility, have roughlymatched the costs. SoOFTEL
has required BT to do this without compensation. The argument that the benefits of USO match the costs
weakens every year though, as BT’s profits and market share reduce.

For some years WACT has supported the idea of a “Universal Service Fund”. Operators would compete
for access to the fund in return for taking on responsibility for a group of disadvantaged customers—like
ruralWales, or the deaf. The fundwould draw its income from a levy on all operators, and perhaps also public
subsidies.

Of course in the past such a fund would have taken nearly all its income from BT and paid most of its
support to BT. However, if you lookmore closely at the eVect on BT internally, the image benefits are mainly
felt by BT Retail’s marketing activities, which could be expected to carry the cost, while the support from the
fund would go to areas like BTWholesale’s network activities in rural areas. In particular it would transform
the profitability of BT Wholesale in rural Wales, giving them real incentives to invest here.

WACT thus welcomes OFTEL’s strong hint, in its latest consultation paper on BT price control, that a
Universal Service Fund will be considered when the USO is reviewed next year.

5.4 Radio licensing

As mentioned above, licences for 3.4 GHz and 10 GHz fixed wireless access may soon be oVered by the
Radiocommunications Agency. These frequencies are potentially important for broadband in rural Wales.

There is a real danger, which must be guarded against, that these licences will be auctioned on an all-Wales
basis, with nothing to stop the successful bidder being interested only in serving part of Wales, such as the
urban areas. (This is how the 28 GHz licences were oVered. Fortunately no one bid, but the licences are still
on oVer.)

One possibility might be to place coverage obligations with the licences, so that holders must ensure service
in rural areas. Another would be to award the licences to a body (the WDA?) allowed and motivated to
sublicense to sensible local schemes.
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5.5 Regional representation

The nature of regional representation in the new OFCOM and its Consumer Panel is still to be decided.
The draft Communications Bill with the detailed arrangements forOFCOMwill soon be published; it is likely
that the draft will place no statutory duty on OFCOM to have regional representation and structures, but
just make a general requirement to ensure that all interests are taken into account.

Wales has many special problems and opportunities, in telecommunications and in broadcasting. The
lower levels of economic activity, the terrain, the Welsh language, the broadcasting arrangements, and the
need to interact with the National Assembly are just a few of these.

WACT recommends that:

— The OFCOM Board should have a Wales representative;

— OFCOM’s Content Panel should have Welsh representation;

— OFCOM should be required to have an oYce in Wales to which consumers and citizens of Wales
could take their concerns;

— The Consumer Panel should be required to have a Welsh sub-committee.

The first of these may not be compatible with the desire for the OFCOM Board to be a small specialist
body. The case for the other aspects is overwhelming, and OFCOM should be given statutory obligations in
these respects. With only a general obligation, even if OFCOM sets up the Welsh representation and oYce,
their continuing existence will always be amatter for debate, and when resources are scarce it will be tempting
to backtrack; there are unfortunate precedents.

6. An Action Programme

It has been recognised for many years that support from public funds for telecommunications
infrastructure will be needed to ensure adequate availability in most of Wales. It is not cost-eVective to roll
out competing networks throughout Wales, and indeed there could be questions about using public funds to
subsidise competition. It is thus likely that BTWholesale’s network will be the main focus for public support,
although other operators may be involved to some extent. Other operators and service providers will benefit
from such support and may well applaud it—so long as BT Retail receives no cross-subsidies or operational
preference.

Addressing the provision of infrastructure is only half the picture. It would be irresponsible to install
advanced networks that don’t get used, but awareness of the potential of advanced services is low in Wales,
and skills are in short supply. This all limits the demand for advanced services.We need to raise demand, both
to ensure thatWales gains the maximum benefits from advanced services and to encourage suppliers to invest
private funds alongside the public support.

The WDA and National Assembly are developing a programme to advance to provision and use of
broadband throughoutWales, which I am sure will be explained to the committee. The consultants Analysys
have been working on the details, and three workshops were held in December and January. The programme
will be a balance of demand side measures (to raise awareness, and to aggregate and encourage demand) and
of supply side measures (to stimulate the provision of broadband itself). I believe this programme to be very
timely and appropriate.

7. Summary

1. Broadband is important for the social and economic development of Wales.

2. No single technology can sensibly deliver this throughoutWales. ADSL, cablemodems, terrestrial radio
and satellite systems all have roles to play.

3. There are a number of important issues to be pursued:

— Preserving the concept of geographic averaging;

— Separating the wholesale and retail activities of BT;

— Persuading OFTEL to establish a Universal Service Fund;

— Ensuring that fixedwireless access licences are awarded in away thatmeets the needs of all ofWales;

— Pressing for good statutory arrangements for Wales in the new OFCOM structures.
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4. Measures are needed to stimulate demand for, and supply of, broadband inWales. TheWDA/National
Assembly programme should be supported.

6 November 2001

Examination of Witnesses

David Edmonds, Director General, Jim Niblett, Director of Broadband & European AVairs, Peter

Walker, Director, Technology, OFTEL, and Professor Mike Tedd, Chairman, Welsh Advisory
Committee on Telecommunications, examined.

the choice of up to four mobile networks, so at theChairman
basis of UK telecommunications I think there is an232. Mr Edmonds, welcome before the embedded degree of competition that is better thanCommittee this morning. As you know, we are anywhere else in Europe. Again in relation todiscussing and investigating broadband in Wales. consumer choice, we have very low prices. ThePerhaps you could introduce both yourself and your
average consumer in the UK gets a better deal for hiscolleagues.
or her telecommunications than, again, much of(Mr Edmonds) Good morning, Chairman. Thank
Europe and, indeed, much of America. Broadband isyou very much for the invitation. I am David
a new and emerging technology. It is quite true thatEdmonds,DirectorGeneral of Telecommunications,
infrastructure competition in broadband is limited:Head of OFTEL. On my right is Professor Mike
you can get competition from the cable companies toTedd, who is the Chair of our Welsh Advisory
BT. But service competition, again, I think is veryCommittee on Telecommunications. He and his
good and is growing: there are some 200 independentcolleagues from Scotland, Northern Ireland and
service providers or competitors to BT who couldEngland provide me with advice on certain issues
link into the BT network. Given the fact that BT, asacross the piece and they play a huge role in the
you say in your question, is so dominant still informulation of policy within OFTEL. On my
infrastructure,my policy has been to drive access intoimmediate left is Jim Niblett, who is Director of
the BT network in appropriate places, which meansBroadband in OFTEL, and on his left is Peter
that broadband is now growing very, veryWalker, who is Director of Technology in OFTEL.
dramatically indeed. There are now 500,000

233. Could you describe what your relationship is broadband subscribers in the UK from almost a
with the National Assembly for Wales. Do you standing start but growing dramatically quickly.
consult with them regularly? Broadband is, I think, going to be available on a
(Mr Edmonds) No. As you know, in the UK competitive basis, an increasingly competitive basis,

telecommunications’ regulation is a reserved matter. butmuch of that will come from interconnection into
Most ofmy parliamentary responsibilities are carried the BT network rather than provision of new
out with the Committee that is meeting next door, networks—although cable, of course, does play a
Martin O’Neill and the Trade and Industry very important part inWales as in the rest of theUK.Committee. I also appear before the Culture, Media
and Sport Committee and of course in front of the
PAC.We have informal relationships with theWelsh

235. Other utilities—gas, water and electricity—Assembly—our staV have gone and met Welsh
have competition in service provision but not inAssembly staV—but we do not have a formal
infrastructure. Would this not be a more realisticrelationship, no.
model for telecommunications?

(MrEdmonds) I think ourmodel actually hasmoreMr Wiggin
similarity with gas and electricity perhaps than some

234. You say that in broadband markets your commentators have believed, because what we do
primary focus has been on “. . . promoting have is the BT infrastructure, but alongside that we
competition at all levels from infrastructure to do have in the UK as a whole over 50 per cent of
service provision.” Nearly 20 years after the households passed by cable. So there is infrastructure
Telecommunications Act came into force, there is competition. But in that BT network, just as you are
still little or no infrastructure competition in much of taking gas or electricity from whoever produces it
Wales. What does this suggest about consumer and it is then being retailed to you through a
choice in Wales? provider, through a service company, so too is that
(Mr Edmonds) The heart of OFTEL’s work is the happening in telecommunications. The plethora of

promotion of consumer choice through the companies who are oVering you diVerent kinds of
promotion of competition. Can I take the last part of deals—long distance deals, short distance deals—
your question first. I think consumer choice inWales carrier pre-selection which is going to enable you
is like consumer choice in the rest of the UK. It is actually to have your call routed from the BT
much better than the 80/20 split between BT and exchange to another provider. I think there is an
other providers of infrastructure would have you enormous amount of service competition. I do not
believe at first sight. Everybody in the UK has the think the gas and electricity industries are an
ability to go to an alternative service provider for appropriate analogy, but where there is an analogy I
direct access, everyone in the UK has carrier pre- actually think we are quite good at it.
selection as an alternative, everybody in the UK has
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provide access over that network, is very important.Adam Price
I think that universal service obligation does not just236. As you know, most of the
apply in Wales, it applies across the UK, but, yes, ittelecommunications’ operators have been or remain
is embedded at the heart of BT’s responsibility as thein serious financial diYculty. What does this imply
ex-monopoly, as the ex-nationalised industry, that itfor competition both in infrastructure and in service
provides those basic services to the community.provision?
(Professor Tedd) Could I add to that because(Mr Edmonds) I think the honest answer to your

universal service is an aspect that WACT havequestion is in terms of infrastructure competition in
always been very interested in—and it is verythe local area to the domestic consumer. We will not
important for Wales. We do feel that universalsee very much more until there is a very significant
service is clearly important. We also feel that it ischange in the underlying economic conditions in the
actually becoming a little bit of a burden on BT,industry. The cable companies, who are the only
particularly in terms of infrastructure investment.primary infrastructure providers to the local
One thing we have been advising OFTEL quitecommunity, are not going to invest—and I think it
strongly about for some years now is that we believewould be daft to say that they are—until the
it is quite urgent for a universal service fund to beeconomic slump which has hit the industry at the
established, which would be a mechanism whichmoment we have come out of—and I suspect we will.
would more obviously fund developments inI think though we are looking at a significant period
unfavoured areas, with an income coming from allin the life of the industry. What we are still seeing
the operators, including of course BT as the mainfrom the cable companies that are there are very
provider into the fund.strong competitive products. I mean, NTL and

Telewest, both of which operate in Wales, are
oVering cable modem alternatives to broadband at a
very inexpensive price. So that competition is still
there. I believe that they have good, strong, solid
underlying network assets that at the end of the day Chris Ruane
are still going to be there. So I believe that once we
have been through the dip that we are now in, we will 239. Could you explain that very novel and good
see a telecommunications sector that will be strong. suggestion.
Because, if you look at the growth of business and the (Professor Tedd) It is not very novel.
growth of demand, it is very stable. If you look at
stockmarket prices, they are going up and down, but 240. Where is it up to then?
the underlying demand for telecommunications I (Professor Tedd) At themoment BT has benefits as
believe is strong and will continue to be strong. I well as costs associated with universal service.
think it is a phenomenon that we are going through. Everybody knows that BT provides universal service
How long it will last, I do not know, but in the UK throughout the country and that makes them feel
we do have some very solid infrastructure in the warm about BT and more likely to buy service from
ground or in the air. them. Those benefits are very real, but of course the

costs are very real as well. The benefits are felt by BT237. Do you have contingency plans in place in
throughout the whole of the country, whereas thecase the cable companies collapse? What would
costs are felt in the more expensive areas. Thehappen to the physical networks that you refer to?
existence of a fund would allow the distribution of(Mr Edmonds) No. I think the answer to that is
costs and benefits to become more overt, and wouldthat we do not have contingency plans in place. The
be really of great benefit to BT in Wales as a wholejob of the regulator is not to act as a failsafe, as a
but particularly in rural areas. It would make ruralfallback for the private sector. We clearly monitor
Wales more profitable, to be blunt, because therevery closely—and I report to ministers, on a regular
would be an income flow coming from this fund.basis, my own analysis of the market—but, no, I

think that the point I made before is the solid point:
241. Is that something that OFTEL havethe assets are there, the cable networks are there, they

considered or something the ministers haveare strong assets, they are good networks. My hope
considered? Where is it up to?of course is that the financial restructuring we saw

fromNTLworks. I read what I see in the newspapers (Professor Tedd) OFTEL have now said—Well,
about Telewest. My hope is that we will come perhaps I should let them answer.
through this with a continuing, strong alternative (MrEdmonds) As you see, my independent advisor
cable sector. is very independent! Yes, we have considered it. As

you know, we have a retail price control which looks
at the price the consumer pays over a run of years and

Mr Caton we cap prices and we reduce prices in fact by inflation
minus, at the moment, round about 4.5 per cent. We238. Continuing with competition, the limited
are thinking ofmoving away from that later this year.extent of competition in Wales means that BT has a
If that does mean that the larger costs that Mikede factomonopoly over most of the country. Do you
Tedd talks about flowing from BT are deemed to beacknowledge that BT has a special responsibility in

those areas where there is no competition and that unfair, we have suggested that the universal service
this should be reflected in regulation? fund concept could be further looked at and, indeed,

could be introduced if the burden proved to be as(MrEdmonds) To a point, yes, I do, sir. I think that
great as Mike perhaps suggests it would be. So wethe universal service obligation that is laid upon BT,

which is to provide basic telephony, which is to have not ruled it out but we have not yet accepted it.
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ground, both in terms of the regulatory frameworkChairman
and the ability for people to get into the switches, that

242. Could I bring you back to your submission, when the economics do get better it will happen.
paragraph 6. You suggest the importance of
unbundling, local loop unbundling, enhancing the
competitive environment but there has been a lot of Mr Williams
criticism of the approach of both yourselves and BT.

243. I would like to turn now to broadbandHow would you answer the criticism? Given that
applications. Competition in services have so farthere obviously are diYculties, how do you see them
produced very few applications for broadband otherbeing overcome?
than cable television and internet access. Would you(Mr Edmonds) Local loop unbundling was a
agree that new and imaginative applications areconcept that was introduced into OFTEL about
essential if broadband demand is to grow and thatthree and a half years ago. It was a concept that I saw
additional measures beyond just service competitiononmy arrival as Director General as being extremely
seem to be needed to promote them?important in demonstrating to BT that we were not
(Mr Edmonds) I think I do. As the regulator, as Isimply prepared to let them have from the start of the

have tried to make clear in one of my earlier answers,very new technology this whole question of ADSL the major thrust of my colleagues and I is to getthe Committee has been talking about. We were not access into the BT network and to get infrastructureprepared to let them have, from the start of that competition where we can. That has focused verytechnology, a monopoly. BT until that point had not much on the supply side of your question. I think
rolled out ADSL at all. I also saw local loop demand will hugely be enhanced when we see both
unbundling as an absolutely key element of the private sector companies and local authorities and
argument with them to persuade them to instal other public sector organisations getting into the new
ADSL themselves. I do not think it is any coincidence areas. I think that education, health, some of the
that the announcement of the first 600 and then the social services implications from the public sector
extension to 1,000 exchanges followed my side would vastly—vastly—increase demand. I think
discussionswith them,when I told them that the local we are seeing in some areas of the country—and
loop was going to be unbundled. So you say, quite again it may not be true of rural Wales but I am sure
rightly, Chairman, in terms of the amount of it would be true of metropolitan Wales, urban
unbundling that has happened, it has not been a Wales—the kind of video on demand companies that
success, and I accept that totally. Mymajor response are now beginning to emerge. I think that with
to that is that it has been a huge success in provoking 500,000 units now in operation you will see the much
BT, through the threat of competition, to roll out more interesting applications emerging. I think it is a
ADSL technology on the scale that it has done. The question of scale. 20,000 people a week are now
second point I make in answer to your question is the signing up to broadband across the UK. That is a
process has been a laborious and tough process. very interesting market place, both for the public
There are something like 25 to 30 separate orders and sector, which needs to provide us with education and
directions that I have made as Director General, health advice and all of that, but I think the private
insisting that BT behaves in a particular way, sector as well, and they will see, after a very tiny
whether it is price per loop, whether it is access to the market place, a large rising market place. Again, BT
exchanges, whether loops are unbundled or whether have talked to you about the one million/five million
it is service level agreements. The regulation of BT consumers they want to see over a run of years. That
local loop unbundling is possibly more intrusive— is a big market for services. So I think it will emerge.

It is not the regulators job to predict what emerges; itand I do not say that with pride—than any other
is my job to make sure that the interconnections intoregulation we have carried through. There is now in
the networks allow them to be delivered into theplace a local loop framework. Prices are known,
home and to small businesses.service level agreements are known. Last week a

company said that it was seriously considering going
into a large number of BT exchanges in, if you like,

Chris Ruanea niche marketing way. So the local loop is there, it is
potentially unbundleable (horrible word), the 244. Youmentioned a few additional applications
regulation is there, the prices are there but themarket there, video on demand used by social services and
is wrong. The third point I would make in answer to education and health. Looking around the world,
your question—and I am sorry but it is very could you name an area of the country which has the
important question—is that the capital which best application of broadband?
telecommunications’ companies had two years ago (Mr Edmonds) The area that is most often quoted
when unbundling was on the horizon has as the broadband capital of the universe is South
disappeared. So we actually have a shortage of Korea. What I deliberately did not mention is that in
capital but we also have some realism; we have some South Korea the major applications are playing
realism in business plans. I am hearing for the first games and gambling—and, of course, other
time people talking in terms of, we need a positive applications, video applications—so I do not think
cash flow before we are going to invest. Are we are that is a very good example. In Germany I think new
getting a positive rate of return? In the euphoria of services are beginning to emerge from the public
the initial part of local loop unbundling, that was not sector. In America there is a range of really
there. So I think the economics will determine when interesting educational, cultural, music facilities—
local loop unbundling takes oV, but I have a music is another huge driver—but so far one has to

say that it has been the leisure industry, the gamingreasonable hunch that there is enough now on the
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industry, the gambling industry that has been the avoid monopoly or anti-competitive practices.” It
main driver of the services that Mr Williams may be to do with tendering, it may be to do with
mentioned rather than, I am sad to say, the public asking those responsible to look at diVerent ways of
sector getting over the kind of services thatmost of us procurement, but basically we would be there in a
who work in the public sector would like to see. But supportive role, trying to findways ofmaking it work
perhaps that is a bit purist. rather than ways of trying to stop it from working.

248. Can I read into that answer that further
down the road there would be a recognition by

Dr Francis OFTEL of the emergence and development of
democratic devolution?245. We hear of Ireland and Canada as being
(Mr Edmonds) I think OFTEL as an agency worksexamples of broadband being used for educational

clearly within the democratic state of the UK.purposes. Is that the case?
However that democracy is established by you and(Mr Edmonds) I do not know about Ireland or
your colleagues, however it is organised by you andCanada, I am afraid. I will find out and let you know,
your colleagues, we are part of that. I see amajor roleof course.
for regional and local as well as national initiatives in(Professor Tedd) It certainly is in Canada.
the area of telecommunications aggregation of

246. What is your view of the announcement demand. I think in terms of national regulation we
made in the Welsh Assembly Government on need a national regulatory system that is clear.
November 1 of an initiative to stimulate the creation Indeed, much of the regulation I have to apply is now
of a broadband lifelong learning network in Wales? set by five or six directives from Brussels, so I think
(Mr Edmonds) From one perspective and, indeed, the scope for diVerence in regulatory administration

from the perspective of my organisation, which has is almost nil. I think we have to be totally consistent
spent much of the last four years working towards wherever we are. I think, though, there ismajor scope
the support for broadband Britain, I think it is an for the kind of initiatives that we see with this, the
extremely positive announcement which I welcome kind of initiatives we are seeing in other rural parts of
greatly. I think that the bringing together of the the UK, with local authorities coming together and
public and the private sectors, the setting of targets, aggregating their demand, where the regionalthe willingness to look at this from a national development agencies in England are starting to lookperspective and say, “Let’s have a strategy on these at this for the first time in a constructive and positivelines,” is wholly, as far as I am concerned, desirable. way. As far as OFTEL are concerned, we will give allI think it is a very interesting initiative, which we the advice that we can give in terms of the regulatorywelcome. implications of what is being proposed.(Professor Tedd) It is something we have been
hoping would happen for a very long time. We are
very pleased to see it happen. By working together,
the diVerent agencies in the public sector, Mr Prisk
particularly in education, can achieve things with
networks which they cannot achieve separately. We 249. Can I turn to demand for broadband services
saw the enormous success of the university systems, and in particular your written submission, paragraph
which made it possible for all universities to get the 12 and the fancy chart on page 4. The fancy chart
benefits of ultra bandwidths. By this network being shows that, whilst the UK’s penetration of PCs is
set up inWales, we are getting that sort of benefit into approximately 52 per cent and that of Wales is of a
the public sector in Wales. similar amount, about 50 per cent, when it comes to

home internet usage, penetration in Wales is247. You implied in an earlier answer that the
significantly diVerent from the rest of the UK. ItWelsh Assembly Government do not appear on your
stands at about 34 per cent. Why do you and yoursort of radar screen in terms of formal relationships.
colleagues feel that is the case? What implications doBut, given this important development, what would
you feel this has for the spread of broadband inyour role be then? Would it be to receive inquiries
Wales?about giving professional guidance? Is there any kind
(Mr Edmonds) Can I ask my Director ofof dialogue at all that emerges?

Broadband, Chairman, to take the first crack at this(MrEdmonds) There is.We have been significantly
answer, because it is one which is not very clear cut.involved in this particular dialogue. OYcials from
(Mr Niblett) First of all, I should say that thesemy department have been to Wales and have

figures relate only to internet usage; we do not havediscussed the rollout of this particular project, so we
reliable figures for broadband usage yet. I think theyare looking forward to the next stage when we will go
rather puzzled us, to be perfectly frank. As you say,again and give what advice we can. Clearly it is a
the level of computer penetration in Wales is verynational initiative but from our perspective we have
much the same as elsewhere in the country. There isbeen committed to advising where we can. The
no diVerence there. The percentage of adults usingsecond part of that answer is an important part
the internet anywhere, whether it is home or oYce orbecause, of course, where you are driving something
wherever, is pretty much the same in Wales; theout which is public sector led/public sector oriented,
average weekly household hours spent on line iswe do have to be careful, as a regulatory agency, that
pretty much the same in Wales; but this one figure isthere are not competition concerns, that a new
diVerent and we do not really understandwhy. As farmonopoly is not being created in ways that may not
as we can see, there is nothing which is related to thebe in the minds of those behind the initiative. So our

role in advising is to say, “If you do it in this way, you telecoms’ network in Wales which would make this
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the case, so we are puzzled, but we are hopeful that question is: more eYciency, more eVectiveness in the
the statistic will converge with the national organisation. Developing technology—I mean,
experience before too long. much of the cost decrease in telecommunications

comes not from just doing it with fewer people250. You have not sought to get under the skin of
(although a lot does) but through dramatic increasesthe statistics and establish reasons why.
in technology andwhat you can get over copperwires(Mr Niblett) This is our first crack at getting this
and what you can get out of telephone exchanges.sort of regional breakdown and so far it is based on

a reasonably small sample, so I would not want my
252. What sanctions and leverages have you gotlife to depend on any conclusions which were drawn

over price control? Can you say it has got to bewithinfrom it, but we will look further.
these two price ranges?(Mr Edmonds) The answer is we have not got to
(Mr Edmonds) No. What we say to them in thisknow the scheme yet but we aim to. Through a

area is that the wholesale price must be set at a levelproper statistical series, we shall then be able to draw
that reflects its costs. By reflecting its costs, they havediVerent kinds of conclusions. If I may, I can simply
got to make a fair margin in there as well.add to Jim’s response that this may not be a

permanent phenomenon, it may simply be a lag, and
253. What is a fair margin? Five, 10, 15 per cent?so we may be seeing diVerent cycles in diVerent parts
(Mr Edmonds) No, we are assuming 12.5 per cent,of the United Kingdom.

I think, at the moment is a reasonable return for BT(Professor Tedd) Taking broadband particularly,
in the wholesale area. So it is not generous by privateBT has expressed disappointment at broadband
sector standards but it is what we perceive to be fair.take-up in Wales but when you look at the figures,

because it was installed later inWales, what has been
254. Do you know exactly how much profit theyinstalled, I actually think they are very similar to

what they would have been in other exchanges at the are making? Do you monitor that?
same point, the same number of months after (Mr Edmonds) We only know how much profit
installation. So I think it is really a bit too early to they are making if we have cause to investigate. At a
draw anything out of these figures, but BT did say retail level, providing we can see there is a gap . . . I
that demand growth was greater in Wales than mean, at themoment at the retail level they are selling
England when they talked to you and we will have to it at—what?—£29 and they are buying it from their
see. Certainly the rates of growth are enormous. The own wholesaler at £14.75, so we know between that
number of broadband customers in Wales was there is a margin—which of course the retail costs are
growing at 20 per cent per month—per month—that part of. But we also know that some of their
doubles every few months—even before BT cut its competitors are selling that same product at around
prices. £22. Competitors are buying it for £14.75 and selling
Mr Prisk: I understand what you are saying. it at £22, BT are buying it at £14.75 and selling it at

£29, so there is a reasonable assumption that in there
there is suYcient profit margin. So, no, we do not set

Chris Ruane the retail price but we do say that we would judge,
were there to be any complaint or if we had any251. BT told us when they gave evidence last week
complaint about it, whether or not they are beingthat that uptake, a sharp increase in Wales, had

started when they started to lower the prices. If that predatory in their pricing.
is the case, how much lower can they go?
(MrEdmonds) They can go as low as they can drive 255. You said that the competitors and BT are

their costs down. The major regulatory thrust in both buying it at the same price from the wholesaler.
terms of the announcement two or three weeks ago (Mr Edmonds) Yes.
from BT was to say two things. We want to see lower
prices across the UK because lower prices are what 256. BT, who is providing it nationally, across the
consumers want. There is a lot of evidence from country, is selling it at £29.
America that $20 (the equivalent of £15 or (Mr Edmonds) Yes.
thereabouts) is the price consumers want to pay—
now consumers obviously want to pay less, but they 257. And providers in other areas are selling it at
perceive that to be the case. What we said to BT was, £22.
“You can reduce and you ought to reduce your prices (Mr Edmonds) Yes.as long as your costs go down.” Because what we will
not have is BT pricing below cost and therefore 258. So there is a £7—driving other people out of the market place. What

(Professor Tedd) It is not linked to areas. I, inwe will not allow BT is to sell a product into the retail
Aberystwyth, could have bought my broadbandmarket at a level that squeezes the margins of all its
service oV any one of 200 operators whose pricescompetitors. So I think the answer to your question
range from £22 to £30 a month. All of those 200is a straight economic answer, which is: BT at the
operators are actually buying the physical service oVwholesale level can drive that £14.75 price down to
BT wholesale. I do not need to know about that, it iswhere its costs take it to—so it can bring that down,
just whether I buy oV Freeserve, Demon, Pipex orproviding it is still making a reasonable profit—and
BT.it can then sell it to all those competitors I have talked
(Mr Edmonds) It is back to my first answer aboutabout before at a price that means its own retail arm

competition: there really is competition into the BTis making a fair profit and is not squeezing the
margins of its competitors. So the answer to your network and that is what our lives are all about.
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261. Obviously, from what you have said, you are
protecting this infant industry by the way you are259. I was glad to hear of the phenomenon from
insisting on the pricing for the consumer. Can weProfessor Tedd, that the rate of increase in terms of
assume, therefore, that you will be bringing down thebroadband penetration is greater, albeit, as Mr Prisk
price for the consumer, any consumer, the privatesaid, from a lower base than possibly other parts of
individual, as time progresses?the UK. I was interested to read in your submission
(Mr Edmonds) I think competition will hike thethat low penetration of high speed data services is not

price down.just a UK phenomenon, but BT told the Committee
last week thatGermany, for example, has twomillion 262. Your minimum price at which . . ..
high speed installations. Does this not suggest that (Mr Edmonds) There are two issues, very
the policy approach to broadband in the UKmay be important issues. The retail price is not controlled by
wrong or has been wrong? OFTEL and I have no intention of controlling or
(Mr Edmonds) I do not think so. As Mike said, we setting the retail price, providing, as we have said, BT

started from a lower base and, as I said, we started continues to make a fair profit at the retail level.
later. I have a fairly firm view that it is better to have 263. That is a contradiction, is it not?a competitive environment where the consumer has (Mr Edmonds) I do not think so, sir.choice in the long run rather than an uncompetitive
environment where the consumer has choice in the 264. You are not controlling retail prices but you
short run.What has happened inGermany is that the are controlling BT’s profit and therefore you are
company Deutsche Telecom actually, I think, took a controlling the retail price.
commercial decision but they also took a decision to (Mr Edmonds) BT’s wholesale price is set by them
grab the market place—which I suppose is a and is related to their costs, and they make a profit
commercial decision—and marketed their within that. There is then the retail arm of BT which
broadband product very cheaply indeed. The result decides to sell the product at £29 or whatever. They
is they got two million customers. As we have said, could sell it at £35—well, they did, they used to sell it
we have got 500,000 now in the UK and rising at £35. They brought it themselves down to £29,
dramatically quickly. German prices are lower but which has led to much of the upsurge. £29 in itself is
German prices are now being forced up by the higher than the cable price, which is £25, and I believe
regulator and they are under criticism from the that the competitive pressure of the cable price has
European Commission because of suspicions that driven down the retail price. What I am then saying
the price is too low, they are not covering their costs, is, providing you make a return that demonstrates
and what they are basically doing is acquiring a that you are not squeezing the profits of your
monopoly which means that competition will never competitors, that demonstrates that you are not
be able to gain a foothold. I think I would rather be trying to create a monopoly, it is up to you.
perhaps a year later or 18 months later and have, as 265. That is fine, and then hopefullywewill see theMike has said, 200 competitors oVering you, all of us, cost of information progress down to your £15mark,those broadband services at a range of prices and will we not?—which will still be above the wholesalewith a range of content than have amonopoly (which profit price but much closer to it. Also, I think itDeutsche Telecom has of 98 per cent) of internet would be a convenient moment to point out that weconnections. That is my theory and I actually have also got to introduce other competitors on thegenuinely believe in it. infrastructure side as well, which will not happen if it

is too set in stone.
(Mr Edmonds) Indeed.260. Would you care to hazard a guess whether we

will overtake Germany in terms of the number of 266. That is what I am really seeking to draw in.
high speed data services? (Mr Edmonds) I think one of the issues for the
(Mr Edmonds) I do not think we will overtake regulator is always the need to ensure that returns are

Germany. Our ambition is that the market place in hopefully at a level that will encourage infrastructure
the UK will settle down in a way that means we will and competition. But, in terms of local loop
see, I hope, the prices continuing to come down. I unbundling, which is the only infrastructure
hope we will see the range of competitors in the competition within the BT network that we are likely
market place. I hope we will see local loop to see, there is, to be absolutely honest, a clear gap
unbundling begin to make an impact. But the between the costs of most of the companies that want
Government’s commitment, the UK Government’s to come in and unbundle (ie, these infrastructure
goal, is that the UK will be the best place in the G7 competitors you and I would both like to see) and the
in which to do e-business within a few years, and I price that BT can produce its own product at. Now,
actually have very reasonable expectations that that hopefully one will see, with advances in technology
will be the case. When it will actually take over in or the creation of diVerent market places, that
terms of connections, I have no idea, but I have no narrow. But at themoment there is a real problem for
doubt from every other piece of technology that has the unbundling companies who want to oVer
been introduced—with television, videos, satellites competition because of the actual costs that they
and cable and all the rest of it—you tend, in the face.
advanced western economies, to level out at about (Mr Niblett) There is a real challenge for getting
the same level and I think that will be the same with the economics right for serving the mass market via
DSL and cable modems and the other technology we unbundling loops. If you can deliver large scale, it
are talking about. can be done, but, for those companies which are cash
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constrained, it is a very diYcult economic case if you (Mr Walker) The fundamental issue, I think, of

that particular company is not so much the BT linesare trying to serve the domestic market. If you want
to serve the business market, it looks much more it needs or the number of players that might be

prepared to serve them, but that some of theirattractive because the margins which are sustainable
are much greater and will repay the capital downstream providers have more limited networks,

with more limited reach into Wales, so this is more ainvestment in a reasonable time.
question for that particular downstream company
than it is one for BT. Other service providers will
choosewhere in the country theywant to deploy theirChris Ruane
own networks. Clearly they will want to try to

267. Can I come back to something Professor provide points of presence that are closer to where
Tedd said before, that in Aberystwyth he can have their customers are, so I think as markets grow they
the pick of 200 companies between £22 and £30 a will clearly want to do that. I think the other thing
month—and that is great because there is an element that I am seeing on the horizon that has yet to emerge
of competition in there. How many choices does a fully in the market is the restriction of having to
company like Robertson Research in Llandudno, access a lot of these high speed networks by leased
which has 300 PHDsMSc researchers and deals with lines. There are other high speed data networks that
vast volumes of information, have? What kind of could be used, that are already available through BT
choice do they have? and others, that could form amore cost-eVective way
(Professor Tedd) Remember that is a diVerent sort of providing these sorts of solutions. So I do not

of profile. This is very high speed lines which present think therefore the high speed market is just about
very diVerent problems. leased lines; it is about a range of services and

technologies that might address the problem.268. This is the type of broadband that attracts
jobs. This is the type of broadband that can revive an 270. Can you see there is a problem for us in
economy, that can end up with a vibrant economy. Wales, if we get a company like Robertson Research,
(Professor Tedd) Yes. There is some, but limited, with those 300 researchers saying they might move

potential for competition in the actual infrastructure, out of NorthWales if they cannot the service they get
the actual lines that provide the service to in other parts of the country. So not only are we
Robertson’s: there is the potential for people running going to be unable to attract new investment, we are
microwave links; there is the potential for people going to lose what little bit we have got unless there
exploiting things like the cable along the A55. is some equilibrium.
Potentially there could be infrastructure competition (Mr Edmonds) I would not dream of dissenting
but limited. But, even at that end, there is the from that remark. The answer, I am afraid, is not in
potential for quite fierce competition between people regulation.
who are oVering services over infrastructure that

271. Where is the answer?exists, like BT’s lines, and there are some very key
(Mr Edmonds) The answer is basic economics,issues to do with the wholesale pricing of those lines

either through the supply side and people comingwhich is still under discussion and consultation, I
forward, as both my colleagues have said, with newbelieve. But the answer is a bit like the lower speed
ways of doing it—and there are some quitebroadband: there will be some competition in
interesting experiments with radio fixed access andinfrastructure but it will be limited, but there will
radio projects of various kinds in terms ofpotentially be fierce competition in service providers
broadband—or the answer is the aggregation ofoVering services using what infrastructure exists.
demand we were talking about before and trying to

269. But the crux of this inquiry is the application get into a particular region or local authority the
of broadband to create jobs within Wales. Having investment in the infrastructure that is justified by the
potential is great, having potential in North Wales demand at the other side. But I do not think you
for the future is great, but when you are dealing with would want to see the regulator saying, “We need
the actual providers, say, in Slough, where they can some kind of price control for this area”—or for that
get their access for one-third of the rate that they can area or for that town or for that region or for that
in Bangor, then that is leaving Wales behind on the country. I am afraid it is outwith the scope of
jobs’ infrastructure scene. As those areas grow and regulation. I am being very honest. That is the
expand and get national and international answer.
recognition for what they are, then it makes it more

272. The suggestion that came before fromdiYcult for us to break into that at some potential
Professor Tedd of having a common pot to help irontime in the future.
out some of these problems is surely a potential(Professor Tedd) There are always black and white
answer.cases and there is a lot of grey as well. OFTEL are

working to having a regime where BT will be forced (Mr Edmonds) That is much lower down the
feeding chain. That is talking about the domesticto charge for use of its very fast lines on a cost-plus

basis, which makes it much more possible for other consumer, it is not talking about big business or even
medium-sized business. We are not talking about aoperators to oVer service at lower prices. But,

realistically, I do not think they ever will be as cheap reserve fund for that at all.
in North Wales as in Slough. The good news is that (Professor Tedd) Could I add one comment.
there are other things that are cheaper in North People ought to be looking very seriously at
Wales than they are in Slough. companies likeRobertson connecting into things like

the lifelong learning network, as it is being called,(Mr Edmonds) Could I perhaps ask Peter Walker
to add to that answer. which is this very high speed network, which is being
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put quite close to Robertson. Phil Brady, when he (Mr Edmonds) I think it comes from three things.

I think it comes from a hard commercial realisationtalked to you, was very worried about some of the
that, going back towhatwe said before, there is goinglicensing issues that doing that sort of thing might
to be continuing competition in the UK and the wayinvolved. I do not really believe those worries are
we are opening up BT networks does mean there isreal. I believe that they could be overcome without
going to be competition. I think it comes from atoo much diYculty and it would certainly help to
realisation that abroad is perhaps not quite the easylook very seriously at obtaining services through that
place to make money that people thought it was. Inetwork.
think—as ever, to give credit to ministers, in a totally
small key political way—the continuing pressure
from Government on BT, particularly in terms of
broadband and the rollout of broadband, had anDr Francis
impact as well. I think it is quite simply new

273. What is your view of the new strategy management: new management behaving in a
announced by BT in April? diVerent kind of way.
(MrEdmonds) I think it is a very interesting change

from their old strategy. Their old strategy, as you
know, was to do with international expansion, it was Chairman
to do with operating in American, in Japan, across

276. Mr Edmonds, one of the reasons we startedEurope. The new strategy is very solidly and strongly
this inquiry was the lack of availability of broadbandfocused on the home market, the UK market, but
in the rural areas of Wales. Can I take it from yourwith a major ability obviously to service the great
reply to Mr Ruane that you do not think there isinternational companies that they now service. From
anything you can do in a regulatory way to improvemy perspective, as the UK regulator, I welcome that.
that situation?Iwelcome the focus on theUK.That is the first point.
(Mr Edmonds) I think there is inter-connection.The second point is that I think some of the problems

Again, if I can take Professor Tedd’s point, Mrof recent years in the UK of BT have been caused by
Ruane’s question was about these, you know, bigtoo diVuse an approach. The third point I make is
pipes that on the whole we believe will bethat the obsession of the newmanagement teamwith
commercially justified when the economics stack up.the customer, with the consumer, is entirely to be
Where we play a part at that end of the market placewelcomed. When you hear both the finance director is the connection from the big pipe into the business,and the managing director of the company, Paul whether it is small or medium-sized, and, yes, I thinkReynolds, whom I think you saw, and Pierre Danon we can play a role there in terms of enabling access towho heads the retail side, all saying the consumer has BT network, enabling access to the BT network atto be first, that has to be good. I think the next part cost oriented prices.

of their strategy, which I welcome, is their
277. The network is not there, Mr Edmonds.commitment to looking in a diVerent kind of way at
(Mr Edmonds) The network is not there, no, and Iproviding services, again, with lots of aggregation of

am very deliberately emphasising that I believe thatdemand. Where they are saying that if the local
for much of Wales for the foreseeable future theauthority with the Development Agency, with,
competition will come through service competitionperhaps, the Chamber of Commerce, with a local
linked into the BT network at one stage or another.education establishment can say, “There are 400
That is, again, the absolutely honest answer to yourpossible consumers here. If there are those
question. I mean, we do have cable in parts of Southconsumers will you, BT, service it?” That came out of
Wales, but I do not see, again as I said to your earliertheir strategy as well. I think all of that is
answer, that extending very much in the currentcommendable. Finally, their new commitment to
economic situation. I do not rule out newcompliance, to a whole world of fair and proper
technologies—and we are not talking just aboutpricing, I welcome too. As a regulator, I do not want
satellite: you know, BT are experimenting—and I doto spend my life fighting the incumbent. As a
not rule out radio fixed access in various ways alsoregulator, I want to promote the interests of the
playing a part. But when you say regulation has noconsumer, I want to promote competition. The best
role, I think prescriptive regulation in saying, “Youway of achieving that is through an incumbent or an
should invest this here, you should invest that there”ex-incumbent who complies willingly with the law. It
no, but I do think a regulatory framework thatis then a win/win situation. The BT statement, the
encourages competition, that encourages BT toworknew BT strategy, I have obviously read in
with local communities in the way it is beginning to,considerable detail. There will, I am sure, be some a regulatory intervention that advises and withdrawsfriction between us—there is bound to be. My job is restrictionwhere it can—all of that—does have a roleto look at complaints wheresoever they come from to play. So I think it is very important across ruraland to find some complaints of my own, but my hope UK. It is certainly very important in terms ofis this does mark a turning point in BT’s approach to continuing pressure on BT. We have not talked very

the UK market. much about narrowband and the huge success of
narrowband. I mean, narrowband for these small274. Do I get a sense that that shift in policy is
and medium-sized enterprise is pretty darnedmaybe as a consequence of gentle persuasion on the
eVective, and, of course, it was OFTEL, againregulator’s part?
through regulatory intervention, that produced flat(Mr Edmonds) I think not so gentle.
rate access to the internet. Forty per cent of UK
consumers now have got flat rate access. That did not275. I am being generous.
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exist two years ago. Do not, I ask you in your GHz are awarded need to be examined to ensure that

they take account of those challenges and problemsconsideration of this, diminish the impact that
narrowband, particularly on an unmetered basis, can in Wales. Do you have a view on that question?
have in the small business sector. I think it can be very (MrEdmonds) I have a view. It is that we should be
profound indeed. flexible. The original licensing regime was based on

one national licence. Now that clearly had no takers.(Professor Tedd) With regard to the availability of
broadband, there is a lot to be done still, but, we have The radio communication data, for which I am not

responsible, is perfectly prepared to look at the rulesdone a lot already. It is very pleasing to see more
exchanges being done. In Rhyl, Abergavenny and so as we move forward. I also know you are talking to

Dr Lumley from the DTI immediately after me andon are being done now. It is very important.With the
National Assembly action programme we should see he is a much greater expert than I am.
yet more exchanges done in partnership with the (Professor Tedd) WACT were extremely
public sector. It is very welcome that OFTEL have concerned at the way that bids were invited from the
said some nice words about that. There is a lot still to whole of Wales for a single licence. We were fearful
be done, but a lot of it is being done. that somebody could take a national licence and only

concentrate on urban areas. We think it is very
important to make sure either that the licences are

Chris Ruane issued for smaller areas, or that they are issued with
coverage obligations whichwould ensure activities in278. What is your assessment of e-locations? The
the rural areas, or—and this possibly might be theWDA are going to establish eight e-locations on
best thing—that somebody with a concern for thebusiness parks which are properly kitted out. Is that
whole of Wales, like the Welsh Developmentperhaps a way forward, if you cannot have it across
Agency, might have a licence and be able to sub-the whole of Wales, to have certain favoured areas?
licence it in appropriate ways to diVerent parts of the(Professor Tedd) I think that is very good news.We
country. Of course the process in the past has beenmust not let the diYculty of doing it everywhere stop
about 28 GHz licences, which are probably not sous doing it in places where there is high concentration
suitable for rural Wales. When it comes to lowerof demand. That theWDA has woken up to the need
frequencies like 3.44 and 10 GHz, it is very, veryto make sure that we have excellent communications
important to make sure that we do not have a singleinto its new business parks is very good news.
national licence with no obligation to serve rural

279. Radio services are important to areas.
telecommunications in rural Wales. It has been Chairman: Thank you for that. Thank you for
suggested to the Committee that the mechanisms by answering the questions so well.
which licences for radio frequencies from 2 to 40

Memorandum submitted by the Department for Trade and Industry

Introduction

1. This memorandum seeks to provide an overview of the issues surrounding the market for broadband
in Wales and the UK. It has been prepared by the Department of Trade and Industry with the assistance of
the Welsh Assembly Government. The memorandum seeks to set out the division of responsibilities between
London and CardiV, before providing a definition of broadband and an indication of the present situation
in terms of availability. It then provides an overview of the overall UK strategy and the Welsh strategy, with
specific emphasis on actions taken in relation to rural and agricultural areas.

Division of Powers Between the UK Government and the Welsh Assembly Government

2. Telecommunications policy is not a function transferred to the Welsh Assembly Government. Overall
policy responsibility rests with the UK Government. Regulation of the telecoms market is carried out on a
UK-wide basis by Oftel and is informed by regional committees—in Wales’ case the Welsh Advisory
Committee on Telecommunications (WACT).

3. However, Welsh economic development policy is a matter for which the Welsh Assembly Government
is responsible. The availability and aVordability of telecommunications is viewed as a key component to the
economic and social well being of Wales and is therefore an area to which the Assembly Government is very
committed. Furthermore, the Assembly Government has responsibility for local government, education and
health policy. These are substantial users of ICT services, and therefore important players in the telecoms
market.

4. The UK Government works with each of the devolved administrations to ensure that their needs are
taken into account in developing UK-wide telecommunications policies. OYcials from the Welsh Assembly
Government are in regular contact with those from DTI and the OYce of the eEnvoy, and sit on the
Broadband Stakeholder Group.
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Definition

5. “Broadband” is a term which covers a very wide set of technologies. The Government distinguishes
between: higher bandwidth services ((384 Kbit/s), current generation broadband ((2 Mbit/s), and next
generation broadband ((10Mbit/s), although the generic term “broadband” is used to cover all of these. This
covers a very wide set of technologies, including:

— Leased lines, which are permanent telecommunications links supplied by network operators to
users, providing high capacity dedicated to the user’s exclusive use.

— DSL technologies, which enable broadband services to be delivered over telephone lines;

— Cable modems, which enable interactive broadband services to be delivered over cable television
networks;

— Fixed Wireless, which can run over a number of diVerent frequencies in the radio spectrum;

— Satellite, which can oVer service to all parts of the country but has a limited capacity; and

— 3G mobile, which will oVer broadband when it is rolled out.

6. The Government takes a technology-neutral approach, given that the broadband market worldwide is
still relatively young.

Broadband Prices and Take-up

7. The broadband market has continued to develop, with prices falling and demand rising. Take-up has
increased by 500 per cent over a twelve month period. In February 2002 the Minister for E-commerce and
competitiveness welcomed BT’s announcement that it was looking to reduce wholesale prices for broadband
technologies. Provided prices remain fair, this will allow resellers to oVer prices of below £30 and should
propel the UK into 2nd place in the G7 for DSL prices, behind only Canada. This oVers the prospect of the
same price leadership in broadband that the UK enjoys for narrowband services.

Broadband Availability

8. Broadband services in the UK have continued to develop over the past year, and 60—65 per cent of the
population is now covered by one of the current mass market broadband technologies. This is comparable
with the rest of the G7; ahead of France, but behind Canada and Germany.

9. UK coverage is forecast to continue to increase. However, early roll-out has been concentrated in urban
areas, where terrestrial services can be delivered more economically. Leased lines are universally available,
though presently more suited to larger businesses, rather than small business or residential, customers.
Satellite oVers a potential solution to current gaps in rural provision, and the market is developing. BT have
announced their intention to provide a UK-wide satellite service.

10. In Wales, ADSL, and to a lesser extent cable, is currently available in urban centres.

11. The market will be the key driver of broadband rollout, but Government can play a large part in this
development.

UK Government Strategy

12. The Broadband Stakeholder Group, which brought together the key players in the broadbandmarket,
reported to the Government in December 2001. The Government published its own Broadband strategy as
part of the 2001UKonlineAnnual Report. This included a detailed response to each of the recommendations
put forward by the BSG.

13. Agreeing with the Stakeholder Group, the UK government built its strategy on the basis that there was
no single solution or “magic bullet”. Instead, the focus is on developing a “virtuous circle” in which demand
and supply grow in a mutually reinforcing pattern. The UK strategy is split into four areas:

(a) Intensifying competition in broadband infrastructure and service markets

14. The Government’s aim is to maximise competition at all parts of the broadband value chain, from
infrastructure to service delivery.

15. In support of this, Oftel will continue to promote competition in the Local Loop, and in retail ADSL,
work to increase competition in leased lines, and in DSL by requiring BT to provide interconnection services.

16. TheRadiocommunicationsAgency (RA)will makemore spectrumavailable, opening up the potential
for more wireless broadband services.
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(b) Driving up demand for broadband

17. Lower prices and greater choice will be the key drivers of take-up, but additional measures are needed.
To facilitate easy access to broadband services, the Government will:

— Explore diVerent commercial models for engaging the private in provision of teleworking space;

— Consider how regional and local portals can best provide a focal point for public sector
broadband content;

— Consult with the building industry and broadband service providers to identify the best approach
to ensure cable ducting is installed in all new buildings

18. To stimulate demand for current broadband applications, the Government will:

— Use fiscal measures to stimulate demand for broadband by marketing existing measures and
encouraging teleworking through relaxation of personal benefit taxation;

— Work with the broadband supply industry to facilitate an industry-wide collaborative campaign to
promote the benefits of broadband and give impartial advice on the different technological options
available; and

— Provide more encouragement to small and medium enterprises to adopt e-commerce solutions. The
DTI are now expanding the £66 million UK Online for Business programme to provide more
effective advice, and introduce a web-based guide to broadband availability and a network of
demonstrators of practical applications.

(c) Stimulating production of new broadband content and applications

19. To stimulate production of content and applications in the public sector, the Government will:

— stimulate the market for online content for teaching and learning and enable schools to have access
to rich materials, including broadband content;

— Develop Culture Online to offer tailored access to the UK’s arts and cultural resources through the
internet and other digital channels;

— Introduce broadband support services for health professionals; and

— Develop an infrastructure to promote blue-skies thinking in public sector broadband applications

20. To stimulate production of new broadband content and applications in the private sector, the
Government will:

— Ensure that business support activities, where applicable, meet the needs of the digital content
sector;

— Work with the Digital Content Forum to raise the content industry’s awareness of the R&D tax
credit; and

— Work with the digital content sector to stimulate pilots which test different commercial models
around broadband content.

(d) Stimulating broadband supply

21. The measures set out above should help accelerate the growth of demand for broadband services in
those parts of the country where they are available (covering two-thirds of the population). The primary
barrier to broadband roll-out in rural areas is the high cost of capital. The investments needed are large and
attract a high-risk premium. The Government’s broadband connections have the potential to change the
reward/risk balance for private investors, particularly in rural areas, and make supplying these areas a much
more attractive proposition, leveraging off public sector infrastructure investment.

22. To help rollout in rural areas, the Government will:

— Encourage infrastructure sharing by telecommunications companies to reduce the cost of rollout;

— Cut red tape which may be holding back deployment of satellite broadband services (potentially a
major contributor to rural broadband access); and

— Aggregate broadband procurement by the public sector in order to provide guaranteed levels of
demand in rural areas.

23. The public sector currently spends around £1.7 billion on communications, a figure likely to rise as we
move towards electronic government. Research undertaken for the office of the e-Envoy by Analysys and
Rothschilds suggests that significant benefits could be achieved bymoving towards a nationally co-ordinated
set of regional procurements, each guaranteeing a given number of public sector sites and given levels of
demand for broadband at each site. The Government has therefore tasked the Office of Government
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Commerce (OGC) to consider what more they can do to help Government departments procure broadband
more effectively, including acting as a source of consistent guidance on broadband procurement and
business models.

24. The Government has also established on a pilot basis in one region initially a Broadband Brokerage
Service. This will allow companies, public sector organisations, communities and individuals to register their
interest in pursuing broadband and then broker aggregated solutions once a pattern of demand for a
particular area has reached critical mass.

25. In addition, the Government has put in place the £30 million fund to allow RDAs and devolved
administrations to develop schemes for extending broadband networks to areas which would otherwise not
appear commercially viable.

26. TheWelsh Assembly Government will be receiving £2.57 million from this Fund, to be used to support
the Lifelong LearningNetwork project, detailed below. This should significantly increase take up and change
the risk/reward balance and help make business cases more economically viable for telecoms companies to
invest. It is envisaged that other parts of the public sector in Wales, eg health etc will migrate on to this
network in due course. The Assembly Government also plans to exploit the public sector investment in the
Lifelong Learning Network for the wider benefit of Wales and are currently exploring ways of doing this.

27. TheWelsh Assembly Government will also be supporting an innovative broadband wireless project in
North Wales using funds provided by the DTI UK Broadband Fund. The project will facilitate training,
develop transferable business models, and develop key access software for business and community groups
to enable immediate take-up.

Welsh Assembly Government’s Strategy

28. The Assembly Government published its Information Age Strategic Framework for Wales (Cymru
Arlein—Online for a Better Wales) in 2001. ICT is also a vital theme in the Assembly Government’s 10 year
National Economic Development Strategy, which was published earlier this year.

29. All of Cymru Arlein’s aims are underpinned by affordable widespread access to broadband
connectivity for everyone. It also jointly commissioned, with the Welsh Development Agency (WDA), a
status review on the availability of advanced broadband services in Wales (“the Analysys Report”) in 2001.
TheWDA is the economic development delivery body inWales and is wholly committed toworking alongside
the Welsh Assembly Government to develop a broadband Wales.

30. The report identified that widespread access to ICT is an essential enabler of economic growth, social
inclusion and an efficient public sector in Wales—particularly as the convergence of content and of delivery
technologies blur the boundaries between broadcasting, publishing and the internet. It made a series of
policy recommendations:

— there was a need to stimulate both the demand and supply side of broadband;

— most results would be achieved bymaintaining a technology-neutral approach that seeks to increase
the choice of services and prices available to users; and

— benefits for SMEs should be leveraged from public service investments.

31. The recommendations have been turned into a costed Action Plan which is currently being considered
by Assembly Government Ministers. It is hoped that an announcement on the way forward will be made in
the near future.

32. In parallel with the Analysys work the Welsh Assembly Government has taken the lead in a project to
help stimulate both the supply and demand for broadband in Wales. In October last year it announced its
intention to develop a broadband Lifelong Learning Network in Wales connecting all learning institutions
(schools, FE and HE), learning centres and libraries. By building on and enhancing their existing network
infrastructure, LAs will provide onward connection to schools, libraries and ICT Learning Centres in their
areas.

33. The Assembly Government has made the following funding available for this project:

— £9.5 million available in 2001–02 and £4 million per annum in the period 2002–05 for the
procurement andmaintenance of a high capacity backbone network delivering a 100Mb/s Lifelong
Learning access point and high-speed Internet access into each Local Authority;

— £7 million over the period 2002–05 to assist Local Authorities in developing their network. Local
Authorities are responsible for developing plans to ensure that all schools, libraries and ICT
Learning Centres are linked at sufficient capacity into the Lifelong Learning access point. The £7
million is additional to the existing means of funding network links into schools and libraries;
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— £9.9 million in 2001–02 to purchase multimedia equipment (eg whiteboards, data projectors and
PCs) for schools, in line with arrangements already established through the ICT for Learning
Strategy;

— £4 million annually in the period 2002–05 to ensure support and training for users of the network.

Broadband in Agricultural Areas

34. For farmers seeking to diversify their business, broadband potentially offers the opportunity to
modernise the supply chain, download large amounts of data and communicate more effectively with
customers. However, access in rural areas is at present limited. In addition to the help for rural areas detailed
above, there are a number of initiatives focused on helping rollout in the countryside.

35. The Countryside Agency has been asked to monitor rollout of broadband in rural areas and will take
account of this in developing policy. The Agency built broadband into its market towns healthcheck. As a
result a number of market towns have undertaken broadband audits to assess demand in their areas.

36. Rural areas of Wales have particularly benefited from two elements of a Llwybr Pathway project.
Firstly, the project provided for the upgrading of 10 exchanges in rural areas to offer ADSL service. Secondly,
the Multi Agency Rural Area Network (MARAN) has provided high-speed connectivity to three Local
Authorities. The network, installed by MLL Telecom to deliver its MARAN commitments, is available on
a commercial basis to local businesses and consumers.

Conclusions

37. The UK Government believes that rapid rollout and adoption of broadband is important to both its
social and economic objectives, and is a driver of improved productivity. Progress is being made by Industry
and Government. Take-up is increasing and prices falling. The Government is committed to making the
broadband market more extensive and competitive, and has a strategy in place to help achieve this goal. The
Welsh Assembly Government shares this objective, and has in place its own strategy to develop broadband
in Wales. Both strategies include action to develop broadband in rural areas.

38. There are regular contacts at official levels between the two Governments to develop and implement
the strategies. Both sides will continue to work together to develop the broadband market in Wales and
throughout the UK.

DTI

March 2002

Examination of Witnesses

Dr David Lumley, Director, Communications Operators, Broadband and Internet, Department of Trade
and Industry andMr Graham Walker, Acting Director, e-economy, OYce of the e-Envoy, examined.

broadband but in particular we are responsible forChairman
three areas of work. We are responsible for the280. Thank you for coming before the Committee general regulatory framework forthis morning. Could you introduce yourselves telecommunications. As you have already heardplease? from OFTEL, they are responsible for detailed(Mr Walker) My name is Graham Walker, implementation of regulation but we are responsibleDirector of e-economy in the OYce of the E-Envoy. for the overall framework particularly the statutoryMy team has had responsibility for pulling together framework. Secondly, we are responsible forthe overall UK Government strategy on broadband. sponsoring the telecoms industry. Thirdly, we areLast February we produced a UK-wide Broadband responsible for running the £30 million programmestrategy which we put together in partnership with of support to RDAs and devolved administrations tothe DTI and other government departments and help them roll out broadband.oYcials from the devolved administrations, Chairman: Thank you for that.including theWelsh Assembly. At that time we set up

the Broadband Stakeholder Group which is the big
ten people from the telecommunications industry

Mr Priskand the public sector to discuss how we might
develop and review that strategywhich culminated in 281. Can I start on a slightly sceptical note. I, and
their report and the Government’s strategy I am sure many other people, have been using and
document in early December of last year. accessing the internet for some years now and there

is a danger in this field of getting caught up in the(Dr Lumley) I am David Lumley, I am the
Director, Communication Operators, Broadband excitement of the jargon and the knowledge-based

economy and so on. It is true to say there are someand Internet in the DTI. My team in the DTI works
very closely with the OYce of E-Envoy on services, I think including the ISDN2 service from
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BT, which already delivers access at about 128kbits. so the 500 per cent increase is based on those figures.

They are based on a figure of 50,000 ADSL and cableIs there a danger of over-playing, overstating, the
potential of broadband by comparison? Is it such a modem users in January 2001 and a figure of 336,000

in January 2002, so more than a five-fold increase ingreat leap?
the numbers. Just to complete the story on(Mr Walker) In terms of is there a danger of
technologies, there are also some fixed wirelessoverstating the potential, the direct answer to that is
customers using broadband services and there are ano. We think it will have very important economic
few, not very many at the moment, using satelliteand social benefits, for a couple of reasons. Firstly,
broadband services. Those two technologies takencost. New broadband technologies give businesses,
together probably add up to a few thousandthe public sector, and consumers for that matter,
subscribers across the country as a whole. When 3Gaccess to very high speed telecommunications at
mobile comes along that is also a higher band widthprobably one-tenth of the cost of what was available
technology, and of course there are leased lines, sopreviously. Secondly, in terms of convenience and
larger businesses have had broadband for a longimportance to business and public sector
time. What has happened over the last couple ofeVectiveness and eYciency, the worldwide web does
years is that there are now mass market aVordablenot exist except over broadband and it allows the
broadband technologies, much cheaper than leaseddelivery of a wholly new service that cannot be
lines or fibre, which smaller businesses anddelivered over narrow band. So we really do see
consumers can aVord.broadband as vitally important. I think we would be

hard pressed to find amajor international competitor 284. Would you have actual numbers for these
who did not share that assessment. broadband customers in these diVerent technology

categories? Particularly, would you have numbers282. Are you saying we should focus on the speed,
covering just Wales?capacity and throughput cost advantages which are

at the heart of the benefit? (Mr Walker) In terms of total numbers, as of
December 2001 there were 190,000 cable subscribers(Mr Walker) Yes, the benefits of narrow band
across the UK, and as of January this year there wereinternet access in terms of productivity and
146,000 ADSL subscribers. I do not have the break-networking benefits are reasonably well accepted
down for Wales, I am afraid. As David said, there isnow. Broadband moves us into a whole new ball
not an actual central collection of wireless or satellitegame in terms of realising those benefits.
customers at the moment but they are the latest(Dr Lumley) Our strategy is long-term, so we are
figures we have got. We are due a new set of figuresnot just thinking about the benefits of broadband
very shortly.now, we are aiming for a target of 2005, and I think

there is a diVerence between what might be
immediately possible with the sort of broadband
applications and content that is available now and Chris Ruane
what might develop as the broadband market takes 285. You said the two key drivers for broadbandoV. So we are trying to take a long-term view. take-up are lower prices and greater choice, whatSecondly, although everything Graham has said I assessment have you made of new services and newentirely agree with, I think we will need to continue applications as a driver for demand, especially theto work on identifying the benefits of broadband and two-way capabilities of broadband? Do you believeICT generally both at the macro level and the micro these will play a key role in creating more demand?level. So as our work continues we will be looking for

(Mr Walker) The short answer to the question isexample to develop case studies, and we are already
yes. Things like video and audio streaming and thestarting to develop case studies of what the benefits
inter-active qualities which broadband allows andare of broadband to individual businesses which will
some of the new ways of learning and using inter-vary according to the particular needs of the
activity of the audio and video stream—businesses. We will be aiming to use those case

studies and also macro economic work not only to 286. What does video and audio stream mean?
guide our development of policy and strategy but (MrWalker) Literally live video from one location
also to help other businesses decide whether on to your screen and you being able to take a picture
investment in broadband is cost eVective for their of yourself and it being seen by the person at the
particular business. other end. So literally live video conferencing, like

you would have at a video conferencing facility in an
oYce, which you would be able to do from home.

Mr Caton 287. Has the Government any plans to promote
these developments? Also, and I asked a similar283. Moving on to demand for broadband, you

describe broadband in your written memorandum as question of the previous witnesses, I am not sure
whether you were in the room, is there anywherecovering awide spectrumof technologies, and you go

on to say that take-up has increased by 500 per cent around the world where you can say, “They have the
best applications of broadband which we could copyover a 12 month period. To which technologies does

the 500 per cent figure apply? What is the absolute and promote in our country”?
number of broadband customers in the various (Mr Walker) Broadband is such an emerging
technology categories now? market I could point to quite a few places here and

around the world where people are piloting(Dr Lumley) You are absolutely right, broadband
does actually cover a wide range of technologies. The interesting applications and where people are doing

blue skies research around these applications. It is atfigures which are published tend to focus just on two
of the technology areas, ADSL and cable modems, the level of pilot in theMidlands, for example, where
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TeleWest have been running a Living Health pilot, assessment of those regulations, and there is an

advisory committee which we are going to put thosewhich is whereNHSDirect becomes real and you can
actually see the nurse. It has been very successful in to soon. The quickest we can possibly introduce

those regulations is some time next year, that is 2003,terms of take-up but it is a pilot and on quite a small
scale at the moment. I was in America recently and if things go to plan. As I said, the regulations apply

to England only. Planning is a devolved issue so itspoke to someone in Chicago where the police force
are trialing a device which will allow them to send will be for the Assembly to decide.
actual pictures of suspects back to be compared to 289. Can I press cable ducting a little further. I
the data base, and even finger printing, because would have thought most developers would see
broadband width allows you to do that, but it is a broadband as an integral part of the package they are
small pilot there at the moment. Things like tele- oVering to their prospective tenants or purchasers
medicine would clearly use it. So there have been and therefore I am surprised that the need to regulate
some high profile projects and significant amounts of is the approach which has been taken. Is there not,
money are being pumped into developing the content shall we say, a more positive approach that one can
applications but we are at an early stage of the take in the sense of promoting the development to
market. ensure you are not left with a building which is
(Dr Lumley) First of all, our strategy is very much technologically redundant in five or ten years? Why

based on the fact that we need to avoid this chicken- are you taking the regulatory rules approach rather
and-egg problem of, “Do people invest in the than the promotion of a carrot approach?
infrastructure or do they invest in the content”, and (Mr Walker) The regulations have been drawn up
who jumps first. So the strategy is based on building in discussion with the building industry and it is
a virtuous circle of getting more narrow band people about setting minimum standards not over-
converted to broadband, then there is a critical mass prescribing onerous costs in terms of productivity.
and content providers can see those people as a For instance, we have not been dragged into fibre
potential market and they can start developing connectivity or whatever, we are talking about just
applications, and then you go round the cycle again. making the infrastructure available by way of
Secondly, we are doing a lot of work with the Digital ducting. The approach we have taken has been
Content Forum to scope what work on developing generally welcomed. Of course it does not just apply
content applications is already being done in the UK to the private sector, there is also the public/
and how we can build on that, how we can stimulate voluntary sector which is engaged in new building
more content activities at least on a pilot basis. One and it is important for Government to set standards.
example of an application which is well developed in
the UK is that there is a very impressive broadband
network in Telford where some years ago the Chris Ruaneeducation department decided that they wanted to

290. You mentioned previously development caseinvest in broadband and they had a faith or a vision,
studies to create demand for broadband. I personallyif you like, that broadband was going to be very
believe that is the way. If you want to go to aimportant for educational development, and they
clockmaker and tell him how broadband can helpclaim that in eVect they have the largest video
him, it has to be specific to clockmaking, it is no goodconferencing network in Europe because of the
showing him how it benefited a baker. That to medevelopment of this broadband network.
seems logical. It should have been done before. Why
was it not done before and where are we up to now?
(Dr Lumley) It has not been done before becauseMr Prisk

this is a very new market. As to what we are now
288. Can I turn to your plans for driving up doing, I can tell you about the UK On-line for

demand for broad services. There seem to be a Business programme as one example of what we are
number of approaches. Could I ask you to elaborate doing, it provides advice to businesses across the
further, first of all, on the plan to involve the private country through Business Links, and one of the
sector in teleworking, and in particular I would be advisory capabilities which they have now developed
interested to know what progress has been made on is the capability to advise companies on whether
the idea of relaxing the personal benefit taxation. broadband makes sense for their business and to
Secondly, what progress has been made on your oVer them some case studies. In their Broadband
ideas for the public sector in terms of regional and booklet there are very much in outline a couple of
local portals? Thirdly, the plans for cable ducting and case studies of why broadband has helped particular
establishing standards for new build. Why I ask that businesses, including one example in North Wales.
is because I would like to know whether such So it is a new area and it is an area of work that we
standards will also refer to refurbished buildings? need to develop further. If I can also just in this

context mention the £30 million programme, that is(Mr Walker) I can start on ducting and
covering a whole range of projects of diVerent kinds,teleworking and portals at least. The quick answer to
many of which will raise awareness of broadbandthe question about refurbished buildings is no, the
and will begin to develop these case studies which wework we are doing to date has been based on new
can then use more widely.build. We have been talking to the

telecommunications suppliers and the building (Mr Walker) I am aware of the fact we did not
complete the answers to Mr Prisk’s questions, but toindustry in England about some regulations which

the DTLR are working on. We have got to the point finish on the case studies, it is clearly in industries’
interests who have invested quite a lot in thewhere we have some draft regulations and some

technical guidance and the regulatory impact infrastructure to develop promotional material to
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persuade people of the benefits, and the Broadband 294. Whether indeed it extends to the self-

employed or whether they are considered by theStakeholder Group are very alive to their
responsibilities in this area and have asked to work Treasury already to be able to enjoy certain benefits.

That would be very helpful to know. Tele workingclosely with the DTI’s UK Online for business
programme to develop that practice. can be very important in some of the more remote

rural areas in Wales and for small businesses. If we
291. Can I say that it is an excellent initiative.Will could move on and perhaps you might come back on

you be targeting any areas of the country, like Wales this proposal.
and Scotland, which have been slow in broadband (Mr Walker) Just to say that one of the issues
take-up? Is it a national policy or will you be taking around broadband—picking up on earlier
those leaflets across the whole of the country or will questions—is the extent of actual broadband content
you be paying specific attention to areas which are and services that are out there. There is a feeling that
behind the rest of the UK average? what is out there is not very well pulled together. So,
(Dr Lumley) It is a national programme and we for instance, there may be some quite good

hope the programme will do that. It is a programme broadband services like video streaming that a club
which is co-ordinated centrally but delivered locally, or a local council are providing on the website but it
so it is for the local delivery mechanisms, the local is not pulled together very well. In terms of boosting
Business Links, to develop their local programmes. demand for a service it is quite hard to see in this
We would very much encourage them to do exactly context together in one place. Given the investment
that. that the public sector is likely to make in broadband

applications it was deemed sensible to look at
whether we could pull this together on a regional or
perhaps local basis. At the moment OeE are workingMr Prisk with the Department for Education and Skills and
the Department of Culture, Media and Sport and292. I want to come back to teleworking in the
other departments where they have specificprivate sector and the issue of the relaxation of
programmes with quite heavy investment in this areapersonal benefit taxes, which it says here that the
to look at the feasibility of pulling that broadbandGovernment will indeed do. The second issue was the
content with the commercial sector to create a showpublic sector and the use of regional and local
case for broadband.portals.

(MrWalker) On teleworking and you talked about
the tax position, the Finance Act 2000 actually does

Chairmanallow employees to benefit from broadband
connectivity without it being treated as a benefit in 295. Before we move on, I wonder if you could
kind. There are some rather complex conditions leave a copy of that leaflet, Dr Lumley.
attached which, without having someone from the (Dr Lumley) Certainly, yes.
Inland Revenue next to me, I am slightly shy of
giving you. It is basically that the connectivity has to
be for home work use and that the billing cannot be Chris Ruane
split between residential and business, ie the person

296. You state that the first area of policy iswho is getting it has to have some benefit to their
“intensifying competition in infrastructure andbusiness. Fortunately, with the way in which
service markets”. How do you intend to do this inbroadband services are generally billed and operated,
places like North Wales, given the present verythat is not an issue. So there is a relaxation of the
uncertain position of the competing infrastructurebenefit in kind for connectivity. In terms of the
firms and the failure of unbundling?potential for public-private partnerships, one of the
(Dr Lumley) I think that is one for me. I think youbids to the DTI’s £30 million fund was from the

need to consider competition at the two diVerentSouth West RDA to develop a model of demand, ie
levels of infrastructure and service provision. Takinglooking at private sector demand for teleworking and
infrastructure first, there are always going to belooking at some of the infrastructure that the public
limitations on infrastructure competition because theand voluntary sector have on the ground to see if
economics mean that no-one is ever going to investthere was any opportunity to match these together.
in developing several ubiquitous networks.However,For instance, we are investing quite a lot of money in
having said that, if you take the country as a whole,community access centres for ICT, and we are
as well as BT’s network which is everywhere, there islooking at a model to see if we can match that with
a cable network which passes roughly 50 per cent ofprivate sector demand in a market town or
homes. As David Edmonds was saying, there areteleworking so they can be brought together. So that
four mobile networks. There are some developingis a pilot we are looking to learn from.
fixed wireless access services and satellite services,Do you want me to move on to the proposals?
particularly for broadcasting but now developing for

293. Just on that point, I appreciate it is probably broadband. So focussing on broadband specifically,
unfair to ask you for the details of the tax side but there is a lot of infrastructure competition between
perhaps it might be useful, Chairman, if we could ask cable and the BT network. The cable networkmay be
about the applicability of this tax change, how it limited in Wales but there is still the benefit of the
works. competitive eVect because, of course, tariVs are fixed
(Mr Walker) Sure.1 nationally, so provided there is substantial

competition in another part of the country then the
1 See page 119. BT tariVs and the cable tariVs will be fixed by
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reference to that competition. However, clearly there Adam Price
are limitations on infrastructure competition. It is, 298. I am not sure if from your earlier answer thattherefore, a key part of our policy and Oftel policy you would accept that BT has a de factomonopoly inalso to drive competition at the service provision parts of Wales. Does the Government recognise thatlevel. Very early on in the BT process of developing BT has a special responsibility in those areas wheretheir DSL services, they were required by Oftel to there is more limited competition, shall we say? How
oVer wholesaleDSL services on a non discriminatory is this reflected in the approach to policy?
basis. As you have heard already this morning, there (Dr Lumley) I think actually largely I would agree
are 200 service providers buying thewholesale service with you, I think there are parts of the country where
from BT and 40 of those purchasers are reselling in practice there is a BT monopoly or at least a BT
retail DSL services. So there is at the service dominant position. Other operators may come in
provision level more competition arguably in theUK with fixed wireless access but they are not necessarily
than in many other countries, particularly Germany, doing so at themoment in all parts of the country. BT
which again you heard as an example this morning. does have some degree of responsibility and that is
If I can say a bit also about fixed wireless access. reflected in the fact that they are the universal service
There is already one company operating at 3.6 provider on whom the universal service obligations
gigahertz, Tele2, which operates across the whole are placed to deliver basic telephony services to
country and which as well as having maybe a few anyone throughout the United Kingdom on
thousand broadband customers has said that it is reasonable request at a geographically average price.
willing to consider putting its services into any part of Of course this is in the consumer market rather than
the country where there is a certain level of demand the business market.
apparent. I think it is something like there needs to

299. Do you see any prospect of extending thatbe 100 customers within a fifteen kilometre radius of
universal service obligation in the near term?where they would put a radio mast. The Department
(DrLumley) I think this is an issue which should bealso has plans to release further spectrum for the

kept under review. Oftel in their last review ofprovision of fixed wireless access services, including
universal service concluded that it would bebroadband services. 28 gigahertz licences have been
premature to extend the universal service obligationauctioned already, although all of the licences were to broadband because broadband was not yet anot sold and unfortunately none was sold in Wales. service which was being used by the majority of theThose licences are back on the table for anyone to bid people in the country. If and when we come to the

for them if they want to. We are looking also at 3.4 point where a majority across the country as a whole
gigahertz, releasing some spectrum there, and the were using broadband then I think that would reopen
Radio Communications Agency is also looking at the question of whether this is a service that should
removing restriction on the use of unlicensed be seen as a basic obligation. We are clearly a long
spectrum at 2.4 gigahertz, which will mean anyone way away from that at the moment but it is
could use that spectrum without needing a licence. something that will be kept under review. It will also
They have consulted on that issue and they are be kept under review at European level because the
considering currently the results of that. Local loop universal service obligation is agreed at the European
unbundling, just to go briefly back to that, has been level. If we want to extend it to broadband, that
disappointing but it has nevertheless exerted would have to be agreed at European level unless the
competitive pressure on BT. There is also shared cost of doing it is going to be met by the taxpayer
access which is a variant of local loop unbundling in rather than by a cross subsidy across consumers.
which companies have expressed quite a bit of
interest which eVectively operates by BT continuing
to provide voice services over the loop but the new Mr Williams
company coming in providing data services in

300. I am sorry I had to leave the meeting andparallel with BT services.
have not been here for the whole time. I was very
heartened to hear your answers to that question
because although it has been said that IT will enable
economic activity to increase in rural areas, in fact

Dr Francis since broadbanding has come in it has almost ruled
out rural areas from being able to participate in that.

297. Do you have contingency plans in case the So rather than being an opportunity it has almost
remaining cable operators collapse completely? (Dr become another way in which the rural parts of
Lumley) I think the first thing I would say in response Wales have actually been excluded from the
to that is that we do not believe that they will development of the economy. Perhaps you would
collapse. We have been watching closely, obviously, like to comment again on that in terms of the
the NTL restructuring plans. We believe that the universal service issue?
underlying business is a sound business and similarly (Dr Lumley) I think helping people in rural areas
with the other cable operator, Telewest. We do get broadband is clearly a key challenge for the
believe that the restructuring will succeed. If broadband strategy. How I think we can do that is,
hypothetically it was not to succeed, these are very first, by trying to do more to aggregate public sector
valuable assets, the cable network, developed across demand for broadband and there are some
the country. There is no doubt that if NTL was not interesting ideas on that being tried already in
to succeed with their plans someone else would want various parts of the country, including in Wales.

Secondly, we can try to build demand across theto buy those assets and operate them.
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private sector as well, so again within the £30 million Chris Ruane
programme we have an interesting broadband

304. Can you explain more fully your plans tobrokerage pilot project which is trying to log demand
introduce broadband support services for healthfor broadband from all potential users and build up
professionals? You mentioned before a number ofa potential market which someone can then see and
blue skies initiatives, is there any infrastructure tocome in and provide a broadband solution.
promote these? Is it deliberately the policy of the
Department to try and structure that in a more
structured way rather than just let it occur here, there

Mr Caton and everywhere?
(Mr Walker) The NHS Plan sets out the services301. What is the Government’s view of the new

and applications it wants to push forward. As part ofstrategy set out by BT on 8 April?
the current spending review, the Health Service will(Dr Lumley) That is for me as a sponsor of BT.
be bidding for the connectivity and infrastructure itClearly the strategy is for BT rather than
deems necessary to support those content andGovernment, so I am a bit hesitant to comment in
services. Clearly if you want electronic patientany great detail. Having said that, first, we verymuch
records orwant to promote tele-medicine—and somewelcome the fact that BT is now embracing
of the plans I know specifically do—that is going tobroadband so positively and constructively.

Secondly, the strategy and the targets for broadband need some infrastructure to support it. So we will be
customers, although they look aggressive and supportive of the proposals within the spending
ambitious, we think probably are achievable. I say review.Obviously I cannot comment on the details of
that because we have a very strong base in narrow what is likely to come out of the spending review but
band, we have 11 million consumers across the I would expect a significant bid within that proposal
country already with narrow band internet access, 4 for infrastructure to support services which are part
million of those consumers are on unmetered internet of the plan.
packages, and for now of the order of £10 per month

305. What type of cost would that entail?they can upgrade to broadband. So there is a big
(MrWalker) I am sorry I could not put a figure onaddressable market there. Now that prices are at the

level they are, we think there is scope for broadband it. You are going to need good connectivity to major
to take oV in a big way. hospitals and trust buildings, and you will need quite
(MrWalker) To add anecdotally, since the BT cut high levels of connectivity and reasonably higher

in wholesale prices the ISP I use is very aggressively band width at least for connectivity to GPs and
promoting its users to upgrade from unmetered to primary health care sites if people are going to access
broadband, and I know quite a number of other ISPs these new services. I am sorry, I cannot put an
who are doing that. Anecdotally, the evidence from absolute cost on it but it has to be proportionate to
the ISPs is that demand is incredibly strong to the investment you are making and the content of
upgrade to broadband. We are moving towards a services. David mentioned it is a chicken and egg
price point where the cost of upgrade is not scenario, we do notwant to get into it butwhatwould
deterring people. concern us is if any department were planning huge

infrastructure investment or huge patient investment
without the other. It is important to develop the
spend and strategy side by side.Dr Francis

306. To create such a system would mean a302. Given the Government’s enthusiasm for
massive amount of input, would it not? If you are tocorporate social responsibility, would you not agree
take everybody’s personal health records, 58.5that the refocusing of BT’s strategy now more

towards the domestic market rather than speculating million people, some of them going back 60 or 70
in foreign parts actually means that BT is now years, to get that on to the system so it can be called
chiming more precisely with that ethos of corporate up by a GP wherever you are in the country or
social responsibility? outside would be a massive project but very
(Dr Lumley) I do not think I want to secondguess worthwhile.

the BT strategy too much, but I think there are (MrWalker) It is a massive project and you might
clearly a lot of positive features in the very focused well be pragmatic about the way you do it. There are
strategy which they have recently unveiled. diVerent uses. For instance, if you just wanted to

create the records so that people had access to their303. Do I read into that answer that you are
own records, that is reasonably straightforward, butenthusiastic for corporate social responsibility?
if you want something that is able to go between GP(Mr Walker) As part of the programme of
and trust and hospital, containing very high bandencouraging internet take-up and use and moving
width information, you are talking about a diVerentthat on to broadband, there is quite a large scale UK
order of problem. So it will be very planned andon-line partnership campaign, imported not just by
pragmatic, and very tight project management needsBT butmost of the major suppliers, and quite a lot of
to be applied to that. It is a huge project forthe user organisations are actively engaged in activity
Government but it is an incredibly important projectthat is not cost free to promote broadband access. So
because it underpins lots of the other improvementsthis is an area where we do see some focus from quite
in service provision, and if you can crack that nut lotsa lot of specialists supply industries because
of other benefits start to follow. We believe it is acorporate social responsibility fits in with their

business aims. worthwhile investment because it is a building block.
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the education network that David alluded to, is

307. The Wanless Report, published last week, considered Europe’s finest educational network. The
places a great deal of emphasis on investment in ICT Ofsted inspection has shown clear benefits to
to improve the eYciency of the National Health students, applications are being piloted there which
Service. BT has told the Committee that it would be are not being used elsewhere as are cost eYcient
prepared to participate in a pilot project using systems for them. Yes, we have got pockets of very
broadband to improve the service and reduce the cost good practice within the public sector. The trick is
of health care at grassroots level in GPs’ surgeries managing that investment to the benefit of the wider
and patients’ houses. Given the fact that Wales has community beyond just the public sector sites.
probably a greater need for health care than some
other regions in Britain, what view would the
Government take of such a project and of sponsoring

Mr Williamssuch a project?
(MrWalker) I think we are always happy to talk to 310. Could you explain more fully your plans for

commercial suppliers about potential partnerships. infrastructure sharing and for changing the reward/
Certainly we will not be going into discussions with risk balance in rural areas? I think you may have
a closed attitude, certainly not. To pick up on the addressed some of these issues.
Wanless Report, I think we strongly agree that the (Dr Lumley) The basic proposal on infrastructure
NHS could do more to exploit ICT. We are all very sharing is that we have invited the industry to come
glad that the Budget gives it the resources to do that. forward with ideas for infrastructure sharing. For
The trick now is to do the thinking aboutwhat are the example, could they share ducts in some parts of the
key building blocks and services that perhaps we country or whatever? When they come forward with
should be focussing on and eVectively to programme such proposals we would need clearly to look at
manage and drive that work. There are lots of things whether there is a competition problem with the
within NHS planning—patient records, online proposals but in principle we have said to the
appointments—which are down to the application. It industry that we would like to see them develop
is clear from those resources that everybody has got specific ideas for infrastructure sharing. We stand
that there is going to be a need for some investment ready either in the form of DTI or Oftel to give them
on the infrastructure to support those applications in further guidance to help them develop specific
services. We are very keen there is an added drive proposals. It is an ongoing dialogue at the moment
within the NHS to exploit ICT more fully, we think between the Government and the industry.
it is vital.

311. One of the issues that I am concerned about
is the proliferation of masts in rural areas if you are
talking about a wireless technology for broadband.
When I came in I heard you talking about aChris Ruane
commitment by certain people to put a radio mast if

308. You listed a number of projects in which they have a certain level of demand in an area. The
public money has been used to support the creation problem very often is getting those operators to share
of infrastructure. Can you point to actual live use of the masts so we can put a number of bits of
any of this infrastructure by private or public sector technology on them. Would you like to comment
users? Can you tell the Committee of any hard on that?
identifiable benefits which they report in terms of (Dr Lumley) This is an area that we have got quite
improved services or reduced costs? a lot of experience on from the mobile sector where
(Mr Walker) I think to answer the first part, the we have encouraged mast sharing and there is quite a

first part of your question is the 64 million dollar lot of mast sharing between mobile operators. More
question in terms of we are aware of lots of local and recently there have been some deals between the
regional initiatives to invest in infrastructure and operators whowill roll out third generation networks
aggregate their procurement. We can see in about sharing of that infrastructure which clearly if
evaluation quite considerable benefits in terms of they went as far as only one network for third
cost or eYciency or new and added value services. generation services for the country as a whole would
What is quite tricky is how you leverage that raise competition issues but there are options short of
investment to actually benefit the private sector and that where there might be duplication of networks in
perhaps small businesses locally. There are a couple the urban areas but in the more rural areas, where it
of small examples. I know in the CLEO network, in is much harder to develop the business case for
Cumbria and Lancashire, there are a few small putting up the masts, there is some degree of sharing.
businesses which make use of that. There are quite The short answer is it is something that we wish to
significant state aid and procurement issues around encourage, both to make sure that the infrastructure
using public sector investment to supply small is built in the rural areas in particular but also for
businesses. One of the reasons why we have spent so obvious environmental gains as well.
much time looking hard with colleagues at models of

312. I am told by mobile phone operators thatinvestment is to structure them in such a way that
they need to have a vertical distance between themonthose investments do not fall foul of state aid or
a mast of about five metres. It is a question oflicensing or procurement rules. I am sorry that was a
increasing the height of the masts sometimes to getslightly long answer to the first point which is trickier
the sharing in. Are there any technology problemsthan the second part.
between sharing mobile phone equipment and
broadband equipment on a mast?309. The second part?
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(Dr Lumley) I am not a technology expert but in Mr Williams

principle if you have systems that are operating at 315. Going back to the provision of broadband indiVerent frequencies and diVerent power levels on the rural areas, you say in paragraph 22 in yoursame mast then there may be some interference submission that there is red tape holding backbetween them and there may be a need to have them satellite services. Can you tell us what that red tape is
a certain distance apart or whatever. and how you set about cutting it?

(Dr Lumley) One good example is that if you want
a two-way satellite service, so your satellite terminal
is transmitting as well as receiving, you need anDr Francis individual licence from the Radio Communications
Agency so there is a cost of getting that and there is a313. Who do you think should subsidise the
time in getting it. So what we are looking at is a muchprovision of broadband facilities in advance of need,
simpler on-line system, very quick, minimal cost,for example in schools or in new business parks?
cutting through some of these regulatory obstacles.(Mr Walker) I think if there is a clear need to
One other area that needs to be looked at is planningcertain levels of connectivity to public sector sites
law because at the moment for residential customersthen that is something you have to consider seriously
you can only have one satellite dish on your housein terms of the ubiquity of service. We talked about
unless you get planning permission, and we need toGPs earlier, if you are developing constant
look at whether there is any scope to allow a bit moreapplications for the health service then clearly it is
flexibility.right that the Government should foot the bill to

ensure the connectivity is real to match real demand. 316. Going to the planning issue you raised, in
For instance, within the Spending Review period I national parks presumably you need planning
think it is right and proper that Government permission for one satellite dish?
considers what connectivity departments really need (Dr Lumley) I think that is probably right, yes.
to deliver things. That is not pre-empting demand or

317. So that is another real problem for ruralsecond guessing what demand might be in ten or15
areas in Wales?years’ time which I think we would have some
(Dr Lumley) And in conservation areas too.concerns about. That said, we are keen to encourage

subsidy of investment locally and regionally where
you can see there is a clear business case. For

Adam Priceinstance, you mentioned business parks, if there is a
clear business case for connecting that business park 318. Can you explain more fully your plans to
and the local and regional authority felt that it aggregate broadband procurement by the public
justified the expense, so long as it was within the state sector in rural areas?
aid and licensing rules we would be happy to support (Mr Walker) In the summer of last year we did
and encourage that work. I think there is a balance quite a lot of work looking at why it was the public
between supporting economic and social gain and sector procured its services in the way it did, and we
the idea of pre-emptive roll out of broadband to the did this work in partnership with the oYcials from
public sector that is not yet within the Department’s the Welsh Assembly because there is an interest in
spending plans. We would certainly support the this issue across the UK. That culminated in the
former. OYce of Government Commerce taking a look at
(Dr Lumley) If I could just add to that. I think it is how we could procure for the whole of public sector

very important to be very aware of what the market more eYciently, or whether we could do it more
circumstances are and what the market is likely to eVectively. They have beenworking on that for about
deliver, not just now but in the future so that three months and have spoken to every single central
intervention by public sector bodies in the market is government department and they have talked to all
as minimal as possible. Having said that, clearly one of the supply side. For the first time ever, because
could look at something like a business park and say before we had a best guess estimate, as part of the

spending review process we have asked thethat all the market decisions about broadband
departments for a detailed connectivity expenditureconnections for that business park, because they are
plan, so the OGC are looking at procurementgoing to be all disaggregated, there is going to be
options and models with real spending plans fromsomemarket failure. So clearly in a case like that, one
departments, so we have information about what wecan see an argument for the public sector, whether it
think will be required for GPs and for primaryis a development agency or whoever, intervening to
schools and have a pretty good idea of what we thinksome extent in the market to produce a more optimal
that demand is. In the context of that, we are lookingsolution than the market unaided would deliver.
at what the various tools are that Government could

314. Does not a social partnership also have a role use in terms of how it goes about buying that
in all of this? Implicit in your answer is that you connectivity. It is probably fair to say that the
assume it is the public sector which has to take the demand for very high band width, next generation
lead on its own, but surely the economic and political connectivity, 10 megabites and over, will come from
environment requires a broader approach? schools. So in most rural areas it is the primary
(Dr Lumley) I agree entirely, that is absolutely schools which will provide the footprint of demand

right. There are a number of mechanisms for doing for broadband. When you get down to kind of mid
this and clearly it should be a partnership with the band, two megabytes to ten megabytes, we are all
private sector. This should not be the public sector on starting to see a real need across some of the other big

spending departments. One of the issues that OGCits own.
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are looking at at the moment, it is very easy to talk trying. It is one we think may well be something we

want to replicate elsewhere and we want to evaluateabout aggregations, it is quite a straight forward
thing to do, but when you have got departments with quite quickly, I think, rather than waiting too long to

decide the details. The answer could be yes to yourquite diVerent needs and quite diVerent
connectivities you need to be quite sensitive about the question but I think it would be sensible to look at the

pros and cons of those agreements before we rushway that you do that. There are also issues around
existing contracts that departments have with into it.
suppliers. OGC are about a few weeks away from (Dr Lumley) If I could just add a general point.
reporting to the Chief Secretary of the Treasury on One of the key values in the £30 million programme
their recommendations. We expect Treasury to is that these sorts of ideas have been tried out around
consider their recommendations alongside the the country and the ideas have come all from the
spending review proposals of departments. I think, RDAs and devolved administrations. They have
without second guessing OGC’s final been discussed with us and there has been an
recommendations, it is unlikely they are going to iteration between us but basically they are their ideas.
suggest some heavily centralised procurement What we hope will happen from this programme is
exercise but I think they will be in the business of that many of these projects will be successful and
oVering a lot more support from the centre to regions then people in other RDAs and in the devolved
and local authorities who are pursuing aggregation. administrations will see the value of them and then
From the discussion we have had so far with regional we will get a dissemination of the ideas across the
colleagues, those are recommendations whole country.

319. The OGC’s Report, you said, will relate to 322. Finally, you have mentioned the importance
England. of local development authorities, the WDA, local

government use of broadband, local health(Mr Walker) Yes.
authorities and so on.Has any assessment beenmade320. How are these plans being taken forward in
of national delivery for the Benefits Agency or theWales?
court service?(MrWalker) It is a matter for colleagues in Wales.
(Mr Walker) I have mentioned that as part of theAs I said in the earlier part of the evidence, we co-

OYce of Government Commerce we askedfunded some consultancy work we did earlier in the
departments for detailed connectivity plans and thatsummer which led up to the OGC work. Colleagues
will include the criminal justice system, policefrom the stakeholder groupwere in close touch. They
stations and magistrates courts. The one thing whichhave been part of the OGC work in terms of being
has been diYcult to get a grip on has been localconsulted. I am sure when the recommendations
authority plans because of the nature of financing,come out from OGC, it will not be a surprise to
but from central government departments we have acolleagues in Wales. I think it will be a matter for
pretty clear idea of their plans for connectivity overthem to decide how they want to take it forward.
the spending review period.

323. And youwill aggregate all those together and
Chris Ruane say, “In this area it might be worth linking the health

authorities, the court services, the Benefits Agency321. Can you explain how the Broadband
and get them together and buy this much bandBrokerage Service works? You mentioned it in
width”? Is anybody aggregating them altogether?paragraph 24. Should one be introduced in Wales?
(MrWalker) The OGC are looking at the best way(Mr Walker) Should one be introduced anywhere

of doing that. Given there is going to be a need foroutside the East of England is the question to answer
those departments to procure the amount ofquite quickly actually. The East of England came up
connectivity they said they need—and it is awith this idea as one of their proposals in the DTI’s
significant amount of connectivity across the piece—£30 million fund. Basically the idea is to provide a
we are looking atwhat are the bestmodels to get that,facility for people to pool their demand. So in the first
and on many occasions it might be to aggregate thatinstance a website which can pool businesses so
demand together on a local or regional level. Wepublic sector bodies can register their interest in
have the information for the first time about whatbroadband and a facility for going back when that
people need.demand reaches critical mass and there is enough
Chairman: We have no further questions. Thankdemand within there to get the proposals that the

you for your help today.local authority would front, broker for themwith the
telco’s supply in given areas. This is a pilot we are

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Trade and Industry

Tax measures Relevant to Use of Broadband

At the Committee’s enquiry into broadband cabling in Wales on 23 April the committee asked for details
of the tax incentives for broadband uptake

As announced by the OYce of the E Envoy in the UK Online Annual Report 2001 as one of its measures
to stimulate demand for broadband by:
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23 April 2002] [Continued

— more intensive marketing of the existing measure which allows businesses to oVset 100 per cent of
Information and Communication Technology (ICT) investment, including investment in
broadband access equipment, against tax in the first year;

— encouraging teleworking at home by employees whose employers want to provide them with
broadband connectivity, through relaxation of personal benefit taxation.

Details of these allowances are set out in the annex attached to this paper.

These exemptions will be promoted as part of the UKonline for Business campaign. A guide entitledWhat
are the tax consequences of trading online? is the process of being updated to reflect the clarification of these
tax breaks.

DTI
May 2002

Annex

Details of the Tax Allowances

First Year Allowances for Investment by Small Businesses in Information and Communications Technology

The Finance Act 2000 contained provisions for 100 per cent first year allowances (FYAs) for spending by
small businesses on information and communications technology over three years.

This was an important step towards meeting the Government’s objective of making the UK the best
envirnoment in the world for e-commerce by 2002. Small businesses will be encouraged to invest in
information and communication technology (ICT) and embrace e-commerce. E-commerce has the potential
to bring significant benefits by opening up new markets and bringing down the costs of transacting business.

FYAs can provide a cash flow benefit on new investment and will help these businesses to grow and to
invest.

Small businesses will be able to claim 100 per cent FYAs on their investment between 1 April 2000 and 31
March 2003 in ICT. They will be able to write oV immediately the whole cost of their investment against their
taxable income.

The information and communications technologies that qualify for 100 per cent FYAs are:

Computer equipment comprising computers (ranging from small palmtop organisers to large
systems), computer peripherals such as keyboards, printers etc; cabling and other equipment to link
computers to each other, or to data networks such as the internet; and dedicated electrical systems
for computers.

High-tech communications technologies comprising WAP (wireless application protocol) phones,
3rd generation (3G) mobile phones and equipment with similar applications and functionality; and
set-top boxes that are connected to televisions and are capable of receiving and transmitting
information from and to data networks such as the internet.

Software comprising software for use with computers or high-tech communications technologies.
This covers all computer software, including new software for use on computers bought before 1
April 2000 and the costs of creating web sites.

The Committee will see that this includes equipment a business may buy for a broadband
connection.

100 per cent FYAs are not available for expenditure on equipment for leasing or letting on hire.

A “small business” is defined for this purpose using the same criteria as in the Companies Act. The
business must be small when the expenditure is incurred.

A business is “small” in a period of accounts if it satisfies at least two of the following conditions for the
period of accounts or the preceding period of accounts:

annual turnover: not more than £2.8 million
assets: not more than £1.4 million
employees: not more than 50

If the business is a company and is a member of a group, the group must also be small using the same
criteria.
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23 April 2002] [Continued

Exemption for Computers Loaned to Employees and Internet Connections (including Broadband)

Benefits—assets, sevices, supplies—provided by employers and available for their employees’ private use
are generally taxable, as well as wages and salary. And (since April 2000) employers National Insurance
Contributions (Class 1A NICs) are payable on taxable benefits in kind.

Exemption for Computers

But in the 1999 Finance Act, the Government introduced a targeted exemption for up to £500 of “annual
taxable benefit” if a computer lent to an employee. The annual taxable benefit on loaned assets is usually 20
per cent of the value, or the leasing cost to the employer if higher. So the exemption covers computers of up
to £2,500 in value (20 per cent x £2,500 % £500), or £500 of leasing costs. If the benefit is more than this, tax
and NICs are chargeable only on the excess over £500 annual benefit.

Employer provided access to Internet, including via broad band

The computer exemption does not cover telecommunications lines paid for by the employer. However a
further benefits tax relaxation, introduced in Finance Act 2000, means that assets or services provided solely
for work use by the employer in the employee’s home will not be taxable if any private use is not significant.

This relaxation can apply where employers, as well as lending their employees computer equipment, also
contract and pay for Internet connection and rental fees. Provided these Internet costs are met solely for the
purpose of enabling the employee to carry out the duties of the employment at home, and the private use is
not significant compared with work use, no tax charge will arise.

The Inland Revenue have been asked about the situation where the employer pays for broadband Internet
connection solely for work purposes under a package where there is no separate billing or record of access calls
and no breakdown between work and private use is possible. In these circumstance the Inland Revenue have
agreed that, to the extent that there are significant employment duties to be carried out by the employee at home
on that Internet connection and the cost is not greater because there is private use, this situation will be within
the Finance Act 2000 exemption.
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APPENDIX 1

Memorandum submitted by Denbighshire County Council

Sorry to be a little slow in responding to your letter of 14 November, though I have to say I found myself
envious (and not for the first time) at the extent of the research and briefing facilities provided by the House
ofCommons Library. Certainly theirmaterial well sums up the current issues and explains conciselywhy both
BT and their competitors hold the positions they do. The prize in my view is that of Digital TV integrated
with other digital technology—see the attached document.

What, therefore, should be our position inNorthWales? As I’ve mentioned before we have to contend with
scattered population densities and mountainous terrain. Both factors which increase the costs of providing
advanced technology.

Though regulation may well ease local loop unbundling which will result in increased competition and
diverse products, and hopefully a broader range of services. I still find it diYcult to understand how
unbundling the local loop will lead to improved technology. Investment is needed to provide a better
platform, and generally studies and experience elsewhere suggests that for rural areas there is a need to
subsidise such investment as it needs to lead the creation of a market.

Cables and Microwave technology can provide an alternative to copper, but are not well placed to
penetrate North Wales.

Inevitably, therefore we are driven back to make the best use of what we have got and improve it—the
Highways Cable and SuperJanet included. ADSL technology will help in certain areas and we should
encourage its spread to all our exchanges in North Wales, including possibly encouraging BT to create sub-
exchanges to act as relay points especially to serve our Business Wales. Since this requires BT investment we
cannot perhaps aVord to annoy them too much!

But at the ends of the day technology depends on people to use it, and we do have a long way to go in
encouraging NorthWales residents and companies to fully seize the opportunitites provided bymodern ICT.

Huw V Thomas
Chief Executive

6 December 2000

Annex

DIGITAL TV

— Digital TV will replace analogue within 10 to 15 years in Europe.

— Digital terrestrial TV will be the dominant method of TV reception by 2007 in Europe.

— Digital satellite pay TV operators will develop ADSL technologies for interactive and video-on-
demand services.

— The installed base of interactive set-top boxes will grow at a compound annual growth rate of 80
per cent between 1999 and 2004.

— By 2005, more than 90 per cent of B2C (Business to Citizen) transactions through interactive TV
services will be via closed systems and not through the Internet.

Digital technology will enable more services to be integrated with broadcast television. Using cable TV or
an interconnected telephone service, the technology will allow for the development of interactive functions.
These can include the integration of standard internet services such as e-mail andWorldWideWeb.However,
the biggest impact will be from new services specifically designed for the TV format. Shopping channels and
“vote now” applications, activated by the viewer useing a remote control devise of the kind already in
common use, will become common place for cable subscription viewers in one or two years time. A few local
authorities are already developing pilot TV systems in partnership with their local cable companies.

It is not yet clear how interactive digital TV, requiring as it does, two way communications, will be
implemented in the broadcast environment. However, for any geographic area with high cable penetration,
early adoption is a viable option.

Satellite

There are more than 197million TV households in Europe and within these TV households, digital satellite
television is growing faster than digital cable or terrestrial services. This is primarily because satellite services
are quicker to put into operation. Satellite broadcasting is unable to eVectively oVer regional or local content,
which can limit its strategic marketing potential, especially for e-commerce. There are also broadcast rights
issues, over which the operator must maintain control. This is a concern for content providers. Consumers
face issues of installation and maintenance of the equipment.
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Cable

A key driver of digital broadcasting is the opportunity for direct e-commerce with consumers. Cable TV
oVers a great opportunity for e-commerce enterprises to reach consumer households, because of its physical,
always-on connection between the operator and consumer. The main disadvantage of cable TV is its
limitations in coverage and household penetration. Although a number of European countries have more
than 50 per cent (some are as high as 98 per cent) penetration of households, the cost of extending networks
in other European countries is high for operators. Costs are also high for operators to upgrade their networks
to accommodate the higher bandwidth required for digital services. As with terrestrial broadcasting, cable
companies can oVer local and regional content, which is particularly valuable for companies planning on
focused marketing to the consumer.

Terrestrial

Terrestrial television broadcasting dominates TV households across Europe. As the primary method of
receiving TV signals, it is the de facto standard for analogue TV sets and this trend is reflected in the new breed
of digital TV sets. It is the easiest system for consumers to install and maintain. Terrestrial broadcasting is
the domain of the public service free-to-air broadcasters who have the governmental remit to reach as many
of the population as possible. This is tied closely to regional broadcasting, which enables broadcasters to
customize programming for local communities. This is an advantage for interactive TV, as content can be
specific or tailor-made to a region or locality. Digital terrestrial broadcasting has limitations through, such
as the availability of transmission frequencies, which limits the number of channels available and coverage
is not always 100 per cent. Digital broadcasting back-channel connectivity is through analogue modems and
consumer telephone lines and though only small amounts of data are sent from the consumer, there are issues
regarding tying up telephone lines and call costs. On the horizon is the use of reception antennae to transmit
return data either directly to the transmitter or via the GHSM network. Additionally, ADSL modems could
be deployed to provide back-channel connectivity as well as on-demand services such as Internet access and
VOD programming. However, terrestrial broadcasting will remain the dominant method of TV transmission
in Europe indefinitely.

Strategic Planning Assumptions

Terrestrial TV households account for 58 per cent of the 197 million TV households in Europe. With cable
TV households at 27 per cent and satellites at 15 per cent, terrestrial broadcasting has a very dominant
position. This dominance will be diYcult to break. Although the cable and satellite TV industries are trying
hard to penetrate more European homes, overall growth in cable and satellite TV homes is minimal on an
annual basis. Certainly within some European states, terrestrial broadcasting is the smallest part of the TV
market with some countries such as Belgium with fewer than 1 per cent of households receiving their TV
broadcasts solely through their TV antennas. But the overall European picture shows that terrestrial TV is
here to stay. As Europe transitions to digital broadcasting, terrestrial TV is forecast to grow faster than either
cable of satellite. This is primarily because terrestrial TV is domiated by free-to-air broadcasters. As
governments around Europe decide when to turn of the analogue TV transmissions and low-cost digital
terrestrial STBs become widely available, then the switch over from analogue to digital will keep terrestrial
broadcasting as the dominant method of TV reception in Europe.

Turn oV of Analogue Transmissions

Europe leads the world in the number of digital services available through digital satellite, cable and
terrestrial broadcasting. The next few years will see a number of digital terrestrial services launching
throughout Europe, with continued expansion of digital satellite and cable networks. A number of European
governments have already stated when they will turn oV existing analogue terrestrial transmissions, with the
UnitedKingdom expected to decide on 2006 as a target date. Naturally, the turn oV of analogue transmission
is dependent on the growth and penetration of digital broadcstig on a country-by-country basis.What is clear
is that many European countries will come under increasing pressure from telecommunications companies
to sell oV the analgue TV spectrum as soon as possible. The telcos are keen to grow fixed wireless broadband
networks aroundEurope and, as the highest-growth industry inEurope, they are willing to paywell to expand
their service oVerings. Governments will come under pressure to use the revenue realised by the sell-oV to
subsidise those consumers that will have diYculty transferring to digital broadcasting. Governments will
become increasingly keen to move the TV industry forward by reassigning the analogue spectrum.
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Digital TV Recommendations

Content is king. Good content provides stickiness; poor content loses eyeballs very quickly.

Keep it entertaining and informative. Consumers have short attention spans.

Brand trust is very important when choosing the channel to market. Consumers trust broadcasters, not
the Internet.

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by the South West Wales Economic Forum

I am sorry not to have replied earlier to your letter of 14 November about “the digital divide”. I’m not sure
that that phrase has actually been used at any recent meeting of the Forum, but we are certainly aware of the
disadvantage at which the lack of broadband coverage and the limitations of ADSL technology place much
of rural Wales.

The position in South West Wales, as I understand it, is that ADSL will be available in Haverfordwest,
Pembroke and Carmarthen, while the Swansea and Neath Port Talbot areas have broadband access through
the NTL cable network. Bearing in mind the limited catchment of ADSL exchanges, this leaves very
substantial areas of the region uncovered.

The technology that we had hoped would counteract the remoteness of our rural areas may, in fact increase
it in relative terms.We consider that regions such as ours should be given a lead in electronic communications,
but it seems that this prospect is becoming less and less likely.

I am sure that the Forum would welcome an inquiry into this issue.

R Crawshaw
Co-ordinator

14 December 2000

APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by Hyder Consulting

I wish to register the interest of Hyder Consulting Ltd. in providing appropriate input to such an inquiry,
should it proceed.My team and I have been tracking the situationwith regard to development of Information
and Communications Technology (ICT) infrastructure in Wales, particularly that in North Wales, for some
considerable time now. In addition to meeting with a number of key stakeholders to establish the needs, we
have undertaken a number of highly proactive presentations to parties with significant interests in the topic.
These include:

— Presentation to the North Wales Infrastructure Group, in Llandudno, and in more detail at the
WDA northern oYce in St Asaph. This group comprised both private and public sector
representatives.

— Presentations to the WDA at both Northern and Southern oYces. In particular, we have taken
briefing from Patrick Sullivan at the WDA Southern oYce, with regard to initiatives to address
Public Sector needs, and fromDr Janice Burnie at theWDANorthern oYce, with particular regard
to the needs of the Private Sector.

— As a follow on from my meeting with Patrick Sullivan in the WDA, we have also met with Huw
Jones of the Welsh Assembly, to take a more detailed brief on the Assembly’s requirements for
dealing with Public Sector need. We are hopeful of appointment to a consultant’s role for
development of this initiative.

— Presentation, atWestminster, to a numberNorthWalesMP’s led by Chris Ruane, but also attended
by, amongst others, Elfyn Llwyd, BettyWilliams andMartyn Jones. I accompanied a representative
of a large private sector organisation from North Wales who put forward a representative view of
the private sector needs, while I presented those issues which, whilst of a technical nature, arise from
the economic targets for the region.

For our approach to North Wales, we have worked in partnership with two other consulting practices,
namely ECHarris, who are specialists in European funding issues, and associated procurement, andHaliwell
Landau, whose specialisms are the legal issues surrounding both European funding, and in particular, those
associated with ICT. This latter aspect is a highly complex and newly evolving field. I would not be proposing
that either of these companies play any direct part in the inquiry, our interest on this occasion being the
principally technical issues involved. They have, however, contributed considerably to our understanding of
the wider issues surrounding the topic, including issues of prioritisation of objectives, and rules for use of
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European funds. In any contribution that Hyder Consulting Ltd. would make to an inquiry, these partners
would, as a minimum, continue to ensure that our company had a good understanding of the underlying
issues in their respective fields.

Hyder Consulting Ltd. has a highy skilled team of top class specialists in ICT, led by myself, and our key
area of interest is the translation of the highly complex needs of individuals, organisations and communities
into technical solutions to optimise growth from ICT implementations. We are truly independent in the
widest sense—not only independent of supplier, but independent of specific technologies and of the
technological dogma, which appears to be arising on all horizons with regard to ICT provision.We seek firstly
to validate needs, and then to identify the most cost-eVective means to meet those needs in a manner to
addresss as wide a selection of stakeholders as possible. Where compromise is necessary, we will produce a
full appraisal of the impacts of all possible courses of action, to enable a choice to be made which reduces the
eVects of the compromise to the most acceptable level.

I would also like to bring to your attention, for the avoidance of doubt, that Hyder Consulting Ltd. is no
longer a member of the Hyder Group. Formerly Hyder PLC, recently acquired by Western Power and
Distribution, having completed aManagement Buy-Out agreement with WPD on 5 January this year, hence
Hyder Consulting Ltd. is now a fully independent employee-owned consultancy company, retaining a strong
commitment to Wales.

I would therefore express the strongest interest by Hyder Consulting Ltd. in providing the technical
dimension to the committee’s inquiry if it is the committee’s decision to proceed with one. Should you wish
to further explore the suitability of Hyder to take such a role, may I suggest that you speak to Chris Ruane
to review our potential to assist.

R Pemberton
Director of ICT Consultancy

20 March 2001

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by Mr David Wyke

There is a recently published document from the e envoy that gives a reasonably rosy headline picture as
to “Broadband” in the UK. However, once you penetrate the report you will notice that Wales comes out
very badly in relation to most of the UK regions with regard to the prospects for broadband access.

It is imperative that all regions of the UK have equal opportunity to access and utilise the communications
technlogy that is being speedily implemented throughout western Europe and North America; and to find
that we in Wales will be one of the poorest regions in the UK in terms of that technology is very frustrating.
May I suggest that you examine the table on page 14 of the report.

The Assembly, backed by Westminster, must ensure that we in Wales, and particularly in North Wales,
can benefit from the use of the broadband communications technology very soon. The current BT ADSL
rollout is little more than window dressing at this point, and does not provide the lines where they could most
benefit “SOHOs and SMEs”, nor are they willing to provide information as to additional rollout, costs and
services. As they have no competition in NorthWales, and very little in midWales, it suggests that they really
don’t care.

In South Wales there is NTL, who are installing some broadband coverage, but only in the South.

The NorthWales cable franchise, awarded some four years ago, has not been started yet, and I understand
that the company awarded the franchise have not even begun to raise finance, apply for licences or even plan
the proposed coverage.

This lack of broadband coverage could have serious implications for investment inWales, particularly here
in the North. Without suitable fast access to the communications infrastructure companies may be very
reluctant to consider moving to or locating in North Wales if its core business is communications, whether
that be voice or data. Compare investment in Wales to that of Scotland.

11 March 2001

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum from WISS Ltd

I have grave concerns about the negative eVect of the lack of aVordable broadband inNorthWales on small
and developing business especially considering that public money has been used to enable the roll out of
broadband technologies such as ADSL.
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Currently, those outside the very narrow range cost eVective broadband ie more than 3.5km away from an
enabled telephone exchange are required to buy into expensive leased line solutions, which aVects the
profitability of a business and therefore its ability to create wealth for the region.

As an example, we pay £4,000 per annum for a leased line that has the eVective capacity of an, “Always
on” modem link and is only capable of carrying light traYc. We use a company called XO to deliver this
service from Warrington, some 90 miles distant. BT, with the aid of public funding, has added additional
“points of presence” including one in Bangor. BT oVer their service at £6,800 per annumwhich is significantly
more expensive than XO for a much shorter distance, only four miles to Bangor. BT has stated that the cost
is national and disregards the distance between the user and the POP thus negating any local benefits that
implementing a local POP may have had.

Ironically, by not using the publicly subsidised BT service, we are saving £2,800 a year, this money
potentially can be fed back into the local economy which would otherwise be siphoned away from the area
to maintain BTs profitability.

To summarise, the lack of broadband availability negatively impacts the local economy by restricting the
opportunities available to business. Alternative solutions from BT are significantly more expensive than
sourced from a third party resulting in a cash flow away from the region.

D Lewis-Waller
Managing Director

6 March 2001

APPENDIX 6

Memorandum submitted by inPACT technologies

inPACT technologies (www.inpact-tech.co.uk) was established 18 months ago to address an emerging
market within the Voiceover Internet Protocol market. This market is set to expand rapidly with the
deployment of Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL). I have been working in this market for the last five years with
some of the most innovative and largest telecomms service providers in the world. Most of this time I was
working for very innovative American companies in Oregon, USA now known as Silicon Forest.

We are planning to use this position to grow inPACT to be a major force in the Media Server market,
addressing both the VoIP market and the mobile market. This market will allow us to expand to 250 people
within the next five years.

We have also started a subsidiary company, 08xx.com (www.08xx.co.uk) to provide services based on
VoIP. The first of these is a Push 2 Talk service. This allows a consumer on the Internet to make a call to
the merchant over the Internet connection they are already using. This substantially increases the transaction
completion rate and hence improves the eVectiveness for e-commerce.

On my return to North Wales I have been encouraged by the eagerness of the general public to try and
enter the software field. The vast majority of these do not have basic skills that will be required to fill the jobs
of the future. The software industry is extremely well suited to this area for a number of reasons. It employs
highly paid software engineers and is of very low impact to the countryside. We have already established a
good relationship with Bangor University and Liverpool John Moores University and will expand these
relationships to other further education establishments in the area.We hope these relationshipswill help bring
candidates with the appropriate skills to our attention while encouraging these educational institutes to teach
more software and telecommunications.

To help increase the number and quality of jobs in this area we need to raise the general level of computer
and Internet literacy. This will encourage people to further their education in the field of computing and
Internet.With support from the local education authorities this will encourage other software companies into
the area.

Recently I have worked closely with the Danish and Finnish telecomms service providers. Finland in
particular has been very successful in encouraging telecommunications and software companies to develop.
The population of Finland is about five million people and its population is similarly dispersed as that of
Wales. I think it would be well worth the appropriate members of parliament talking to their counterparts
in Finland. This would hopefully result in the passing of ideas on this whole issue.

I am currently working on a proposal to increase the Internet penetration and usage for towns in Wales.
This would basically involve allowing Digital Subscriber Line access to all that wanted it as a modem
replacement service. This would havemany benefits, the servicewould be permanently on to encourage usage,
it would provide better access speeds at the same price as current modem connections. This wouldmake using
the computer more routine and access could be extended to children and students. Scotland is looking into
making DSL service available to the public sector (schools, hospitals and doctors etc) to increase the appeal
for companies to supply it. This approach should be encouraged in Wales too, once basic connection to
villages is established it is relatively easy to expand it commercially to residential and business customers.
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Currently British Telecom derives only about 1 per cent of its profits fromWales and most of this from the
southern cities. There is no incentive for BT to expand its DSL access in rural areas or North and midWales.
To get a 2MB Internet link to our oYces in St Asaph would cost us around £50,000 per year, in London that
cost is less than £10,000. The roll out plan for ADSL is very limited in rural Wales. Again in St Asaph there
is no plan to introduce ADSL within the next three years. ADSL was introduced into Llandudno but only
as a special project with the WDA. The communications infrastructure is critical to any country’s
development and we need a service provider that will show commitment to develop it in a timely manner. A
company such as ours could provide expertise to implement such a plan. This would result in benefit for both
inPACT technologies, other Welsh companies and the economic health of the country in general.

Mr Gareth Jones AM (Conwy) is one of our directors and is very interested in the DSL project and
hopefully could be included in any discussions we have regarding this project. I would be willing to discuss
these plans in detail with the relevant people and look forward to an opportunity with Mr Ruane to provide
input to your Welsh AVairs Select Committee into Broadband.

Peter A Clarkson
CEO

1 October 2001

APPENDIX 7

Memorandum submitted by Coleg Digidol (Wales Digital College)

1. Introduction

This evidence is being submitted at a time when Wales Digital College is working closely with the Welsh
Assembly Government and private and public bodies to develop an innovative project to deliver broadband in rural
and remote post-industrial communities. This project, called e-fro, will result in the establishment of sustainable
and aVordable community broadband systems based on the 802.11b standard. The project is also conducting
action research into how new economic models based on community wireless ISPs can be developed.

Wales Digital College would wish to applaud the Welsh Assembly Government and, in particular, the oYce
of the Minister for Economic Development, Andrew Davies, for the clear vision and strategy which recognises
the importance of a diverse and dynamic approach to broadband in Wales and underpins this initiative.

The Committee will have received many definitions of Broadband. We will not add another. Broadband
is not just technology; it is the use that is made by individuals and communities of the communications
infrastructure in the digital world. Every person that uses broadband connections will have a diVerent
definition based on its value to their lives and each definition is equally valid. The issue for Wales is how its
citizens can access a global revolution that creates an ever-increasing divide between those who are connected
and those who are not. It’s not even about how they are connected, as diVerent means of providing high
bandwidth are available and more will become available with the use of electromagnetic frequencies.
Bandwidth alone does not solve the problem of speed. The number of switches on the route to information
and the eYciency of the server where the information is held undermine the speed of connection. Optical
connections will overcome that problem.

Broadband is like other forms of communication. There are diVerent kinds of roads, from single track to
A and B roads to dual carriageways and motorways, speed controls and toll-roads. The purpose of roads is
to carry traYc, which is more significant than the kind of tarmac that’s used in the road building. In the digital
world, a 28k dial-up modem connection approximates to the single-track with passing-places, ISDN to the
B-road, ADSL to the A road with two lanes in one direction and one lane in the other. Continuing the
analogy, the fibre-optic backbone is the motorway and subsidiary delivery via wireless and microwave is the
dual carriageway. Satellite delivery is like the helicopter—expensive for one package but in remote and rural
areas eVective when the capacity is shared by a number of users. The analogy still applies to the need for
strategic planning of the infrastructure. Roads without traYc are a wasted resource; overcrowded and
inadequate roads are a barrier to economic development. The same is true of connectivity.

2. Affordability and the Digital Divide

The political issues raised by broadband rollout are aVordability and the creation of aDigital Divide. These
issues are interconnected. The traditional Telco route to broadband is the service model; the cost of laying
cable or installing switches has to be recouped from the consumers over a period of time based on usage. There
is no relationship between the price of a phone call and cost in the digital world. The cost has already been
invested in the infrastructure, sometimes in the cost of buying a spectrum licence from the government and
sometimes in the cost of laying cable. The requirement for universal access complicates the charging structure
but it is clear that the cost of wiring remote, and low-income areas will never satisfy the service model.
Something has to give so people living in such areas fall on the wrong side of the Digital Divide. Wales has
a large number of such areas, so diVerent financial models have to be imagined to give a return on investment
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and ensure aVordable universal access to broadband regardless of location and income. There is no single
simple answer. DiVerent communities will need diVerent solutions and the strategic approach will need to
assess a healthy mix of delivery systems and a range of financial models. Recent developments in technology
and applications indicate that, during the next decade, there will be more demand for fast network
connections than for computer power. The Digital Divide will widen if communities do not have aVordable
broadband access.

The inequitable deployment of broadband will only aggravate the digital divide between town and
countryside in the United Kingdom, according report by Local Futures Group entitled “On the Move”.
(Published on March 6 2002). It warns that if local authorities concentrate solely on getting their services
online as part of the government’s pledge to get all of its service online by 2005, people will be left out of the
loop because of a lack of access and awareness. Her comments follows news yesterday that the government’s
portal for the people, ukonline.gov.uk, is failing to draw in the crowds despite its reputed technological
excellence. Local Futures suggests that local authorities should look to satellite and wireless as alternatives
to broadband in the battle to get more ICT services out to rural areas. However, the impetus for these
alternativesmust come from central government. Oakley concluded that in the short-term, rural communities
face the prospect of an ever-increasing divide with their town-living counterparts.

3. Broadband and Content

But it isn’t just about technology. Unless appropriate content and applications are being produced within
the community, fast connection to the Internet becomes the quickest route out of town. It will take people’s
hearts and minds away from their locality. The problem is that when you connect to the World Wide Web,
particularly with a fast connection, you go on a journey to other people’s world and there are enough
attractive things to keep you there. It’s more powerful than the A55 and the M4 in attracting people from
their locality. On the other hand, broadband is the opportunity to empower communities to participate in a
global market and serve the local community at the same time. By establishing a culture of production in a
locality, access to the web begins in the neighbourhood and the content is available to the world. The
possibilities are immense. To begin, the neighbourhood community extends to include all its people, wherever
they are, and the same content will attract visitors. This is the basis of avoiding the Digital Divide—being a
producer of content rather than a consumer of other people’s content. But being producer and distributor of
content requires broadband within the community and out from the community to the global market. That’s
why ADSL (Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Loop/Line) with its configuration biased towards receiving
rather than sending content, does not encourage production even if it were universally available at
reasonable cost.

4. A Welsh Project

AtWales Digital College, we are concerned that lifelong learning inWales should not depend on imported
content that is not relevant to the learners of Wales because it has been created for a diVerent market. We
are working with the National Assembly for Wales, the DTI, ELWa and the Welsh Language Board and
collaborating with FE and HE colleges in Wales on the development of the concept of the e-fro. Details of
the project are found on our interactive web-site www.e-fro.cd

As has been recognised in the Learning Country and Cymru Ar-lein, Wales needs aVordable Broadband
connectivity. The market alone will not deliver this and neither BT nor NTL are extending their current
coverage. Although this is not aWelsh language problem, it is a community problem, which has an enormous
impact where the language has special significance. Rural America and Hispanic and Native American
communities have developed innovative and reliable low-cost alternatives to fibre-optic cable for the “last
mile” by using broadband wireless. The principle is that a community can communicate with itself using
unlicensed free spectrumat very fast speeds (up to 11mbs) using the global standard 802.11b. This technology
has allowed many small rural communities to become producers of content before linking up with theWorld
Wide Web up-stream. It is only at the point where it links to the fibre that citizens pay for connectivity and
the whole community then shares the cost. The wireless technology would appear to be very suitable for use
inWales where most communities would fall within the 5-mile radius of the range of the low-powered radios.
Community building is required before the technology is installed.

A pilot project is currently being funded as part of the National Assembly’s broadband commitment. If
the results are successful, as they have been in 7000 rural communities in theUSA and in remote areas in other
parts of the world, this model could be used to regenerate communities throughout Wales where any other
broadband connectionwould prove prohibitively expensive. In theUSA, small and remote rural communities
with wireless broadband have been able to retain and attract businesses and provide opportunities for young
people to stay and build careers in the information and entertainment fields. The same results would clearly
have an impact on the use of theWelsh language in the areas where low economic activity and out-migration
contribute to its decline. The e-fro concept promotes the benefits of broadband in the community. ELWa
are piloting e-placements, intended to fulfil this role in both Welsh and English speaking communities. The
fundamental concept of the success stories in US is cross-community trading. Wireless community ISPs are
profitable with a population base of 9,000 people in rural low-income areas. This is appealing because you
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don’t even need an initial link to the outside world. Wireless provides high-speed connections to link
producers, service providers and consumers in their communities.

The business plan for sustainable development should be very specific about how that community could
become farmore self-sustaining by recreating its own trade patterns. For example, ready-cooked frozenmeals
are a large sales item in supermarkets. These could be prepared in local kitchens and contain local foods. The
local portal in a virtual community acts as the market place. Local special produce and services are not always
apparent to visitors. If far more was actually oVered and produced locally and marketed via the local
community portal through theAll-Wales portal currently being developed as part of theNational Assembly’s
strategy, including an international element and linked to the main booking and promotion sites already in
existence, more visitors would be attracted to spend their cash—either on-line or during a visit. The local
economy could also attract expenditure from those who have roots in the community and want to buy
local goods.

The Broadband for lifelong learning programme is currently establishing broadband links into local
schools and libraries. Although it would be technically possible to extend these to the wider community, there
are likely to be regulatory restrictions to this process. However, the expanding public sector network will
bring increasing competition into the market, which will provide more and better points of presence to which
radio schemes can be connected. In addition to the benefits of e-learning, particularly language learning with
interactive broadband content, the ability to show live events to the local community, energising e-democracy
with live local debate, health and care monitoring, cultural and social interaction, tourism andWeb tourism,
Community Message Board all help to build community confidence to meet the challenges of the global
information society. Communities, producers and consumers, have become over dependent on large
distributors in recent times. Relearning what was obvious a century ago—that a community can “do things
for itself”—would give communities confidence and lead to a more entrepreneurial spirit.

That is what aVordable broadband connectivity can do in a way in which traditional dial-up connections
cannot. By creating a strong community base, Wales does have the opportunity to make certain that it does
not allow its remote, rural or post-industrial communities to fall on the wrong side of the Digital Divide.
Every country needs to create its own infrastructure for broadband. In creating the infrastructure, it is critical
that it does not become a top-down exercise. Communities need to be developed to fully utilise the broadband
connection and the goal should be for the infrastructure to be at the point where the aspirations of the
community meet the investment of central government.

5. Broadband Deployment in Other Countries

The Irish government has recently announced its plans and they conform to this goal. It will invest 300
million euros to build 50,000 kilometres of high-speed, fibre-optic Internet access rings around 123 of its
towns and cities, funded 90 percent by the Irish government and 10 percent by local authorities. The
competition-neutral rings will not be operated or owned by any of the main telecommunications companies
operating in Ireland, but by a public/private partnership company that would oVer all comers access to the
network. A national public access network is also in the works and would ultimately string together all the
fibre rings.

A few other nations, including Sweden, Canada and Korea, have built individual local access city rings,
and the idea is being debated in U.S. government circles. But Irish oYcials believe their network would be the
first national initiative on such a scale.With the Irish government absorbing the build-out costs, the network’s
operator company will not have to recoup capital costs for the network. Instead, it would oVer low-priced
access to companies, including any of Ireland’s Telcos that want to oVer services to businesses or consumers.
The state would be looking at other options for getting people online, such as wireless broadband, in addition
to fibre. Ireland is tied with Greece in last place for domestic broadband connectivity in Western Europe.
Ireland currently languishes in 27th place for broadband among OECD (Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development) countries. Ireland is in second place for low-cost international broadband
access. The Irish government will need to think through how to stimulate the provision of “last-mile”
connections to businesses and consumers. In an unusual move, the Irish government has appointed an
advisory committee comprised of senior technology industry experts to supervise the broadband initiative,
including the country managers for Hewlett-Packard and Microsoft. No members were drawn from the
telecommunications carriers. The basic model for the Irish initiative is a network to whose fibre any carrier
can have access by paying rent. Thatwould allow any community to link directly to the backbone and provide
its own wireless Internet service from there.

6. Regulation

There are critical regulatory issues concerning spectrum allocation that require addressing in the process
of developing a healthy infrastructure for universal broadband development in Wales. Current limitations,
in terms of power and usage of unlicensed spectrum at 2.4 GHz, which are under review by the
Radiocommunications Agency are based on concerns that are neither relevant to Wales or in keeping with
the recent and evolving developments in 802.11 standards of the IEEE. Or even supporting of the idea that
broadband should be able to reach everyone in Wales. Wireless can do that. There has been a consultation
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too on the 5.8 GHz frequency bands—giving enough radio power that would be required to link some
communities and their local wireless networks to the nearest wired uplink Internet Point Of Presence.

There is a further danger that the oVering of licences in the 3.4 GHz and 10 GHz bands by the
Radiocommunications Agency will go the same way as the ill-fated 28 GHz auction. The market policy of
spectrum allocation in Wales can only exacerbate the divide between urban and rural and the possibilities
that oVered by broadband will be lost inWales.Many small local communities can set up their ownwirelessly
connected systems even on a not-for-profit basis where it would be uneconomic for larger urban-centered
commercial systems to do so while oVering aVordable services in rural areas. There can be dis-economies of
scale for centrally controlled radio companies. Just as we have observed in the problems wire-based large
telephone companies have had reaching the rural UK. The policies adopted should not unintentionally
squash local and small business initiatives. Wales can, with existing technologies, be connected faster and
cheaper from the bottom up, than the top down.

For reasons of geography, culture, language, population distribution, and socio-economic factors, Wales
needs specific consideration on these matters. It needs to be established that the “public good” for the citizens
of Wales—right down to the smallest communities, and people and farms wherever they live and work now
should be a material consideration in the regulation of spectrum allocation and rules for use whether licensed
or unlicensed. Wireless technology and associated economics, for the first time, oVers the possibility of
“universal” connectivity inWales. Practical plans based on successful models in other parts of the world have
been formulated in Wales and adapted to its unique characteristics to achieve that goal. But the spectrum
policies controlling those technologies need to be driven by a clear, simple, and attainable political vision—
rapidly connecting up everyone in Wales to the net aVordably at broadband speeds.

In the recently published Review of Radio SpectrumManagement by ProfessorMartin Crowe for the DTI
and HM Treasury, there is a clear view that this process of community wireless broadband is seen as part of
the fabric of Spectrum Management in the UK.

Unlicensed is very well dealt with starting on page 128 of the Review. It doesn’t name 802.11b but then it
repeatedly puts 2.4 Ghz and 5.8 Ghz into the same “unlicensed” sections. It specifically makes the case for
why unlicensed should continue and makes the recommendation:

Recommendation 8.2: The current constraint on the use of license-exempt bands for the provision of
public access communications should be removed as soon as possible

This would allow the use of 802.11b for ANY purpose, including general commerce, which would make
the e-fro concept possible in all communities in Wales.

The report highlights the comparative value of the license-exempt bands for rural and “suburban”. And
agrees with prior studies which recommend extensive de-regulation of the license exempt bands.

If the recommendation is adopted all of Wales could be connected to aVordable broadband very quickly.

To achieve this political objective, the composition of OFCOM as envisaged in the draft Communications
Bill must recognise the need for the regulatory mechanism to be able to treat Wales as a special case. It may
be that the consultation role envisaged for the National Assembly for Wales and an OFCOM oYce in Wales
will be suYcient to ensure this and that direct representation for Wales on OFCOM is not necessary.
However, it seems that the Bill has failed to recognise the specific needs and characteristics—geographic,
population distribution, and culturally—of Wales in the proposed structure for the new regulator. Also, the
spectrum policy MECHANISM needs to be upgraded to be able to handle rapid change that is occurring in
the wireless world. i.e. making review of policy a continuous thing relating technological “change” to the
“public good”. Application of spectrum is highly specific to local and regional factors. There must be
statutory obligations on OFCOM to ensure that its decisions as they aVect Wales must be agreed to by the
National Assembly for Wales. In order to ensure that this relationship is eVective, OFCOM must also have
a statutory obligation to have an oYce in Wales that will provide expertise both on the regulatory issues and
on the specific needs of Wales.

Elen Rhys and Euryn Ogwen Williams

10 April 2002

APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by the Radio Communications Agency

Thank you for your letter of 17 September to the Chief Executive requesting information to assist the
House of CommonsWelsh AVairs Committee inquiry into broadband services in Wales. I am writing to you
on her behalf.

TheNational Consultation onLicence Exempt Public Telecommunications that concluded earlier this year
resulted in changes to Exemption Regulations to allow commercial public access Wireless Local Area
Networks (WLANs) to operate in the 2.4 GHz band. There is now no requirement for any 2.4 GHz WLAN
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services (complying with Interface Requirement IR 2005) to operate under an individualWireless Telegraphy
Act (1949) licence provided that they conform to minimum technical standards. These standards are set out
in IR 2005. These changes came into eVect on 8 July 2002. Operators of public WLANs must still comply
with the licensing requirements of the Telecommunications Act (1984).

The RA has also just completed a Public Consultation on the Statutory Instrument that will introduce
regulations for licence exempt public and private telecommunications for radio spectrum at 5 GHz. The
proposed requirements will permit self-provided and commercial public access licence exempt use of the
bands for mobile and nomadic broadband devices. Initially this will be mainly indoor deployment because
the market has not yet succeeded in developing equipment to meet the full requirements of the Interface
Requirement IR 2006 to permit higher power use outdoors. The latest version of IR 2006 and a copy of the
Consultation document are available on the RA website www.radio.gov.uk. Bands A and B at 5 GHz (5159-
5350 MHz and 5470-5725 MHz) will shortly become available for WLAN deployment on a licence exempt
basis.

The third band at 5 GHz, band C (5725-5875 MHz) has outstanding technical issues to resolve. It is
intended that this band will be used for fixed access type services and will require a light-licensing regime of
regulation. It is intended that work will be completed on band C by mid-2003, when it should become
available for this service.

The consultation was publicised in the usual way by the RA, with announcements on the RA’s ownwebsite
and a mail shot to all those who had previously expressed an interest in WLANs. With regard to FE and HE
providers, RA is regularly in contact with both DFES and the British Educational Communications
TechnologyAgency (BECTA) on the subject ofWLANs and other broadband provision by radio as BECTA
is the advisory organisation providing schools and other educational institutions with up to date information
on this subjects such as WLANs.

You also enquired about the Agency’s proposal to package and award fixed wireless access licences in the
3.4 GHz band and asked when a decision will be taken about the geographical licence areas in which Wales
will be included. The consultation document “Public Fixed Wireless Access; Proposal by the RA to package
and deliver licences at 3.4 GHz” set out our proposals and those of the Welsh Assembly for packaging and
awarding fixed wireless access licences in the 3.4 GHz spectrum and invited comments by 30 May 2002. In
July we published a conclusion to this consultation which announced our intention to award 15 regional
licences whereby parts of Wales were included in four of the 11 licences covering England and Wales. The
Government is committed to building a broadband Britain by oVering services through as many platforms
as possible. Its aim is to have the most extensive and competitive broadband market in the G7 by 2005. Since
the award of these public fixed wireless access licences is a key part of this strategy the Government has
decided to consider further the terms and conditions of the award.

While a decision is yet to be taken, you may wish to know that the consultation document presented four
options for licence packaging and sought views on the inclusion of service roll-out obligations and service
restrictions for licensees. Of the four licence packaging options presented option 1 had been developed by the
Agency’s advisors who had undertaken detailed market research and modelling to devise, what they believed
was, the optimum licence packaging. This option recommended 15 regional licences with Wales included in
four of the eleven licences covering England and Wales. The other three options included the proposal from
the Welsh national assembly that we award 2 licences for Wales covering, respectively, the areas eligible for
Objective One EC funding and the other areas. We received general support for the option developed by RA
advisers from industry and respondents, there was a lack of support and evidence in favour of the other
options. We did however receive support for a Welsh national licence from the Welsh Advisory Committee
on Telecommunications andMLL, a telecoms operator providing services inWales, both of whom supported
other proposals but oVered no supporting evidence.

Hazel Canter
Director of Spectrum Services

16 October 2002
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